Introduction

Fire & Safety WA is an ISO9001 certified Australian owned and operated business that was established in 2007. Since the beginning we have provided a wide range of Firefighting and other First Responder products, all of which are supported with excellent service. We are dedicated to meeting the needs of our customers in Western Australia. Currently our customer base consists of several local Government entities, all the large Resource companies, other Mining companies and a group of Resellers. We are also pursuing a strategy to compete in the Fire Contractor market with Fire Extinguishers and Fire Detection Systems. Our Landsdale facility consists of twin units, each having two storeys comprising office space and a high bay warehouse. One unit has a purpose-built clean room to assemble fire detection and emergency warning panels and incorporates our fire extinguisher recycling area.

Our Vision

We, at Fire & Safety WA are the distributors of nationally recognised, high quality products and services. We commit ourselves to offering Creative First Response Solutions with an energy that reflects our belief in all that we do. We will consistently provide solutions that meet or exceed the requirements and expectations of our customers in a timely and professional manner. We will adapt to the changing needs of our customers and answer their needs with creative, value for money solutions. We will offer our customers professionalism, integrity, product knowledge and unrivalled service. We will build and maintain close customer relationships to ensure best possible outcomes. Our processes will be subjected to continual review and improvements made to achieve best practice and maximum efficiency in all that we endeavour.

Our Experience

Fire & Safety WA is owned by our Directors, Paul and Kenlie Williams, who have decades of industry and management experience. Our sales professionals have all held sales manager and customer service positions.

Our Objectives

1. Continue to offer excellent products and service in a timely and professional manner.
2. Provide our customers with unparalleled service.
3. Promote Fire & Safety WA as CREATIVE FirstRESPONSE SOLUTIONS.
4. Introduce and promote FirstRESPONSE brand and initial product range.
5. Develop and implement a new website with online shopping.
7. Build our staff’s product knowledge.
8. Build and strengthen relationships with current, new and prospective customers.

Our Products

Our wide product range is unmatched within the industry. We stock and promote well-known brands including Akron Brass, Ansul, DLX, Mercedes Benz, Oliver Boots, Pacific Helmets, Pelican, RESQTEC, Scott Safety, VESDA and Vigilant. Our products groups are:

Ansul
- FireFighting Agents
- Fire Extinguishers
  - Portable
  - Mobile
  - Accessories
  - Fire Blankets
- Fire Detection
  - Fire Detection Systems
  - Emergency Warning Systems
  - VESDA
- Emergency Response
  - Breathing Apparatus
  - Rope Rescue
  - RESQTEC
  - Rescue Equipment
  - Shelters
- FireFighting Equipment
  - Adaptors & Fittings
  - Foam Delivery
  - Hose Reels
  - Hoses
  - Hydrants
  - Monitors
  - Nozzles
- FireFighting Tools
  - Eflares
  - Hand Tools
  - Jerrycans
  - Stowage
  - Torches & Lighting
- FireFighting PPE
  - Apparel
  - Footwear
  - Helmets
  - Gloves
  - Protective Eye Wear
  - General PPE
- Fire Appliances
  - Slip On & Trailers
  - Light Attack
Our Customers

Fire & Safety WA has a sales team that directly promotes to our large number of customers including government agencies, large resource companies and fire contractors. Our customer base includes some major identities such as BHP Billiton, Chevron, ConocoPhillips, Fortescue Metals Group, Rio Tinto and Woodside. Our customers also include various Government and semi-Government bodies including WA Department of Fire and Emergency Services, Local Councils and Volunteer Groups.

Our Core Competencies

Convenience - Customers can walk out of our facility with all the products they need. A speedy courier service is also available. Inhouse Capabilities – We customise fire detection and emergency warning panels at our premises. Recently our fire extinguisher recycling area was commissioned. We offer a highly organised and efficient warehousing system. Quality & Reliability – We only provide reliable, quality products that perform to our customers’ expected standards. Promotion – We create strong marketing material and actively promote our products via online campaigns, our website and one on one meetings. Selection - Providing a range of creative and time/cost saving product solutions not currently available from competitors in the market. Service - Our business provides better service than competitors. Technical Support – Telephone and onsite technical support is available 24/7.

Our Future

Fire & Safety WA has a bright future. The company’s ability to adapt to the changing needs of the various sectors of the community and to answer those various sectors needs with creative value for money solutions will ensure our success and continued growth.
Emergency Response

Y Piece with CEN Couplings
Y Piece with CEN Couplings is constructed from nickel-plated brass, with 2 Female Socket CEN type couplings and 1 male coupling, the Y-piece allows a single length of hose to be split into two branches.

(2003397)

XACT 1.25 Ton Cooling 15000BTU Heating 15000BTU 240V
XACT 1.25 Ton Cooling 15000BTU Heating 15000BTU 240V (HVAC125.1)

X6 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw; it must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.

(4760.0000.XX)

X4 Spreader (Rq)
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw; it must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.

(4744.0000.XX)

X2 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw; it must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.

(4720.0000.XX)

X2 EDD Spreader
A new era starts for rescue extraction equipment. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(5720.1202.EE)

Wedge
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support or lifting objects during rescue operations.

(8400.065)

Water Mist System For Stream Shaper Guard
Water Mist System For Stream Shaper Guard is an accessory for Resqtec’s Airlast Ventilation Series.

(6500.0122)

Water Mist System
Water Mist System is an accessory for Resqtec’s Airlast Ventilation Series.

(6500.0022)

Window Center Punch
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9330.0771)

Vehicle Charger 24V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is is 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

(4300.0740)

Vehicle Charger 110V / 220V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is is 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

(4300.0880)

Vehicle Charger
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is is 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

(4300.0550)

V6 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4560.2000.XX)

WA Rescue Glass Management Kit
The essential tool kit for road rescue crews for safe and efficient management of glass, sharps and debris.

(GMK)

V3 Telaram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4550.0000.XX)

V4 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4540.2000.XX)

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extraction equipment. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4540.2041.EE)

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extraction equipment. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4540.2001.EE)
V3T Telemam
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4530.0000.XX)

V2 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4520.2000.XX)

Ultra-Pro Edge Protector - 4 Edge Protector
Edge Protector Ultra Pro 2 CMC Ultra-Pro is lighter and easier to transport than edge rollers.

(CMC294044)

Ultra-Pro Edge Protector - 2 Edge Protector
Edge Protector Ultra Pro 2 CMC Ultra-Pro is lighter and easier to transport than edge rollers.

(CMC294042)

TURBOFOOT right
Hook these mini ascenders to your feet and climb lines with greater ease.

(VCAM 2258)

Turbo Chest Ascender
The Turbo Chest Ascender is a compact and lightweight ascender which includes new patented rollers for high efficiency climbing.

(VCAM 2256)

Tripod Set
The Tripod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.0610)

Tripod
The Tripod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.0600)

Traverse Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher Split Version Titanium
For the ultimate in strength to weight ratio, the Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher sets a new standard for rescue lifters.

(FWETTI-SP)

Traverse Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher One Piece Titanium
For the ultimate in strength to weight ratio, the Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher sets a new standard for rescue lifters.

(FWETTI)

Traverse Titan Basket Stretcher Split Version Stainless Steel
The Titan Series Basket Stretcher is specifically designed to perform in a technical rescue environment. Its superior design provides a user-friendly platform from which to work.

(FWETB-SP)

Traverse Titan Basket Stretcher One Piece Stainless Steel
The Titan Series Basket Stretcher is specifically designed to perform in a technical rescue environment. Its superior design provides a user-friendly platform from which to work.

(FWETBT)

Traverse Gazelle Basket Stretcher
A strong, durable and cost effective black powder coated, carbon steel basket stretcher that's suitable for industrial rescue and retrieval.

(FWETBG)

Traverse 540 Rescue Belay (small)
The 540°™ Rescue Belay, Small has all the same features of the Large, but is engineered to work with 11mm to 11.6mm (7/16 in.) ropes.

(TRAV16-0200)

Traverse 540 Rescue Belay (large)
The Traverse 540 Rescue Reel is developed specifically to meet the needs of rescue system belays.

(TRAV16-0100)

Toolmat 3x2M
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9330.0777)

Toolmat 2x1.5M
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9330.0778)

Superpass II Motion Only
SuperPass2 is a small personal safety alarm specifically designed for firefighter and first responder safety.

(SP2M-A)

Superpass II Motion & Temp
SuperPass2 is a small personal safety alarm specifically designed for firefighter and first responder safety.

(SP2HA)

Strap Recovery 50mm 8500kg
Strap Recovery 50mm 8500kg

(SS8500)
Steel Triplock Karabiner 50 kN
A compact, lightweight, hardened steel karabiner with a 50 kN rating and triple lock gate.
(VCT A595TBZ0)

Steel Screw Gate Karabiner 50 kN
This high-strength, hardened zinc plated steel karabiner has a useful wide opening screw gate entry.
(VCT A455TBZ0)

Stainless Steel Triplock Karabiner SS Gate 35 kN
Large stainless steel triplock karabiner with large gate opening.
(VCTI46500PO ASS)

SQ9 L HP Airbag (30x45)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0106)

SQ8 HP Airbag (38x38)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0104)

SQ7 HP Airbag (94.5x94.5)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0176)

SQ6 HP Airbag (30x30)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0102)

SQ54 HP Airbag (87x87)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0165)

SQ40 HP Airbag (78x78)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0155)

SQ31 HP Airbag (69x69)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0148)

SQ3 HP Airbag (22.5x22.5)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0101)

SQ24 L HP Airbag (32x102)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0140)

SQ24 HP Airbag (61x61)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0135)

SQ20 L HP Airbag (37.5x75)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0121)

SQ19 HP Airbag (55x55)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0115)

SQ13 L HP Airbag (37.5x50)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0114)

SQ12 HP Airbag (45x45)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0108)

SQ1 HP Airbag (15x15)
Resqtec's SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.
(8100.0092)

Sparrow Self Locking Descender 200kg
The Sparrow 200R allows you to unlock the rope position without having to tie off. It allows for short ascent and the assembly of a reversible haul system. The floating cam design forces users to load the rope preventing accidental “reverse loading”.
(VCT 2D656)

Spare Saw / Blade For Glass Cutter
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0407)
### Spare Blade For Glass Saw, Set Of 2

Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9330.0408)

### Soft Casualty Shield Transparent

Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9330.0774)

### Sling - Snake 50 x 1500 30 kN Red / Blue / Yellow / Black

Every Ferno Sling is made from high grade, abrasion resistant webbing and is available in a variety of colours and lengths.

(VSL 530kN 1500)

### Sling - Round 25 x 1500 32 kN Red / Blue / Yellow / Black

Every Ferno Sling is made from high grade, abrasion resistant webbing and is available in a variety of colours and lengths.

(VSL R32kN 1500)

### Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green/Rubber

Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green/Rubber

(8700.1362)

### Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green

Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green

(8700.1283)

### Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue/Rubber

Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue/Rubber

(8700.1367)

### Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue

Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue

(8700.1273)

### Set Of 2 Pulling Jaws FX6

The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

(2120.4280)

### Set Of 2 Pulling Jaws FX2/FX4

The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

(2130.4280)

### Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each

Resqtec Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each

(8410.0851)

### Scott Sight AV3000HT (MED)

Scott Sight is the first of its kind thermal in-mask system.

(8005264)

### SCBA Propak-hx FX T2 (New 2014 edition) Adjustable Height Swivel

The ultimate in user comfort for the professional fire fighter offering all the benefits of the ProPak-h with the added feature of an adjustable back plate which means that the unit can be altered to fit the height of the wearer.

(2027195)

### SCBA Propak-hx T2 (New 2014 edition) Firefighting

The ProPak-hx has been designed for use by the Fire Service or as a fire fighting set in the Oil & Gas fire fighting market.

(2027182)

### SCBA ProPak Sigma T2 (New 2014 edition)

The ProPak-Sigma has been designed specifically for use as a compliance set in Marine or Industrial fire fighting environments.

(2027150)

### Safe Spring Hook Each

Coiled, plastic coated stainless wire extends from 430 mm to 1600 mm and prevents tools accidentally falling.

(EB-STL INDV)

### Saddle Wedge With Strap

Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support or lifting objects during rescue operations.

(8400.0640)

### Rope Protector - Wraparound

Serious heavy duty rope protection made from super strong webbing.

(VAIROPPROTINDWRAP)

### Rope Protector - Flat

Made from a heavy-duty webbing with medium duty webbing for the closure flaps.

(VAIROPPROTINDFLAT)

### Roll N Lock Self Jamming Pulley

A compact, ultra light self jamming pulley with three operational modes: pulley, progress capture pulley and ascender.

(VCT 2D25)
Ringers Rope Rescue Gloves
The Ringers Rope Rescue Glove is ideal for optimum grip and control in inclement weather.
(RINGERS-355)

Remote Controller
Resqtec Remote Controller
(8410.0710.00)

Regulator C/W 2M Black Rubber Inlet Hose
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Regulator C/W 2M Black Rubber Inlet Hose
(8700.0570)

Rear 360Deg Carry Handle (Long Version Only)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.
(4250.1065)

Ram Support
The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(2350.0535)

Ram Adapter
Resqtec Ram Adapter
(8420.0230)

RALF Rescue Kit 5 to 1
Packaged ready to rescue, no assembly required, the RALF Rescue Retrieval System allows you to quickly raise or lower a person.
(FWE-RRK 5:1)

RALF Rescue Kit 3 to 1
Packaged ready to rescue, no assembly required, the RALF Rescue Retrieval System allows you to quickly raise or lower a person.
(FWE-RRK 3:1)

Raker Rail Hinge
Female end clicked on a ProFix Max male connector ring.
(8430.0180)

Raker Rail Connector
Used to connect two raker rails.
(8430.0120)

Raker Rail 1500
Used for wall, ground or ceiling support
(8430.0070)
Q1 Cutter
The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

PXM Protection Strap
Prevents undesirable extension of the ProFix Max.

(8410.4110)

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors Pump / Tubing
A robust and accurate portable gas detector, the Personal Surveyor (PS200 Series) provides unrivaled protection in confined space applications with audible and visual alarms in the event of exposure to flammable or toxic gases.

(64041)

PS200 Auto Calibration Station
The multifunctional Auto Bump/Calibration station provides simple but intelligent testing and calibration of the PS200 portable gas detector.

(64052)

Protection Cover Set B (8 Pcs)
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9340.0009)

Protection Cover Set A (4 Pcs)
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9340.0011)

PROPAK-FX-Ez-Flo
ProPak-fx-Ez-Flo is the ultimate in user comfort for the professional fire fighter offering all the benefits of the ProPak-f with the added feature of an adjustable back plate which means that the unit can be altered to fit the height of the wearer.

(2031988)

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors

(64041)

PS200 Auto Calibration Station

(64052)

Protection Cover Set B (8 Pcs)

(9340.0009)

Protection Cover Set A (4 Pcs)

(9340.0011)

PROPAK-FX-Ez-Flo

(2031988)

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors

(64041)

PS200 Auto Calibration Station

(64052)

Protection Cover Set B (8 Pcs)

(9340.0009)

Protection Cover Set A (4 Pcs)

(9340.0011)

PROPAK-FX-Ez-Flo

(2031988)

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors

(64041)

PS200 Auto Calibration Station

(64052)

Protection Cover Set B (8 Pcs)

(9340.0009)

Protection Cover Set A (4 Pcs)

(9340.0011)

PROPAK-FX-Ez-Flo

(2031988)
**Positive Airblast 20" Variable Speed**
The Positive Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Positive Airblast 20" Honda GX**
The Positive Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Positive Airblast 20" Electric**
The Positive Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Positive Airblast 18" Variable Speed**
The Positive Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Positive Airblast 18" Honda GX**
The Positive Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Positive Airblast 18" ATEX**
The Positive Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**P4X EDD Spreader (Short Control Handle)**
A new era starts for rescue extraction equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 1000 Set Mm**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 1000**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Mm**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 1000**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 1000**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 1000**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 1000**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow'rench 625-50 Set Inch**
The Pow'rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston. (4172.0003.EE)

NT4 Hybrid Incl. Valise
It is the design of the NT Hybrid that is the driving force behind its many features and capabilities. The oval shape forces the bag to stay flat throughout the lift. Its embedded Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turns limitations of lifting bags into strengths and ease of use. (8508.0004)

Negative Airblast 16" Electric
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (6060.0100)

NT2 Hybrid Incl. Valise
It is the design of the NT Hybrid that is the driving force behind its many features and capabilities. The oval shape forces the bag to stay flat throughout the lift. Its embedded Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turns limitations of lifting bags into strengths and ease of use. (8508.0002)

The Multi Swivel With Ring Handle is an accessory to the Restec Profix Max Series. (8420.4000)

Multi Connector
The Multi Connector is an accessory to the Restec Profix Max Series. (8420.0260)

Monopod Set
The Monopod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4.1. (8420.2450)

Modular Trolley with Hose Reel - 2 Cylinder, 2 Man (no hose)
The Scott Safety Modular range of Airline Trolley Systems provide a portable compressed air supply system for the users of airline breathing apparatus. (1051844)

P4FX EDD Frontliner
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston. (4270.0003.EE)

P4W EDD Cutter
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston. (4172.0003.EE)

P4 EDD Incl. Spreader Arms & Cutter Blades
The P4 is one-of-a-kind and a "must have" for any rescue team. It can be converted from being a dedicated spreader to a cutter in just seconds using interchangeable tool attachments. (4272.3003.EE)

NT8 Hybrid Incl. Storage Case
It is the design of the NT Hybrid that is the driving force behind its many features and capabilities. The oval shape forces the bag to stay flat throughout the lift. Its embedded Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turns limitations of lifting bags into strengths and ease of use. (8508.0008)

Negative Airblast 16" Variable Speed
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (6060.0120)

Multi Tool
The Multi Tool is an accessory to the Restec Profix Max Series. (8410.0600)

Nailing Block
Mounted on the side of a Profix Max’ cylinder or piston to add additional wooden shoring. (8430.0300)

Multi Swivel
The Multi Swivel is an accessory to the Restec Profix Max Series. (8420.3550)

Negative Airblast 16" Honda
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (6060.0130)

3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (8420.0260)
Mini GXH50 STO 1x1 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3841.1111.XX)

Midi GX100 STO 1x1 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3642.1122.XX)

Midi GX100 STO 1x1 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3842.1112.XX)

Midi GX100 MTO 2x2 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3742.1122.XX)

Midi GX100 MTO 2x2 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3742.1112.XX)

Med Sled Vertical Lift Rescue Red
The Med Sled Rescue is an innovative, cost-effective rescue device designed specifically for vertical or horizontal lift operations.

(MS-MS36VLR)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3744.1111.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3744.4312.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3744.3312.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3722.1111.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3722.4311.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3722.3311.XX)

Mains Power Adapter
Mains Power Adapter allows you to work without batteries. Connected to 110 or 220V, the mains power adapter enables any EDD tool to operate continuously, without interruption.

(4300.1000)

Maillon Rapide Twist Standard Steel - 7mm
Fitted with a 90-degree twist, the Maillon Rapide Twist is ideal for smoother PPE connections, rope access as well as in mountaineering and climbing.

(VMR STSTW07)

Maillon Rapide Twist Large Opening Steel - 8mm
Fitted with a 90-degree twist, the Maillon Rapide Twist is ideal for smoother PPE connections, rope access as well as in mountaineering and climbing.

(VMR LOSTW08)

Maillon Rapide Standard Steel - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.

(VMR STS10)

Marine and Industrial Compliance Set Sigma 2 Type 2 MED App.
Suitable for marine and industrial use including short duration confined space entry.

(SCBACOMPST2)
Maillon Rapide Standard S/Steel - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.
(VMR STSS10)

Maillon Rapide Standard Alloy - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.
(VMR STA10)

Maillon Rapide Large Opening Steel - 10mm
The wider mouth opening makes connecting easier.
(VMR LOS10)

Maillon Rapide Large Opening S/Steel - 10mm
The wider mouth opening makes connecting easier.
(VMR LOSS10)

Maillon Rapide Delta Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DS10)

Maillon Rapide Delta S/Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DSS10)

Maillon Rapide Delta Alloy - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DA10)

Maillon Rapide C Steel - 10mm
Commonly used when connecting oil and chest harnesses.
(VMR CS10)

Life And Motion Tracer LM1
The Life & Motion tracer has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9330.0041)

Laminated Glass Saw
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0406)

Laminated Glass Cutter With Holster
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0405)

KASK HP+ Mesh Full Visor
Adapted to fit mesh visor designed by Protector to fit the KASK High Performance and HP Plus Helmets.
(VKA-FCMS)

KASK HP+ Half Visor
KASK have three options available for the half visor that attaches to their HP Plus Helmet.
(VKA WVI 2)

KASK HP+ Full Visor Clear
Full face protection in a clear polycarbonate face shield for the KASK HP Plus helmet.
(VKA WVI 3.015)

Kask HP+ Ear Muffs Pair Class 5
Class 5 ear muffs for the Kask HP Plus Helmet, certified to AS/NZS 1270:2002
(VKA RBZ2CA)

KASK High Performance Plus AS/NZ 1801 Certified
Certified to AS/NZS 1801 and CE EN14052 Specifically designed for emergency rescue and rope access technicians, arborist and specialists working at height.
(VKA WHE 20)

ISC Rope Grab with Pip Pin 11 - 13 mm
Available with fixed axle or in-field detachable pip pin axle to allow fitting to the rope at any point. Two sizes available to suit either 11 mm to 13 mm or 14 mm to 16 mm semi-static ropes.
(VISC RP209A)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP06SSD1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP06SA1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP06SD1)
ISC Prusik Pulley Small Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP061A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single SS Becket
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP065D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP063D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP064A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP064D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP066D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP066A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP067D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP067A1)

Inline Whistle with CEN Couplings
When placed in the airline system between the breathing hose and the user this device provides a safe, clear warning should the airline pressure drop below 4 bar.
(1023353)

Hose Strap
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(2600.0000)

Hose Reel 2 x 20M Green/Blue
Hose Reel 2 x 20m is an accessory for the Reqtec's product line.
(2075.7220XX)

Hose Reel 1 x 20 M Green
Hose Reel 1 x 20m (GREEN) is an accessory for the Reqtec's product line.
(2075.7120XX)

Hose Reel 1 x 20 M Blue
Hose Reel 1 x 20m (BLUE) is an accessory for the Reqtec's product line.
(2075.7020XX)

HB76 Dangerous Goods Emergency Response Guide
Provides emergency response information for dealing with accidents, spills, leaks or fires involving dangerous goods.
(HB76)

HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 300cm
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB300A)

HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 165cm
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB165A)

HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 105cm
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB105A)
The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials. The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool. (4260.0000.XX)

Protix Max Series.

Handheld Dual Controller 12 Bar
Resqtec Handheld Dual Controller 12 Bar
(8700.0552)

Handheld Controller Strut 12 Bar
Handheld Controller Strut is an accessory to the Restec Protix Max Series.
(8410071000)

Handheld Controller 12 Bar
Resqtec Handheld Controller 12 Bar
(5245.1202.EE)

HaulerBiner Rescue Kit
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB)

Hard Casualty Shield (Transparent)
Our seated tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0772)

The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.
(4186.0000.XX)

FX6 FJ EDD Frontliner
The Frontier FJ E-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(5265.1202.EE)

FX6 Frontliner
The Frontier FJ E-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4260.0000.XX)

FX4 FJ EDD Frontierlin
The Frontier FJ E-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(5245.1202.EE)
**FX2 Frontliner With Integrated Hand Pump**
The FX2 Frontliner series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

**Floor Mat Plug**
Resqtec Floor Mat Plug
(8700.204)

**Floor Mat**
Resqtec Floor Mat
(8700.0715)

**Floor Mat Plug**
Resqtec Floor Mat Plug
(8700.204)

**Floor Mat**
Resqtec Floor Mat
(8700.0715)

**Flite Cylinder 2L 200 Bar Steel**
Cylinder 10 min Escape
The Scott Safety Flite is an open circuit, positive pressure airline breathing apparatus generally comprising of a bandolier harness, positive pressure airline apparatus with automatic positive pressure demand valve, supply hose and coupling for airline supply hose.

**Flite Airline Breathing Apparatus**
The Scott Safety Flite is a first breath activated positive pressure airline breathing apparatus with the option of hip mounted 10 and 15 minute compressed air cylinder supply for escape from the most hazardous environments.

**Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof**
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof
(6143.0010)

**Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof**
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof
(6143.0015)

**Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M**
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M
(6143.0000)

**Fixed Base**
The Fixed Base is an accessory to the Resqtec Protix Max Series.

**Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag**
7.5M
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M
(6143.0020)

**Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag**
4.5M
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M
(6143.0000)

**Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher**
The Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher’s roll-up, compact and lightweight design makes it ideal for high angle, confined space, horizontal or vertical rescue.

**Ferno Ultralite X Harness**
The Ultralite X full body harness is designed and manufactured in Australia and combines world-leading safety features with superior comfort and easy vest style donning.

**Ferno ROAR LITE Harness**
The ROAR Lite is the ultimate technical harnesses for rope access and rescue specific requirements.

**Ferno Industrial Rope Protection Mat**
Hard wearing PVC strips are concealed within full length hinged sections that allow conformity to most edge contours.

**Ferno Heavy Duty Rope Bag**
Ferno Rope Bags keep your rope conveniently stowed, ready for transportation and quick deployment.

**Ferno Hardpoint Ascender Full Body Harness**
The Ferno Hardpoint full body harness provides all the comfort, benefits and industry leading features of the Ferno Centrepoint 2 harness, but with a front hard connection point in place of the web belay loop.

**Ferno Centrepoint 2 Ascender Full Body Harness**
A favourite with Australian emergency services and rope access technicians, the Centrepoint II is a tried and proven workhorse that can be used in a multitude of applications.

**Ferno Centrepoint 2 Ascender Full Body Harness**
A favourite with Australian emergency services and rope access technicians, the Centrepoint II is a tried and proven workhorse that can be used in a multitude of applications.

**Ferno 71S Basket Stretcher Split Version**
The Ferno 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the one-piece Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage or backpacking to a rescue site.
Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher One Piece

The Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame.

EX-900
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

EX-600
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

EX-300
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

EX-1500
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

EX-150
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

EX-1200
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

Etrier Five Step
The Etrier and Aider Four and Five Step are ideal for rescue, rope access and recreational aid climbing.

Elevation Add-On 4000-5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.

Elevation Add-On 3000-4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.

Edge Support
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.

Earth Nail
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
### Door Opener With Pump & 3M Hose

The door opener has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(2064.100M.MS)

### DFES 2 Disinfectant 1 Lt

A one step disinfectant for Personal Protective Equipment, such as Hard Hats, Face Shields, Goggles, Spectacles, Protective Head Gear, Hearing Protectors, Gas Masks and Suits and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

(FGF2)

### DFES 1 Sanitiser Cleaner 4 Lt

A safe effective cleaner for Personal Protective Equipment, such as Hard Hats, Face Shields, Goggles, Spectacles, Protective Head Gear, Hearing Protectors, Gas Masks and Suits and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

(FGF1)

### Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Red/Rubber

Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Red/Rubber

(8700.1332)

### Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Yellow/Rubber

Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Yellow/Rubber

(8700.1337)

### Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Blue/Rubber

Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Blue/Rubber

(8700.1347)

### Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Yellow

Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Yellow

(8700.1112)

### Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Red

Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Red

(8700.1107)

### Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Green

Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Green

(8700.1117)

### Cylinder 9L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve

Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.

(1127413T)

### Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre RAV (Right angle valve)

Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.

(1118245RAV)

### CT Orbiter T Twin Pulley with Becket

The Orbiter T is a light, alloy double-pulley with oscillating side plates with twin sheaves mounted on heavy duty ball bearings.

(VCT 2P662)

### CT Orbiter S Single Pulley

The Orbiter S Single Pulley is a large, light weight alloy pulley with oscillating side plates.

(VCT 2P660)

### CT Orbiter M Single Pulley Small

The new Orbiter M Single Pulley Small is a robust and compact yet lightweight alloy pulley with oscillating side plates.

(VCT 2P664)
CT Orbiter L Triple Pulley
The Orbiter L Triple pulley with mobile side plates is very versatile and robust and has provision for two connectors through the upper eyelet. Its triple sheaves are mounted on heavy duty ball bearings.
(VCT 2P666)

CT Orbiter H Triple Pulley with Becket
Triple pulley with mobile side plates, very versatile and robust.
(VCT 2P667)

CT Orbiter D Single Pulley with Becket
This large yet light weight alloy pulley has oscillating side plates and becket.
(VCT 2P661)

CT Orbiter A Single Pulley
Innovative pulley with mobile light alloy side plates designed for tree climbing.
(VCT 2P665)

CT Glove Half Finger Large
Comfortable Leather Gloves.
(VCT 7X980AB)

CT Alloy Swivel Twister
The Twister is a lightweight, hot forged, alloy swivel which helps prevent rope twist.
(VCT 2D793)

CT Alloy Swivel Twirl
The Twirl is a lightweight, hot forged alloy swivel which helps prevent rope twist.
(VCT2D795)

Crown
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0000)

Crib Block Set CB8
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0736)

Crib Block Set CB6
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0735)

Crib Block Set CB4
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0734)

Crib Block Set CB2
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0733)

Crib Block Set CB 600-2
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0724)

Crib Block Set CB 600-1
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0722)

Connector Key
Resqtec Connector Key
(8700.2008)

Connector
Dimensions 123 x 40 x 15mm
Weight 0.1kg
(8400.055)

Compact Airblast 8" Explosion Proof
The Compact Airblast has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(6060.0001)

Compact Airblast 8"
The Compact Airblast has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(6060.0000)

Command Light Shadow SL422A-FS 2 X 220 W AC Spectra LED
The SL422A-FS is a part of Command Light’s most compact line of light towers. Powered by 115 or 230V AC power, its tower has a reach of over 6 feet above it’s base (or over 9.5 ft with an optional 82” arm).
(5876.2220)

Command Light Knight KL415A-FS 8 X 220W AC Spectre LED
Command Light Knight KL415A-FS is a mid-size LED light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers are extremely stable, yet more compact than the CL Series. They lay flat with a smaller footprint at only 47” for smaller to mid size apparatus, or larger trucks with limited space.
(5876.0230)
Command Light Knight KL 450A-LF 6 X 500 Watt
Command Light’s KL450A-LF is a mid-size light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers are extremely stable, yet more compact than the CL Series. They lay flat with a smaller footprint at only 47” for smaller to mid-size apparatus, or larger trucks with limited space.
(5876.0510)

Command Light CL607A-HQ 6 X 750 Watt
Command Light’s CL607A-HQ is a highly versatile quartz-halogen light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers deploy in less than 15 seconds and give users precise control of direction, while giving departments the most dependable, best light possible.
(5876.0750)

Command Light CL602A-FS 6 X 22W AC Spectra LED
Command Light’s CL602A-FS is a highly versatile LED light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers deploy in less than 15 seconds and give users precise control of direction, while giving departments the most dependable, best light possible.
(5876.0220)

Column Gantry
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8430.0380)

CMC Rescue MPD 11mm
The MPD is a multi-purpose device that performs all functions for main lines, belay/safety lines, tag lines and holding lines and can be used to tension high and guiding lines.
(CMC333010)

CMC Rescue CSR2 Pulley with Lock
The redesigned CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) life safety rope.
(CMC300343)

CMC Rescue CSR2 Pulley
The redesigned CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) life safety rope.
(CMC300342)

Chain Head
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0340)

Chain & Shackle Set X-Series
Shackles are used in lifting and static systems as removable links to connect steel wire rope, chains, and can be used in conjunction with other Resqtec products.
(2310.3000)

Chain & Shackle Set Fx-Series
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(2305.5000)

CB80
Dimensions 200 x 200 x 80mm
Weight 2.5kg
(8400.0670)

CB600 With Strap
Dimensions 600 x 200 x 80mm
Weight 7.6kg
(8400.0512)

CB40
Dimensions 200 x 200 x 40mm
Weight 1.3kg
(8400.0660)

Carrying Bag Type D (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0388)

Carrying Bag Type C (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0387)

Carrying Bag Type B (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0386)

Carrying Bag Type A (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0385)

Carrying Bag For Type E Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0434)

Carrying Bag For Type D-1 Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0427)

Carrying Bag For Type D Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0433)
Carrying Bag For Type C Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0432)

Carrying Bag For Type B Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0431)

Carrying Bag For Type A Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0430)

Carrying Bag For SQ70 Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0177)

Carrying Bag For SQ54 Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0355)

Carrying Bag For SQ40 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0350)

Carrying Bag For SQ31 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0340)

Carrying Bag For SQ24 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0330)

Carrying Bag For SQ19 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0320)

Carrying Bag For SQ12 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0310)

Carrying Bag For SQ10 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0300)

C6 Concrete Crusher
The Concrete Crushers are equipped with replaceable crusher tips to guarantee an optimum and effective tool whatever the circumstances.
(4465.0000.XX)

C4 Concrete Crusher
The Concrete Crushers are equipped with replaceable crusher tips to guarantee an optimum and effective tool whatever the circumstances.
(4445.0000.XX)

Boxed Dual Controller (V-Conn)
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8700.0500.V)

Bipod Set
The Bipod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8420.2470)

Bipod
The Bipod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8420.2600)

Beam Support
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0210)

Battery Pack 10 EDD
Through EED Technology, battery power is more efficient. Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and long battery runtime.
(4300.0520)

Battery Pack 1 EDD
Through EED Technology, battery power is more efficient. Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and long battery runtime.
(4300.0010)

Battery Charger EDD
Nominal output 50.2 VDC/2.2 A
Nominal input 100-240 VAC
Charge time battery pack 1 EDD 1 hour
Charge time battery backpack 10 EDD 9 hour
Dimensions (L x W x H) 257 x 135 x 105mm (+- 5mm)
Weight 1.1kg
Cable length (wall plug) 1.9m
Cable length (charge plug) 1.4m
Charger adapter assembly Included
(4300.053)
Basic Set NT4
Max. operation pressure 12 bar
Max. lifting capacity 70 tonnes
Insertion height 10 mm / 48 mm
Max. lifting height N x 440 mm
Effective lifting height N x 392 mm
Temperature range -20 °C till +65 °C
Weight 15.5 kg
Safety factor 4
(8700.0140)

Basic Set NT2
Max. operation pressure 12 bar
Max. lifting capacity 26 tonnes
Max. lifting height at max. lifting height 6.2 tonnes
Insertion height 10 mm / 34 mm
Max. lifting height N x 275 mm
Effective lifting height N x 241 mm
Temperature range -20 °C till +65 °C
Weight 6.5 kg
Safety factor 4
(8700.0135)

AV3000HT Medium Face Seal
Scott Safety’s AV-3000 HT facepiece meets all requirements established in the NFPA 1981:2013 Edition standard, with state-of-the-art material technology to provide enhanced thermal durability and voice intelligibility performance for added safety.
(8005243)

Auto Crib-It Car Set Of 2
Lightweight, portable, automatic extension and a maximum load capacity of 1.3 ton are the key characteristics of the Auto Crib-it.
(8400.0310)

Auto Crib-It Car Set Of 2
Lightweight, portable, automatic extension and a maximum load capacity of 1.3 ton are the key characteristics of the Auto Crib-it.
(8400.0320)

Attachment Bag
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series
(8462.0150)

ASAP 18 Shelter 4.5M L x 5.5M W x 2.6M H inc Stake Kit Repair Kit
Protective Vinyl
The ASAP Rapid Response Shelters are designed to be compact and the first to be deployed in the field.
(SC1806)

ASAP 18 Insulation Liner
Maximise Climate Control Efficiency with the DLX Insulation Liner Package for the ASAP Rapid Shelter Systems
(RB1806)

ASAP 18 Air Plenum
Maximise Climate Control Efficiency With The Air Plenum Package For The Asap Rapid Shelter Systems
(AP1801)

Anchor Plates (8 holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VCT L6370503)

Anchor Plates (4 Holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VCT L6370303)

Anchor Plates (15 holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VISC RP320A)

Alloy Triplock Karabiner 30 kN
Extra light, drop forged alloy karabiner with triple action gate opening.
(VCT L5300001)

Alloy Triplock Karabiner 30 kN
A large, alloy triplock karabiner supplied with a captive bar.
(VCT2C4650CXSACT001)

Airbag Safety System For Passengers
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9340.0013)

Airbag Safety System (3 Pcs) For Trucks And Vans
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9340.0012)

Airbag Safety System (2 Pcs) For Cars
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9340.0010)

Air Cylinder 300 Bar / 6 Ltr
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag
(8200.7505)

Aider Five Step
The Vertical Etrier and Aider four and five step are ideal for recreational aid clipping, rope access and rescue.
(VAS AIDER 5)
Adapter Kit For Alternative Air Sources
Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.
(8700.0610)

Accessory Storage Case
Resqtec Accessory Storage Case
(8700.0795)

8mm Arresta Prusik Cord Yellow 25m
Arresta Prusik Cord is supple for handling and knot holding but hard wearing for prolonged use.
(NAR-Q3962R51)

8mm Arresta Prusik Cord Red 50m
Arresta Prusik Cord is supple for handling and knot holding but hard wearing for prolonged use.
(NAR-Q3962Y25)

5M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3405RQ)

5M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3005RQ)

5M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3205RQ)

4 Atlas Anchor Bags 12 Liner Straps & Clips Mini Shovel
The DLX Patented Atlas Anchor System is designed to give you maximum operational freedom in the smallest, lightest package possible.
(AB0401)

20M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3420RQ)

20M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3020RQ)

20M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3220RQ)

20 metre PVC Hose Black with CEN Couplings
Constructed from PVC, these Scott Safety hoses are suitable for general industrial use.
(1051467)

36" Halligan Tool, Standard Claw
The Paratech Halligan Tool has set the standard of excellence for Halligan type tools.
(22-000601)

36" Halligan Tool Metal Cut Chrome
The Paratech Halligan Tool has set the standard of excellence for Halligan type tools.
(22-000623)

20" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 20" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0062)

20" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
(6140.0061)

18" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 18" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0052)

18" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 18" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0050)

16" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 16" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0042)

16" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 16" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0040)
15M Twin Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4515XX)

15M Twin Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4615XX)

15M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit.
(2600.3415RQ)

15M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit.
(2600.3015RQ)

15M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit.
(2600.3215RQ)

11mm Patron Static Rope (215 m)
White
Red
Teufelberger’s Patron 11mm Static Rope is an exceptionally appealing choice for multiple applications because of its low weight, high breaking strength and low danger of cracking.
(VTB 7360931)

11mm KM-III Static Rope (196 m)
White
The Teufelberger KM-III is an exceptional static rope for rescue, life-safety and fixed rope applications, rappelling, hauling and caving.
(VTB 3300-14)

11mm Aresta Static 200m Blk/Org
Fleck
The Aresta Kernmantle 11mm static rope will get the job done and won’t cost your future.
(NAR-Q9369Q200)

10M Twin Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4510XX)

10M Twin Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4610XX)

10M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit.
(2600.3410RQ)

10M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit.
(2600.3210RQ)

10M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit.
(2600.3010RQ)

0774 3847 Promask PP Left Quick Fit (LQF) Full Face Mask
The Scott Safety Promask PP (positive pressure) LQF (left quick fit) full face respirator is manufactured from halo-butyl (non-dermatatic). The Promask features a wider field for extended field of vision. The front mounted speech diaphragm provides easy communication with colleagues.
(13190)

0200 0585 Sigma 2 Type 2 SCBA - Back plate, Harness, Pneumatics
Approved to EN137:2006 and AS/NZS 1716:2012 Type 2, the Scott Sigma 2 Type 2 Self Contained Breathing Apparatus combines the highest level of respiratory protection in a simple to operate, cost effective piece of equipment that meets the needs of Industrial and Marine firefighters.
(2023034)

0109 3329 Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1118245T)

416 total products.
Breathing Apparatus

Y Piece with CEN Couplings
Constructed from nickel-plated brass, with 2 Female Socket CEN type couplings and 1 male coupling, the Y-piece allows a single length of hose to be split into two branches. (2003397)

Scott Sight AV3000HT (MED)
Scott Sight is the first of its kind thermal in-mask system. (8005264)

SCBA Propak FX T2 (New 2014 edition) Adjustable Height Swivel
The ultimate in user comfort for the professional firefighter offering all the benefits of the Propak-F with the added feature of an adjustable back plate which means that the unit can be altered to fit the height of the wearer. (2027195)

SCBA Propak T2 (New 2014 edition) Firefighting
The Propak-f has been designed for use by the Fire Service or as a fire fighting set in the Oil & Gas fire fighting market. (2027182)

SCBA Propak Sigma T2 (New 2014 edition)
The Propak-Sigma has been designed specifically for use as a compliance set in Marine or Industrial fire fighting environments. (2027150)

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors Pump / Tubing
A robust and accurate portable gas detector, the Personal Surveyor (PS200 Series) provides unrivaled protection in confined space applications with audible and visual alarms in the event of exposure to flammable or toxic gases. (64041)

PS200 Auto Calibration Station
The multifunctional Auto Bump/Calibration station provides simple but intelligent testing and calibration of the PS200 portable gas detector. (64052)

PROPAK-FX-EZ-Flo
ProPak-fx-Ez-Flo is the ultimate in user comfort for the professional fire fighter offering all the benefits of the ProPak-F with the added feature of an adjustable back plate which means that the unit can be altered to fit the height of the wearer. (2031988)

Promask PP Left Quick Fit (LOF) Full Face Mask
The Scott Safety Promask PP (Positive Pressure) face mask for self contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) is available in 2 different sizes and will accommodate a wide range of facial shapes and sizes. (13190)

Modular Trolley with Hose Reel - 2 Cylinder, 2 Man (no hose)
The Scott Safety Modular range of Airline Trolley Systems provide a portable compressed air supply system for the users of airline breathing apparatus. (1051844)

Marine and Industrial Compliance Set Sigma 2 Type 2 MED App.
Suitable for marine and industrial use including short duration confined space entry. (SCBACOMP6T2)

Inline Whistle with CEN Couplings
When placed in the airline system between the breathing hose and the user this device provides a safe, clear warning should the airline pressure drop below 4 bar. (1023353)

Flite Cylinder 2L 200 Bar Steel Cylinder 10 min Escape
The Scott Safety Flite is an open circuit, positive pressure airline breathing apparatus generally comprising of a bandolier harness, positive pressure airline apparatus with automatic positive pressure demand valve, supply hose and coupling for airline supply hose. (2006648)

Flite Airline Breathing Apparatus
The Scott Safety Flite is a first breath activated positive pressure airline breathing apparatus with the option of hip mounted 10 and 15 minute compressed air cylinder supply for egress from the most hazardous environments. (1047792)

DFES 2 Disinfectant 1 Lt
A one step disinfectant for Personal Protective Equipment, such as Hard Hat, Face Shields, Goggles, Spectacles, Protective Head Gear, Hearing Protectors, Gas Masks and Suits and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA). (FGF2)
DFES 1 Sanitiser Cleaner 4 Lt
A safe effective cleaner for Personal Protective Equipment, such as Hard Hats, Face Shields, Goggles, Spectacles, Protective Head Gear, Hearing Protectors, Gas Masks and Suits and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).
(FGF1)

Cylinder 9L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety's Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1127413T)

Cylinder 9L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre RAV (Right angle valve)
Scott Safety's Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1127413RAV)

Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety's Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1118245T)

Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar carbon fibre RAV (Right angle valve)
Scott Safety's Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1118245RAV)

AV3000HT Medium Faceseal
Scott Safety's AV-3000 HT facepiece meets all requirements established in the NFPA 1981:2013 Edition standard, with state-of-the-art material technology to provide enhanced thermal durability and voice intelligibility performance for added safety.
(8005243)

20 metre PVC Hose Black with CEN Couplings
Constructed from PVC, these Scott Safety hoses are suitable for general industrial use.
(1051467)

0774 3847 Promask PP Left Quick Fit (LQF) Full Face Mask
The Scott Safety Promask PP (positive pressure) LQF (left quick fit) full face respirator is manufactured from halo-butyl (non-dermatatic). The Promask features a wider lens for extended field of vision. The front mounted speech diaphragm provides easy communication with colleagues.
(13190)

0200 0585 Sigma 2 Type 2 SCBA - Back plate, Harness, Pneumatics
Approved to EN137:2006 and AS/NZS 1716 2012 Type 2, the Scott Sigma 2 Type 2 Self Contained Breathing Apparatus combines the highest level of respiratory protection in a simple to operate, cost effective piece of equipment that meets the needs of Industrial and Marine firefighters.
(20230334)

0109 3329 Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety's Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1118245T)

26 total products.
Confined Space Gas Detection

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors Pump / Tubing (64141)

A robust and accurate portable gas detector, the Personal Surveyor (PS200 Series) provides unrivaled protection in confined space applications with audible and visual alarms in the event of exposure to flammable or toxic gases. (64041)

PS200 Portable Gas Monitor LEL, O2, CO/H2S Sensors (64041)

PS200 Auto Calibration Station (64052)

The multifunctional Auto Bump/Calibration station provides simple but intelligent testing and calibration of the PS200 portable gas detector. (64052)

3 total products.
Positive Pressure on Demand Airline - Long Line

Y Piece with CEN Couplings
Constructed from nickel-plated brass, with 2 Female Socket CEN type couplings and 1 male coupling, the Y piece allows a single length of hose to be split into two branches.

Promask PP Left Quick Fit (LQF) Full Face Mask
The Scott Safety Promask PP (Positive Pressure) face mask for self contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) is available in 2 different sizes and will accommodate a wide range of facial shapes and sizes.

Modular Trolley with Hose Reel - 2 Cylinder, 2 Man (no hose)
The Scott Safety Modular range of Airline Trolley Systems provide a portable compressed air supply system for the users of airline breathing apparatus.

Inline Whistle with CEN Couplings
When placed in the airline system between the breathing hose and the user this device provides a safe, clear warning should the airline pressure drop below 4 bar.

Flite Cylinder 2L 200 Bar Steel Cylinder 10 min Escape
The Scott Safety Flite is an open circuit, positive pressure airline breathing apparatus generally comprising of a bandolier harness, positive pressure airline apparatus with automatic positive pressure demand valve, supply hose and coupling for airline supply hose.

Flite Airline Breathing Apparatus
The Scott Safety Flite is a first breath activated positive pressure airline breathing apparatus with the option of hip mounted 10 and 15 minute compressed air cylinder supply for escape from the most hazardous environments.

Cylinder 9L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.

Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.

20 metre PVC Hose Black with CEN Couplings
Constructed from PVC, these Scott Safety hoses are suitable for general industrial use.

9 total products.
SCBA / Right Angle Valved Cylinders

SCBA Propak-fx FX T2 (New 2014 edition) Adjustable Height Swivel
The ultimate in user comfort for the professional fire fighter offering all the benefits of the ProPak-f with the added feature of an adjustable back plate which means that the unit can be altered to fit the height of the wearer.

(2027195)

SCBA Propak-f T2 (New 2014 edition) Firefighting
The ProPak-f has been designed for use by the Fire Service or as a fire fighting set in the Oil & Gas fire fighting market.

(2027182)

SCBA ProPak Sigma T2 (New 2014 edition)
The ProPak-Sigma has been designed specifically for use as a compliance set in Marine or Industrial fire fighting environments.

(2027150)

Cylinder 9L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre RAV (Right angle valve)
Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.

(2027195)

Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar carbon fibre RAV (Right angle valve)

(1127413RAV)

0774 3847 Promask PP Left Quick Fit (LQF) Full Face Mask
The Scott Safety Promask PP (positive pressure) LQF (left quick fit) full face respirator is manufactured from halo-butyl (non-dermatotic). The Promask features a wider lens for extended field of vision. The front mounted speech diaphragm provides easy communication with colleagues.

(13190)

6 total products.
SCBA / Right Angle Valved Cylinders - EZ Flo- DV and Scott Sight TIC

Scott Sight AV3000HT (MED)
Scott Sight is the first of its kind thermal in-mask system.
(8005264)

PROPAK-FX-EZ-Flo
ProPak-FX-Ez-Flo is the ultimate in user comfort for the professional fire fighter offering all the benefits of the ProPak with the added feature of an adjustable back plate which means that the unit can be altered to fit the height of the wearer.
(2031988)

AV3000HT Medium Faceseal
Scott Safety's AV-3000 HT facepiece meets all requirements established in the NFPA 1981:2013 Edition standard, with state-of-the-art material technology to provide enhanced thermal durability and voice intelligibility performance for added safety.
(8005243)

3 total products.
SCBA / T Valved Cylinders

Marine and Industrial Compliance
Set Sigma 2 Type 2 MED App.
Suitable for marine and industrial use including short duration confined space entry.
(SCBACOMP6T2)

0200 0585 Sigma 2 Type 2 SCBA - Back plate, Harness, Pneumatics
Approved to EN137:2006 and AS/NZS 1716:2012 Type 2, the Scott Sigma 2 Type 2 Self Contained Breathing Apparatus combines the highest level of respiratory protection in a simple to operate, cost effective piece of equipment that meets the needs of Industrial and Marine firefighters.
(2023034)

0109 3329 Cylinder 6.8L 300 Bar Carbon Fibre T Valve
Scott Safety’s Carbon Fibre Cylinders provide a lightweight solution for containing the air required by Scott Safety Breathing Apparatus.
(1118245T)

3 total products.
SCBA Accessories

DFES 2 Disinfectant 1 Lt
A one-step disinfectant for Personal Protective Equipment, such as Hard Hats, Face Shields, Goggles, Spectacles, Protective Head Gear, Hearing Protectors, Gas Masks and Suits and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

DFES 1 Sanitiser Cleaner 4 Lt
A safe effective cleaner for Personal Protective Equipment, such as Hard Hats, Face Shields, Goggles, Spectacles, Protective Head Gear, Hearing Protectors, Gas Masks and Suits and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

2 total products.
Personal Safety Alarm

Superpass II Motion Only
SuperPass II is a small personal safety alarm specifically designed for firefighter and first responder safety. (SP2M-A)

Superpass II Motion & Temp
SuperPass II is a small personal safety alarm specifically designed for firefighter and first responder safety. (SP2HA)

Life And Motion Tracer LM1
The Life & Motion tracer has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (9330.0041)

3 total products.
Personal Safety Alarm

Superpass II Motion Only
Superpass II is a small personal safety alarm specifically designed for firefighter and first responder safety.
(SP2M-A)

Superpass II Motion & Temp
Superpass II is a small personal safety alarm specifically designed for firefighter and first responder safety.
(SP2HA)

Life And Motion Tracer LM1
The Life & Motion tracer has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9330.0041)

3 total products.
Rescue Equipment

WA Rescue Glass Management Kit
The essential tool kit for road rescue crews for safe and efficient management of glass, sharps and debris.
(GMK)

Strap Recovery 50mm 8500kg
Strap Recovery, 50mm, 8500kg breaking strength
(SS8500)

Red/White Danger Tape 75mm x 100M
This Paramount Safety Barrier Tape is heavy-duty plastic tape 100m roll with 75mm, is red and white, and reads Danger.
(DT10075)

Red/White Danger Do Not Enter Tape 75mm x 100M
This Paramount Safety Barrier Tape is heavy-duty plastic tape 100m roll with 75mm, is red and white, and reads Danger Do Not Enter.
(DDNET10075)

Red/White Barricade Tape 75mm x 100M
Barricade Tape Red/White 75mm x 100m PRO RW10075
(RW10075)

HB76 Dangerous Goods Emergency Response Guide
Provides emergency response information for dealing with accidents, spills, leaks or fires involving dangerous goods.
(HB76)

36" Halligan Tool, Standard Claw
The Paratech Halligan Tool has set the standard of excellence for Halligan type tools.
(22-000601)

36" Halligan Tool Metal Cut Chrome
The Paratech Halligan Tool has set the standard of excellence for Halligan type tools.
(22-000623)

8 total products.
RESQTEC

X6 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw. It must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.
(4760.0000.XX)

X4 Spreader (Rq)
Resqtec offers an unmatched practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw. It must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.
(4744.0000.RQ)

X4 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw. It must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.
(4744.0000.XX)

X2 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw. It must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.
(4720.0000.XX)

X2 EDD Spreader
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.
(5720.1202.EE)

Window Center Punch
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0771)

Wedge
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.065)

Water Mist System
Water Mist System is an accessory for Resqtec’s Airlast Ventilation Series.
(6500.0022)

Vehicle Charger 24V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on-board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any In-Vehicle power source - whether it is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.
(4300.0740)

Vehicle Charger 110V / 220V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on-board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any In-Vehicle power source - whether it is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.
(4300.0880)

Vehicle Charger
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on-board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any In-Vehicle power source - whether it is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.
(4300.0550)

V6 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.
(4560.2000.XX)

V5 Teleram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.
(4550.0000.XX)

V4 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.
(4540.2000.XX)

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.
(4540.2001.EE)

V3 Teleram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.
(4530.0000.XX)

V2 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.
(4520.2000.XX)

Tripod Set
The Tripod can be mounted to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8420.0010)
Tripod
The Tripod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tonne capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

Toolmat 3x2M
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

Toolmat 2x1.5M
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

SQ9 L HP Airbag (30x45)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ8 HP Airbag (38x38)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ70 HP Airbag (94.5x94.5)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ6 HP Airbag (30x30)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ54 HP Airbag (87x87)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ49 HP Airbag (78x78)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ31 HP Airbag (69x69)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ19 HP Airbag (55x55)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ13 L HP Airbag (37.5x50)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ12 HP Airbag (45x45)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

SQ1 HP Airbag (15x15)
Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

Spare Saw / Blade For Glass Cutter
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

Spare Blade For Glass Saw, Set Of 2
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
Soft Casualty Shield Transparent
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0774)

Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue
(8700.1273)

Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green
(8700.1362)

Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green/Rubber
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green/Rubber
(8700.1283)

Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue/Rubber
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue/Rubber
(8700.1367)

Set Of 2 Pulling Jaws FX6
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(2120.4280)

Set Of 2 Pulling Jaws FX2/FX4
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(2130.4280)

Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each
Resqtec Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each
(8410.0851)

Saddle Wedge With Strap
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0640)

Rhino
Resqtec Rhino
(8420.0020)

Remote Controller
Resqtec Remote Controller
(8410.0710.00)

Regulator C/W 2M Black Rubber Inlet Hose
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Regulator C/W 2M Black Rubber Inlet Hose
(8700.0570)

Rear 360Deg Carry Handle (Long Version Only)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.
(4250.1065)

Rapid Stair
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0620)

Rapid Rescue Single Strap 6M
The Rapid Rescue Straps have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(8461.0500)

Rapid Rescue Double Strap 3M
The Rapid Rescue Straps have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(8461.1000)

Ram Support
The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(2350.0535)

Ram Adapter
Resqtec Ram Adapter
(8420.0230)

Raker Rail Hinge
Female end clicked on a ProFix Max male connector ring.
(8430.0180)

Raker Rail Connector
Used to connect two raker rails.
(8430.0120)
The Pow’rench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

**Pow’rench 625-50**

(8420.0060)

**Protection Cover Set A (4 Pcs)**

Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9340.0011)

**Protection Cover Set B (8 Pcs)**

Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

(9340.0009)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

**ProFix Max 880**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0310.20)

**ProFix Max 2300**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0330.20)

**ProFix Max 2500**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0331.20)

**PP25**

The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(8440.0020)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

**Power Plate Plug**

Used to mount a MultiSwivel on a PowerPlate.

(8720.2075)

**ProFix Junction**

Used as a junction in wall support systems.

(8430.0240)

**Profix Junction**

Mounted on MultiSwivel by using the PowerPlate plug. Also compatible with the Resqtec NT HYBRID and CribBlock series.

(8420.0060)

**PP40**

The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(8440.0010)

**ProFix Max 750**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0300.20)

**ProFix Max 600**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0300.20)

**ProFix Max 470**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0260.00)

**ProFix Max 1400**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0320.20)

**ProFix Max 880**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0310.20)

**ProFix Max 600**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0300.20)

**ProFix Max 470**

The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.

(8410.0260.00)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

**Q1 Cutter**

The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)
Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turn the NT Hybrid into a reliable tool for lifting tasks. The oval shape of the NT Hybrid helps in distributing forces evenly, ensuring the bag stays flat throughout the lift. Its embedded technology enhances lifting capabilities by integrating features that improve load capacity and stability.

The P4 is a cutting-edge tool designed for rescue operations, featuring a powerful electric motor that drives a screw piston to generate output force. No hydraulic fluids, pumps, valves, or seals are required, making it maintenance-free and ideal for emergency situations.

The Airblast ventilators have been designed to assist firefighters, USAR teams, and other rescue workers with various applications, ensuring the safety and health of victims. The Positive Airblast ventilators are engineered to provide positive airflow, while the Negative Airblast models offer controlled exhaust, making them suitable for different rescue scenarios.

The NT2 Hybrid Incl. Valise offers a compact design, ideal for firefighters who need to carry essential tools and equipment. Its hybrid nature combines the benefits of both typical and negative airblast ventilators, ensuring flexibility in various rescue situations.

The V4X EDD Spreader (Short Control Handle) is a versatile tool that can be converted into a dedicated spreader just by changing attachments. This feature makes it an indispensable tool for firefighters and rescue teams who face challenging rescue scenarios.

Negative Airblast 18" Variable Speed
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams, and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (6060.0120)
Negative Airblast 16” Honda
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(6060.0130)

Negative Airblast 16” Electric
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(6060.0100)

Negative Airblast 16” Electric
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(6060.0110)

Nailing Block
Mounted on the side of a Profix Max’ cylinder or piston to add additional wooden shoring.

(8430.0300)

Multi Tool
The Multi Tool is an accessory to the Restec Protix Max Series.

(8410.0600)

Multi Swivel With Ring Handle
The Multi Swivel with Ring Handle is an accessory to the Restec Protix Max Series.

(8420.4000)

Multi Swivel
The Multi Swivel is an accessory to the Restec Protix Max Series.

(8420.3550)

Multi Connector
The Multi Connector is an accessory to the Restec Protix Max Series.

(8420.0260)

Monopod Set
The Monopod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.2450)

Monopod
The Monopod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.2650)

Mini GXH50 STO 1x1 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3641.1121.XX)

Mini GXH50 STO 1x1 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3641.1111.XX)

Midi GX100 STO 1x1 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3642.1122.XX)

Midi GX100 STO 1x1 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3642.1112.XX)

Midi GX100 MTO 2x2 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3742.1122.XX)

Midi GX100 MTO 2x2 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(3742.1112.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3744.1112.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3744.4312.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3744.3312.XX)

Maxi GX160 E-Start MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.

(3745.1111.XX)
Maxi GX160 E-Start MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3745.4311.XX)

Maxi GX160 E-Start MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3745.3311.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3722.1111.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3722.4311.XX)

Mains Power Adapter
Mains Power Adapter allows you to work without batteries. Connected to 110 or 220V, the mains power adapter enables any EDD tool to operate continuously, without interruption.
(4300.1000)

Laminated Glass Saw
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0406)

Laminated Glass Cutter With Holster
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0405)

Hose Reel 2 x 20M Green/Blue
Hose Reel 2 x 20m is an accessory for the Resqtec’s product line.
(2075.7220XX)

Hose Reel 1 x 20 M Green
Hose Reel 1 x 20m (GREEN) is an accessory for the Resqtec’s product line.
(2075.7120XX)

Hose Reel 1 x 20 M Blue
Hose Reel 1 x 20m (BLUE) is an accessory for the Resqtec’s product line.
(2075.7020XX)

Handheld Dual Controller 12 Bar
Resqtec Handheld Dual Controller 12 Bar
(8700.0552)

Handheld Controller Strut 12 Bar
Handheld Controller Strut is an accessory to the Resqtec Protix Max Series.
(8410071000)

G8W Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.
(4186.0000.XX)

G6C EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.
(5162.1202.EE)
G6 Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.
(4160.0000.XX)

G4W EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.
(5143.1202.EE)

G4W Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.
(4142.0000.XX)

G4C EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.
(5142.1202.EE)

G4 Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.
(4140.0000.XX)

G2 Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.
(4120.0000.XX)

FX6 Frontliner
The Frontier FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4260.0000.XX)

FX6 FJ EDD Frontliner
The Frontier FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(5265.1202.EE)

FX4 Frontliner
The Frontier FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4240.0000.XX)

FX4 FJ EDD Frontliner
The Frontier FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(5245.1202.EE)

FX2 Frontliner With Intergrated Hand Pump
The Frontier FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(2005.4000.M0)

FX2 Frontliner
The Frontier FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4220.0000.XX)

Floor Mat Plug
Resqtec Floor Mat Plug
(8700.204)

Floor Mat
Resqtec Floor Mat
(8700.0715)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof
(6143.0015)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof
(6143.0020)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M
(6143.0010)

Fixed Base
The Fixed Base is an accessory to the Resqtec Profix Max Series.
(8420.0300)

EX-900
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0530.20)
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EX-600
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and
easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity
at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0520.20)

EX-300
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and
easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity
at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0510.20)

EX-1500
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and
easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity
at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0550.20)

EX-150
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and
easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity
at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0500.20)

EX-1200
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and
easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity
at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0540.20)

Elevation Add-On 4000-5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.4050)

Elevation Add-On 3000-4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.3040)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.2030)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3434.2030)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.1020)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3434.1020)

Elevation Add On 4000>5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.4050)

Elevation Add On 3000>4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.3040)

Elevation Add On 2000>3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.2030)

Elevation Add On 1000>2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.1020)

Edge Support
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension
Series.
(8420.0190)

Earth Nail
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension
Series.
(9800.8011)

Dual Air Cylinder Connector
Resqtec Dual Air Cylinder Connector
(8700.062)
Door Opener With Pump & 3M Hose
The door opener has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(2064.100M. MS)

Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Red/Rubber
Reaqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Red/Rubber
(8700.1332)

Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Yellow/Rubber
Reaqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Yellow/Rubber
(8700.1337)

Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Green/Rubber
Reaqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Green/Rubber
(8700.1342)

Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Yellow
Reaqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Yellow
(8700.1112)

Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Red
Reaqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Red
(8700.1107)

Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Green
Reaqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Green
(8700.1117)

Crib Block Set CB8
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0736)

Crib Block Set CB6
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0735)

Crib Block Set CB4
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0734)

Crib Block Set CB2
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0733)

Crib Block Set CB 600-2
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0724)

Crib Block Set CB 600-1
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.
(8400.0722)

Connector Key
Reaqtec Connector Key
(8700.2008)

Compact Airblast 8” Explosion Proof
The Compact Airblast has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(6060.0001)

Compact Airblast 8”
The Compact Airblast has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(6060.0000)

Command Light Shadow SL422A-FS 2 X 220 W AC Spectra LED
The SL422A-FS is a part of Command Light's most compact line of light towers. Powered by 115 or 230V AC power, this tower has a reach of over 4 feet above its base (or over 6.5 ft with an optional 80” arm).
(5876.2220)
Command Light Knight KL415A-FS
Command Light's KL415A-FS is a mid-size LED light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers are extremely stable, yet more compact than the CL Series. They lay flat with a smaller footprint at only 47\" for smaller to mid-size apparatus, or larger trucks with limited space.

Command Light Knight KL450A-LF
Command Light's KL450A-LF is a mid-size light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers are extremely stable, yet more compact than the CL Series. They lay flat with a smaller footprint at only 47\" for smaller to mid-size apparatus, or larger trucks with limited space.

Command Light CL607A-HQ 6 X 750 Watt
Command Light's CL607A-HQ is a highly versatile quartz-halogen light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers deploy in less than 15 seconds and give users precise control of direction, while giving departments the most dependable, best light possible.

Command Light CL602A-FS 6 X 22W AC Spectra LED
Command Light's CL602A-FS is a highly versatile LED light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers deploy in less than 15 seconds and give users precise control of direction, while giving departments the most dependable, best light possible.

Column Gantry
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.

Chain Head
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.

Chain & Shackle Set X-Series
Shackles are used in lifting and static systems as removable links to connect steel wire rope, chains, and can be used in conjunction with other Resqtec products.

Chain & Shackle Set Fx-Series
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.

CB80
Dimensions 200 x 200 x 80mm
Weight 2.5kg

CB600 With Strap
Dimensions 600 x 200 x 80mm
Weight 7.9kg

CB40
Dimensions 200 x 200 x 40mm
Weight 1.3kg

Carrying Bag Type D (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag Type C (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag Type B (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag Type A (For 2 Airbags)
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag For Type D-1 Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag For Type D Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag For Type C Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

Carrying Bag For Type B Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
Carrying Bag For Type A Airbag For 2 Bags
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0430)

Carrying Bag For SQ70 Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0177)

Carrying Bag For SQ54 Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0355)

Carrying Bag For SQ40 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0350)

Carrying Bag For SQ31 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0340)

Carrying Bag For SQ24 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0330)

Carrying Bag For SQ19 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0320)

Carrying Bag For SQ12 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0310)

Carriying Bag For SQ10 HP Airbag
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8100.0300)

C6 Concrete Crusher
The Concrete Crushers are equipped with replaceable
crusher tips to guarantee an optimum and effective tool
whatever the circumstances.
(4465.0000.XX)

C4 Concrete Crusher
The Concrete Crushers are equipped with replaceable
crusher tips to guarantee an optimum and effective tool
whatever the circumstances.
(4445.0000.XX)

Boxed Dual Controller (V-Conn)
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.
(8700.0500.V)

Bipod Set
The Bipod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product
and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a
powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4.1.
(8420.2470)

Bipod
The Bipod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product
and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a
powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4.1.
(8420.2600)

Beam Support
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension
Series.
(8420.0210)

Battery Pack 10 EDD
Through EED Technology, battery power is more efficient.
Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and
longer battery runtimes.
(4300.0520)

Battery Pack 1 EDD
Through EED Technology, battery power is more efficient.
Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and
longer battery runtimes.
(4300.0010)

Basic Set NT4
Max operation pressure 12 bar
Max lifting capacity 70 tonnes
Max lifting capacity at max. lifting height 9.5 tonnes
Insertion height 10 mm / 46 mm
Max lifting height N x 440 mm
Effective lifting height N x 380 mm
Temperature range -20 °C till +65 °C
Weight 15.5 kg
Safety factor 4
(8700.0140)

Basic Set NT2
Max operation pressure 12 bar
Max lifting capacity 26 tonnes
Max lifting capacity at max. lifting height 6.2 tonnes
Insertion height 10 mm / 34 mm
Max lifting height N x 275 mm
Effective lifting height N x 214 mm
Temperature range -20 °C till +65 °C
Weight 6.5 kg
Safety factor 4
(8700.0135)
### Auto Crib-It Suv & Vans Set Of 2
Lightweight, portable, automatic extension and a maximum load capacity of 1.3 ton are the key characteristics of the Auto Crib-It.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(8400.0320)</td>
<td>Auto Crib-It Suv &amp; Vans Set Of 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Airbag Safety System For Passengers
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(9340.0013)</td>
<td>Airbag Safety System For Passengers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Airbag Safety System (3 Pcs) For Trucks And Vans
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(9340.0012)</td>
<td>Airbag Safety System (3 Pcs) For Trucks And Vans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Airbag Safety System (2 Pcs) For Cars
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(9340.0010)</td>
<td>Airbag Safety System (2 Pcs) For Cars</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Air Cylinder 300 Bar / 6 Ltr
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(8200.7505)</td>
<td>Air Cylinder 300 Bar / 6 Ltr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Adapter Kit For Alternative Air Sources
Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(8700.0610)</td>
<td>Adapter Kit For Alternative Air Sources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accessory Storage Case
Resqtec Accessory Storage Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(8700.0795)</td>
<td>Accessory Storage Case</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3405RQ)</td>
<td>5M NEO1 Hose Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3005RQ)</td>
<td>5M NEO1 Hose Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3205RQ)</td>
<td>5M NEO1 Hose Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3020RQ)</td>
<td>20M NEO1 Hose Green</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3220RQ)</td>
<td>20M NEO1 Hose Blue</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3420RQ)</td>
<td>20M NEO1 Hose Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 20" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0062)</td>
<td>20&quot; Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 20" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 20" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0061)</td>
<td>20&quot; Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 18" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 18" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0052)</td>
<td>18&quot; Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 18" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 18" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0050)</td>
<td>18&quot; Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 16" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 16" Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0042)</td>
<td>16&quot; Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 16" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 16" Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0040)</td>
<td>16&quot; Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16&quot; Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)</td>
<td>15M Twin Hose Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, 16&quot; Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)</td>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6140.0040)</td>
<td>(2600.4515XX)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>15M NEO1 Hose Green</th>
<th>15M NEO1 Hose Blue</th>
<th>10M Twin Hose Green</th>
<th>10M Twin Hose Blue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3015RQ)</td>
<td>(2600.3215RQ)</td>
<td>(2600.4510XX)</td>
<td>(2600.4610XX)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10M NEO1 Hose Red</th>
<th>10M NEO1 Hose Blue</th>
<th>10M NEO1 Hose Green</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
<td>The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2600.3410RQ)</td>
<td>(2600.3210RQ)</td>
<td>(2600.3010RQ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

275 total products.
Cribs

Wedge
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Saddle Wedge With Strap
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Rapid Stair
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Crib Block Set CB8
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Crib Block Set CB6
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Crib Block Set CB4
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Crib Block Set CB2
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Crib Block Set CB 600-2
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Crib Block Set CB 600-1
Cribbing blocks are used for stabilization of an object or to support in lifting objects during rescue operations.

Connector
Dimensions 123 x 40 x 15mm
Weight 0.1kg

CB80
Dimensions 200 x 200 x 80mm
Weight 2.5kg

CB600 With Strap
Dimensions 600 x 200 x 80mm
Weight 7.8kg

CB40
Dimensions 200 x 200 x 40mm
Weight 1.3kg

Auto Crib-It Suv & Vans Set Of 2
Lightweight, portable, automatic extension and a maximum load capacity of 1.3 ton are the key characteristics of the Auto Crib-It.

Auto Crib-It Cars Set Of 2
Lightweight, portable, automatic extension and a maximum load capacity of 1.3 ton are the key characteristics of the Auto Crib-It.

15 total products.
Hydraulic Operated Equipment

X6 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw; it must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.

(4760.0000.XX)

X4 Spreader (Rq)
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range.

(4744.0000.RQ)

X4 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw; it must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.

(4744.0000.XX)

X2 Spreader
Resqtec offers an unmatched in practical performance X-Series Spreader range. The biggest challenge in designing spreaders is its jaw; it must be strong enough and simultaneously have very thin tips at the end of the jaw.

(4720.0000.XX)

V6 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4560.2000.XX)

VST Teleram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4550.0000.XX)

V4 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4540.2000.XX)

V3T Teleram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4530.0000.XX)

V2 Ram
Resqtec offers a fantastic V-series Ram tool range. The ram is an essential tool for a rescue operation. Being compatible with Profix Max accessories, the V-series ram offers a large variety of options to complete any rescue operation.

(4520.2000.XX)

Set Of 2 Pulling Jaws FX6
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

(2120.4280)

Set Of 2 Pulling Jaws FX2/FX4
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

(2130.4280)

Q1 Cutter
The Q1 is designed for cutting brake pedals, hinges, steering wheels and reinforcement bars and more if needed. Use its spreading force to create space in the narrowest places. The Q1 is a must have for any rescue team. It gives access to confined spaces that are hard to get to.

(4310.0000.XX)

G8W Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.

(4186.0000.XX)

G8C Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.

(41860000.RQ)

G6W Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.

(4163.0000.XX)

G6 Cutter
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.

(4160.0000.XX)
Resqtec offers a wide range of cutting capabilities within the G-Series. The design of the blades strongly influences the capabilities of a cutter. Blades transform the power (force) created in the tool and in what manner it cuts the many different materials.

G4W Cutter
(4142.0000.XX)

G4 Cutter
(4140.0000.XX)

G2 Cutter
(4120.0000.XX)

FX6 Frontliner
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4260.0000.XX)

FX4 Frontliner
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4240.0000.XX)

FX2 Frontliner With Integrated Hand Pump
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(2005.4000.M0)

FX2 Frontliner
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.
(4220.0000.XX)

Chain & Shackle Set X-Series
Shackles are used in lifting and static systems as removable links to connect steel wire rope, chains, and can be used in conjunction with other Resqtec products.
(2310.3000)

C6 Concrete Crusher
The Concrete Crushers are equipped with replaceable crusher tips to guarantee an optimum and effective tool whatever the circumstances.
(4465.0000.XX)

C4 Concrete Crusher
The Concrete Crushers are equipped with replaceable crusher tips to guarantee an optimum and effective tool whatever the circumstances.
(4445.0000.XX)

26 total products.
Lifting Bags

**Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green/Rubber**
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green/Rubber
(8700.1362)

**Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green**
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Green
(8700.1283)

**Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue/Rubber**
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Shut-Off Hose 12 Bar/2M/Blue/Rubber
(8700.1367)

**Regulator C/W 2M Black Rubber Inlet Hose**
Resqtec Hybrid Accessories: Regulator C/W 2M Black Rubber Inlet Hose
(8700.0570)

**Power Plate Plug**
Used to mount a MultiSwivel on a PowerPlate.
(8700.2075)

**Power Plate**
Mounted on MultiSwivel by using the PowerPlate-plug. Also compatible with the Resqtec NT HYBRID and CribBlock series.
(8420.0060)

**NT8 Hybrid Incl. Storage Case**
It is the design of the NT Hybrid that is the driving force behind its many features and capabilities. The oval shape forces the bag to stay flat throughout the lift. Its embedded Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turns limitations of lifting bags into strengths and ease of use.
(8508.0008)

**Floor Mat Plug**
Resqtec Floor Mat Plug
(8700.204)

**Floor Mat**
Resqtec Floor Mat
(8700.0715)

**Dual Air Cylinder Connector**
Resqtec Dual Air Cylinder Connector
(8700.062)

**Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Red/Rubber**
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Red/Rubber
(8700.1332)

**Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Red**
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Red
(8700.1107)

**Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Yellow/Rubber**
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Yellow/Rubber
(8700.1112)

**Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Yellow**
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Yellow
(8700.1337)

**Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Blue/Rubber**
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Blue/Rubber
(8700.1347)

**Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Blue/Rubber**
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/8M/Blue/Rubber
(8700.1342)

**NT4 Hybrid Incl. Valise**
It is the design of the NT Hybrid that is the driving force behind its many features and capabilities. The oval shape forces the bag to stay flat throughout the lift. Its embedded Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turns limitations of lifting bags into strengths and ease of use.
(8508.0004)

**NT2 Hybrid Incl. Valise**
It is the design of the NT Hybrid that is the driving force behind its many features and capabilities. The oval shape forces the bag to stay flat throughout the lift. Its embedded Load Capacity Enhancer (LCE) and Stability Center turns limitations of lifting bags into strengths and ease of use.
(8508.0002)

**Handheld Dual Controller 12 Bar**
Resqtec Handheld Dual Controller 12 Bar
(8700.0552)
Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Green
Resqtec Delivery Hose 12 Bar/10M/Green
(8700.1117)

Connector Key
Resqtec Connector Key
(8700.2008)

Basic Set NT4
Max operation pressure 12 bar
Max. lifting capacity 70 tonnes
Max. lifting capacity at max. lifting height 9.5 tonnes
Insertion height 10 mm / 48 mm
Max. lifting height N x 440 mm
Effective lifting height N x 392 mm
Temperature range -20 °C till +65 °C
Weight 15.5 kg
Safety factor 4
(8700.0140)

Basic Set NT2
Max operation pressure 12 bar
Max. lifting capacity 26 tonnes
Max. lifting capacity at max. lifting height 6.2 tonnes
Insertion height 10 mm / 34 mm
Max. lifting height N x 275 mm
Effective lifting height N x 241 mm
Temperature range -20 °C till +65 °C
Weight 6.5 kg
Safety factor 4
(8700.0135)

Accessory Storage Case
Resqtec Accessory Storage Case
(8700.0795)

Fire & Safety WA catalog
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25 total products.
Lights

**Command Light Shadow SL422A-FS 2 X 220 W AC Spectra LED**

The SL422A-FS is a part of Command Light's most compact line of light towers. Powered by 115 or 230V AC power, this tower has a reach of over 4 feet above its base (or over 6.5 ft with an optional 80” arm).

(5876.2220)

**Command Light Knight KL415A-FS 6 X 220W AC Spectra LED**

Command Light's KL415A-FS is a mid-size LED light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers are extremely stable, yet more compact than the CL Series. They lay flat with a smaller footprint at only 4" for smaller to mid size apparatus, or larger trucks with limited space.

(5876.0230)

**Command Light Knight KL 450A-LF 6 X 500 Watt**

Command Light's KL450A-LF is a mid-size light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers are extremely stable, yet more compact than the CL Series. They lay flat with a smaller footprint at only 4" for smaller to mid size apparatus, or larger trucks with limited space.

(5876.0510)

**Command Light CL607A-HQ 6 X 750 Watt**

Command Light's CL607A-HQ is a highly versatile quartz-halogen light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers deploy in less than 15 seconds and give users precise control of direction, while giving departments the most dependable, best light possible.

(5876.0750)

**Command Light CL602A-FS 6 X 22W AC Spectra LED**

Command Light's CL602A-FS is a highly versatile LED light tower that provides reliable scene lighting to any situation. These towers deploy in less than 15 seconds and give users precise control of direction, while giving departments the most dependable, best light possible.

(5876.0220)

5 total products.
NEO1 Technology

5M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3405RQ)

5M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3005RQ)

5M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3205RQ)

20M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3020RQ)

20M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3220RQ)

15M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3415RQ)

15M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3015RQ)

15M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3215RQ)

10M NEO1 Hose Red
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3410RQ)

10M NEO1 Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3210RQ)

10M NEO1 Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units.
(2600.3010RQ)

12 total products.
Pod Sets

**Tripod Set**
The Tripod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.0610)

**Tripod**
The Tripod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.0600)

**Monopod Set**
The Monopod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.2450)

**Monopod**
The Monopod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.2650)

**Bipod Set**
The Bipod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.2470)

**Bipod**
The Bipod can be mounted on to any Profix Max product and is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.

(8420.2600)

6 total products.
Pow'rrench

Pow'rrench 750 Set Mm
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0021)

Pow'rrench 750 Set Inch
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0022)

Pow'rrench 750
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0020)

Pow'rrench 625-50 Set Mm
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0011)

Pow'rrench 625-50 Set Inch
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0012)

Pow'rrench 625-50
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.001)

Pow'rrench 1000 Set Mm
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0031)

Pow'rrench 1000 Set Inch
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0032)

Pow'rrench 1000
The Pow'rrench has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(9310.0030)

9 total products.
Power

Mini GXH50 STO 1x1 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(3641.1121.XX)

Mini GXH50 STO 1x1 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(3641.1111.XX)

Midi GX100 STO 1x1 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(3642.1122.XX)

Midi GX100 STO 1x1 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(3642.1112.XX)

Midi GX100 MTO 2x2 3SR+Smart
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(3742.1122.XX)

Midi GX100 MTO 2x2 3SR
The 3SR power units have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(3742.1112.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3744.1111.XX)

Maxi GX160s MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3744.4312.XX)

Maxi GX160S MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3744.3312.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR STD
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3722.1111.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3722.4311.XX)

Maxi 2.2kW 220/50Hz MTO 3SR IHR 2x20M
The 3SR power unit is designed to power Resqtec’s double acting hydraulic rescue tools.
(3722.3311.XX)

Hose Reel 2 x 20M Green /Blue
Hose Reel 2 x 20m is an accessory for the Resqtec’s product line.
(2075.7220XX)

Hose Reel 1 x 20 M Green
Hose Reel 1 x 20m (GREEN) is an accessory for the Resqtec’s product line.
(2075.7120XX)

Hose Reel 1 x 20 M Blue
Hose Reel 1 x 20m (BLUE) is an accessory for the Resqtec’s product line.
(2075.7020XX)

Elevation Add-On 4000-5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.4050)

Elevation Add-On 3000-4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.3040)
Elevation Add-On 2000-3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.2030)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3436.2030)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3434.2030)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.1020)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3434.1020)

Elevation Add On 4000>5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.4050)

Elevation Add On 3000>4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.3040)

Elevation Add On 2000>3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.2030)

Elevation Add On 1000>2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.1020)

15M Twin Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4515XX)

15M Twin Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power unit. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4615XX)

10M Twin Hose Green
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4510XX)

10M Twin Hose Blue
The Resqtec NEO1 and STD couplers and hoses have been designed and engineered to connect Resqtec double acting hydraulic rescue tools to the power units. The design of this product will enable firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers to work with optimal performance and ease of use.
(2600.4610XX)
Accessories

Elevation Add-On 4000-5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.4050)

Elevation Add-On 3000-4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.3040)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.2030)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3436.2030)

Elevation Add-On 2000-3000
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3434.2030)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3435.1020)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3436.1020)

Elevation Add-On 1000-2000
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3434.1020)

Elevation Add On 4000>5000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.4050)

Elevation Add On 3000>4000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.3040)

Elevation Add On 2000>3000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.2030)

Elevation Add On 1000>2000M
Resqtec Elevation Add on for 3SR Power Units.
(3437.1020)

12 total products.
Power Pushers

Ram Support
The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(2350.0535)

PP40
The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(8440.0010)

PP25
The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(8440.0020)

3 total products.
Accessories

Ram Support
The Power Pushers have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

(2350.0535)
**Profix**

**Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each**
Resqtec Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each
(8410.0851)

**Rhino**
Resqtec Rhino
(8420.0020)

**Remote Controller**
Resqtec Remote Controller
(8410.0710.00)

**Ram Adapter**
Resqtec Ram Adapter
(8420.0230)

**Raker Rail Hinge**
Female end clicked on a ProFix Max male connector ring.
(8430.0180)

**Raker Rail Connector**
Used to connect two raker rails.
(8430.0120)

**Raker Rail 1500**
Used for wall, ground or ceiling support
(8430.0070)

**PXm Protection Strap**
Prevents undesirable extension of the ProFix Max.
(8410.4110)

**ProFix Max 880**
The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.
(8410.0310.20)

**ProFix Max 600**
The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.
(8410.0300.20)

**ProFix Max 470**
The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.
(8410.0290.00)

**ProFix Max 2300**
The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.
(8410.0330.20)

**ProFix Max 1400**
The ProFix Max manual and pneumatic shoring device has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various shoring applications they encounter.
(8410.0320.20)

**Profix Junction**
Used as a junction in wall support systems.
(8430.0240)

**Nailing Block**
Mounted on the side of a ProFix Max' cylinder or piston to add additional wooden shoring.
(8430.0300)

**Multi Tool**
The Multi Tool is an accessory to the Resqtec Protec Max Series.
(8410.0600)

**Multi Swivel With Ring Handle**
The Multi Swivel with Ring Handle is an accessory to the Resqtec Protec Max Series.
(8420.4000)

**Multi Swivel**
The Multi Swivel is an accessory to the Resqtec Protec Max Series.
(8420.3550)

**Multi Connector**
The Multi Connector is an accessory to the Resqtec Protec Max Series.
(8420.0260)

**Handheld Controller Strut 12 Bar**
Handheld Controller Strut is an accessory to the Resqtec Protec Max Series.
(8410071000)
Fixed Base
The Fixed Base is an accessory to the Resqtec Profix Max Series.
(8420.0300)

EX-900
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0530.20)

EX-600
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0520.20)

EX-300
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0510.20)

EX-1500
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0500.20)

EX-150
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0540.20)

EX-1200
The Resqtec Profix Max Extension is an integrated and easy to use shoring device with a powerful 15 tons capacity at a safety factor 4:1.
(8410.0540.20)

Edge Support
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0190)

Earth Nail
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(9800.8011)

Crown
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0000)

Column Gantry
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(8430.0380)

Chain Head
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0340)

Chain & Shackle Set Fx-Series
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(2305.5000)

Beam Support
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0210)

Attachment Bag
Accessories for the Resqtec Profix Max Extension Series.
(8462.0150)

35 total products.
Accessories

Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each
Resqtec Set Of 2 Hoses 12 Bar/10M Each
(8410.0851)

Rhino
Resqtec Rhino
(8420.0020)

Remote Controller
Resqtec Remote Controller
(8410.0710.00)

Ram Adapter
Resqtec Ram Adapter
(8420.0230)

Raker Rail Hinge
Female end clicked on a ProFix Max male connector ring.
(8430.0180)

Raker Rail Connector
Used to connect two raker rails.
(8430.0120)

Raker Rail 1500
Used for wall, ground or ceiling support
(8430.0070)

PXM Protection Strap
Prevents undesirable extension of the ProFix Max.
(8410.4110)

Profix Junction
Used as a junction in wall support systems.
(8430.0240)

Nailing Block
Mounted on the side of a ProFix Max' cylinder or piston to add additional wooden shoring.
(8430.0300)

Multi Swivel
The Multi Swivel is an accessory to the Resqtec Protix Max Series.
(8420.3550)

Multi Connector
The Multi Connector is an accessory to the Resqtec Protix Max Series.
(8420.0260)

Edge Support
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0190)

Earth Nail
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(9800.0011)

Door Opener With Pump & 3M Hose
The door opener has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(2064.100M.MS)

Crown
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0000)

Column Gantry
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8430.0380)

Chain Head
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0340)

Chain & Shackle Set Fx-Series
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(2305.5000)

Beam Support
Accessories for the Resqtec The Profix Max Extension Series.
(8420.0210)

20 total products.
Rescue Equipment

X2 EDD Spreader
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

Vehicle Charger 24V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

Vehicle Charger 110V / 220V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

P4X EDD Spreader (Short Control Handle)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

Vehicle Charger
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

Rear 360Deg Carry Handle (Long Version Only)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

P4X EDD Spreader (Short Control Handle)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

P4W EDD Cutter (Short Control Handle)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

Vehicle Charger 110V / 220V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

P4E EDD Incl. Spreader Arms & Cutter Blades
The P4 is one-of-a-kind and a "must have" for any rescue team. It can be converted from being a dedicated spreader to a cutter in just seconds using interchangeable tool attachments.

Mains Power Adapter
Mains Power Adapter allows you to work without batteries. Connected to 110 or 220V, the mains power adapter enables any EDD tool to operate continuously, without interruption.

G6W EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.

Vehicle Charger 110V / 220V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is a 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

P4FX EDD Frontliner
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology direct from the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.

G4W EDD Cutter

Through EDD Technology, battery power is more efficient. Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and long battery runtimes.

Battery Pack 10 EDD

G4C EDD Cutter

Through EDD Technology, battery power is more efficient. Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and long battery runtimes.

Battery Pack 1 EDD

FX6 FJ EDD Frontliner

The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

Battery Charger EDD

Nominal output 50.2 VDC 2 A
Nominal input 100-240 VAC
Charge time battery pack 1 EDD 1 hour
Charge time battery backpack 10 EDD 9 hour
Dimensions (L x W x H) 257 x 135 x 105mm (+- 5mm)
Weight 1.1kg
Cable length (wall plug) 1.9m
Cable length (charge plug) 1.4m
Charger adapter KIT included

Battery Charger EDD

23 total products.
Battery Operated Equipment

X2 EDD Spreader
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(5720.1202.EE)

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4540.2041.EE)

V4 EDD Ram
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4540.2001.EE)

Rear 360Deg Carry Handle (Long Version Only)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4250.1065)

P4X EDD Spreader
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4770.0303.EE)

P4X EDD Spreader (Short Control Handle)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4770.0003.EE)

P4W EDD Cutter
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4172.0303.EE)

P4X EDD Spreader
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4770.0003.EE)

P4W EDD Cutter (Short Control Handle)
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4172.0003.EE)

P4FX EDD Frontliner
A new era starts for rescue extrication equipment; Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) Technology directs the motor to the output force. No need for hydraulic fluids, pump, valves or seals. Simply direct from a compact and powerful efficient motor that drives a screw piston.

(4270.0003.EE)

P4 EDD Incl. Spreader Arms & Cutter Blades
The P4 is one-of-a-kind and a "must have" for any rescue team. It can be converted from being a dedicated spreader to a cutter in just seconds using interchangeable tool attachments.

(4272.3003.EE)

G6W EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT: For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.

(5163.1202.EE)

G4W EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.

(5143.1202.EE)

G4C EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.

(5142.1202.EE)

G6C EDD Cutter
A NEW ERA STARTS FOR RESCUE EXTRICATION EQUIPMENT. For the first time ever, the need for hydraulics is completely eliminated in a complete line of extrication equipment. No need for a hydraulic pump, fluid, piston, valves or seals. Electronic Direct Drive (EDD) directly converts battery power – from a compact, powerful and efficient motor – to output force.

(5162.1202.EE)

FX6 FJ EDD Frontliner
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

(5265.1202.EE)

FX4 FJ EDD Frontliner
The Frontliner FX-series combine high cutting, spreading and pulling performance in one truly multifunctional rescue tool.

(5245.1202.EE)

16 total products.
Battery Operated Equipment Accessories

Vehicle Charger 24V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is is 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

Vehicle Charger 110V / 220V
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is is 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

Vehicle Charger
The Vehicle Charger charges your batteries on board of any rescue vehicle, by simply connecting it to any in-vehicle power source - whether is is 110/220V, or with the special converter to 12/24V.

Mains Power Adapter
Mains Power Adapter allows you to work without batteries. Connected to 110 or 220V, the mains power adapter enables any EDD tool to operate continuously, without interruption.

Battery Pack 10 EDD
Through EED Technology, battery power is more efficient. Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and long battery runtimes.

Battery Pack 1 EDD
Through EED Technology, battery power is more efficient. Eliminating hydraulics means more overall efficiency and long battery runtimes.

Battery Charger EDD
Nominal output 50.2 VDC 2 A
Nominal input 100-240 VAC
Charge time battery pack 1 EDD 1 hour
Charge time battery backpack 10 EDD 9 hour
Dimensions (L x W x H) 257 x 135 x 105mm (+- 5mm)
Weight 1.1kg
Cable length (wall plug) 1.9m
Cable length (charge plug) 1.4m
Charger adapter assembly included

7 total products.
Rescue Equipment Accessories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Additional Details</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Window Center Punch</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0771)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toolmat 3x2M</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0777)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toolmat 2x1.5M</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0778)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Saw / Blade For Glass Cutter</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0407)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Blade For Glass Saw, Set Of 2</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0408)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Casualty Shield Transparent</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0774)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection Cover Set B (8 Pcs)</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9340.0009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection Cover Set A (4 Pcs)</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9340.0011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laminated Glass Saw</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0406)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laminated Glass Cutter With Holster</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0405)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hose Strap</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(2600.0006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Casualty Shield (Transparent)</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9330.0772)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbag Safety System For Passengers</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9340.0013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbag Safety System (3 Pcs) For Trucks And Vans</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9340.0012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airbag Safety System (2 Pcs) For Cars</td>
<td>Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.</td>
<td>(9340.0010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

15 total products.
Accessories

Toolmat 3x2M
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0777)

Toolmat 2x1.5M
Our assist tools and accessories perform potentially dangerous jobs easy and safe.
(9330.0778)

2 total products.
SQ Bags

Resqtec’s SQ Bag is capable of large stroke and effective lifting height.

**SQ9 HP Airbag (30x45)**
(8100.0106)

**SQ8 HP Airbag (38x38)**
(8100.0104)

**SQ7 HP Airbag (94.5x94.5)**
(8100.0176)

**SQ6 HP Airbag (30x30)**
(8100.0102)

**SQ54 HP Airbag (87x87)**
(8100.0165)

**SQ40 HP Airbag (78x78)**
(8100.0155)

**SQ31 HP Airbag (69x69)**
(8100.0148)

**SQ3 HP Airbag (22.5x22.5)**
(8100.0101)

**SQ24 L HP Airbag (32x102)**
(8100.0140)

**SQ24 HP Airbag (61x61)**
(8100.0135)

**SQ20 L HP Airbag (37.5x75)**
(8100.0121)

**SQ19 HP Airbag (55x55)**
(8100.0115)

**SQ13 L HP Airbag (37.5x50)**
(8100.0114)

**SQ12 HP Airbag (45x45)**
(8100.0108)

**SQ1 HP Airbag (15x15)**
(8100.0092)

**Carrying Bag Type D (For 2 Airbags)**
(8100.0388)

Accessories for Resqtec’s SQ Lifting Bag.

**Carrying Bag Type C (For 2 Airbags)**
(8100.0387)

**Carrying Bag Type B (For 2 Airbags)**
(8100.0386)

**Carrying Bag Type A (For 2 Airbags)**
(8100.0385)

**Carrying Bag For Type E Airbag For 2 Bags**
(8100.0434)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For Type D-1 Airbag For 2 Bags</td>
<td>(8100.0427)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For Type D Airbag For 2 Bags</td>
<td>(8100.0433)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For Type C Airbag For 2 Bags</td>
<td>(8100.0432)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For Type B Airbag For 2 Bags</td>
<td>(8100.0431)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For Type A Airbag For 2 Bags</td>
<td>(8100.0430)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ70 Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0177)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ54 Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0355)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ40 HP Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0350)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ31 HP Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0340)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ24 HP Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0330)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ19 HP Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0320)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ12 HP Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0310)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrying Bag For SQ10 HP Airbag</td>
<td>(8100.0300)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxed Dual Controller (V-Conn)</td>
<td>(8700.0500.V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Cylinder 300 Bar / 6 Ltr</td>
<td>(8200.7505)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapter Kit For Alternative Air Sources</td>
<td>(8700.0610)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

36 total products.
Accessories

Boxed Dual Controller (V-Conn)  Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag  
(8700.0500.V)

Air Cylinder 300 Bar / 6 Ltr  Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag  
(8200.7505)

Adapter Kit For Alternative Air Sources  Accessories for Resqtec's SQ Lifting Bag  
(8700.0610)

3 total products.
Straps

Rapid Rescue Single Strap 6M
The Rapid Rescue Straps have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (8461.0500)

Rapid Rescue Double Strap 3M
The Rapid Rescue Straps have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter. (8461.1000)

2 total products.
Ventilation Equipment

Water Mist System For Stream Shaper Guard
Water Mist System For Stream Shaper Guard is an accessory for Resqtec's Airlast Ventilation Series.

Positive Airblast 20” Variable Speed
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 20” Honda GX
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 20” Electric
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 20” ATEX
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 18” Variable Speed
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 18” Honda GX
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 18” Electric
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Positive Airblast 18” ATEX
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Negative Airblast 16” Variable Speed
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Negative Airblast 16” Honda
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Negative Airblast 16” Electric
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Negative Airblast 16” ATEX
The Airblast ventilators have been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof
Accessories for Resqtec's Compact Airblast Series, Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof
Compact Airblast 8” Explosion Proof
The Compact Airblast has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(6060.0001)

Compact Airblast 8”
The Compact Airblast has been designed and engineered to assist firefighters, USAR-teams and other rescue workers with the various rescue applications they encounter.
(6060.0002)

20” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 20” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0062)

20” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 20” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0061)

18” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 18” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0052)

18” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 18” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0055)

16” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 16” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0042)

16” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
Accessories for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series, 16” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap).
(6140.0040)

28 total products.
Accessories

Water Mist System For Stream Shaper Guard
Water Mist System For Stream Shaper Guard is an accessory for Resqtec’s Airlast Ventilation Series. (6500.0122)

Water Mist System
Water Mist System is an accessory for Resqtec’s Airlast Ventilation Series. (6500.0022)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof
Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M Explosion Proof is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6143.0020)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M
Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 7.5M is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6143.0010)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof
Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M Explosion Proof is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6143.0015)

Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M
Flexible Duct With Carrying Bag 4.5M is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6143.0000)

20” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
20” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap) is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6140.0062)

20” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
20” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap) is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6140.0061)

18” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
18” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap) is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6140.0052)

18” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
18” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap) is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6140.0050)

16” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap)
16” Flexible Duct 6M (inc. Strap) is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6140.0042)

16” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap)
16” Flexible Duct 3M (inc. Strap) is an accessory for Resqtec’s Compact Airblast Series. (6140.0040)

12 total products.
Rope Rescue

Ultra-Pro Edge Protector - 4 Edge Protector
Edge Protector Ultra Pro 2 CMC Ultra-Pro is lighter and easier to transport than edge rollers.
(CMC294044)

Ultra-Pro Edge Protector - 2 Edge Protector
Edge Protector Ultra Pro 2 CMC Ultra-Pro is lighter and easier to transport than edge rollers.
(CMC294042)

TURBOFOOT right
Hook these mini ascenders to your feet and climb lines with greater ease.
(VCAM 2258)

Turbo Chest Ascender
The Turbo Chest Ascender is a compact and lightweight ascender which includes new patented rollers for high efficiency climbing.
(VCAM 2256)

Traverse Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher Split Version Titanium
For the ultimate in strength to weight ratio, the Titan Titanium Basket Stretchers sets a new standard for rescue lifters.
(FWETTI-SP)

Traverse Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher One Piece Titanium
For the ultimate in strength to weight ratio, the Titan Titanium Basket Stretchers sets a new standard for rescue lifters.
(FWETTII)

Traverse Titan Basket Stretcher Split Version Stainless Steel
The Titan Series Basket Stretcher is specifically designed to perform in a technical rescue environment. Its superior design provides a user-friendly platform from which to work.
(FWETB-SP)

Traverse Titan Basket Stretcher One Piece Stainless Steel
The Titan Series Basket Stretcher is specifically designed to perform in a technical rescue environment. Its superior design provides a user-friendly platform from which to work.
(FWETBT)

Traverse Gazelle Basket Stretcher
A strong, durable and cost effective black powder coated, carbon steel basket stretcher that’s suitable for industrial rescue and retrieval.
(FWETBG)

Traverse 540 Rescue Belay (small)
The 540°™ Rescue Belay, Small has all the same features of the Large, but is engineered to work with 11mm to 11.6mm (7/16 in.) rope.
(TRAV16-0200)

Traverse 540 Rescue Belay (large)
The Traverse 540 Rescue Belay is developed specifically to meet the needs of rescue system belays.
(TRAV16-0100)

Steel Triplock Karabiner 50 kN
A compact, lightweight, hardened steel karabiner with a 50 kN rating and triple lock gate.
(VCT A595TBBZO)

Stainless Steel Triplock Karabiner SS Gate 35 kN
Large stainless steel triplock karabiner with large gate opening.
(VCT46500PO ASS)

Sparrow Self Locking Descender 200kg
The Sparrow 200R allows you to unblock the rope position without having to tie off. It allows for short ascents and the assembly of a reversible haul system. The floating cam design forces users to load the rope preventing accidental “reverse loading”.
(VCT 2D656)

Sling - Snake 50 x 1500 30 kN Red / Blue / Yellow / Black
Every Ferno Sling is made from high grade, abrasion resistant webbing and is available in a variety of colours and lengths.
(VSL S30kN 1500)

Sling - Round 25 x 1500 32 kN Red / Blue / Yellow / Black
Every Ferno Sling is made from high grade, abrasion resistant webbing and is available in a variety of colours and lengths.
(VSL R32kN 1500)

Safe Spring Hook Each
Coloured, plastic coated stainless steel extend from 430 mm to 1600 mm and prevents tools accidentally falling.
(EB-STL INDV)

Rope Protector - Wraparound
Serious heavy duty rope protection made from super strong webbing.
(VAIROPRTINDWRAP)

Rope Protector - Flat
Made from a heavy duty webbing with medium duty webbing for the closure flaps.
(VAIROPRTINDFLAT)
Roll N Lock Self Jamming Pulley
A compact, ultra-light self jamming pulley with three operational modes: pulley, progress capture pulley and ascender.
(VCT 2D625)

Ringers Rope Rescue Gloves
The Ringers Rope Rescue Glove is ideal for optimum grip and control in inclement weather.
(RINGERS-355)

Rescue Descender D5
The D5ITCH/Rescue Descender is suitable for industrial height safety, rope access, edge management, hoistings and search and rescue.
(VISC RP85A1)

Rescue Descender D4
The D4 Rescue Descender is ideal for rescue, belay, descending, rope access and industrial situations.
(VISC RP880)

RALF Rescue Kit 5 to 1
Packaged ready to rescue, no assembly required, the RALF Rescue Retrieval System allows you to quickly raise or lower a person.
(FWE-RRK)

RALF Rescue Kit 3 to 1
Packaged ready to rescue, no assembly required, the RALF Rescue Retrieval System allows you to quickly raise or lower a person.
(FWE-RRK 3:1)

Med Sled Vertical Lift Rescue Red
The Med Sled Rescue is an innovative, cost effective rescue device designed specifically for vertical or horizontal lift operations.
(MS-M36VLR)

Maillon Rapide Twist Standard Steel - 7mm
Fitted with a 90 degree twist, the Maillon Rapide Twist is ideal for smoother PPE connections, rope access as well as in mountaineering and climbing.
(VMR STTW07)

Maillon Rapide Large Opening Steel - 8mm
The wider mouth opening makes connecting easier.
(VMR LOSW08)

Maillon Rapide Standard Steel - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.
(VMR STS10)

Maillon Rapide Standard S/Steel - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.
(VMR STSS10)

Maillon Rapide Large Opening S/Steel - 10mm
The wider mouth opening makes connecting easier.
(VMR LOSS10)

Maillon Rapide Delta Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DS10)

Maillon Rapide Delta S/Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DSS10)

Maillon Rapide Delta Alloy - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DA10)

Maillon Rapide C Steel - 10mm
Commonly used when connecting sit and chest harnesses.
(VMR CS10)

KASK HP+ Mesh Full Visor
Arborist/Mesh visor designed by Protector to fit the KASK High Performance and HP Plus Helmets.
(VKA-FCMS)

KASK HP+ Half Visor
KASK have three options available for the half visor that attaches to their HP Plus Helmet.
(VKA WVI 2)
KASK HP+ Full Visor Clear
Full face protection in a clear polycarbonate face shield for the KASK HP Plus Helmet.
(VKA WVI 3.015)

Kask HP+ Ear Muffs Pair Class 5
Class 5 ear muffs for the Kask HP Plus Helmet, certified to AS/NZS 1270:2002.
(VKA RBZ2CA)

KASK High Performance Plus AS/NZ 1801 Certified
Certified to AS/NZS 1801 and CE EN14052. Specifically designed for emergency rescue and rope access technicians, arborists and specialists working at height.
(VKA WHE 20)

ISC Rope Grab with Pip Pin 11 - 13 mm
Available with fixed axle or in-field detachable pip pin axle to allow fitting to the rope at any point. Two sizes available to suit either 11 mm to 13 mm or 14 mm to 16 mm semi-static ropes.
(VISC RP209A)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP066D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP066A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP061D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Small Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP061A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single SS Becket
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP065D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP063D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single Alloy Becket
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP065A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP063A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP064D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP064A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP066D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP066A1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP067D1)

ISC Prusik Pulley Large Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.
(VISC RP067A1)

HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 300cm
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB300A)

HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 165cm
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB165A)
HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 105cm
The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.
(VISC HB105A)

Girth Hitch Sling 1200mm
The Girth Hitch Sling offers significantly in design and performance from other adjustable anchor straps, allowing it to handle a higher load before slipping.
(VSL G30kN 1200)

Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher
The Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher's roll-up, compact and lightweight design makes it ideal for high angle, confined space, horizontal or vertical rescue.
(VRES STRETCH)

Ferno Ultralite X Harness
The Ultralite X full body harness is designed and manufactured in Australia and contains world-leading safety features with superior comfort and easy vest style donning.
(VHI ULTRALITE X)

Ferno ROAR LITE Harness
The ROAR Lite is the ultimate technical harnesses for rope access and rescue specific requirements.
(VHI ROAR LITE)

Ferno 71S Basket Stretcher Split Version
The Ferno 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the one-piece Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage or backpacking to a rescue site.
(FWE71S)

Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher One Piece
The Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame.
(FWE71)

Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher One Piece
The Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame.
(FWE71)

Ferno Hardpoint Ascender Full Body Harness
The Ferno Hardpoint full body harness provides all the comfort, benefits and industry leading features of the Ferno Centrepoint 2 harness, but with a front hard connection point in place of the web belay loop.
(VHI HP ASC)

Ferno Centrepoint 2 Ascender Full Body Harness
A favourite with Australian emergency services and rope access technicians, the Centrepoint II is a tried and proven workhorse that can be used in a multitude of applications.
(VHI CEN FB 2 A)

Ferno 71S Basket Stretcher Split Version
The Ferno 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the one-piece Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage or backpacking to a rescue site.
(FWE71S)

Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher One Piece
The Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame.
(FWE71)

Ferno Hardpoint Ascender Full Body Harness
The Ferno Hardpoint full body harness provides all the comfort, benefits and industry leading features of the Ferno Centrepoint 2 harness, but with a front hard connection point in place of the web belay loop.
(VHI HP ASC)

Ferno Centrepoint 2 Ascender Full Body Harness
A favourite with Australian emergency services and rope access technicians, the Centrepoint II is a tried and proven workhorse that can be used in a multitude of applications.
(VHI CEN FB 2 A)

Ferno 71S Basket Stretcher Split Version
The Ferno 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the one-piece Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage or backpacking to a rescue site.
(FWE71S)

Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher One Piece
The Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame.
(FWE71)

Ferno Hardpoint Ascender Full Body Harness
The Ferno Hardpoint full body harness provides all the comfort, benefits and industry leading features of the Ferno Centrepoint 2 harness, but with a front hard connection point in place of the web belay loop.
(VHI HP ASC)

Ferno Centrepoint 2 Ascender Full Body Harness
A favourite with Australian emergency services and rope access technicians, the Centrepoint II is a tried and proven workhorse that can be used in a multitude of applications.
(VHI CEN FB 2 A)

Ferno 71S Basket Stretcher Split Version
The Ferno 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the one-piece Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage or backpacking to a rescue site.
(FWE71S)
CT Orbiter A Single Pulley
Innovative pulley with mobile light alloy side plates designed for tree climbing.
(VCT 2P665)

CT Glove Half Finger Large
Comfortable Leather Gloves.
(VCT 7X960AB)

CT Alloy Swivel Twister
The Twister is a lightweight, hot forged, alloy swivel which helps prevent rope twist.
(VCT 2D793)

CT Alloy Swivel Twirl
The Twirl is a lightweight, hot forged alloy swivel which helps prevent rope twist.
(VCT 2D795)

CMC Rescue MPD 11mm
The MPD is a multi-purpose device that performs all functions for main lines, safety/safety lines, tag lines and hoisting lines and be used to tension high and guiding lines.
(CMC3303010)

CMC Rescue CSR2 Pulley with Lock
The redesigned CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) life safety rope.
(CMC300343)

CMC Rescue CSR2 Pulley
The redesigned CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) life safety rope.
(CMC300342)

Anchor Plates (8 holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VCT L6370503)

Anchor Plates (4 Holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VCT L6370303)

Anchor Plates (15 holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VISC RP320A)

Alloy Triplock Karabiner 30 kN
Extra light, drop forged alloy karabiner with triple action gate opening.
(VCT L5300001)

Alloy Triplock Karabiner 30 kN
A large, alloy, triplock karabiner supplied with a captive bar.
(VCT2C4650CXSACT001)

Alloy Screw Gate Karabiner 30 kN
A multipurpose, lightweight karabiner with a large base and wide sizing.
(VCT 2C4550B)

Aider Five Step
The Vertical Etrier and Aider four and five step are ideal for recreational aid climbing, rope access and rescue.
(VAS AIDER 5)

8mm Arresta Prusik Cord Yellow 25m
Arresta Prusik Cord is supple for handling and knot holding but hard wearing for prolonged use.
(NAR-Q3962R25)

8mm Arresta Prusik Cord Red 50m
Arresta Prusik Cord is supple for handling and knot holding but hard wearing for prolonged use.
(NAR-Q3962Y25)

11mm Patron Static Rope (215 m)
White
Teufelberger’s Patron 11mm Static Rope is an exceptionally appealing choice for multiple applications because of its low weight, high breaking strength and low danger of cracking.
(VTB 7360931)

11mm KM-III Static Rope (196 m)
White
The Teufelberger KM-III is an exceptional static rope for rescue, life-safety and fixed rope applications, repelling, hoisting and caving.
(VTB 3300-14)

11mm Arresta Static 200m Blk/Org Fleck
The Arresta Kernmantle 11mm static rope will get the job done and won’t cost you a fortune.
(NAR-Q3936BO200)

99 total products.
Ascender/Descender/Backup

**TURBOFOOT right**
Hook these mini ascenders to your feet and climb lines with greater ease.

(VCAM 2258)

**Turbo Chest Ascender**
The Turbo Chest Ascender is a compact and lightweight ascender which includes new patented rollers for high efficiency climbing.

(VCAM 2256)

**Sparrow Self Locking Descender 200kg**
The Sparrow 200R allows you to unblock the rope position without having to tie off. It allows for short ascent and the assembly of a reversible haul system. The floating cam design forces users to load the rope preventing accidental "reverse loading".

(VCT 2D656)

**Roll N Lock Self Jamming Pulley**
A compact, ultra-light self jamming pulley with three operational modes: pulley, progress capture pulley and ascender.

(VCT 2D625)

**Rescue Descender D5**
The D5 Work/Rescue Descender is suitable for industrial height safety, rope access, edge management, arborists and search and rescue.

(VISC RP885A1)

**Rescue Descender D4**
The D4 Rescue Descender is ideal for rescue, belay, descending, rope access and industrial situations.

(VISC RP8880)

**ISC Rope Grab with Pip Pin 11 - 13 mm**
Available with fixed axle or in-field detachable pip pin axle to allow fitting to the rope at any point. Two sizes available to suit either 11 mm to 13 mm or 14 mm to 16 mm semi-static ropes.

(VISC RP209A)

7 total products.
### Belays & Pulleys

#### Traverse 540 Rescue Belay (small)
The Traverse 540 Rescue Belay, Small has all the same features of the Large, but is engineered to work with 11mm to 11.6mm (7/16 in.) rope.

(TRAV16-0200)

#### Traverse 540 Rescue Belay (large)
The Traverse 540 Rescue Belay is developed specifically to meet the needs of rescue system belays.

(TRAV16-0100)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Small Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP060D1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Small Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP060A1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Small Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP061D1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Small Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP061A1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP063D1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP063A1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP064D1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Medium Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP064A1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Large Single SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP065D1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Large Single Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP065A1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Large Double SS
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP067D1)

#### ISC Prusik Pulley Large Double Alloy
ISC Prusik Minding Pulleys are designed for heavy duty rescue, rigging and hauling systems.

(VISC RP067A1)

#### CT Orbiter T Twin Pulley with Becket
The Orbiter T is a light, alloy double pulley with oscillating side plates with twin sheaves mounted on heavy duty ball bearings.

(VCT 2P662)

#### CT Orbiter S Single Pulley
The Orbiter S Single Pulley is a large, light weight alloy pulley with oscillating side plates.

(VCT 2P660)

#### CT Orbiter M Single Pulley Small
The new Orbiter M Single Pulley Small is a robust and compact yet lightweight alloy pulley with oscillating side plates.

(VCT 2P664)

#### CT Orbiter L Triple Pulley
The Orbiter L Triple pulley with mobile side plates is very versatile and robust and has provision for two connectors through the side plates. Its triple sheaves are mounted on heavy duty ball bearings.

(VCT 2P666)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT Orbiter H Triple Pulley with Becket</td>
<td>Triple pulley with mobile side plates, very versatile and robust.</td>
<td>VCT 2P667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Orbiter D Single Pulley with Becket</td>
<td>This large yet lightweight alloy pulley has oscillating side plates and becket.</td>
<td>VCT 2P661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Orbiter A Single Pulley</td>
<td>Innovative pulley with mobile light alloy side plates designed for tree climbing.</td>
<td>VCT 2P665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Alloy Swivel Twister</td>
<td>The Twister is a lightweight, hot forged, alloy swivel which helps prevent rope twist.</td>
<td>VCT 2D793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT Alloy Swivel Twirl</td>
<td>The Twirl is a lightweight, hot forged alloy swivel which helps prevent rope twist.</td>
<td>VCT 2D795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC Rescue MPD 11mm</td>
<td>The MPD is a multi-purpose device that performs all functions for main lines, belay/safety lines, tag lines and hoisting lines and be used to tension high and guiding lines.</td>
<td>CMC333010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC Rescue CSR2 Pulley with Lock</td>
<td>The redesigned CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) life safety rope.</td>
<td>CMC300343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC Rescue CSR2 Pulley</td>
<td>The redesigned CSR2 (Confined Space Rescue) Pulley is stronger yet lighter and incorporates 7/16 in (11 mm) to 1/2 in (13 mm) life safety rope.</td>
<td>CMC300342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gloves

Ringers Rope Rescue Gloves
The Ringers Rope Rescue Glove is ideal for optimum grip and control in inclement weather.
(RINGERS-355)
Harnesses

Ferno Ultralite X Harness
The Ultralite X full body harness is designed and manufactured in Australia and combines world-leading safety features with superior comfort and easy vest style donning.

(FHI ULTRALITE X)

Ferno ROAR LITE Harness
The ROAR Lite is the ultimate technical harnesses for rope access and rescue specific requirements.

(FHI ROAR LITE)

Ferno Hardpoint Ascender Full Body Harness
The Ferno Hardpoint full body harness provides all the comfort, benefits and industry leading features of the Ferno Centrepoint 2 harness, but with a front hard connection point in place of the web belay loop.

(FHI HP ASC)

Ferno Centrepoint 2 Ascender Full Body Harness
A favourite with Australian emergency services and rope access technicians, the Centrepoint II is a tried and proven workhorse that can be used in a multitude of applications.

(FHI CEN FB 2 A)

4 total products.
### Helmets

**KASK HP+ Mesh Full Visor**
Arborist/Mesh visor designed by Protector to fit the KASK High Performance and HP Plus Helmets.

(VKA-FCMS)

**KASK HP+ Half Visor**
KASK have three options available for the half visor that attaches to their HP Plus Helmet.

(VKA WVI 2)

**KASK HP+ Full Visor Clear**
Full face protection in a clear polycarbonate face shield for the KASK HP Plus helmet.

(VKA WVI 3.015)

**Kask HP+ Ear Muffs Pair Class 5**
Class 5 ear muffs for the Kask HP Plus Helmet, certified to AS/NZS 1270:2002.

(VKA RBZ2CA)

**KASK High Performance Plus AS/NZ 1801 Certified**
Certified to AS/NZS 1801 and CE EN14052 Specifically designed for emergency rescue and rope access technicians, arborists and specialists working at height.

(VKA WHE 20)

5 total products.
# Karabiners / Maillon / Hardware

## Steel Triplock Karabiner 50 kN
A compact, lightweight hardened steel karabiner with a 50 kN rating and triple lock gate.
(VCT A595TBBO)

## Steel Screw Gate Karabiner 50 kN
This high strength, hardened zinc plated steel karabiner has a useful wide opening screw gate entry.
(VCT A455TBZO)

## Stainless Steel Triplock Karabiner SS Gate 35 kN
Large stainless steel triplock karabiner with large gate opening.
(VCTH46500PO ASS)

## Safe Spring Hook Each
Coiled, plastic coated stainless wire extends from 430 mm to 1600 mm and prevents tools accidentally falling.
(EB-STL INDV)

## Maillon Rapide Twist Standard Steel - 7mm
Fitted with a 90 degree twist, the Maillon Rapide Twist is ideal for smoother PPE connections, rope access as well as in mountaineering and climbing.
(VMR STSTW07)

## Maillon Rapide Twist Large Opening Steel - 8mm
Fitted with a 90 degree twist, the Maillon Rapide Twist is ideal for smoother PPE connections, rope access as well as in mountaineering and climbing.
(VMR LOSTW08)

## Maillon Rapide Standard Steel - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.
(VMR STS10)

## Maillon Rapide Standard S/Steel - 10mm
The Maillon Rapide Standard is extremely strong when loaded along the long axis.
(VMR STSS10)

## Maillon Rapide Delta Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DS10)

## Maillon Rapide Delta S/Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DSS10)

## Maillon Rapide Large Opening Steel - 10mm
The wider mouth opening makes connecting easier.
(VMR LOS10)

## Maillon Rapide Large Opening S/Steel - 10mm
The wider mouth opening makes connecting easier.
(VMR LOSS10)

## Maillon Rapide Delta Steel - 10mm
Ideal in situations where a three-way load is exerted.
(VMR DS10)

## Maillon Rapide C Steel - 10mm
Commonly used when connecting sit and chest harnesses.
(VMR CS10)

## CT Glove Half Finger Large
Comfortable Leather Gloves.
(VCT 7X980AB)

## Anchor Plates (8 holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VCT L6370503)

## Anchor Plates (4 Holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VCT L6370303)

## Anchor Plates (15 holes)
Anchor Plates allow you to create and organise your anchor systems safely.
(VISC RP320A)

## Alloy Triplock Karabiner 30 kN
Extra light, drop forged alloy karabiner with triple action gate opening.
(VCT L5300001)
Alloy Triplock Karabiner 30 kN
A large, alloy, triplock karabiner supplied with a captive bar.
(VCT2C4650CXSACT001)

Alloy Screw Gate Karabiner 30 kN
A multipurpose, lightweight karabiner with a large base and wide slot.
(VCT 2C4550B)
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# Rescue Kits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RALF Rescue Kit 5 to 1</td>
<td>Package ready to rescue, no assembly required, the RALF Rescue Retrieval System allows you to quickly raise or lower a person.</td>
<td>(FWE-RRK)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RALF Rescue Kit 3 to 1</td>
<td>Package ready to rescue, no assembly required, the RALF Rescue Retrieval System allows you to quickly raise or lower a person.</td>
<td>(FWE-RRK 3:1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 300cm</td>
<td>The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.</td>
<td>(VISC HB300A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 165cm</td>
<td>The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.</td>
<td>(VISC HB165A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HaulerBiner Rescue Kit 105cm</td>
<td>The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.</td>
<td>(VISC HB105A)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HaulerBiner Rescue Kit</td>
<td>The HaulerBiner Rescue is a simple and compact mechanical advantage rescue kit with some very unique features.</td>
<td>(VISC HB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 total products.
Rescue Stretchers

Traverse Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher Split Version Titanium
For the ultimate in strength to weight ratio, the Titan Titanium Basket Stretchers sets a new standard for rescue litter. (FWETTI-SP)

Traverse Titan Titanium Basket Stretcher One Piece Titanium
For the ultimate in strength to weight ratio, the Titan Titanium Basket Stretchers sets a new standard for rescue litter. (FWETTI)

Traverse Titan Basket Stretcher Split Version Titanium
The Titan Series Basket Stretcher is specifically designed to perform in a technical rescue environment. Its superior design provides a user-friendly platform from which to work. (FWETB-SP)

Traverse Titan Basket Stretcher One Piece Titanium
The Titan Series Basket Stretcher is specifically designed to perform in a technical rescue environment. Its superior design provides a user-friendly platform from which to work. (FWETBT)

Traverse Gazelle Basket Stretcher
A strong, durable and cost effective black powder coated, carbon steel basket stretcher that's suitable for industrial rescue and retrieval. (FWETBG)

Med Sled Vertical Lift Rescue Red
The Med Sled Rescue is an innovative, cost effective rescue device designed specifically for vertical or horizontal lift operations. (MS-MS36VLR)

Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher
The Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher's roll-up, compact and lightweight design makes it ideal for high angle, confined space, horizontal or vertical rescue. (VRES STRETCH)

Ferno Vertical Rescue Stretcher 6 Point Bridle
Although the Vertical Rescue Stretcher is supplied standard with six lifting slings the Ferno VRS 6 Point Lift Bridle is designed specifically to fit the Vertical Rescue Stretcher and offers the rescuer additional adjustment of the stretcher angle in delicate rescue scenarios. (BRB-VRS)

Ferno 71S Basket Stretcher Split Version
The Ferno 71-S two-piece Basket Stretcher has the same features as the one-piece Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher but separates in half for compact storage or backpacking to a rescue site. (FWE71S)

Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher One Piece
The Ferno 71 Basket Stretcher is constructed of a high density polyethylene shell supported by a permanently attached heavy-duty aluminium frame. (FWE71)

10 total products.
Rope

Ultra-Pro Edge Protector - 4 Edge Protector
Edge Protector Ultra 2 CMC Ultra-Pro is lighter and easier to transport than edge rollers.
(CMC294044)

Ultra-Pro Edge Protector - 2 Edge Protector
Edge Protector Ultra 2 CMC Ultra-Pro is lighter and easier to transport than edge rollers.
(CMC294042)

Sling - Snake 50 x 1500 30 kN Red / Blue / Yellow / Black
Every Ferno Sling is made from high grade, abrasion resistant webbing and is available in a variety of colours and lengths.
(VSL S30KN 1500)

Sling - Round 25 x 1500 32 kN Red / Blue / Yellow / Black
Every Ferno Sling is made from high grade, abrasion resistant webbing and is available in a variety of colours and lengths.
(VSL R32KN 1500)

Rope Protector - Wraparound
Serious heavy duty rope protection made from super strong webbing.
(VAIROPROTINDWRAP)

Rope Protector - Flat
Made from a heavy-duty webbing with medium duty webbing for the closure flaps.
(VAIROPROTINDFLAT)

Girth Hitch Sling 1200mm
The Girth Hitch Sling differs significantly in design and performance from other adjustable anchor straps, allowing it to handle a higher load before slipping.
(VSL G30KN 1200)

Ferno Industrial Rope Protection Mat
Hard wearing PVC strips are concealed within full length hinged sections that allow conformity to most edge contours.
(VAI ROP PROT MAT)

Etrier Five Step
The Etrier and Aider Four and Five Step are ideal for rescue, rope access and recreational aid climbing.
(VAS ETIER 5)

Aider Five Step
The Vertical Etrier and Aider four and five step are ideal for recreational aid climbing, rope access and rescue.
(VAS AIDER 5)

8mm Arresta Prusik Cord Yellow 25m
Arresta Prusik Cord is supple for handling and knot holding but hard wearing for prolonged use.
(NAR-Q3962R51)

8mm Arresta Prusik Cord Red 50m
Arresta Prusik Cord is supple for handling and knot holding but hard wearing for prolonged use.
(NAR-Q3962Y25)

11mm Patron Static Rope (215 m) White/Red
Teufelberger’s Patron 11mm Static Rope is an exceptionally appealing choice for multiple applications because of its low weight, high breaking strength and low danger of cracking.
(VTB 7369931)

11mm KM-III Static Rope (196 m) White
The Teufelberger KM-III is an exceptional static rope for rescue, life-safety and fixed rope applications, repelling, hoisting and caving.
(VTB 3300-14)

11mm Arresta Static 200m Blk/Org Fleck
The Arresta Kernmantle 11mm static rope will get the job done and won’t cost you a fortune.
(NAR-Q3936BO200)

15 total products.
Rope Bags

Ferno Heavy Duty Rope Bag

Ferno Rope Bags keep your rope conveniently stowed, ready for transportation and quick deployment.

(VBS HIVIS)
Shelters

XACT 1.25 Ton Cooling 15000BTU Heating 15000BTU 240V (HAVAC125.1)

ASAP 18 Shelter 4.5M L x 5.5M W x 2.6M H inc Stake Kit Repair Kit Protective Vinyl
The ASAP Rapid Response Shelters are designed to be compact and the first to be deployed in the field. (SC1806)

ASAP 18 Insulation Liner
Maximise Climate Control Efficiency with the DLX Insulation Liner Package for the ASAP Rapid Shelter Systems. (RB1806)

ASAP 18 Air Plenum
Maximise Climate Control Efficiency With The Air Plenum Package For The Asap Rapid Shelter Systems. (AP1801)

4 Atlas Anchor Bags 12 Liner Straps & Clips Mini Shovel
The DLX Patented Atlas Anchor System is designed to give you maximum operational freedom in the smallest, lightest package possible. (AB0401)

5 total products.
Shelter

ASAP 18 Shelter 4.5M L x 5.5M W x 2.6M H inc Stake Kit Repair Kit
Protective Vinyl

The ASAP Rapid Response Shelters are designed to be compact and the first to be deployed in the field.

(SC1806)
Shelter Accessories

**XACT 1.25 Ton Cooling 15000BTU Heating 15000BTU 240V**
(HAVAC125.1)

**ASAP 18 Insulation Liner**
Maximise Climate Control Efficiency with the DLX Insulation Liner Package for the ASAP Rapid Shelter Systems.
(RB1806)

**ASAP 18 Air Plenum**
Maximise Climate Control Efficiency With The Air Plenum Package For The Asap Rapid Shelter Systems.
(AP1801)

**4 Atlas Anchor Bags 12 Liner Straps & Clips Mini Shovel**
The DLX Patented Atlas Anchor System is designed to give you maximum operational freedom in the smallest, lightest package possible.
(AB0401)

4 total products.
QE90

QE90 EWIS Panel
(QE90)

1 total products.
Fire Appliances

Ultra Light G Wagon
With our intelligent modular “Slip-On” firefighting system paired with hard-hitting Military pedigree Mercedes G-Wagon this vehicle will revolutionise your firefighting capability.

Quik Flush Box 24
“Quik-Flush” is a low foaming emulsifying and wetting agent that can be used safely to rinse all internal (and external) chemical components of the Quik Spray unit to reduce the damaging effects of agricultural chemicals, particularly on the rubber components.

Multi Purpose G Wagon
Our high quality mobile workspaces are built to last. When paired with the hard-hitting Military pedigree Mercedes G-Wagon this vehicle will revolutionise your work capability.

Mine Spec G Wagon
Our high quality mobile workspaces are built to last. When paired with the hard-hitting Military pedigree Mercedes G-Wagon this vehicle will revolutionise your work capability.

7-IN-1 400L Tank
7-in-1 Quick Attack Multi-System Slip On 400L Tank

7-IN-1 300L Tank
7-in-1 Quick Attack Multi-System Slip On 300L Tank

Mop Up, 500L Tank
The Mop-Up Unit is a light weight and compact firefighting unit.

1L Quik Cover
Quik Cover can be added to the tank and used as a wash-down and deodorising.

1kg Foam Blocks Box 5
Solid EF is a surfactant, and like traditional foams is a substance capable of lowering the surface tension of liquids, facilitating the wetting of solid surfaces, and permitting the penetration of liquids into the capillaries.

9 total products.
Slip On & Trailers

Quik Flush Box 24

“Quik Flush” is a low foaming emulsifying and wetting agent that can be used safely to rinse all internal (and external) chemical components of the Quik Spray unit to reduce the damaging effects of agricultural chemicals, particularly on the rubber components.

1L Quik Cover

Quik Cover can be added to the tank and used as a washdown and deodorising agent.

Mop Up, 500L Tank

The Mop-Up Unit is a lightweight and compact firefighting unit.

7-IN-1 400L Tank

7-IN-1 Quick Attack Multi-System Slip On-400L Tank

7-IN-1 300L Tank

7-IN-1 Quick Attack Multi-System Slip On-300L Tank

1kg Foam Blocks Box 5

Solid EF is a surfactant, and like traditional foams is a substance capable of lowering the surface tension of liquids, facilitating the wetting of solid surfaces, and permitting the penetration of liquids into the capillaries.

6 total products.
Mop Up

Mop Up, 500L Tank
The Mop-Up Unit is a light weight and compact firefighting unit.
(301010)

1 total products.
Ultra Light

Ultra Light G Wagon
With our intelligent modular 'Slip-On' firefighting system paired with hard-hitting Military pedigree Mercedes G-Wagon this vehicle will revolutionise your firefighting capability.
(302001)

Multi Purpose G Wagon
Our high-quality mobile workspaces are built to last. When paired with the hard-hitting Military pedigree Mercedes G-Wagon this vehicle will revolutionise your work capability.
(302020)

Mine Spec G Wagon
Our high-quality mobile workspaces are built to last. When paired with the hard-hitting Military pedigree Mercedes G-Wagon this vehicle will revolutionise your work capability.
(302010)

3 total products.
Fire Detection

Wire Guard for Detectors (195 Dia. x 120 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W502)

Wire Guard for Detectors (130 Dia. x 105 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W504)

Wire Guard for Detectors (115 Dia. x 80 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W500)

Wire Guard for Detectors (130 Dia. x 105 High)

W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.

VSM4 VESDAnet Network Connection
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet network connection software.
(VSW-346)

VSM4 VESDAnet Detector Connection
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet detector connection per detector.
(VSW-356)

VSM4 Secondary Site Licence
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site Licence - Primary PC
(VSW-216)

VSM4 Primary Site Licence
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site Licence - Primary PC
(VSW-206)

VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token
(VSW-427-002)

VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token
(VSW-427-001)

VLI Secondary Foam Filter Spare Part
The VESDA VLI filtration system effectively reduces the level of pollution in the air sample before it enters the detection chamber.
(VSP-031)

VLI Secondary Filter Spare Part
VLI Secondary Filter Spare Part
(VSP-031)

VLI Intelligent Filter Spare Part
The VESDA VLI Intelligent Filter effectively reduces the level of pollution in the air sample before it enters the detection chamber.
(VSP-030)

VLI Chamber Assembly Spare Part
The VESDA VLI Chamber Assembly is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA VLI detector.
(VSP-033)

VLI Aspirator Spare Part
The VESDA VLI Aspirator is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA VLI detector.
(VSP-032)

VLF 3 Relay & 1 Input Multifunction Control Card
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Multifunction Control Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. It multihits the range of input and output communications a VLF detector can perform.
(VIC-030)

VIO800 VESDA Interface Module c/w Bracket (can use on 4100ESi)
The VIO800 is an arrangement of the MIO800 Addressable Multi-I/O Module supplied ready to be fitted on to a VESDA LaserPLUS™ or Laser SCANNER
(516.018.014)

Vigilant WIP Phone (RED)
The Vigilant Warden Intercom Point (WIP) Phone RED is designed specifically for use with sound and intercommunication systems for emergency purposes.
(FP0938)
VESDAnet Simplex High Level Interface, Sliding Window
The VESDA ModBus High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) or Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as 'host', that support the ModBus protocol.
(VHX-0400)

VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Sliding Window
The VESDA Sliding Window High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet with PC software monitoring and configuring tools such as Xtralis VSM and Xtralis VNC.
(VHX-0200)

VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Open Protocol
The VESDA Open Protocol High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet with PC software-monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as 'host'.
(VHX-0310)

VESDAnet Interface (VN) Card
The VESDA Interface Card (VN Card) is a simple interface card for the range of VESDA VLF by Xtralis aspirating smoke detectors.
(VIC-010)

VESDA VLQ-100 Demo Kit (inc Pipes, PSU, Carry Case)
VESDA VLQ-100 Demo Kit (inc Pipes, PSU, Carry Case)
(VKT-100)

VESDA VLQ Surface Mount Kit
The Surface Mount Kit is for the VESDA VLQ detector.
(VSP-890)

VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter Pack 20
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter Pack 20
(VSP-892-20)

VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter
(VSP-892)

VESDA VLQ Flush Mount Kit
The Flush Mount Kit is for the VESDA VLQ detector.
(VSP-891)

VESDA VLQ 2 Pipe Stubs and End Caps
VESDA VLQ 2 Pipe Stubs and End Caps
(VSP-893)

VESDA VLI with VESDAnet
VESDA VLI with VESDAnet
(VLI-885)

VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only
VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only
(VLI-880)

VESDA VLC-505-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505-EX)

VESDA VLC-500-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500-EX)

VESDA Test Transformer
Xtralis Test Transformer VTT-10000 (previously known as the Hot Wire Test – Power Supply Unit (PSU)) is a tool used to test very early warning aspirated smoke detection equipment.
(VTT-1000)

VESDA Power Supply in Cabinet
24VDC 2A to match VESDA LaserPLUS
This Series 1948 Power Supply is designed match the VESDA LaserPLUS and LaserSCANNER detectors in size and colour.
(FP0852)

VESDA LaserPlus Compact Relays Only
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500)

VESDA LaserFOCUS VESDAnet Compatible For 500m²
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser based aspirated smoke detection technology.
(VLF-500-02)

VESDA LaserFOCUS Relays Only
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser based aspirated smoke detection technology.
(VLF-250-02)

VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. A Relay Expansion Card expands the range of input and output communications a VLF can perform.
(VIC-020)
VESDA LaserCompact Relays Only - Marine Version

The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-50000-MRN)

VESDA LaserCompact MX Addressable

The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-800MX)

VESDA Laser Compact VESDAnet

The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505)

VESDA Inline Filter c/w Filters

The VESDA In-Line Filter is an in-line filtration solution suitable for all VESDA Xtralis Aspirating Smoke Detectors.
(VSP-850-G)

VESDA Inline Filter 4 Pack Elements Only

The VESDA In-Line Filter (4 Pack) is an in-line filtration solution suitable for all VESDA Xtralis Aspirating Smoke Detectors.
(VSP-855-4)

VESDA Inline Filter 20 Pack Elements Only

The VESDA In-Line Filter (20 Pack) is an in-line filtration solution suitable for all VESDA Xtralis Aspirating Smoke Detectors.
(VSP-855-20)

VESDA ECO Single Gas Hydrogen (H2) 0-100% LEL

VESDA ECO Single Gas Hydrogen Detector

Xtralis has developed the industry’s first multi-hole aspirated gas detector.
(ECO-D-B-11)

VESDA E Range VEU Premium Aspirated Detector with 3.5" Display

The VEU series of aspirating smoke detectors are the premium detector of the VESDA range. An Ultra-wide sensitivity range; 15 times greater than VESDA VLP
(VEU-A10)

VESDA E Range VESDA VEP w 3.5" Display, Plastic Enclosure

The VESDA-E VEP series of smoke detectors bring the latest and most advanced detection technology to provide very early warning and the best nuisance alarm rejection to a wide range of applications
(VEP-A10-P)

Ventilax Smoke Emitter Pack of 5 (4 Minute Burn Time)

Ventilax Smoke Cartridge, 5.65g cartridges, dia 18x62mm, 17m3 smoke vol, 180-240s burn time
(X62)

Tyco 614TD Type D Heat Detector

(4098-9640EA)

Tyco 614TC Type C Heat Detector

(4098-9639EA)

Tyco 614TB Type B Heat Detector

(4098-9638EA)

Tyco 614TA Type A Heat Detector

(4098-9637EA)

Trunk Adaptor used for Capillary Tubes

This product is a Trunk Adaptor used for Capillary Tubes.
(E700-TA)

TrueStart2 test tool, comes with 24V power pack battery charger, test leads, instructions and carry bag

The Simplex TrueSTART II Test Tool is a portable battery-operated test instrument, designed to enable contractors or technicians to quickly verify that all IDNet wiring and peripheral devices are installed correctly and operating properly
(TSIT-AUK)
TrueAlarm IDNET Isolator Base
The 4098-9793 isolator base accepts Simplex TrueAlarm analog sensors and provides communications isolation to improve installation convenience and increase system integrity. (4098-9793EA)

TrueAlarm Base with Sounder
The 4089-9714EA Photoelectric smoke detector contains a state-of-the-art sensing chamber and analogue communication electronics. (4098-9794EA)

TrueAlarm Base with Remote LED O/P
TrueAlarm detector bases contain integral addressable electronics that constantly monitor the status of the detachable photoelectric, ionisation, or heat detectors. Each detector’s output is digitised and transmitted to the system CPU every four seconds. (4098-9789EA)

Transparent Hinged Cover Suits KAC Manual Call Points
Transparent Hinged Cover Suits KAC Manual Call Points (SU0615)

TPS 2 Core Cable
Our TPS cables are ideally suited for Fire Alarm, OWS and EWIS systems. The cables are double insulated and have an outer sheath which is easy to strip and terminate. (602000)

Thom S330 Smoke Detector Tester
SOL0300 removal dispenser for use with all detector ranges. Connects directly to ST/100/101 poles. (517.001.255)

Thom S200 Universal Detector Removal Tool - Requires X100/X101
SOL0200 Universal detector changer for use with various manufacturers detectors - not suitable for M600/900 series low profile. Connects directly to SOL0100/101 poles. (517.001.240)

Thorn S100 Telescopic Pole 1.26 - 4.5m Fibreglass
SOL0100 Telescopic pole 1.26m to 4.5m (517.001.230)

T54B Type E Probe Heat Detector
Constructed from stainless steel, the T54B is an extremely rugged heat detector that can be used to detect fires in the harshest of environments. (T4E60xx)

T210 Test Source for S200 Series Detectors (Need X704 & X100/X101)
T210 Adaptor for use with S200 Series Detectors
T210+ Adaptor for S200 Detectors (592.001.016) (592.001.014)

System Sensor 885WP-B Heat Fixed Weatherproof
The 885WP-B is a 2 wire fixed temperature Type B heat detector. The detector is designed to provide open area protection in areas subject to moisture. (885WP-B)

Strobe Light Multi-Candela Synchronised White Wall Mount
The 4906-910x Multi-Candela strobe is a high output xenon strobe capable of signalling evacuation using the ISO 8201 “T3” temporal pattern, as required by AS1670.4-2004 and AS1670.1-2004. (4906-9103)

Strobe Lamp - Red TK86HP24 (3.15 joules, 320mA, 90FPM, IP55)
Strobe Lamp - Red Ax35 (0.6 joules, 100mA, 130FPM, IP54)
Strobe Lamp - Red Ax35 (EA0302)

Strobe Lamp - Amber TK86HP24 (3.15 joules, 320mA, 90FPM, IP55)
Strobe Lamp - Amber Ax35 (EA0305)

Strobe Lamp - Amber Ax35 (EA0301)
Stainless Steel Detector Cover - Flush Mounted
The STI-8200-SS Series detector cages are available in flush mount or surface mount configuration. (STI-8200-SS)

Stipplex Smoke Match Pack 25 Burn Time 25 Seconds
Stipplex Smoke Matches, 25 1g matches, 0.7m³ smoke vol, 25s burn time (X65-25)
Speech Intelligibility Meter & Talkbox
The STI-CIS Analyser measures the speech intelligibility of a fire alarm evacuation signal. The TALKBox is used to send the STI-PA test tone into the fire alarm warning system. It interfaces with the system through its microphone input.
(STI-CIS)

Speaker AS7240.24
Full range 4" ceiling loudspeaker, which features five power taps at 100V line for 6W, 3W, 1.5W, 0.75W and 0.375W outputs. An optional surface mount box is available for solid ceiling or wall installation.
(FS-SP4-7240)

Spare Part VESDA LaserFOCUS (Equivalent to new)
The VESDA LaserFOCUS is a very early warning smoke detector designed to protect small, business-critical environments of less than 250 m².
(VLF-250-02ETN)

Spare Part VESDA LaserCOMPACT VESDAnet Version (Equivalent to new)
The VESDA LaserCOMPACT (VESDAnet Version) is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including a very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505ETN)

Spare Part VESDA LaserCOMPACT RO Version (Equivalent to new)
The VESDA LaserCOMPACT (RO Version) is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including a very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500ETN)

Spare Part VESDA Compact VESDAnet Version Head Termination Card
The VESDA Compact VESDAnet Version Head Termination Card is a field-replaceable component for the VESDA VLC detector.
(VSP-515)

Spare Part Scanner Chassis & Manifold Assembly (Equivalent to new)
The VESDA Remote Mounting Kit option is normally exercised where there is a need to monitor and/or stand alone detector, or one connected to VESDAnet, from a remote location.
(VSP-012)

Spare Glass - Pack 10, Tyco Logo
Spare glass Tyco logo (pkt 10) white text on black background
(SU0603)

Spare Glass - Pack 10, Simplex Logo
Spare glass Black pictogram on which black ground
(SU009)

Solo Test Smoke - Aerosol Can
Solo Test Smoke 250ml can
(517.001.279)
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.

**Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 40A/H**

These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.

**Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 40A/H**

This product is a Sampling Point Label RED per Sheet of 12.

**Sampling Point Label RED per sheet of 12**

This product is a Sampling Point Label RED per Sheet of 12.

**(E700-SPLR)**
Sampling Point Heat Activated
This product is a Heat Activated Sampling Point.
(E700-HASP)

Sampling Point Decal - 200 per roll
This product is a Sampling Point Decal - 200 per roll.
(E700-SPDCL)

SAM800 Sounder Driver Module
The Sounder Addressing Beacon SAB801 and Sounder Addressable Module, SAM800 are designed to control an MX loop powered sounder base or relay base for use with compatible MX CIE
(516.800.954)

SAB801 Sounder Address LED Beacon
The Sounder Addressing Beacon SAB801 and Sounder Addressable Module, SAM800 are designed to control an MX loop powered sounder base or relay base for use with compatible MX CIE
(516.800.955)

S100/S200 Bracket Assembly Stainless Steel for use with S100/S200 flame detectors
Stainless Steel bracket assembly for all S100/S200 Series detectors
(517.001.184)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN LIFT SHAFT
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E527)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN ROOM
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E523)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN ROOF
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E526)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN DUCT
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E525)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN CUPBOARD
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E529)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN CONCEALED SPACE
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E521)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM ABOVE
The E500 M2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E524)

Remote Box with VESDA LaserFOCUS, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-V00)

Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-Q00)

Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display No Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-T00)

Remote Box with Surround Only (No Termination Card)
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-000)

Remote Box with Scanner Display, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-J00)

Remote Box with Scanner Display, No Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-J00)
Remote Box with Scanner Display, 12 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-800)

Remote Box with Programmer
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-100)

Remote Box with LaserCompact Display, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-J00)

Remote Box with Displays, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-200)

Remote Box with Display, No Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-600)

Remote Box with Blank Plate, DRP, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-E00)

Remote Box with Blank Plate, 7 Relay Card, Driver
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-500)

Remote Box with Blank Plate, 12 Relay Card, Driver
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-900)

Red Surface Mount Strobe with Backbox c/w “FIRE” Lettering 25mm 24VDC
The 40020B is designed to be mounted on a flat external wall. It is weather resistant and made of fire resistant ABS. Screws, caps and a back box is supplied.
(40020B)

QRM850 Quad Relay Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.073)

QMO850 Quad Monitored Output
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.070)

QIO850 Quad I/O Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.071)

PSU 24VDC 12A (PSU2412F)
Mounted in 8U x 180 Battery Box
FP0803 comprises an ENEC343 (PSU2412F 2U rack mounted) power supply for AS 1603.4 & AS 4428 MA44280400 mounted within the FP0521 8U 19" rack battery box.
(FP0803)

Power Supply 24VDC 2A in Cabinet to Match VESDA LaserPlus
The VESDA Power Supply (24VDC 2A) in Cabinet is uniquely designed to complement the style and appearance of BESDA LaserPLUS aspirating smoke detectors (ASD).
(FP0852)

Power Supply 1948 Series 24VDC 2A
Series 1948 Power Supplies are designed specifically for use in fire alarm systems. They provide a compact, self-contained 24 volt dc mains power supply.
(FP0766)

Pipe Junction Fitting
This product is a Pipe Junction Fitting.
(E700-PJ)

Pipe Clip Single Point Fix
This product is a Pipe Clip Single Point Fix.
(E700-PC)

Photo / Heat Multi Sensor - TrueAlarm
TrueAlarm multi-sensor 4098-9754EA combines the TrueAlarm photoelectric smoke sensor with a fast-acting and accurate TrueAlarm thermal sensor to provide both features in a single sensor/base assembly.
(4098-9754EA)

OSID Wire Guard
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire Guard
A steel cage to protect Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Imagers and Emitters from vandalism and accidental damage.
(OSID-WG)
OSID Install Kit - Laser Tool, Test Filter, PC Cable, Cleaning Cloth, Manual
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Installation Kit includes Laser Alignment Tool, Test Filter, PC Cable, Reflectors, and Manual
(OSID-INST)

OSID Imager Environmental
Image Environmental Housing
Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect OSID Imagers from dust and water ingress in industrial environments.
(OSID-EHI)

OSID Emitter Environmental
Emitter Environmental Housing
Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect OSID Emitters from dust and water ingress in industrial environments.
(OSID-EHE)

OSID Demo Kit - 2 x OSE-SPW, 1 x OSI-90, 1 x OSID-INST, in Carry Case with Mounting Plates
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Demo Kit consists of 2 X OSE-SP-01, 1 X OSI-90, 1 X OSID-INST and Mounting Plates, fitted in a rugged carry case.
(VKT-301)

OSID Anti Condensation Film for Emitter Pack 10
Anti-condensation film for OSID Emitters
An easy applicable film that provides a long time resistance to condensation on the acrylic Emitter lens.
(OSE-ACF)

Optical Sensor - TrueAlarm
The 4098-9714EA Photoelectric smoke detector contains a state-of-the-art sensing chamber and analogue communication electronics
(4098-9714EA)

NDU AS4428 Network Display, 4U 19" Rack Module
The Network Display Unit (NDU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the Panel-Link Network and the associated range of networked fire alarm systems (eg. MX4428, F3200). It provides alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and beeper. The NDU is able to display alarms and status, and control all fire alarm panels connected to the network.
(FP0794)

MX4428 PSU,240VAC 24V 2.5A Mains Socket Fitted (replaces ME0476)
The 5A ME0476 Power Supply is a direct replacement for older 2.5A FP0874/FP0825 supplies
(ME0476)

MX4428 ADR-M 4mA Detector Current 1901-116
The FP0755 version of ADR supports the 15V MCP, the 614 series of detectors and all the other detectors from earlier versions of ADR, along with some new programmable circuit types.
(FP0755)

MX1 Single Loop 8U Panel 3U Blank
(Fit brigade module separately)
The simple and cost effective solution for small to medium installations
The VIGILANT MX1 is an innovative, networkable, multi-loop addressable fire indicator panel incorporating the latest technology and complying with the ISO-based AS 4428.3-2004 and including an integrated Fire Brigade Panel to AS 4428-3.2004.
(FP0948)

MX1 Loop Card Kit
The MX Digital Loop Card provides MX loop communications for the Simplex 4100ESi fire alarm panel via a single electrically isolated MX Digital loop. It supports up to 250 MX devices - detectors and modules - and provides up to 500mA of loop power.
(FP0950)

MX Sounder Module
The SNM800 Sounder Notification Module can be used to switch an external power source to sounders, extinguishing devices or other auxiliary equipment
(SNM800)

MX Programmable Relay Base
The 814RB Addressable Relay Base provides two sets of changeover solid-state relay contacts capable of switching 1A (resistive) @250Vac.
(814RB)

MX Module Back Box
MX Module Back Box
(517.035.010)
MX Mk2 Loop Powered Sounder Base
The 802SB/901SB Addressable Sounder Bases provide a sounder function on MX addressable systems. Designed for indoor use, they require an associated detector in order to operate, as each base is controlled by its detector.

MX Loop Filter Board
The MXP Loop Filter board is available for fitting to an MXP in order to further improve common-mode interference suppression that may occur as a result of the MXP detector loop not being adequately separated from power wiring, lift motors etc.

MX Addressable Indoor Call Point (no back box)
The CP820 Indoor Addressable Manual Call Point has a plastic coated frangible element to ensure safe and reliable operation, producing no dangerous glass shards. It is operated by simply pressing on the centre of the frangible element until it snaps.

MR601TEX High Performance Optical Intrinsically Safe
The MR601TEX has been developed to overcome the slow response of the optical detectors to hot burning fires, by increasing the sensitivity of the optical detector when it is associated with a rapid change in temperature.

Mini Input Module
The MIM800 Mini Input Module monitors a voltage-free contact and transmits its state to the c.i.e. It can be programmed to monitor either Normally Open (default) or Normally Closed contacts.

MCP830 MX IP67 Addressable MCP with Isolator No Backbox
(MCP830)

MCP820 MX Addressable MCP with Isolator No Backbox
(MCP820)
Magnetic Door Holder Release Switch

The EA0405 Electromagnetic Door Holder Release is designed to allow fire and smoke doors to be opened manually. A standard switch plate mounting is used. A momentary action switch de-energises the door holder allowing the door to open.

(MA0405)

Magnetic Door Holder Floor Mounted 40kg

The EA0409 Floor Mount Door Holder comprises of a Box and Door Holder that will retain a load of 25kg. The Box provides a convenient attractive cover protecting the door holder from accidental damage.

(EA0409)

Magnetic Door Holder 300mm Straight

The EA0408 Electromagnetic Door Holder is designed to hold fire and smoke doors open under normal conditions, but automatically close under their own spring return mechanism when a fire or smoke alarm system is activated.

(EA0408)

Magnetic Door Holder 150mm Straight

The EA0407 Electromagnetic Door Holder is designed to hold fire and smoke doors open under normal conditions, but automatically close under their own spring return mechanism when a fire or smoke alarm system is activated.

(EA0407)

M520 Ancillary Cover for MX Devices

MX Module Cover incl PCB cover and screws

(517.035.007)

LPSY865R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder

MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.

(516.800.962)

LPSY800W - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder

MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.

(516.800.961)

LPSY800R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder

MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.

(516.800.960)

LPAV865 Addressable Sounder Beacon Outdoor IP65

MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.

(516.800.965)

Long Radius Bend (150mm)

This product is a Long Radius Bend (150mm) (E700-LB)

Local Gas Control Station Auto c/w Isolate Switch

Local Gas Control Stations (LGCS) are used in gaseous fire extinguishing systems to provide local area manual control of a release. The automatic version includes a Gas Inhibit switch, buzzer and LED, whereas the manual version (FP0572) does not.

(FP0570)

LIM800 Line Isolator Module

The LIM800 Line Isolator Module is designed to be used on the MX addressable controller loop circuits.

(545.800.004)

LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer c/w Cable

The LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer including a lead for temporary connection of a programmer to a network via a VESDA/net socket.

(VHH-100)

LaserPlus c/w Fire & OK LEDs, 2 Blanks

The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.

(VLP-400)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, Blank, Programmer

The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.

(VLP-001)
LaserPlus c/w Blank, Blank, 1 Display
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.

(LVP-002)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, 2 Display
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.

(LVP-022)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, 1 Display, Programmer
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.

(LVP-012)

LaserCOMPACT Replacement Aspirator
The VESDA VLC Aspirator is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA LaserCOMPACT detector.

(VSP-501)

Laser Alignment Tool
A unique alignment tool for fast alignment. Aligns and locks the eyeball, and is able to activate Emitters with locked.

(OSP-002)

KAC RED Manual Call Point (back box only)
The SU0631 Manual Call Point is supplied with one normally open and one normally closed contact.

(SU0631)

KAC RED Manual Call Point

KAC Manual Call Point Plastic Insert Element
Flexible plastic element

(S515.001.127)

KAC Manual Call Point (White) with Surface Box
The KAC Manual Call Point with Surface Box (White) is surface mounting, with a plastic coated glass element to ensure reliable, safe operation.

(SU0608)

KAC Manual Call Point - IP67 Weatherproof/Special Environment Unbranded
This surface mounting Manual Call Point has an Ingress Protection rating of IP67, making it suitable for wet area applications. The callpoint is operated by simply pressing on the centre of the fragile element until it snaps, which releases a microswitch, signaling an alarm at the CIE.

(SU0634)

ISO 8201 Strobe Driver Board PCB Assy 1922-77
The ISO 8201 Strobe Driver generates an ISO 8201 compliant “T3” pattern for the Multi-Candela strobe 4906-9104.

(PA1043)

Imager - 80° Coverage, 24V DC
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 80° FOV

(OSI-90)

Imager - 7° Coverage, 24V DC
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 7° FOV

(OSI-10)

Imager - 38° Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 38° FOV

(OSI-45)

IDNet Relay Output IAM (RIAM)
Uses RACO232 & Lid
The 4090-9002 Relay IAM allows the CIE to control a remotely located Form “C” Relay contact using DINM addressable communications for both data and module power.

(4090-9002)

IDNet Relay IAM with Unsupervised Input (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9119 allows a 4100ES DINM communication channel to monitor an unsupervised input contact with one point and control an output relay with the other point, yet occupy a single address.

(4090-9119)

IDNet Relay IAM with T-Sense Input (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9118 Relay IAM with T-Sense allows a 4100ES DINM communication channel to monitor two input contact closures with one point and control an output relay with the other point, yet occupy a single loop-address.

(4090-9118)

IDNet Monitor ZAM (Use RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9101 Zone Adaptor Module Monitor ZAM allows a 2-wire circuit of collective smoke or heat detectors to be interfaced to the IDNet loop.

(4090-9101)
IDnet Encapsulated IAM (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
This IDnet addressable device is an encapsulated version of 4090-9051. It has both power and communications supplied by a two-wire IDnet circuit.
(4090-9051)

IDnet Addressable Signal IAM (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
This IDnet addressable device provides a supervised, addressable interface to conventional warning devices such as sounders or strobes.
(4090-9007)

IDnet 6 Point I/O Module (4 I/Ps + 2 relay O/Ps) (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9120 allows 4100ES IDnet communication channel to monitor four T-sense input circuits and control two output relays from a single module requiring a single address.
(4090-9120)

Housing Without Relay (includes photo sensor)
The TrueAlarm sampling unit detects the presence of smoke in air conditioning or ventilating ducts. Sampling tubes are installed into the duct and air is directed to a 4098-9714EA smoke sensor mounted in the housing.
(4098-9755EA)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, 1 Display, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-200)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-304)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Programmer, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-204)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-214)

F4000 Responder Relay Module (RRM) PCS8 Assembly 1901-15
The Responder Relay Module (RRM) is an optional add-on board to an ADR. When added the responder the combination is referred to as an Advanced Relay Responder (ARR). The RRM provides four relay outputs, which may be independently configured as supervised or not.
(PA0453)
F4000 Multi-Protocol Resp (MPR) 1901-141
MPR Responder in Box (PA0713 PCB only)
(FP0575)

F4000 Multi Prot Resp (MPR) PCB Assy 1901-141
Multi Protocol Responder (MPR)
(PA0713)

F4000 Loop Booster Unit 1901-36
The M4400/F4000 Loop Booster overcomes problems such as Responder loop voltage drop and excessive loop length that would otherwise necessitate a restriction in responders or the use of thicker loop cable.
(FP0487)

F4000 ADR-M 4mA Detector Current 1901-116
The F4000 version of ADR supports the 15V MCP, the 614 series of detectors and all the other detectors from earlier versions of ADR, along with some new programmable circuit types.
(FP0755)

F3200 FIP 8 Zones Fitted Small Cabinet 3A MAF/PSU
The 8 zone F3200 will suit small installations requiring a system up to 8 detection circuits.
(FP0784)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 64 Max c/w Cardframe 3A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.
(FP0781)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 24 Max No Cardframe 6A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.
(FP0782)

F3200 Cardframe Upgrade Kit
A KT0072 Cardframe upgrade kit can be fitted to a 15U F3200 to allow it to take more than three 8 way modules
(KT0072)

F3200 AS4428 FIP STD CAB 6AMP 1U Gas Control Pre-Programmed
The F3200 Single Zone (single risk) Gas Control Panel is designed to meet the CIE requirements of AS 4214-2002, “Gaseous Fire Extinguishing Systems”.
(FP0877)

F3200 AS4428 FIP 8U CAB 3AMP 1U Gas Control Pre-Programmed
The F3200 Single Zone (single risk) Gas Control Panel is designed to meet the CIE requirements of AS 4214-2002, “Gaseous Fire Extinguishing Systems”.
(FP0876)

F3200 8 Zone Input Expansion Kit
F3200 8 Zone Input Expansion. This module features 8 optoisolated digital inputs.
(FP0553)

F3200 8 Relay Expansion Kit
This F3200 relay Board designed for industrial applications requiring isolation between the computer and the external signals it is monitoring and controlling. This module features 8 optoisolated digital inputs and 8 relay outputs.
(FP0554)

End Cap (Not drilled)
This product is a End Cap (Not Drilled).
(E700-EC)

Emitter - Standard Power Wired at 24V DC
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire-Powered 24VDC Emitter
(OSE-SPW)

Emitter - Standard Power Battery Version
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Battery Powered 24VDC Emitter
(OSE-SP)

Emitter - High
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire High Powered 24VDC Emitter. Allows to double the detection ranges of the Imager 80° (350.40).
(OSP-HPW)

Dual Strobe(1Red/1Amber) c/w Surface Mounting Base 24VDC
The Dual Strobe (Red/Amber) c/w Surface Mounting Base 24VDC unit is for applications where a two stage alarm system or two distinct visible signals are required.
(8A0313)

Dual Detector Module DDM800 (can use on 4100ESi)
The DDM800 may be used to connect two circuits of conventional 24V detectors and interface them with an MX addressable fire alarm system.
(577.800.006)
Display Extender Kit Additional to FZ3031
Display Extender Kit includes PA0454 16Z display PCB, LM0046 standoffs, power leads, diffuser, zone name label master.

Detector Input Module
The DIM800 Detector input Module interfaces two collective detector circuits onto the MX addressable loop. Each circuit can support 35mA of detector quiescent current and requires a 4.7 Ohm End Of Line resistor.

D800 Ancillary Housing - IP65 Enclosure for MX Modules
The D800 Ancillary Housing provides an IP65 rated enclosure for all MX modules. It incorporates a window to view the module LED.

D51 Duct Housing with Base to Suit MX Detectors
The D51MX consists of a D51 duct sampling housing fitted with a 58 base wired to suit an MX analogue addressable 814P or 814PH photocell smoke detector.

CTA Complete Kit - Back Box, Bezel and Clamp
The Ceiling Tile Adaptor (CTA) is used to prepare a ceiling tile to be able to accept a complete base and detector assembly. It comprises a Bezel (1), Clamp (2) and Back Box (3).

Contact Input Module
The CIM800 Addressable Contact Input Module monitors and supervises two circuits of voltage-free contacts such as outputs from extinguishing systems, ventilation controls, fire door controls, sprinkler flow switches, non-indicating hard contact detectors, etc.

Carbon Monoxide(CO) Test Gas Can
CO Detector Test Gas, 120g can

Capillary Tube 5.2mm id 8mm od per metre
This product is a Capillary Tube 5.2mm ID 8mm OD per metre.

Capillary Sampling Connector for Capillary Tubes
This product is a Capillary Sampling Connector for Capillary Tubes.

Brandax VS Smoke Emitter Pack of 5 (3-4 Minute Burn Time)
Brandax VS Smoke Cartridge, 5 60g cartridges, dia 32x62mm, 55m3 smoke vol, 180-240s burn time

Blank Plate non-EMC with Fire 1 & OK LEDs
The VESDA Blank Plate non-EMC Protecting Processor Card is a replaceable component for VESDA LaserPLUS detectors.

Bell 24VDC Red 200mm dia.
Fire Bell red in colour 24VDC 200MM

Back Box for BELL01
Surface mounting of bell box designed for use with the 150mm and 200mm Bell.

AVI MK2 Kit Red Double Sided Expansion, not for IP65 AVI
Adds 2nd cover and base with 2 LED boards for ceiling mounted double sided 2 line red signs

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Warning - Fire Door Closing"
Faceplate "Warning - Fire Door Closing" 3-line Red UV stable

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Fire Alarm - Evacuate Area"
Faceplate "Fire Alarm - Evacuate Area" 2-line Red UV stable

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Fire Alarm - Do Not Enter"
Faceplate "Fire Alarm - Do Not Enter" 2-line Red UV stable

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Extinguishing System Inoperative"
Faceplate "Extinguishing System Inoperative" 3-line Yellow UV stable
**AVI MK2 Face Plate "Do Not Enter - Inergen Gas Discharged"**

Faceplate "Do Not Enter - INERGEN Gas Discharged"
3-line Red UV stable
(FA2704)

**AVI MK2 Face Plate "Do Not Enter - FM200 Gas Discharged"**

Faceplate "Do Not Enter - FM200 Gas Discharged"
3-line Red UV stable
(FA2703)

**AVI MK2 Face Plate "Do Not Enter - CO2 Gas Discharged"**

Faceplate "Do Not Enter - CO2 Gas Discharged"
3-line Red UV stable
(FA2702)

**AVI MK2 2 to 3 Line Conversion Kit for FP0853**

Adds a 3rd LED board to make 3-line red sign
(KT0292)

**AVI MK2 2 Line Red LED Display**

The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI's internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP0853)

**AVI MK2 3 Line Yellow LED Display**

The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP0854)

**AVI MK2 2 Line Red LED Display**

The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP1038)

**AVI MK2 3 Line Yellow LED Display**

The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP1039)

**ASE Door Kit 4100ES-S1 ASE Door Kit**

(FP0935)

**AS4428 Single Loop 15U c/w TGEN AUI / PPU**

The VIGILANT AS4428 Single Loop panel is a competitively-priced fire detection and alarm system that targets small to medium sized applications.
(FP0872)

**AS4428 Remote Display Unit Wall Mount**

The AS4428 1 Remote LCD Display Unit (RMU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the MX4428 and F2200 range of fire alarm systems. It provides an alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad.
(FP0787)

**AS4428 Remote Display Unit Flush Mount**

The AS4428 1 Remote LCD Display Unit (RMU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the MX4428 and F2200 range of fire alarm systems. It provides an alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad.
(FP0788)

**Alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 750 lengths**

This product is an alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 750 lengths.
(E700-crate)

**Alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 10 lengths**

This product is an alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 10 lengths.
(E700-P)
ADR-M 2.5mA 3K3 EOL PCB 1901-200
The PA0844 version of ADR-M is used as a retrofit where existing detector circuits use a resistor ELD in the range of 1k5 to 3k3 ohms (restrictions apply), and intrinsically safe applications – since the intrinsically safe Active ELDs (EOL002ZEx) are no longer available for the standard ADR-M and the replacement units (EOL002B) are not intrinsically safe approved.

Addressable MCP Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4500-5116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

Addressable ADR-P Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4500-5116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

Addressable ADR-M Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4500-5116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

Addressable ADR-M Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4500-5116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

Addressable ADR-M Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4500-5116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

Addressable ADR-M Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4500-5116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

901SB Sounder Base (Externally Powered)
The 901SB Addressable Sounder Bases provide a sounder function on MX addressable systems. Designed for indoor use, they require an associated detector in order to operate, as each base is controlled by its detector.

9 Pin M/F Lead for VESDA HLI VHX-0200
The VESDA 9-Pin Serial Lead is a cable for direct programming of the VESDA LaserFOCUS and VESDA LaserCOMPACT detectors.

8U Battery Box 550 x 440 x 211mm
8U Battery Box - Empty

850PH MX Addr Photo Heat Detector c/w Isolator
With its ability to detect a wide range of fires from flaming to embers/smouldering types, the 850PH combined smoke and heat multi-sensor detector is the preferred choice for a range of applications including industrial, retail and office environments.

850P MX Addr Photo Detector c/w Isolator
The 850P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire alarm panel, suits most fire detection applications. The 850P incorporates a unique ‘mousehole’ design optical chamber with superior signal to noise ratio providing high resilience to dust and dirt which means reduced service costs.

850H MX Addr Heat Detector c/w Isolator
The 850H is a flexible cost-effective addressable heat detector with most of the features of MX VIRTUAL and M Series detectors. The 850H reports the temperature to the MX fire alarm panel which allows various detection modes.

850EMT Engineer Manager Tool (complete Kit)
The 850EMT is used to program the address into MX addressable devices. When used with VIGILANT MX systems, the 850EMT can also remotely interrogate, address and test 850 Series detectors via a two-way infrared link.
814PH MX Photo & Heat Multi Detector c/w coating Thermistor (UK)
The 814PH is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire indicator panel (CIE), suits most fire detection applications including smoke management systems. The smoke sensors incorporate a unique (516.800.510)

814P MX Photo Optical Smoke Detector
The 814P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire indicator panel (CIE), suits most fire detection applications including smoke management systems. The smoke sensors incorporate a unique (516.800.517)

814I Ionisation Smoke Detector
Tyco 814I detectors are offered for old specifications which still call for ionisation smoke detectors. The 814CH and 814PH detectors offer improved performance and lower false alarms for most smoke detection applications. (516.800.512)

814CH MX Carbon Monoxide/Heat Detector c/w coating Thermistor (UK)
The 814CH is a state-of-the-art combined CO and heat detector that allows a full set of detection modes to be implemented in the MX fire alarm panels to suit most fire detection applications. The 814CH is particularly well suited to areas and applications where smoke detector positioning is difficult or where smoke detectors are prone to false alarm. (516.800.511)

800RT MX Detector Removal Tool
800RT M600/M800 Detector removal tool. Requires Adaptor B and SOLO 100 pole (516.800.917)

50W 8U T-GEN Building OWS 1986-2 BOWS
The VIGILANT Building Occupant Warning System (BOWS) is a self-contained A/S 2220 or ISO 8201 Alert and Evacuate tone generator, with integral power supply, digitised speech messages, and PA microphone. It has been designed to connect directly to a fire alarm panel, but can also be used as a stand-alone unit. Zone-based non-emergency paging options, IP remote audio connectivity and multiple audio connectivity make the VIGILANT BOWS a versatile unit ideally suited to a variety of building occupant warning applications. (FP1021)

5B 5" Universal Mounting Base
The 5B Universal Base is compatible with both the 614 collective series and the MX analogue addressable series of detectors and functional bases. (517.050.017)

5B 5" Universal Isolator Mounting Base
(517.050.018)

4B-I Isolator Base
The 4B-I isolator base serves as both a base for an 814 Series MX detector and a protection device against loop short circuits, monitoring the voltage on the MX addressable loop. When a short circuit is detected, the 4B-I isolates the affected section whilst allowing the rest of the addressable loop to function normally. (517.050.043)

4B-EM 4" Euro Mount Back Box
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 614 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations. (517.050.052)

4B-DHM 4" Deck-head Mount
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 614 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations. (517.050.051)

4B-C Continuity Base
The 4B-C Continuity Base is used for most installations involving 850 Series detectors, as it allows the detector’s in-built short circuit isolation function to be in-circuit when the detector is fitted and ensures continuity is maintained when the detector is removed. (517.050.042)

4B Detector Base
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 614 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations. (517.050.041)

601FEX Conventional Flame Detector Intrinsically Safe
The 601FEX point type flame detectors are part of the 600 series of non-addressable detectors. The 601FEX is a full featured flame detector for indoor use. (516.600.066)

200mm Round Grill PVC to Suit EA0007
The 200mm Round Grill PVC is applicable to the 200mm Cone Loudspeaker including a Cap ATC 5010-6 Speaker (EA0101)
The 200mm Cone Loudspeaker features a tapped line transformer with cover.

( EA0007 )

19" Rack c/w 4 Blanks
To complement the VESDA range of detectors, displays and programmers in a 19 inch rack enclosure is available.

(VSR-0000)

15W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP55 Rated - Large Cone
The 15W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP55 Rated - Large Cone is designed primarily for distributed paging systems.

(EA0016)

10W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP66 Rated - Small inc. Capacitor
Although the 10W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP66 Rated - Small inc. Capacitor is suitable for general paging applications, it has been primarily designed with sound systems for emergency purposes (evacuation systems) in mind.

(EA0013)

100W 8U T-GEN OWS 1986-3 BOWS
The VIGILANT Building Occupant Warning System (BOWS) is a self-contained AS 2220 or ISO 8201 Alert and Evacuate tone generator, with integral power supply, digitalised speech messages, and PA microphone. It has been designed to connect directly to a fire alarm panel, but can also be used as a stand-alone unit. Zone-based non-emergency paging options, IP remote audio connectivity and multiple audio connectivity make the VIGILANT BOWS a versatile unit ideally suited to a variety of building occupant warning applications.

(FP1022)

100mm Round Grill PVC to Suit EA0006
The 100mm Round Grill PVC is applicable to the 100mm Cone Loudspeaker including a Cap ATC 5010-3 Speaker

(EA0102)

100mm Cone Loudspeaker inc. Cap ATC 5010-3
The 100mm Cone Loudspeaker features a tapped line transformer with cover.

(EA0006)

"One Shot" 200mm Ceiling Speaker C2134C
The "One Shot" 200mm Ceiling Speaker and transformer combination has been specifically engineered to ensure a wide frequency range and dispersion angle, plus a high sound pressure level (SPL) ensuring excellent music and speech intelligibility, which is highly desirable for emergency paging applications.

(EA0008)

"One Shot" 100mm Ceiling Speaker C2168C
The "One Shot" 100mm Ceiling Speaker and transformer combination has been specifically engineered to ensure a wide frequency range and dispersion angle, plus a high sound pressure level (SPL) ensuring excellent music and speech intelligibility, which is highly desirable for emergency paging applications.

(EA0005)
Batteries Sealed Lead Acid

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 75A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12750)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 7.0A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS1270)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 40A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12400)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 33A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12330)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 24A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12260)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 12.0A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12120)

6 total products.
Cable

TPS 2 Core Cable
Our TPS cables are ideally suited for Fire Alarm, OWS and EWIS systems. The cables are double insulated and have an outer sheath which is easy to strip and terminate.

Fire Rated 2 Core Cable
Our Fire Rated cables have been specifically designed for use with Australian Fire Alarm and Evacuation systems.

2 total products.
EWIS

WIP Ring Speaker 87mm, 4W 8 Ohm Paper Cone
The WIP Ring Speaker 87mm unit is great as a replacement speaker.
(C0612D)

WIP Phone Surface Mounting Enclosure
The Warden Intercom Point (WIP) Phone Surface Mount Enclosure is designed for use in Emergency Warning Systems.
(EA0412)

Vigilant WIP Phone (RED)
The Vigilant Warden Intercom Point (WIP) Phone RED is designed specifically for use with sound and communication systems; for emergency purposes.
(FP0938)

Speaker AS7240.24
Full range 4” ceiling loudspeaker which features fine power taps at 100V line for 6W, 3W, 1.5W, 0.75W and 0.375W outputs. An optional surface mount box is available for solid ceiling or wall installation.
(FS-SP4-7240)

QE90 EWIS Panel
(QE90)

KAC Manual Call Point (White) with Surface Box
The KAC Manual Call Point with Surface Box (White) is surface mounting, with a plastic coated glass element to ensure reliable, safe operation.
(SU0608)

Horn Speaker 20 watt DIP Rated Eex
The Horn Speaker 20 Watt DIP Rated Eex is a weatherproof and used with a communication and public address system. The M20 cable gland protects against the ingress of dust and water.
(HP-20EExIIIn(T))

Dual Strobe (Red/Amber) c/w Surface Mounting Base 24VDC
The Dual Strobe (Red/Amber) c/w Surface Mounting Base 24VDC unit is for applications where a two stage alarm system or two distinct visible signals are required.
(EA0313)

“One Shot” 200mm Ceiling Speaker C2134C
The “One Shot” 200mm Ceiling Speaker and transformer combination has been specifically engineered to ensure a wide frequency range and dispersion angle, plus a high sound pressure level (SPL) ensuring excellent music and speech intelligibility, which is highly desirable for emergency paging applications.
(EA0008)

“One Shot” 100mm Ceiling Speaker C2168C
The “One Shot” 100mm Ceiling Speaker and transformer combination has been specifically engineered to ensure a wide frequency range and dispersion angle, plus a high sound pressure level (SPL) ensuring excellent music and speech intelligibility, which is highly desirable for emergency paging applications.
(EA0005)

200mm Round Grill PVC to Suit EA0007
The 200mm Round Grill PVC is applicable to the 200mm Cone Loudspeaker including a Cap ATC 5010-6 Speaker
(EA0101)

200mm Cone Loudspeaker inc. Cap ATC 5010-6
The 200mm Cone Loudspeaker features a tapped line transformer with cover.
(EA0007)

15W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP55 Rated - Large Cone
The 15W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP55 Rated - Large Cone is designed primarily for distributed paging systems.
(EA0016)

10W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP66 Rated - Small inc. Capacitor
Although the 10W Plastic Horn Speaker - IP66 Rated - Small inc. Capacitor is suitable for general paging applications, it has been primarily designed with sound systems for emergency purposes (evacuation systems) in mind.
(EA0013)

100mm Round Grill PVC to Suit EA0006
The 100mm Round Grill PVC is applicable to the 100mm Cone Loudspeaker including a Cap ATC 5010-3 Speaker
(EA0102)

100mm Cone Loudspeaker inc. Cap ATC 5010-3
The 100mm Cone Loudspeaker features a tapped line transformer with cover.
(EA0006)

“One Shot” 200mm Ceiling Speaker C2134C
The “One Shot” 200mm Ceiling Speaker and transformer combination has been specifically engineered to ensure a wide frequency range and dispersion angle, plus a high sound pressure level (SPL) ensuring excellent music and speech intelligibility, which is highly desirable for emergency paging applications.
(EA0008)

16 total products.
Simplex

TrueStart2 test tool, comes with 24V power pack battery charger, test leads, instructions and carry bag

The Simplex TrueStart II Test Tool is a portable battery-operated test instrument, designed to enable contractors or technicians to quickly verify that all IDNet wiring and peripheral devices are installed correctly and operating properly.

(TrueStart-AUk)

TrueAlarm IDNET Isolator Base

The 4098-9793 isolator base accepts Simplex TrueAlarm analog sensors and provides communications isolation to improve installation convenience and increase system integrity.

(4098-9793EA)

TrueAlarm Base with Sounder

The 4098-9794EA Photoelectric smoke detector contains a state-of-the-art sensing chamber and analogue communication electronics.

(4098-9794EA)

TrueAlarm Base with Remote LED O/P

TrueAlarm detector bases contain integral addressable electronics that constantly monitor the status of the detachable photoelectric, ionisation, or heat detectors. Each detector’s output is digitised and transmitted to the system CIE every four seconds.

(4098-9798EA)

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet ‘Room’

The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

(2098-1113)

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet ‘Roof Space’

The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

(2098-1110)

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet ‘Return Air’

The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

(2098-1114)

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet ‘In Duct’

The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

(2098-1115)

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet ‘Cupboard’

The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

(2098-1112)

PPU/AIU Door Kit

FP0937 comprises: 1x 4U hinged door & spacer bracket, connector strip, label, & wiring fitted 4x M6 screws/washers/cage nuts for mounting door 5x Cable ties, adhesive cable tie holders for fixing wires 1x Green earth lead + nut, washer for door earth 4x PK screws, plastic spacers for mounting Cube ASE 4x M4 screws/washers for mounting the WA ASE.

(FP0937)

Photo / Heat Multi Sensor - TrueAlarm

TrueAlarm multi-sensor 4098-9754EA combines the TrueAlarm photoelectric smoke sensor with a fast-acting and accurate TrueAlarm thermal sensor to provide both features in a single sensor/base assembly.

(4098-9754EA)

Optical Sensor - TrueAlarm

The 4098-9714EA Photoelectric smoke detector contains a state-of-the-art sensing chamber and analogue communication electronics.

(4098-9714EA)

Serial LCD Annunciator (4100 FIP only)

The Simplex 4603-9101 LCD annunciator provides remote annunciation and control using an 80 character, back-lit, alphanumeric LCD readout. Information is presented in clear, descriptive English language.

(4603-9101)

IDNet Relay Output IAM (RIAM)

Uses RACO232 & Lid

This 4000-9002 Relay IAM allows the CIE to control a remotely isolated Form “C” Relay contact using IDNet addressable communications for both data and module power.

(4090-9002)
IDNet Relay IAM with Unsupervised Input (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9119 allows a 4100ES IDNet communication channel to monitor an unsupervised input contact with one point and control an output relay with the other point, yet occupy a single address.

IDNet Relay IAM with T-Sense Input (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9118 Relay IAM with T-Sense allows a 4100ES IDNet communication channel to monitor two input contact closures with one point and control an output relay with the other point, yet occupy a single loop address.

IDNet Monitor ZAM (Use RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9101 Zone Adaptor Module Monitor ZAM allows a 2-wire circuit of collective smoke or heat detectors to be interfaced on to the IDNet loop.

IDnet Encapsulated IAM (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
This IDNet addressable device is an encapsulated version of 4090-9001. It has both power and communications supplied by a two-wire IDNet circuit.

IDnet Addressable Signal IAM (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
This IDNet addressable device provides a supervised, addressable interface to conventional warning devices such as sounders or strobes.

IDnet 6 Point I/O Module (4 I/Ps + 2 relay O/Ps) (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9120 allows 4100ES IDNet communication channel to monitor four T-sense input circuits and control two output relays from a single module requiring a single address.

Housing Without Relay (includes photo sensor)
The TrueAlarm duct sampling unit detects the presence of smoke in air conditioning or ventilating ducts. Sampling tubes are installed into the duct and air is directed to a 4098-9714EA smoke sensor mounted in the housing.

Heat Sensor - TrueAlarm
TrueAlarm heat detectors are self-restoring and provide rate compensated, fixed temperature sensing, selectable with or without rate-of-rise temperature sensing.

ASE Door Kit
4100ES-S1 ASE Door Kit
(FP0935)

Addressable MCP Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.
(SR3T-P)

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

28 total products.
4100 Test Equipment

TrueStart2 test tool, comes with 24V power pack battery charger, test leads, instructions and carry bag.

The Simplex TrueSTART II Test Tool is a portable battery-operated test instrument, designed to enable contractors or technicians to quickly verify that all IDNet wiring and peripheral devices are installed correctly and operating properly.

(TSIT-AUK)
4102 to 4100ESI Annunciator / Mimic / Brigade Panels

Serial LCD Annunciator (4100 FIP only)

The Simplex 4603-9101 LCD annunciator provides remote annunciation and control using an 80 character, back-lit, alphanumeric LCD readout. Information is presented in clear, descriptive English language.

1 total products.
BACnet Portal

Simplex BACpac BACnet Portal with Ethernet Interface

The 4100-6069 BACpac Ethernet module provides a supplementary communications interface that converts computer terminal information from a compatible Simplex CIE into the building automation protocol of BACnet.

(4100-6069)

1 total products.
BOWS Parts

**PPU/AIU Door Kit**

FP0937 comprises:
- 1x 4U hinged door & spacer bracket, connector strip, label, connector strip, label, & wiring fitted
- 4x M6 screws/washers/cage nuts for mounting door
- 5x Cable ties, adhesive cable tie holders for fixing wiring
- 1x Green earth lead + nut, washer for door earth
- 4x PK screws, plastic spacers for mounting Cube ASE
- 4x M4 screws/washers for mounting the WA ASE.

(FP0937)

**ASE Door Kit**

4100ES-S1 ASE Door Kit

(FP0935)

2 total products.
IDNET Addressable ZAMS / IAMS

IDNet Relay Output IAM (RIAM) (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9002 Relay IAM allows the CIE to control a remotely located Form "C" Relay contact using IDNet addressable communications for both data and module power.

IDNet Relay IAM with Unsupervised Input (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9119 allows a 4100ES IDNet communication channel to monitor an unsupervised input contact with one point and control an output relay with the other point, yet occupy a single address.

IDNet Relay IAM with T-Sense Input (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9118 Relay IAM with T-Sense allows a 4100ES IDNet communication channel to monitor two input contact closures with one point and control an output relay with the other point, yet occupy a single loop address.

IDNet Monitor ZAM (Use RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9101 Zone Adaptor Module Monitor ZAM allows a 2-wire circuit of collective smoke or heat detectors to be interfaced on to the IDNet loop.

IDnet Encapsulated IAM (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
This IDNet addressable device is an encapsulated version of 4090-9001. It has both power and communications supplied by a two-wire IDNet circuit.

IDNet Addressable Signal IAM (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
This IDNet addressable device provides a supervised, addressable interface to conventional warning devices such as sounders or strobes.

IDNet 6 Point I/O Module (4 I/Ps + 2 relay O/Ps) (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9120 allows 4100ES IDNet communication channel to monitor four T-sense input circuits and control two output relays from a single module requiring a single address.

Addressable MCP Mounting Box
Red surface mounting back box (for indoor callpoints) with terminals fitted.

Addressable IDNet Isolator (Uses RACO232 & Lid)
The 4090-9116 Isolator provides IDNet communications isolation, improving installation convenience and system integrity.

9 total products.
MAPNET / IDNET Addressable Bases

TrueAlarm IDNET Isolator Base
The 4098-9793 isolator base accepts Simplex TrueAlarm analog sensors and provides communications isolation to improve installation convenience and increase system integrity.
(4098-9793EA)

TrueAlarm Base with Sounder
The 4098-9714EA Photoelectric smoke detector contains a state-of-the-art sensing chamber and analogue communication electronics.
(4098-9794EA)

TrueAlarm Base with Remote LED O/P
TrueAlarm detector bases contain integral addressable electronics that constantly monitor the status of the detachable photoblectric, ionisation, or heat detectors. Each detector’s output is digitised and transmitted to the system CIE every four seconds.
(4098-9789EA)

3 total products.
MAPNET / IDNET Addressable Duct Housing

Housing Without Relay (includes photo sensor)

The TrueAlarm duct sampling unit detects the presence of smoke in air conditioning or ventilating ducts. Sampling tubes are installed into the duct and air is directed to a 4098-9714EA smoke sensor mounted in the housing.

(4098-9755EA)

1 total products.
MAPNET / IDNET Sensors

Photo / Heat Multi Sensor - TrueAlarm
TrueAlarm multi-sensor 4098-9754EA combines the TrueAlarm photoelectric smoke sensor with a fast-acting and accurate TrueAlarm thermal sensor to provide both features in a single sensor/base assembly. (4098-9754EA)

Optical Sensor - TrueAlarm
TrueAlarm Photoelectric smoke detector contains a state-of-the-art sensing chamber and analogue communication electronics. (4098-9714EA)

Heat Sensor - TrueAlarm
TrueAlarm heat detectors are self-restoring and provide rate compensated, fixed temperature sensing, selectable with or without rate-of-rise temperature sensing. (4098-9733EA)

3 total products.
Panel

4100ES Panel
(4100ES)

1 total products.
Remote LEDs for MAPNET / IDNET Detectors

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet 'Room'
The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet 'Roof Space'
The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet 'Return Air'
The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet 'In Duct'
The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet 'Cupboard'
The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

SIMPLEX Remote LED Mapnet 'Concealed Space'
The 2098-1xxx range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a detector fixed on a 4098-97xx detector base. These remote indicators are not suitable for connection to any other MAPNET II or IDNet module.

6 total products.
VESDA

VSM4 VESDAnet Network Connection
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet network connection software.
(VSW-346)

VSM4 VESDAnet Detector Connection
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet detector connection per detector.
(VSW-356)

VSM4 Secondary Site Licence
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site License - Primary PC.
(VSW-216)

VSM4 Remote Notification Email / SMS support Per PC
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VMS4 Remote Notification Email / SMS Support per PC.
(VSW-600)

VSM4 Primary Site Licence
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site License - Primary PC.
(VSW-206)

VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token.
(VSW-427-002)

VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token.
(VSW-427-001)

VLI Secondary Foam Filter Spare Part
The VESDA VLI filtration system effectively reduces the level of pollution in the air sample before it enters the detection chamber.
(VSP-031)

VLI Secondary Filter Spare Part
(VSP-031)

VLI Intelligent Filter Spare Part
The VESDA VLI Intelligent Filter effectively reduces the level of pollution in the air sample before it enters the detection chamber.
(VSP-030)

VLI Chamber Assembly Spare Part
The VESDA VLI Chamber Assembly is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA VLI detector.
(VSP-033)

VLI Aspirator Spare Part
The VESDA VLI Aspirator is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA VLI detector.
(VSP-032)

VLI Secondary Foam Filter Spare Part
The VESDA VLI filtration system effectively reduces the level of pollution in the air sample before it enters the detection chamber.
(VSP-031)

VLF 3 Relay & 1 Input Multifunction Control Card
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Multifunction Control Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. A MCC expands the range of input and output communications a VLF detector can perform.
(VAC-030)

VESDAnet Simplex High Level Interface, Sliding Window
The VESDA Modbus High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDANet with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) or Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as host, that support the Modbus protocol.
(VHX-0400)

VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Sliding Window
The VESDA Sliding Windows High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDANet with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as host.
(VHX-0200)

VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Open Protocol
The VESDA Open Protocol High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDANet with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as host.
(VHX-0310)

VESDAnet Interface (VN) Card
The VESDAInterface Card (VN Card) is a simple interface card for the range of VESDA VLF by Xtralis aspirating smoke detectors.
(VIC-010)

VESDA VLQ-100 Demo Kit (inc Pipes, PSU, Carry Case)
VESDA VLQ-100 Demo Kit (inc Pipes, PSU, Carry Case)
(VKT-100)

VESDA VLQ Surface Mount Kit
The Surface Mount Kit is for the VESDA VLQ detector.
(VSP-890)

VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter Pack 20
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter Pack 20
(VSP-892-20)
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter (VSP-892)

VESDA VLQ Flush Mount Kit
The Flush Mount Kit is for the VESDA VLQ detector. (VSP-891)

VESDA VLQ 2 Pipe Stubs and End Caps
VESDA VLQ 2 Pipe Stubs and End Caps (VSP-893)

VESDA VLI with VESDAnet
VESDA VLI with VESDAnet (VLI-885)

VESDA VLC-505-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-505-EX)

VESDA VLC-500-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-500-EX)

VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only
VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only (VLI-880)

VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only - Marine Version
VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only - Marine Version (VLC-8000-MRN)

VESDA LaserPlus Compact Relays Only
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-500)

VESDA LaserFOCUS VESDAnet Compatible For 500m²
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser based aspirated smoke detection technology. (VLF-500-02)

VESDA LaserFOCUS Relays Only
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser based aspirated smoke detection technology. (VLF-250-02)

VESDA Test Transformer
Xtralis Test Transformer VTT-1000 (previously known as the Hot Wire Test – Power Supply Unit (PSU)) is a tool used to test very early warning aspirated smoke detection equipment. (VTT-1000)

VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VL smoke detectors. A Relay Expansion Card expands the range of input and output communications a VL can perform. (VIC-020)

VESDA LaserCompact Relays Only - Marine Version
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-8000-MRN)

VESDA LaserCompact MX Addressable
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-800MX)

VESDA Laser Compact VESDAnet
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-605)

VESDA Inline Filter c/w Filters
The VESDA In-Line Filter is an in-line filtration solution suitable for all VESDA Xtralis Aspirating Smoke Detectors. (VSP-850-G)

VESDA Inline Filter 4 Pack Elements Only
The VESDA In-Line Filter (4 Pack) is an in-line filtration solution suitable for all VESDA Xtralis Aspirating Smoke Detectors. (VSP-855-4)

VESDA Inline Filter 20 Pack Elements Only
The VESDA In-Line Filter (20 Pack) is an in-line filtration solution suitable for all VESDA Xtralis Aspirating Smoke Detectors. (VSP-855-20)

VESDA ECO Single Gas Hydrogen (H2) 0-100% LEL
VESDA Eco Single Gas Hydrogen Gas Detector
Xtralis has developed the industry’s first multi-hole aspirated gas detector. (ECO-D-B-11)

VESDA LaserFOCUS Expansion Card
VESDA LaserFOCUS Expansion Card (VLI-885-G)

VESDA E Range VEU Premium Aspirated Detector with 3.5” Display
The VEU series of aspirating smoke detectors are the premium detector of the VESDAR range. An Ultra-wide sensitivity range: 15 times greater than VESDA VI. (VEU-A10)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VESDA E Range VEU Premium Aspirated Detector LED Only Display</td>
<td>The VEU series of aspirating smoke detectors are the premium detector of the VESDA-E range. An Ultra-wide sensitivity range; 15 times greater than VESDA VLP (VEU-A00)</td>
<td>VEU-A00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA E Range VESDA VEP w LEDs, Plastic Enclosure</td>
<td>The VESDA-E VEP series of smoke detectors bring the latest and most advanced detection technology to provide very early warning and the best nuisance alarm rejection to a wide range of applications (VEP-A00-P)</td>
<td>VEP-A00-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA E Range VESDA VEP w 3.5” Display, Plastic Enclosure</td>
<td>The VESDA-E VEP series of smoke detectors bring the latest and most advanced detection technology to provide very early warning and the best nuisance alarm rejection to a wide range of applications (VEP-A10-P)</td>
<td>VEP-A10-P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trunk Adaptor used for Capillary Tubes</td>
<td>This product is a Trunk Adaptor used for Capillary Tubes.</td>
<td>E700-TA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part VESDA LaserFOCUS (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA LaserFOCUS detector is a very early warning smoke detector designed to protect small, business-critical environments of less than 280 m². (VLF-250-02ETN)</td>
<td>VLF-250-02ETN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part VESDA LaserCOMPACT VESDAnet Version (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA LaserCOMPACT VESDAnet Version is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including a very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-505ETN)</td>
<td>VLC-505ETN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part VESDA LaserCOMPACT RO Version (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA LaserCOMPACT (Relay Only) is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including a very early warning, for small areas. (VLC-500ETN)</td>
<td>VLC-500ETN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part VESDA LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit</td>
<td>The LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit is used to house a detector inside a wall cavity.</td>
<td>VSP-011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Compact Display</td>
<td>The VESDA LaserCOMPACT Remote Display is a field-replaceable component for the VESDA VLC detector. (VSP-502)</td>
<td>VSP-502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Box Mounting Kit</td>
<td>The VESDA Remote Mounting Kit option is normally exercised where there is a need to monitor and/or stand alone detector, or one connected to VESDAnet, from a remote location. (VSP-012)</td>
<td>VSP-012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card without Relays</td>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card without Relays (VSP-007)</td>
<td>VSP-007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card with Relays</td>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card with Relays (VSP-008)</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit</td>
<td>The LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit is used to house a detector inside a wall cavity. (VSP-011)</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit</td>
<td>The LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit is used to house a detector inside a wall cavity. (VSP-011)</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card</td>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card (VSP-007)</td>
<td>VSP-007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card</td>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card (VSP-008)</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit</td>
<td>The LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit is used to house a detector inside a wall cavity. (VSP-011)</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit</td>
<td>The LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit is used to house a detector inside a wall cavity. (VSP-011)</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Filter Assembly Pack 20</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-025)</td>
<td>VSP-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Filter Assembly</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-005)</td>
<td>VSP-005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>The VESDA replacement filter cartridge is used to replace filter cartridges. (VSP-006)</td>
<td>VSP-006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Small Radius Bend (90mm)
This product is a Small Radius Bend (90mm)
(E700-SB)

Sampling Point Label RED per sheet of 12
This product is a Sampling Point Label RED per Sheet of 12.
(E700-SPLR)

Sampling Point Heat Activated
This product is a Heat Activated Sampling Point
(E700-HASP)

Sampling Point Decal - 200 per roll
This product is a Sampling Point Decal - 200 per roll.
(E700-SPDCL)

Remote Box with VESDAnet Socket
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-300)

Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-Q00)

Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display No Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-T00)

Remote Box with VESDA LaserFOCUS, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-V00)

Remote Box with Surround Only (No Termination Card)
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-000)

Remote Box with Scanner Display, No Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-700)

Remote Box with Scanner Display, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-400)

Remote Box with Scanner Display, 12 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-800)

Remote Box with LaserCompact Display, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-J00)

Remote Box with Displays, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-200)

Remote Box with Display, No Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-600)

Remote Box with Blank Plate, DRP, 7 Relays
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-E00)

Remote Box with Blank Plate, 7 Relays, Driver
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-500)

Remote Box with Blank Plate, 12 Relay Card, Driver
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
(VRT-900)

Power Supply 24VDC 2A in Cabinet to Match VESDA LaserPlus
The VESDA Power Supply (24VDC 2A) in Cabinet is uniquely designed to complement the style and appearance of VESDA LaserPLUS aspirating smoke detectors (ASD).
(FP0852)
Pipe Junction Fitting
This product is a Pipe Junction Fitting.
(E700-PJ)

Pipe Clip Single Point Fix
This product is a Pipe Clip Single Point Fix.
(E700-PC)

OSID Wire Guard
A steel cage to protect Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Imagers and Emitters from vandalism and accidental damage.
(OSID-WG)

OSID Install Kit - Laser Tool, Test Filter, PC Cable, Cleaning Cloth, Manual
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Installation Kit includes Laser Alignment Tool, Test Filter, PC Cable, Reflections, and Manual.
(OSID-INST)

OSID Imager Environmental
Imager Environmental Housing Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect OSID Imagers from dust and water ingress in industrial environments.
(OSID-EHI)

OSID Emitter Environmental
Emitter Environmental Housing Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect OSID Emitters from dust and water ingress in industrial environments.
(OSID-EHE)

OSID Demo Kit - 2 x OSE-SPW, 1 x OSI-90, 1 x OSID-INST, in Carry Case with Mounting Plates.
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Demo Kit consists of 2 X OSE-SPW, 1 X OSI-90, 1 X OSID-INST and Mounting Plates, fitted in a rugged carry case.
(VKT-301)

OSID Anti Condensation Film for Emitter Pack 10
Anti-condensation film for OSID Emitters An easy applicable film that provides a long time resistance to condensation on the acrylic Emitter lens.
(OSE-ACF)

Long Radius Bend (150mm)
This product is a Long Radius Bend (150mm)
(E700-LB)

LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer c/w Cable
The LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer including a lead for temporary connection of a programmer to a network via a VESDAnet socket.
(VHH-100)

LaserPlus c/w Fire & OK LEDs, 2 Blanks
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.
(VLP-400)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, Blank, Programmer
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.
(VLP-001)

Laser Plus c/w Blank, 2 Display
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.
(VLP-022)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, 1 Display, Programmer
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line.
(VLP-012)

Laser COMPACT Replacement Aspirator
The VESDA V/LC Aspirator is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA LaserCOMPACT detector.
(VSP-001)

Laser Alignment Tool
A unique alignment tool for fast alignment. Aligns and locks the eyeball, and is able to activate Emitters with locked.
(OSP-002)

Imager - 80° Coverage, 24V DC
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 80° FOV
(OSI-90)

Imager - 7° Coverage, 24V DC
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 7° FOV
(OSI-10)

Imager - 38°
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 38° FOV
(OSI-45)
FTDI Cable 1.5M
FTDI Cable 1.5 Metres
Allows to connect to a PC and hence OSID Diagnostic SW to the Imager. The FTDI cable can be extended with another 20m using a cable with an active USB amplifier.

(Filter Cover
The VESDA Filter Cover, spare parts.

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, Fire 1 & OK LEDs, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-000)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-200)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-204)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 1 Programmer, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-214)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-304)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 1 Programmer, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-314)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, Fire 1 & OK Leds, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.

(VLS-700)

End Cap (Not drilled)
This product is a End Cap (Not Drilled).

(E700-EC)

Emitter - Standard Power Wired at 24V DC
Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire Powered 24VDC Emitter

(OSE-SPW)

Capillary Tube 5.2mm id 8mm od per metre
This product is a Capillary Tube 5.2mm ID 8mm OD per metre.

(E700-CT)

Capillary Sampling Connector for Capillary Tubes
This product is a Capillary Sampling Connector for Capillary Tubes.

(E700-CSC)

9 Pin M/F Lead for VESDA HLI VHX-0200
The VESDA 9 Pin Serial Lead is a cable for direct programming of the VESDA LaserFOCUS and VESDA LaserCOMPACT detectors.

(VSP-509)
19" Rack c/w 4 Blanks
To complement the VESDA range of detectors, displays and
programmers in a 19 inch subrack enclosure is available.
(VSR-0000)
Air Sampling System Components

**Trunk Adaptor used for Capillary Tubes**
This product is a Trunk Adaptor used for Capillary Tubes.
(E700-TA)

**Solid Tee Piece Fitting**
This product is a Solid Tee Piece Fitting.
(E700-T)

**Small Radius Bend (90mm)**
This product is a Small Radius Bend (90mm).
(E700-SB)

**Sampling Point Label RED per sheet of 12**
This product is a Sampling Point Label RED per Sheet of 12.
(E700-SPLR)

**Sampling Point Heat Activated**
This product is a Heat Activated Sampling Point.
(E700-HASP)

**Sampling Point Decal - 200 per roll**
This product is a Sampling Point Decal - 200 per roll.
(E700-SPDCL)

**Pipe Junction Fitting**
This product is a Pipe Junction Fitting.
(E700-PJ)

**Pipe Clip Single Point Fix**
This product is a Pipe Clip Single Point Fix.
(E700-PC)

**Long Radius Bend (150mm)**
This product is a Long Radius Bend (150mm).
(E700-LB)

**End Cap (Not drilled)**
This product is an End Cap (Not Drilled).
(E700-EC)

**Capillary Tube 5.2mm id 8mm od per metre**
This product is a Capillary Tube 5.2mm ID 8mm OD per metre.
(E700-CT)

**Capillary Sampling Connector for Capillary Tubes**
This product is a Capillary Sampling Connector for Capillary Tubes.
(E700-CSC)

**Alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 750 lengths**
This product is an alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 750 lengths.
(E700-crate)

**Alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 10 lengths**
This product is an alternative to VESDA Pipe 4 metre x 10 lengths.
(E700-P)

14 total products.
E Range

VESDA E Range VEU Premium Aspirated Detector with 3.5” Display

The VEU series of aspirating smoke detectors are the premium detector of the VESDA-E range. An Ultra-wide sensitivity range; 15 times greater than VESDA VLP (VEU-A10)

VESDA E Range VEU Premium Aspirated Detector LED Only Display

The VEU series of aspirating smoke detectors are the premium detector of the VESDA-E range. An Ultra-wide sensitivity range; 15 times greater than VESDA VLP (VEU-A00)

VESDA E Range VESDA VEP w LEDs, Plastic Enclosure

The VESDA-E VEP series of smoke detectors bring the latest and most advanced detection technology to provide very early warning and the best nuisance alarm rejection to a wide range of applications (VEP-A00-P)

VESDA E Range VESDA VEP w 3.5” Display, Plastic Enclosure

The VESDA-E VEP series of smoke detectors bring the latest and most advanced detection technology to provide very early warning and the best nuisance alarm rejection to a wide range of applications (VEP-A10-P)

4 total products.
1 total products.

ECO

VESDA ECO Single Gas Hydrogen (H2) 0-100% LEL

VESDA Stralis ECO Hydrogen Gas Detector. Xtralis has developed the industry’s first multi-hole aspirated gas detector.

(ECO-D-B-11)
Laser Industrial

- VLI Secondary Filter Spare Part
  - VLI Secondary Filter Spare Part
  - VSP-031

- VESDA VLI with VESDAnet
  - VESDA VLI with VESDAnet
  - VLI-885

- VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only
  - VESDA VLI with Relays and Ethernet Only
  - VLI-880

3 total products.
LaserCOMPACT

VESDA VLC-505-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505-EX)

VESDA VLC- 500- EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500-EX)

VESDA LaserPlus Compact Relays Only
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500)

VESDA LaserCompact Relays Only - Marine Version
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-50000-MRN)

VESDA LaserCompact MX
Addressable
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-800MX)

VESDA Laser Compact VESDAnet
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505)

6 total products.
Detectors

VESDA VLC-505-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505-EX)

VESDA VLC-500-EX
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500-EX)

VESDA LaserPlus Compact Relays Only
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-500)

VESDA LaserCompact Relays Only - Marine Version
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-50000-MRN)

VESDA LaserCompact MX Addressable
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-800MX)

VESDA Laser Compact VESDAnet
The LaserCOMPACT is an aspirating smoke detector that provides all the benefits of aspirating smoke detection, including very early warning, for small areas.
(VLC-505)
LaserFOCUS

**VLF 3 Relay & 1 Input Multifunction Control Card**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Multifunction Control Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. A MCC expands the range of input and output communications a VLF detector can perform.

(VIC-030)

**VESDA Interface (VN) Card**
The VESDA Interface Card (VN Card) is a simple interface card for the range of VESDA VLF by Xtralis aspirating smoke detectors.

(VIC-018)

**VESDA LaserFOCUS VESDA Compatible For 500m²**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser-based aspirated smoke detection technology.

(VLF-500-02)

**VESDA LaserFOCUS Relays Only**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser-based aspirated smoke detection technology.

(VLF-250-02)

**VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. A Relay Expansion Card expands the range of input and output communications a VLF can perform.

(VIC-020)

**Power Supply 24VDC 2A in Cabinet to Match VESDA LaserPlus**
The VESDA Power Supply (24VDC 2A) in Cabinet is uniquely designed to complement the style and appearance of VESSDA LaserPLUS aspirating smoke detectors (ASD).

(FP0852)

6 total products.
Detectors

**VLF 3 Relay & 1 Input Multifunction Control Card**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Multifunction Control Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. A MCC expands the range of input and output communications a VLF detector can perform.

(VIC-030)

**VESDAnet Interface (VN) Card**
The VESDAnet Interface Card (VN Card) is a simple interface card for the range of VESDA VLF by Xtralis aspirating smoke detectors.

(VIC-010)

**VESDA LaserFOCUS VESDAnet Compatible For 500m²**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser based aspirated smoke detection technology.

(VLF-000-02)

**VESDA LaserFOCUS Relays Only**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS early warning air sampling smoke detector incorporates world leading VESDA very early warning laser based aspirated smoke detection technology.

(VLF-250-02)

**VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card**
The VESDA LaserFOCUS Relay Expansion Card is an interface card for the range of Xtralis VESDA VLF smoke detectors. A Relay Expansion Card expands the range of input and output communications a VLF can perform.

(VIC-020)

5 total products.
Power Supplies

Power Supply 24VDC 2A in Cabinet to Match VESDA LaserPlus

The VESDA Power Supply (24VDC 2A) in Cabinet is uniquely designed to complement the style and appearance of VESDA LaserPlus aspirating smoke detectors (ASD).

(FP0852)
LaserPlus

**VSM4 VESDAnet Network Connection**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet network connection software.

(VSW-346)

**VSM4 VESDAnet Detector Connection**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet detector connection per detector.

(VSW-356)

**VSM4 Secondary Site Licence**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site License - Primary PC

(VSW-216)

**VSM4 Remote Notification Email / SMS Support Per PC**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VMS4 Remote Notification Email / SMS Support per PC

(VSW-600)

**VSM4 Primary Site Licence**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site License - Primary PC

(VSW-206)

**VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token

(VSW-427-002)

**VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token

(VSW-427-001)

**VESDAnet Simplex High Level Interface, Sliding Window**
The VESDA ModBus High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDA with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) or Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as ‘host’, that support the ModBus protocol.

(VHX-0400)

**VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Sliding Window**
The VESDA Sliding Windows High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDA with PC software monitoring and configuring tools such as Xtralis VSM4 and Xtralis VSC.

(VHX-0200)

**VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Open Protocol**
The VESDA Open Protocol High Level Interface (HLI) links you VESDA with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as ‘host’.

(VHX-0310)

**VESDA Test Transformer**
Xtralis Test Transformer VTT-10000 (previously known as the Hot Wire Test – Power Supply unit (PSU)) is a tool used to test very early warning aspirated smoke detection equipment.

(VTT-1000)

**Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display, 7 Relays**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-000)

**Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display No Relays**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-T00)

**Remote Box with VESDA LaserFOCUS, 7 Relays**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-700)

**Remote Box with Scanner Display, No Relays**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-V00)

**Remote Box with Scanner Display, 12 Relays**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-800)

**Remote Box with Surround Only (No Termination Card)**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-400)

**Remote Box with Programmers**
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

(VRT-100)
VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.

1. Remote Box with LaserCompact Display, 7 Relays
   (VRT-J00)

2. Remote Box with Displays, 7 Relays
   (VRT-200)

3. Remote Box with Blank Plate, DRP, 7 Relays
   (VRT-E00)

4. Remote Box with Blank Plate, 12 Relay Card, Driver
   (VRT-900)

5. LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer c/w Cable
   (VHH-100)

6. 19" Rack c/w 4 Blanks
   (VSR-0000)

28 total products.
19 Inch Racks

19" Rack c/w 4 Blanks
To complement the VESDA range of detectors, displays and programmers in a 19 inch subrack enclosure is available.
(VSR-0000)
Miscellaneous Items

**VSM4 VESDAnet Network Connection**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet network connection software.

(VSW-346)

**VSM4 VESDAnet Detector Connection**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VESDAnet detector connection per detector.

(VSW-356)

**VSM4 Secondary Site Licence**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site License - Primary PC.

(VSW-216)

**VSM4 Remote Notification Email / SMS support Per PC**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Remote Notification Email / SMS Support per PC.

(VSW-600)

**VSM4 Primary Site Licence**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 Central Site License - Primary PC.

(VSW-206)

**VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (21-100) per token.

(VSW-427-002)

**VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token**
Xtralis VSM4 provides full and comprehensive integration of your ASD system, including the VSM4 and PSM4 Connection Token (1-20) per token.

(VSW-427-001)

**VESDAnet Simplex High Level Interface, Sliding Window**
The VESDA ModBus High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) or Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as ‘host’, that support the ModBus protocol.

(VHX-0400)

**VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Sliding Window**
The VESDA Sliding Windows High Level Interface (HLI) links your VESDAnet with PC software monitoring and configuring tools such as Xtralis VSM4 and Xtralis VSC.

(VHX-0200)

**VESDAnet PC Link High Level Interface, Open Protocol**
The VESDA Open Protocol High Level Interface (HLI) links you VESDAnet with PC software monitoring tools, Building Management Systems (BMSs) and Fire Alarm Control Panels (FACPs), otherwise known as ‘host’.

(VHX-0310)

**VESDA Test Transformer**
The VESDA Test Transformer VTT-10000 (previously known as the Hot Wire Test - Power Supply unit (PSU)) is a tool used to test very early warning aspirated smoke detection equipment.

(VTT-1000)

**LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer c/w Cable**
The LaserPLUS Handheld Programmer including a lead for temporary connection of a programmer to a network via a VESDAnet socket.

(VHH-100)
Remote Boxes

- Remote Box with VESDAnet Socket
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-300)

- Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display, 7 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-Q00)

- Remote Box with VESDA VLI Display No Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-T00)

- Remote Box with VESDA LaserFOCUS, 7 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-V00)

- Remote Box with Surround Only (No Termination Card)
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-000)

- Remote Box with Scanner Display, No Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-700)

- Remote Box with Scanner Display, 7 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-400)

- Remote Box with Scanner Display, 12 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-800)

- Remote Box with Programmer
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-100)

- Remote Box with Display, No Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-600)

- Remote Box with Display, 7 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-200)

- Remote Box with Displays, 7 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-500)

- Remote Box with Blank Plate, DRP, 7 Relays
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-E00)

- Remote Box with Blank Plate, 12 Relay Card, Driver
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-900)

- Remote Box with Blank Plate, 7 Relays, Driver
  VESDA Remote Display modules provide real-time indication of the status of a VESDA detector.
  (VRT-B00)

15 total products.
LaserPLUS Detectors

LaserPlus c/w Fire & OK LEDs, 2 Blanks
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line. (VLP-400)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, Blank, Programmer
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line. (VLP-001)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, Blank, 1 Display
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line. (VLP-002)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, 2 Display
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line. (VLP-022)

LaserPlus c/w Blank, 1 Display, Programmer
The VESDA LaserPLUS by Xtralis is the flagship of the VESDA aspirating smoke detector product line. (VLP-012)

5 total products.
Scanners

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, Fire 1 & OK LEDs, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-600)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-200)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Programmer, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-210)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-204)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 1 Programmer, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-214)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, Fire 1 & OK Leds, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-700)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-304)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 1 Programmer, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within fire zone.
(VLS-314)

8 total products.
With 12 Relays

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, Fire 1 & OK Leds, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-700)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-304)

FD12 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 1 Programmer, 12 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-314)

3 total products.
With 7 Relays

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, Fire 1 & OK LEDs, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-600)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 3 Blanks, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-200)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Programmer, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-210)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 2 Blanks, 1 Display, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-204)

FD7 LaserPlus Scanner c/w 1 Blank, 1 Display, 1 Programmer, 7 Relays
The VESDA LaserPlus Scanner is a four air inlet aspirating smoke detector apparatus used to detect most level during the early stages of fire from 4 sectors within the zone.
(VLS-214)

5 total products.
### Spare Parts/Ancillary Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Description</th>
<th>Reference Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VLI Secondary Foam Filter Spare Part</td>
<td>VSP-031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLI Intelligent Filter Spare Part</td>
<td>VSP-030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLI Chamber Assembly Spare Part</td>
<td>VSP-033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLI Aspirator Spare Part</td>
<td>VSP-032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA Inline Filter c/w Filters</td>
<td>VSP-850-G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA Inline Filter 4 Pack Elements Only</td>
<td>VSP-855-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA Inline Filter 20 Pack Elements Only</td>
<td>VSP-855-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA LaserFOCUS</td>
<td>VLF-250-02ETN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA LaserCOMPACT VESDAnet Version (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>VLC-505ETN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESDA LaserCOMPACT RO Version (Equivalent to new)</td>
<td>VLC-500ETN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part VESDA Compact VESDAnet Version Head Termination Card</td>
<td>VSP-515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Scanner Chassis &amp; Manifold Assembly</td>
<td>VSP-009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card without Relays</td>
<td>VSP-007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Termination Card with Relays</td>
<td>VSP-008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Remote Compact Display</td>
<td>VSP-002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part LaserPLUS Recess Mounting Kit</td>
<td>VSP-011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Filter Assembly Pack 20</td>
<td>VSP-025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Part Filter Assembly</td>
<td>VSP-005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
26 total products.

Spare Part Chassis Assembly (Equivalent to new)
(VSP-006ETN)

Spare Part Chassis Assembly (VSP-006)

LaserCOMPACT Replacement Aspirator
The VESDA VLC Aspirator is a field-replaceable component of the VESDA LaserCOMPACT detector.
(VSP-501)

Filter Cover
This VESDA Filter Cover, spare parts.
(VSP-019)

Blank Plate non-EMC with Fire 1 & OK LEDs
The VESDA Blank Plate non-EMC Protecting Processor Card is a replaceable component for VESDA LaserPLUS detectors.
(VSP-100)

9 Pin M/F Lead for VESDA HLI VHX-0200
The VESDA 9-Pin Serial Lead is a cable for direct programming of the VESDA LaserFOCUS and VESDA LaserCOMPACT detectors.
(VSP-509)
**VLQ**

**VESDA VLQ-100 Demo Kit (inc Pipes, PSU, Carry Case)**
VESDA VLQ-100 Demo Kit (inc Pipes, PSU, Carry Case)
(VKT-100)

**VESDA VLQ Surface Mount Kit**
The Surface Mount Kit is for the VESDA VLQ detector.
(VSP-890)

**VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter Pack 20**
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter Pack 20
(VSP-892-20)

**VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter**
VESDA VLQ Replacement Filter
(VSP-892)

**VESDA VLQ Flush Mount Kit**
The Flush Mount Kit is for the VESDA VLQ detector.
(VSP-891)

**VESDA VLQ 2 Pipe Stubs and End Caps**
VESDA VLQ 2 Pipe Stubs and End Caps
(VSP-893)

6 total products.
### Xtralis OSID (beam detector)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSID Wire Guard</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire Guard. A steel cage to protect Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Imagers and Emitters from vandalism and accidental damage.</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSID Install Kit - Laser Tool, Test Filter, PC Cable, Cleaning Cloth, Manual</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Installation Kit includes Laser Alignment Tool, Test Filter, PC Cable, Reflectors, and Manual.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSID Imager Environmental</strong></td>
<td>Imager Environmental Housing. Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect OSID Imagers from dust and water ingress in industrial environments.</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSID Emitter Environmental</strong></td>
<td>Emitter Environmental Housing. Custom designed IP 66, NEMA 4-4X protective and environmental housings protect OSID Emitters from dust and water ingress in industrial environments.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSID Demo Kit - 2 x OSE-SPW (with alkaline batteries), 1 x OSI-90, 1 x OSID-INST, in Carry Case with Mounting Plates.</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Demo Kit consists of 2 x OSE-SPW, 1 x OSI-90, 1 x OSID-INST and Mounting Plates, fitted in a rugged carry case.</td>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OSID Anti Condensation Film for Emitter Pack 10</strong></td>
<td>Anti-condensation film for OSID Emitters. An easy applicable film that provides a long time resistance to condensation on the acrylic Emitter lens.</td>
<td><img src="image6.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Laser Alignment Tool</strong></td>
<td>Laser Alignment Tool. A unique alignment tool for fast alignment. Aligns and locks the eyeball, and is able to activate Emitters with locked.</td>
<td><img src="image7.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Imager - 7° Coverage, 24V DC</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 7° FOV.</td>
<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Imager - 38°</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection (OSID) Imager 38° FOV.</td>
<td><img src="image9.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FTDI Cable 1.5M</strong></td>
<td>FTDI Cable 1.5M. Allows to connect to a PC and hence OSID Diagnostic SW to the Imager. The FTDI cable can be extended with another 20m using a cable with an active USB amplifier.</td>
<td><img src="image10.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emitter - Standard Power Wired at 24V DC</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire Powered 24VDC Emitter.</td>
<td><img src="image11.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emitter - Standard Power Battery Version</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Battery Powered (Alkaline Battery) Emitter.</td>
<td><img src="image12.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emitter - High</strong></td>
<td>Open-area Smoke Imaging Detection Wire High Powered 24VDC Emitter. Allows to double the detection ranges of the Imager 80° (OSI-90).</td>
<td><img src="image13.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 total products.
Vigilant

Wire Guard for Detectors (195 Dia. x 120 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W502)

Wire Guard for Detectors (130 Dia. x 105 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W504)

Wire Guard for Detectors (115 Dia. x 80 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W500)

VIO800 VESDA Interface Module c/w Bracket (can use on 4100ESI)
The VIO800 is an arrangement of the MIO800 Addressable Multi-I/O Module supplied ready to be fitted on to a VESDA LaserPLUS™ or Laser SCANNER
(516.018.014)

VESDA Power Supply in Cabinet
24VDC 2A to match VESDA LaserPlus
This Series 1948 Power Supply is designed to match the VESDA LaserPLUS and LaserSCANNER detectors in size and colour.
(FP0852)

VENTILAX Smoke Emitter Pack of 5 (4 Minute Burn Time)
Ventilax Smoke Cartridge, 5 60g cartridges, dia 18x62mm, 17m3 smoke vol, 180-240s burn time
(X62)

Tyco 614TD Type D Heat Detector
(4098-9640EA)

Tyco 614TA Type A Heat Detector
(4098-9637EA)

Tyco 614TB Type B Heat Detector
(4098-9638EA)

Tyco 614TC Type C Heat Detector
(4098-9639EA)

Tyco 614P Conventional Photo Optical Detector
The 614P is capable of detecting the visible smoke produced by materials which smoulder or burn slowly, i.e. soft furnishings, plastic foam etc. or 'smoke' produced by overheated but unburnt PVC.
(516.600.301)

TYCO 614CH Conventional Carbon Monoxide Detector
The 614CH fire detector provides very early warning of slow smouldering fires. The CO fire detector is well suited to many applications where heat detection is insufficient but smoke detection causes unwanted alarms. As CO travels more freely than smoke, the positioning of CO fire detectors is more flexible
(516.600.304)

Transparent Hinged Cover Suits KAC Manual Call Points
Transparent Hinged Cover Suits KAC Manual Call Points
(SU0615)

Thorn S330 Smoke Detector Tester
SOL0030 Aerosol dispenser for use with all detector ranges. Connects directly to S100/S101 poles
(517.001.255)

Thorn S200 Universal Detector Removal Tool - Requires X100/X101
SOL0020 Universal detector changer for use with various manufacturers detectors - not suitable for M600/900 series low profile. Connects directly to SOL0100/101 poles
(517.001.240)

T54B Type E Probe Heat Detector
Constructed from stainless steel, the T54B is an extremely rugged heat detector that can be used to detect fires in the harshest of environments.
(T4E600Xx)
**T210 Test Source for S200 Series Detectors (Need X704 & X100/X101)**

T210+ Test Source for use with SOLO 704 Adaptor Tube B and SOLO100/101 poles

**T210 Adaptor for use with S200 Series Detectors**

T210+ Adaptor for S200 Detectors

**T210 Adaptor for use with SOLO 704 Adaptor Tube B and SOLO100/101 poles (592.001.016)**

**T-GEN / QE90 Microphone Flat 4-way plug (ECP9702 only)**

The hand held dynamic microphone is fitted with a press-to-talk button. It is suitable for plugging into T-GEN 50 and QE90 to provide emergency PA and recording of digitised speech messages.

**System Sensor 885WP-B Heat Fixed Weatherproof**

The 885WP-B is a 2 wire fixed temperature Type B heat detector. This detector is designed to provide open area protection in areas subject to moisture (885WP-B)

**Strobe Light Multi-Candela Synchronised White Wall Mount**

The 4906-910x Multi-Candela strobe is a high output xenon strobe capable of signalling evacuation using the ISO 8201 "T2" temporal pattern, as required by AS1670.4-2004 and AS1670.1-2004.

**Strobe Lamp - Red TK86HP24 (3.15 joules, 320mA, 90FPM, IP55)**

Strobe Lamp - Red TK86HP24 (EA0306)

**Strobe Lamp - Red Ax35 (0.6 joules, 100mA, 130FPM, IP54)**

Strobe Lamp - Red Ax35 (EA0302)

**Strobe Lamp - Amber TK86HP24 (3.15 joules, 320mA, 90FPM, IP55)**

Strobe Lamp - Amber TK86HP24 (EA0305)

**Strobe Lamp - Amber Ax35 (0.6 joules, 100mA, 130FPM, IP54)**

Strobe Lamp - Amber Ax35 (EA0301)

**Stainless Steel Detector Cover - Flush Mounted**

The STI-8200-SS Series detector cages are available in flush mount or surface mount configuration. (STI-8200-SS)

**Splintex Smoke Match Pack 25 Burn Time 25 Seconds**

Splintex Smoke Matches, 25 1g matches, 0.7m3 smoke vol, 25s burn time (X65-25)

**Solo Test Smoke - Aerosol Can**

Solo Test Smoke 250ml can

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)

**Splintex Smoke Match Pack 25 Burn Time 25 Seconds**

Splintex Smoke Matches, 25 1g matches, 0.7m³ smoke vol, 25s burn time (X65-25)

**Solo Test Smoke - Aerosol Can**

Solo Test Smoke 250ml can

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)

**Splintex Smoke Match Pack 25 Burn Time 25 Seconds**

Splintex Smoke Matches, 25 1g matches, 0.7m³ smoke vol, 25s burn time (X65-25)

**Solo Test Smoke - Aerosol Can**

Solo Test Smoke 250ml can

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)

**Splashex Smoke Match Pack 25 Burn Time 25 Seconds**

Splashex Smoke Matches, 25 1g matches, 0.7m³ smoke vol, 25s burn time (X65-25)

**Solo Test Smoke - Aerosol Can**

Solo Test Smoke 250ml can

**Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600**

SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL030 aerosol dispenser, SOL0201 detector removal tool, SOL0105 pole, SOL0107 extension tube and SOL0109 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0734 may be ordered separately.

(X811)
Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 7.0A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS1270)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 40A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12400)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 33A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12330)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 24A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12260)

Sealed Lead Acid Battery 1 x 12volt x 12.0A/H
These rechargeable batteries are lead-lead dioxide systems. The dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte is suspended and thus immobilised.
(PS12120)

SAM800 Sounder Driver Module
The Sounder Addressing Beacon SAB801 and Sounder Addressable Module, SAM800 are designed to control an MX loop powered sounder base or relay base for use with compatible MX CIE
(516.800.954)

SAB801 Sounder Address LED Beacon
The Sounder Addressing Beacon SAB801 and Sounder Addressable Module, SAM800 are designed to control an MX loop powered sounder base or relay base for use with compatible MX CIE
(516.800.956)

S100/S200 Bracket Assembly Stainless Steel for use with S100/S200 Flame Detectors
Stainless Steel bracket assy for with all S100/200 Series detectors
(517.001.184)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE IN LIFT SHAFT
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E527)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN ROOM
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E523)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN ROOF
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E526)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN DUCT
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E525)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN CUPBOARD
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E529)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN CONCEALED SPACE
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E521)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM ABOVE
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E524)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E502)

Red Surface Mount Strobe with Backbox c/w "FIRE" Lettering 25mm 24VDC
The 40020B is designed to be mounted on a flat external wall. It is weather resistant and made of fire resistant ABS. Screws, caps and a back box is supplied.
(40020B)

QRM850 Quad Relay Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.
(555.800.073)

QMO850 Quad Monitored Output
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.
(555.800.070)

QIO850 Quad I/O Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.
(555.800.071)
PSU 24VDC 12A (PSU2412F)
Mounted in 8U x 180 Battery Box (FP0803)

Power Supply 1948 Series 24VDC 2A
Series 1948 Power Supplies are designed specifically for use in fire alarm systems. They provide a compact, self-contained 24 volts dc mains power supply. (FP0766)

MX4428 AS4428 Network Display, 4U 19" Rack Module
The Network Display Unit (NDU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the Panel-Link Network and the associated range of networked fire alarm systems (eg. MX4428, F3200). It provides alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad. The NDU is able to display alarms and status, and control all fire alarm panels connected to the network. (FP0794)

MX4428 PSU,240VAC 24V 2.5A Mains Socket Fitted (replaces FP0874/FP0825)
The 5A ME0476 Power Supply is a direct replacement for older 2.5A FP0874/FP0825 supplies (ME0476)

MX4428 ADR-M 4mA Detector Current 1901-116
The FP0755 version of ADR supports the 15V MCP, the 614 series of detectors and all the other detectors from earlier versions of ADR, along with some new programmable circuit types. (FP0755)

MX1 Single Loop 8U Panel 3U Blank
The VIGILANT MX1 is an innovative, networkable, multi-loop analogue addressable fire indicator panel incorporating the latest technology and complying with the ISO-based AS 7240.4.2004, its support for Tyco MX technology, fuzzy logic detection algorithms and powerful control functions make it suitable for a wide range of fire protection applications for small to medium size systems and those in hazardous areas. (FP0948)

MX1 Loop Card Kit
The MX Digital Loop Card provides MX loop communications for the Simplex 4100ESI fire alarm panel via a single electrically isolated MX Digital loop. It supports up to 256 MX devices - detectors and modules - and provides up to 300mA of loop power. (FP0950)

MX Sounder Module
The SNM800 Sounder Notification Module can be used to switch an external power source to sounders, extinguishing devices or other auxiliary equipment. (SNM800)

MX Programmable Relay Base
The 814RB Addressable Relay Base provides two sets of changeover volt-free relay contacts capable of switching 1A (resistive) @30Vdc. (814RB)

MX Mk2 Loop Powered Sounder Base
The B222589/12B Addressable Sounder Bases provide a soundsor function on MX addressable systems. Designed for indoor use, they require an associated detector in order to operate, as each base is controlled by its detector. (B222589/12B)

MX CP840Ex Intrinsically Safe(I.S) Manual Callpoint
The CP840Ex Intrinsically Safe Waterproof Break Glass Manual Call Point is designed to monitor and signal the condition of the switch contact associated with the call point. The callpoint is designed to comply with EN 50 014 and EN 50 020 for intrinsically safe apparatus. (514.800.513)
MX Addressable Indoor Call Point (no back box)
The CP820 Indoor Addressable Manual Call Point has a plastic coated frangible element to ensure safe and reliable operation, producing no dangerous glass shards. It is operated by simply pressing on the centre of the frangible element until it snaps. (CP820)

MR601TEX High Performance Optical Intrinsically Safe
The MR601TEX has been developed to overcome the slower response of the optical detectors to hot burning fires, by increasing the sensitivity of the optical detector when it is associated with a rapid change in temperature. (516.054.011.y)

MIMAX Smoke Emmitter Pack 10 Burn Time 40 Seconds, Grey Smoke
Mimax Smoke Cartridge, 10-3g cartridges, dia 14x32mm, 2.0m3 smoke vol, 40s burn time (X66)

MCP830 MX IP67 Addressable MCP with Isolator No Backbox
(514.800.612)

MCP820 MX Addressable MCP with Isolator No Backbox
(514.800.611)

Magnetic Door Holder Wall Mounted 25kg
The FP101 Electromagnetic Door Holder is designed to hold fire and smoke doors open under normal conditions, but automatically close under their own spring return mechanism when a fire or smoke alarm system is activated. (FP101)

M520 Ancillary Cover for MX Devices
MX Module Cover incl PCB cover and screws (517.035.007)

Fire & Safety WA catalog
This catalog was generated on September 24, 2020
LPSY865R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.962)

LPSY800W - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.961)

LPSY800R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.960)

LPAV865 Addressable Sounder Beacon
Beacon Outdoor IP65
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.965)

LPAV800W - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder Beacon
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.964)

LPAV600R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder Beacon
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.963)

Local Gas Control Station Auto c/w Isolate Switch
Local Gas Control Stations (LGCS) are used in gaseous fire extinguishing systems to provide local area manual control of a release. The automatic version includes a Gas Inhibit switch, buzzer and LED, whereas the manual version (FP0572) does not.

LIM800 Line Isolator Module
The LIM800 Line Isolator Module is designed to be used on the MX addressable controller loop circuits
(545.800.004)

KAC RED Manual Call Point (back box only)
Red Backbox
(SU0632)

KAC RED Manual Call Point
The SU0631 Manual Call Point is supplied with one normally open and one normally closed contact.
(SU0631)

KAC Manual Call Point Test Key (Pack of 10)
Packet of ten Test keys for Tyco MCPs
(SC070)

KAC Manual Call Point Plastic Insert Element
Flexible plastic element
(515.001.127)

KAC Manual Call Point - IP67 Weatherproof/Special Environment Unbranded
This surface mounting Manual Call Point has an Ingress Protection rating of IP67, making it suitable for wet area applications. The callpoint is operated by simply pressing on the centre of the frangible element until it snaps, which releases a microswitch, signaling an alarm at the CIE.
(SU0634)

Isolation Amplifier, 100V, 50W
The FP0875 Isolation Amplifier connects to an existing 100V speaker line and reproduces this signal at up to 50W load on a separate supervised 100V line. It is suitable for use with speech and music as well as with warning tones.
(FP0875)

ISO 8201 Strobe Driver Board PCB Assy 1922-77
The ISO 8201 Strobe Driver generates an ISO 8201 compliant “T3” pattern for the Multi-Candela strobe 4906-9104.
(PA1043)

F4000 Responder Relay Module (RRM) PCB Assembly 1901-15
The Responder Relay Module (RRM) is an optional add-on board to an ADR. When added the responder the combination is referred to as an Advanced Relay Responder (ARR). The RRM provides four relay outputs, which may be individually configured as supervised or not.
(PA0453)

F4000 Multi-Protocol Resp (MPR) 1901-141
MPR Responder in Box (PA0713 PCB only)
(FP0575)

F4000 Multi Prot Resp (MPR) PCB Assy 1901-141
Multi Protocol Responder (MPR)
(PA0713)

Gentex GX93 Mini Horn Temporal 3 or Continuous Tone
The GX93 is ideal for applications where a dependable alarm signal is required in hotels, dormitories, apartments, and other installations
(GX93W)
F4000 Loop Booster Unit 1901-36
The MX4428/F4000 Loop Booster overcomes problems such as Responder loop voltage drop and excessive loop length that would otherwise necessitate a restriction in responders or the use of thicker loop cable.

(FP0487)

F4000 ADR-M 4mA Detector Current 1901-116
The F4000 version of ADR supports the 15V MCP, the 614 series of detectors and all the other detectors from earlier versions of ADR, along with some new programmable circuit types.

(FP0755)

F3200 FIP 8 Zones Fitted Small Cabinet 3A MAF/PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.

(FP0784)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 64 Max c/w Cardframe 3A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.

(FP0781)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 24 Max No Cardframe 6A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.

(FP0782)

F3200 Empty Cabinet with Window 750H x 211D x 550Dmm
MX4428/F3200 15U Cabinet only

(FP0556)

F3200 Cardframe Upgrade Kit
A KT0072 Cardframe upgrade kit can be fitted to a 15U F3200 to allow it to take more than three 8 way modules.

(KT0072)

F3200 AS4428 FIP STD CAB 6AMP 1U Gas Control Pre-Programmed
The F3200 Single Zone (single risk) Gas Control Panel is designed to meet the CIE requirements of AS 4214-2002, “Gaseous Fire Extinguishing Systems”.

(FP0877)

F3200 AS4428 FIP 8U CAB 3AMP 1U Gas Control Pre-Programmed
The F3200 Single Zone (single risk) Gas Control Panel is designed to meet the CIE requirements of AS 4214-2002, “Gaseous Fire Extinguishing Systems”.

(FP0876)

F3200 8 Zone Input Expansion Kit
F3200 8 Zone Input Expansion. This module features 8 optoisolated digital inputs and 8 relay outputs.

(FP0553)

F3200 8 Relay Expansion Kit
This F3200 relay Board designed for industrial applications requiring isolation between the computer and the external signals it is monitoring and controlling. This module features 8 optoisolated digital inputs and 8 relay outputs.

(FP0554)

Dual Detector Module DDM800 (can use on 4100ESi)
The DDM800 may be used to connect two circuits of conventional 20V detectors and interface them with an MX addressable fire alarm system.

(577.800.006)

Display Extender Kit Additional to FZ3034
Display Extender Kit includes PA0454 16Z display PCB, LM9304 standoff, power leads, diffuser, zone name label master.

(FP0475)

Detector Input Module
The D8000 Detector Input Module interfaces two collective detector circuits onto the MX addressable loop. Each circuit can support 3mA of detector quiescent current and requires a 4.7 Ohm End Of Line resistor.

(DIM800)

D800 Ancillary Housing - IP65 Enclosure for MX Modules
The D800 Ancillary Housing provides an IP55 rated enclosure for all MX modules. It incorporates a window to view the module LED.

(557.201.401)

D51 Duct Housing with Base to Suit MX Detectors
The D51MX consists of a D51 duct sampling housing fitted with a 3B base wired to suit an MX analogue addressable 814P or 814PH photoelectric smoke detector.

(D51MX)

CTA Complete Kit - Back Box, Bezel and Clamp
The Ceiling Tile Adaptor (CTA) is used to prepare a ceiling hole to be able to accept a complete base and detector assembly. It comprises a Bezel (1), Clamp (2) and Back Box (3).

(517.050.060)

CTA Back Box alone Ceiling Tile Adaptor
Ceiling Tile Adaptor Back Box

(517.050.056)
Contact Input Module
The CIM800 Addressable Contact Input Module monitors and supervises two circuits of voltage-free contacts such as outputs from extinguishing systems, ventilation controls, fire door controls, sprinkler flow switches, non-indicating hard contact detectors, etc.

Carbon Monoxide (CO) Test Gas
CO Detector Test Gas, 130g can
517.001.262

Brandax VS Smoke Emitter Pack of 5
(3-4 Minute Burn Time)
Brandax VS Smoke Cartridge, 560g cartridges, dia 32x62mm, 55m3 smoke vol, 180-240s burn time
X61

Bell 24VDC Red 200mm dia.
Fire bell red in colour 24VDC 200MM
(BELL01)

Back Box for BELL01
Surface mounting of bell box designed for use with the 150mm and 200mm Bell.
(BELL002)

AVI MK2 Kit Red Double Sided Expansion, not for IP65 AVI
Adds 2nd cover and base with 2 LED boards for coding mounted double sided 2 line red signs
(KT0293)

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Warning - Fire Door Closing"
Faceplate "Warning - Fire Door Closing"
3-line Red UV stable
(FA2710)

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Fire Alarm - Evacuate Area"
Faceplate "Fire Alarm - Evacuate Area"
2-line Red UV stable
(FA2700)

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Extinguishing System Inoperative"
Faceplate "Extinguishing System Inoperative"
3-line Yellow UV stable
(FA2776)

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Do Not Enter - INERGEN Gas Discharged"
Faceplate "Do Not Enter - INERGEN Gas Discharged"
3-line Red UV stable
(FA2704)

AVI MK2 Face Plate "Do Not Enter - FM200 Gas Discharged"
Faceplate "Do Not Enter - FM200 Gas Discharged"
3-line Red UV stable
(FA2703)

AVI MK2 3 Line Yellow LED Display
The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI's internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP0854)

AVI MK2 2 to 3 Line Conversion Kit for FP0853
Adds a 3rd LED board to make 3-line red sign
(KT0292)

AVI MK2 2 Line Red LED Display
The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI's internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP1037)
AS4428 Single Loop 15U c/w TGEN 
AUI / PPU
The VIGILANT MX4428 Single Loop panel is a competitively-priced fire detection and alarm system that targets small to medium sized applications (FP0872).

AS4428 Remote Display Unit Wall Mount
The AS4428.1 Remote LCD Display Unit (RDU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the MX4428 and F3200 range of fire alarm systems. It provides an alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad. (FP0787)

AS4428 Remote Display Unit Flush Mount
The AS4428.1 Remote LCD Display Unit (RDU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the MX4428 and F3200 range of fire alarm systems. It provides an alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad. (FP0788)

AS4428 4 Zone Gas Control 7U Door
Gas Control Modules provide indication and control of 1-4 zones of gas extinguishing on F3200 and MX4428 CIE. They are pre-wired modules (requiring appropriate input/output modules). (ME0441)

AS4428 1 Zone Gas Control 1U Bracket
Gas Control modules provide indication and control of 1-4 zones of gas extinguishing F3200 and MX4428 (ME0442)

ADR-M 2.5mA 3K3 EOL PCB 1901-200
The PA0844 version of ADR-M is used as a retrofit where existing detector circuits use a resistor ELD in the range of 1.5 to 3.6 ohms (restrictions apply), and Intrinsically Safe applications – since the intrinsically safe Active ELDs (EOL002ZEx) are no longer available for the standard ADR-M and the replacement units (EOL002B) are not intrinsically safe approved. (PA0844)

Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power. (516.800.)

Adapter between S100 and XM69 Changer
SOLD04 Adapter tube B - adapt SOLD100/101 pole sets for TYCO detector changers and testers (517.001.224)

AAM4 Alarm Acknowledgement Module
The FP0842 Alarm Acknowledge Module provides a facility to locally annunciate a smoke/CO detector alarm, and for the occupant to acknowledge and clear a false fire alarm without the fire brigade being called. (FP0842)

AAM2 Cover, "Pres to Ack‘ Alarm Cancelled"
The AAM2 can be used with the FA2318 face plate to make an Alarm Acknowledgement Module, as FA2318 contains the additional text information and space for the investigation time to be filled in on-site. (FA2318)

AAM2 Alarm Acknowledgement Module
AAM2 Alarm Acknowledge Module (no sounder) is the basis for the AAM2. (ME0420)

901SB Sounder Base (Externally Powered)
The 901SB Addressable Sounder Base provides a sounder function on MX addressable systems. Designed for indoor use, they require an associated detector in order to operate, as each base is controlled by its detector. (516.800.911)

8U Battery Box 550 x 440 x 211mm
8U Battery Box - Empty (FP0576)
850PH MX Addr Photo Heat Detector c/w Isolator

With its ability to detect a wide range of fires from flaming to smouldering types, the 850PH combined smoke and heat multi-sensor detector is the preferred choice for a range of applications including industrial, retail and office environments.

(516.850.051.E)

850P MX Addr Photo Detector c/w Isolator

The 850P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire alarm panel, suits most fire detection applications. The 850P incorporates a unique "mousehole" design optical chamber with superior signal to noise-ratio providing high resilience to dust and dirt which means reduced service costs.

(516.850.052.E)

850H MX Addr Heat Detector c/w Isolator

The 850H is a flexible cost-effective addressable heat detector with most of the features of MX VIRTUAL detector. The 850H reports the temperature to the MX fire alarm panel which allows various detection modes

(516.850.053.E)

850EMT Engineer Manager Tool (complete Kit)

The 850EMT is used to program the address into MX addressable devices. When used with VIGILANT MX1 systems, the 850EMT can also remotely interrogate, address and test 850 Series detectors via a two-way infrared link.

(850EMTK)

814PH MX Photo & Heat Multi Detector c/w coating Thermistor (UK)

The 814P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire indicator panel (CIE), suits most fire detection applications including smoke management systems. The smoke sensors incorporate a unique

(516.800.510)

814P MX Photo Optical Smoke Detector

The 814P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire indicator panel (CIE), suits most fire detection applications including smoke management systems. The smoke sensors incorporate a unique

(516.800.517)

814I Ionisation Smoke Detector

Tyco 814I detectors are offered for old specifications which still call for ionisation smoke detectors. The 814CH and 814PH detectors offer improved performance and lower false alarms for most smoke detection applications.

(516.800.512)

814CH MX Carbon Monoxide/Heat Detector c/w coating Thermistor (UK)

The 814CH is a state-of-the-art combined CO and heat detector that allows a full set of detection modes to be implemented in the MX fire alarm panels to suit most fire detection applications. The 814CH is particularly well suited to areas and applications where smoke detector positioning is difficult or where smoke detectors are prone to false alarms.

(516.800.511)

800RT MX Detector Removal Tool

800RT M600/M8000 Detector removal tool. Requires Adaptor B and SOLIO 100 pole

(516.800.917)

5B 5" Universal Mounting Base

The 5B Universal Base is compatible with both the 614 collective series and the MX analogue addressable series of detectors and functional bases.

(517.050.017)

5B 5" Universal Isolator Mounting Base

(517.050.018)

50W 8U T-GEN Building OWS 1986-2 BOWS

The VIGILANT Building Occupant Warning System (BOWS) is a self-contained AS 2220 or ISO 8201 Alert and Evacuate tone generator, with integral power supply, digitised speech messages, and PA microphone. It has been designed to connect directly to a fire alarm panel, but can also be used as a stand-alone unit. Zone-based non-emergency paging options, IP remote audio connectivity and multiple audio connectivity make the VIGILANT BOWS a versatile unit ideally suited to a variety of building occupant warning applications.

(PP1021)

4B-I Isolator Base

The 4B-I Isolator Base serves as both a base for an 814 Series MX detector and a protection device against loop short-circuits, monitoring the voltage on the MX addressable loop. When a short circuit is detected, the 4B-I isolates the affected section whilst allowing the rest of the addressable loop to function normally.

(517.050.043)

4B-EM 4" Euro Mount Back Box

The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 814 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations

(517.050.052)

4B-DHM 4" Deck-head Mount

The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 814 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations

(517.050.051)
4B-C Continuity Base
The 4B-C Continuity Base is used for most installations involving 850 Series detectors, as it allows the detector’s in-built short circuit isolation function to be in-circuit when the detector is fitted and ensures continuity is maintained when the detector is removed.

(517.050.042)

4B Detector Base
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 814 series conventional (non-addressable), 814 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations.

(517.050.041)

100W 8U T-GEN OWS 1986-3 BOWS
The VIGILANT Building Occupant Warning System (BOWS) is a self-contained AS 2220 or ISO 8201 Alert and Evacuate tone generator, with integral power supply, digitised speech messages, and PA microphone. It has been designed to connect directly to a fire alarm panel, but can also be used as a stand-alone unit. Zone-based non-emergency paging options, IP remote audio connectivity and multiple audio connectivity make the VIGILANT BOWS a versatile unit ideally suited to a variety of building occupant warning applications.

(FP1022)

183 total products.
4100ESi

**VIO800 VESDA Interface Module c/w Bracket (can use on 4100ESi)**
The VIO800 is an arrangement of the MIO800 Addressable Multi-I/O Module supplied ready to be fitted on to a VESDA LaserPLUS™ or Laser SCANNER.

(516.018.014)

**VIO800 Relay Output Module**
The RIM800 Relay Interface Module provides one volt-free changeover contact which is not supervised. The relay is controlled by a command sent from the CIE via the addressable loop and may be used to signal a state to other systems (security systems, for example) or to energise loads such as Door Holders.

(RIM800)

**Single Input / Output Module**

((555.800.063))

**QRM850 Quad Relay Module**
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.

((555.800.073))

**MX Module Back Box**

((517.035.010))

**QMO850 Quad Monitored Output**
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.

((555.800.070))

**QIO850 Quad I/O Module**
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.

((555.800.071))

**QIO850 Quad I/O Module**
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems.

((555.800.071))

**Mini Input Module**
The MIM800 Mini Input Module monitors a voltage-free contact and transmits its state to the CIE. It can be programmed to monitor either Normally Open (default) or Normally Closed contacts.

(MIM800)

**LIM800 Line Isolator Module**
The LIM800 Line Isolator Module is designed to be used on the MX addressable controller loop circuits.

((545.800.004))

**Dual Detector Module DDM800 (can use on 4100ESi)**
The DDM800 may be used to connect two circuits of conventional 20V detectors and interface them with an MX addressable fire alarm system.

((577.800.006))

**Detector Input Module**
The DIM800 Detector Input Module interfaces two collective detector circuits onto the MX addressable loop. Each circuit can support 3mA of detector quiescent current and requires a 4k7 Ohm End Of Line resistor.

(DIM800)

**Contact Input Module**
The CIM800 Addressable Contact Input Module monitors and supervises two circuits of voltage-free contacts such as outputs from extinguishing systems, ventilation controls, fire door controls, sprinkler flow switches, non-indicating hard contact detectors, etc.

(CIM800)
17 total products.
Alarm Acknowledgement Modules

AAM4 Alarm Acknowledgement Module
The FP0842 Alarm Acknowledge Module provides a facility to locally annunciate a smoke/CO detector alarm, and for the occupant to acknowledge and clear a false fire alarm without the fire brigade being called.

AAM2 Cver, "Pres to Ack' Fire Alarm Cancelled"
The AAM2 can be used with the FA2317 face plate for general alarm indication, annunciation and acknowledgment, e.g. a Nurses Station.

AAM2 Cover, "Pres to Ack' Alarm Cancelled"
The AAM2 can be used with the FA2318 face plate to make an Alarm Acknowledgment Module, as FA2318 contains the additional text information and space for the investigation time to be filled in on-site.

AAM2 Alarm Acknowledgement Module
AAM2 Alarm Acknowledge Module (no sounder) is the basis for the AAM2.

(FP0842) (FA2317) (FA2318) (ME0420)
AS4428 Network Displays

NDU AS4428 Network Display, 4U 19" Rack Module

The Network Display Unit (NDU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the Panel-Link Network and the associated range of networked fire alarm systems (eg. MX4428, F3200). It provides alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad. The NDU is able to display alarms and status, and control all fire alarm panels connected to the network.

(FP0794)
The AS4428.1 Remote LCD Display Unit (RDU) is a fire alarm repeater panel compatible with the MX4428 and F3200 range of fire alarm systems. It provides an alphanumeric display of alarms on a 2 line by 40 character LCD and keypad.

AS4428 Remote Display Unit

AS4428 Remote Display Unit Wall Mount

AS4428 Remote Display Unit Flush Mount

(FP0787)

(FP0788)

2 total products.
Audio Visual Indicators

Strobe Light Multi-Candela
Synchronised White Wall Mount
The 4906-910x Multi-Candela strobe is a high output xenon strobe capable of signalling evacuation using the ISO 8201 “T3” temporal pattern, as required by AS1670.4-2004 and AS1670.1-2004.

Strobe Lamp - Red TK86HP24 (3.15 joules, 320mA, 90FPM, IP55)
Strobe Lamp - Red Ax35 (0.6 joules, 100mA, 130FPM, IP54)
Strobe Lamp - Amber TK86HP24 (3.15 joules, 320mA, 90FPM, IP55)

Red Surface Mount Strobe with Backbox c/w “FIRE” Lettering 25mm 24VDC
The 40020B is designed to be mounted on a flat external wall. It is weather resistant and made of fire resistant ABS. Screws, caps and a back box is supplied.

ISO 8201 Strobe Driver Board PCB Assy 1922-77
The ISO 8201 Strobe Driver generates an ISO 8201 compliant “T3” pattern for the Multi-Candela strobe 4906-9104.

AVI MK2 Kit Red Double Sided Expansion, not for IP65 AVI
Adds 2nd cover and base unit 2 LED boards for ceiling mounted double sided 2 line red signs

AVI MK2 Face Plate “Warning - Fire Door Closing”
Faceplate “Warning - Fire Door Closing” 3-line Red UV stable

AVI MK2 Face Plate “Fire Alarm - Evacuate Area”
Faceplate “Fire Alarm - Evacuate Area” 2-line Red UV stable

AVI MK2 Face Plate “Fire Alarm - Do Not Enter”
Faceplate “Fire Alarm - Do Not Enter” 2-line Red UV stable

AVI MK2 Face Plate “Extinguishing System Inoperative”
Faceplate “Extinguishing System Inoperative” 3-line Yellow UV stable

AVI MK2 3 Line Yellow LED Display
The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with the alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.

AVI MK2 2 to 3 Line Conversion Kit for FP0853
Adds a 3rd LED board to make 3-line red sign

KT0293
KT0294
KT0292
KT0270
KT0276
KT0270
KT0270
AVI MK2 2 Line Red LED Display
The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP0853)

AVI MK2 2 Line Red LED Display
The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP1037)

AVI MK2 3 Line Yellow LED Display
The AVI MK2 is an illuminated warning sign that produces distinct audible and visual indication of an emergency. It is designed for use with fire alarm or gaseous fire extinguishing systems, or other applications where clear audio-visual warning is required. On activation, the AVI’s internal LEDs illuminate the lettering on the 2 or 3 line sign faceplates and the internal loudspeaker produces either ISO 8201 or AS 2220 audible warning signals.
(FP1038)
Battery Boxes/Empty Cabinets

F3200 Empty Cabinet with Window
750H x 211D x 550Dmm
MX4428F3200 15U Cabinet only
(FP0556)

8U Battery Box 550 x 440 x 211mm
8U Battery Box - Empty
(FP0576)

2 total products.
Bells / Tone Generators

Gentex GX93 Mini Horn Temporal 3 or Continuous Tone

The GX93 is ideal for applications where a dependable alarm signal is required in hotels, dormitories, apartments, and other installations.

(GX93R)

Gentex GX93 Mini Horn (White) Temporal 3 or Continuous Tone

The GX93 is ideal for applications where a dependable alarm signal is required in hotels, dormitories, apartments, and other installations.

(GX93W)

Bell 24VDC Red 200mm dia.

Fire Bell red in colour 24VDC 200MM

(BELL01)

Back Box for BELL01

Surface mounting of bell box designed for use with the 150mm and 200mm Bell.

(BELL002)

4 total products.
Detector Guards

Wire Guard for Detectors (195 Dia. x 120 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W502)

Wire Guard for Detectors (130 Dia. x 105 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W504)

Wire Guard for Detectors (115 Dia. x 80 High)
W500 Series detector cages are available in a range of sizes to cater for most of the detectors that are available through Tyco Fire Protection Products.
(W500)

Stainless Steel Detector Cover - Flush Mounted
The STI-8200-SS Series detector cages are available in flush mount or surface mount configuration.
(STI-8200-SS)

4 total products.
Detectors Ceiling Tile Adaptors

CTA Complete Kit - Back Box, Bezel and Clamp
The Ceiling Tile Adaptor (CTA) is used to prepare a ceiling tile to be able to accept a complete base and detector assembly. It comprises a Bezel (1), Clamp (2) and Back Box (3).

CTA Bezel and Clamp Ceiling Tile Adaptor
Ceiling Tile Adaptor Bezel and Clamp
(517.050.057)

CTA Back Box alone Ceiling Tile Adaptor
Ceiling Tile Adaptor Back Box
(517.050.056)

3 total products.
Detectors Conventional Bases

5B 5" Universal Mounting Base
The 5B Universal Base is compatible with both the 614 collective series and the MX analogue addressable series of detectors and functional bases.

(517.050.017)

1 total products.
Detectors Conventional Intrinsically Safe

**MR601TEX High Performance Optical Intrinsically Safe**
The MR601TEX has been developed to overcome the slower response of the optical detectors to hot burning fires, by increasing the sensitivity of the optical detector when it is associated with a rapid change in temperature.

(516.054.011.y)

**MDU601EX Enhanced Heat and Carbon Monoxide Detector**
The MDU601EX detector combines the features of both the MU601EX detector and the MD601EX detector to provide a combined CO and Rate of Rise Heat Detector where the sensitivity of the CO detector is enhanced in response to a fast rate of change of temperature.

(516.061.001)

**MD611EX Fixed Temperature Heat Detector**
Where environmental conditions rule out the use of smoke detectors, MD601Ex/MD611Ex heat detectors may provide an acceptable, though less sensitive, alternative.

(516.052.041)

**MD601EX Rate of Rise Heat Detector**
Where environmental conditions rule out the use of smoke detectors, MD601Ex/MD611Ex heat detectors may provide an acceptable, though less sensitive, alternative.

(516.052.051)

4 total products.
Detectors Conventional Smoke

TYCO 614P Conventional Photo Optical Detector

The 614P is capable of detecting the visible smoke produced by materials which smoulder or burn slowly, i.e. soft furnishings, plastic foam etc., or ‘smoke’ produced by overheated but unburnt PVC.

(516.600.301)

TYCO 614CH Conventional Carbon Monoxide Detector

The 614CH fire detector provides very early warning of slow smouldering fires. The CO fire detector is well suited to many applications where heat detection is insufficient but smoke detection causes unwanted alarms. As CO travels more freely than smoke, the positioning of CO fire detectors is more flexible.

(516.600.304)

2 total products.
Detectors Convtoional Heat

Tyco 614TD Type D Heat Detector
(4098-9640EA)

Tyco 614TC Type C Heat Detector
(4098-9639EA)

Tyco 614TB Type B Heat Detector
(4098-9638EA)

Tyco 614TA Type A Heat Detector
(4098-9637EA)

T54B Type E Probe Heat Detector

System Sensor 885WP-B Heat
Fixed Weatherproof

The 885WP-B is a 2 wire fixed temperature Type B heat detector. This detector is designed to provide open area protection in areas subject to moisture.
(885WP-B)

6 total products.
Detectors GEN6

850PH MX Addr Photo Heat Detector c/w Isolator

With its ability to detect a wide range of fires from flaming to smouldering types, the 850PH combined smoke and heat multi-sensor detector is the preferred choice for a range of applications including industrial, retail and office environments.

(516.850.051.E)
Detectors GEN6 Bases

4B-I Isolator Base
The 4B-I Isolator Base serves as both a base for an 814 Series MX detector and a protection device against loop short circuits, monitoring the voltage on the MX addressable loop. When a short circuit is detected, the 4B-I isolates the affected section whilst allowing the rest of the addressable loop to function normally.

(517.050.043)

4B-EM 4" Euro Mount Back Box
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 814 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations.

(517.050.052)

4B-DHM 4" Deck-head Mount
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 814 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations.

(517.050.051)

4B-C Continuity Base
The 4B-C Continuity Base is used for most installations involving 850 Series detectors, as it allows the detector's in-built short circuit isolation function to be in-circuit when the detector is fitted and ensures continuity is maintained when the detector is removed.

(517.050.042)

4B Detector Base
The 4B Universal Base contains no electronics and is suitable for indoor applications of the 614 series conventional (non-addressable), 814 and 850 series analogue addressable detectors. It provides excellent space for cable access and terminations.

(517.050.041)

5 total products.
Detectors GEN7

850P MX Addr Photo Detector c/w Isolator

The 850P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire alarm panel, suits most fire detection applications. The 850P incorporates a unique "mousehole" design optical chamber with superior signal to noise ratio providing high resilience to dust and dirt which means reduced service costs.

(516.850.052.E)
Detectors GEN8

850H MX Addr Heat Detector c/w Isolator

The 850H is a flexible cost-effective addressable heat detector with most of the features of MX VIRTUAL detectors. The 850H reports the temperature to the MX fire alarm panel which allows various detection modes

(516.850.053.E)

1 total products.
Detectors MX

814PH MX Photo & Heat Multi Detector c/w coating Thermistor (UK)
The 814PH is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire indicator panel (CIE), suits most fire detection applications including smoke management systems. The smoke sensors incorporate a unique (516.800.510)

814P MX Photo Optical Smoke Detector
The 814P is a state-of-the-art smoke detector using a photoelectric sensor which, in conjunction with the MX fire indicator panel (CIE), suits most fire detection applications including smoke management systems. The smoke sensors incorporate a unique (516.800.517)

814I Ionisation Smoke Detector
Typo 814I detectors are offered for old specifications which still call for ionisation smoke detectors. The 814CH and 814PH detectors offer improved performance and lower false alarms for most smoke detection applications. (516.800.512)

814CH MX Carbon Monoxide/Heat Detector c/w coating Thermistor (UK)
The 814CH is a state-of-the-art combined CO and heat detector that allows a full set of detection modes to be implemented in the MX fire alarm panels to suit most fire detection applications. The 814CH is particularly well suited to areas and applications where smoke detector positioning is difficult or where smoke detectors are prone to false alarm. (516.800.511)

4 total products.
Detectors MX Bases

SAM800 Sounder Driver Module
The Sounder Addressing Beacon SAM801 and Sounder Addressable Module, SAM800 are designed to control an MX loop powered sounder base or relay base for use with compatible MX CIE.
(516.800.954)

SAB801 Sounder Address LED Beacon
The Sounder Addressing Beacon SAB801 and Sounder Addressable Module, SAM800 are designed to control an MX loop powered sounder base or relay base for use with compatible MX CIE.
(516.800.956)

MX Programmable Relay Base
The 814RB Addressable Relay Base provides two sets of changeover volt-free relay contacts capable of switching 1A resistive @30Vdc.
(814RB)

MX Mk2 Loop Powered Sounder Base
The 802SB/901SB Addressable Sounder Bases provide a sounder function on MX addressable systems. Designed for indoor use, they require an associated detector in order to operate, as each base is controlled by its detector.
(802SB)

901SB Sounder Base (Externally Powered)
The 901SB Addressable Sounder Bases provide a sounder function on MX addressable systems. Designed for indoor use, they require an associated detector in order to operate, as each base is controlled by its detector.
(516.800.911)

5B 5" Universal Isolator Mounting Base
The 5B 5" Universal Isolator Mounting Base.
(517.050.018)

6 total products.
Devices MX4428

VIO800 VESDA Interface Module c/w Bracket (can use on 4100ESi)
The VIO800 is an arrangement of the MIO800 Addressable Multi-I/O Module supplied ready to be fitted on to a VESDA LaserPLUS® or Laser SCANNER.
(516.018.014)

SIO800 Relay Output Module
The RIM800 Relay Interface Module provides one volt-free changeover contact which is not supervised. The relay is controlled by a command sent from the CIE via the addressable loop and may be used to signal a state to other systems (security systems, for example) or to energise loads such as Door Holders.
(RIM800)

Single Input / Output Module
(555.800.063)

QRM850 Quad Relay Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.073)

SIO800 Relay Output Module
The RIM800 Relay Interface Module provides one volt-free changeover contact which is not supervised. The relay is controlled by a command sent from the CIE via the addressable loop and may be used to signal a state to other systems (security systems, for example) or to energise loads such as Door Holders.
(RIM800)

QMO850 Quad Monitored Output
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.070)

QIO850 Quad I/O Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.071)

MX Sounder Module
The SNM800 Sounder Notification Module can be used to switch an external power source to sounders, extinguishing devices or other auxiliary equipment.
(SNM800)

MIO800 Multi Input Output Module (can use on 4100ESi)
The MIO800 Multi-Input Output Module allows multiple input and output connections to be made between external equipment and the MX DIGITAL loop. Three inputs and two outputs are provided.
(555.800.065)

DIN Rail Mounting Kit
(557.201.303)

Mini Input Module
The MIM800 Mini Input Module monitors a voltage-free contact and transmits its state to the CIE. It can be programmed to monitor either Normally Open (default) or Normally Closed contacts.
(MIM800)

D800 Ancillary Housing - IP65 Enclosure for MX Modules
The D800 Ancillary Housing provides an IP65 rated enclosure for all MX modules. It incorporates a window to view the module LED.
(557.201.401)

Contact Input Module
The CIM800 Addressable Contact Input Module monitors and supervises two circuits of voltage-free contacts such as outputs from extinguishing systems, ventilation controls, fire door controls, sprinkler flow switches, non-indicating hard contact detectors, etc.
(CIM800)
Door Holders

Magnetic Door Holder Wall Mounted 25kg
The FP0101 Electromagnetic Door Holder is designed to hold fire and smoke doors open under normal conditions, but automatically close under their own spring return mechanism when a fire or smoke alarm system is activated. (FP0101)

Magnetic Door Holder Release Switch
The EA0405 Electromagnetic Door Holder Release is designed to allow fire and smoke doors to be opened manually. A standard switch plate mounting is used. A momentary action switch de-energises the door holder allowing the door to open. (EA0405)

Magnetic Door Holder Floor Mounted 40kg
The EA0409 Floor Mount Door Holder comprises of a Box and Door Holder that will retain a load of 25kg. The Box provides a convenient attractive cover protecting the door holder from accidental damage. (EA0409)

Magnetic Door Holder 300mm Straight
The EA0408 Electromagnetic Door Holder is designed to hold fire and smoke doors open under normal conditions, but automatically close under their own spring return mechanism when a fire or smoke alarm system is activated. (EA0408)

Magnetic Door Holder 150mm Straight
The EA0407 Electromagnetic Door Holder is designed to hold fire and smoke doors open under normal conditions, but automatically close under their own spring return mechanism when a fire or smoke alarm system is activated. (EA0407)

5 total products.
Duct Housings

D51 Duct Housing with Base to Suit MX Detectors

The D51MX consists of a D51 duct sampling housing fitted with a 5B base wired to suit an MX analogue addressable 814P or 814PH photoelectric smoke detector.

(D51MX)

1 total products.
F3200 AS4428 Panels

F3200 FIP 8 Zones Fitted Small Cabinet 3A MAF/PSU
The 8 zone F3200 will suit small installations requiring a system up to 8 detection circuits.
(FP0784)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 64 Max c/w Cardframe 3A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.
(FP0781)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 24 Max No Cardframe 6A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.
(FP0782)

F3200 FIP 8 Zone Fitted 24 Max No Cardframe 3A PSU
The F3200 is a self-contained, modular, microprocessor based FIP which performs the functions of the CIE as specified by AS 4428.
(FP0780)

F3200 AS4428 FIP STD CAB 6AMP 1U Gas Control Pre-Programmed
The F3200 Single Zone (single risk) Gas Control Panel is designed to meet the CIE requirements of AS 4214-2002, “Gaseous Fire Extinguishing Systems”.
(FP0877)

F3200 AS4428 FIP 8U CAB 3AMP 1U Gas Control Pre-Programmed
The F3200 Single Zone (single risk) Gas Control Panel is designed to meet the CIE requirements of AS 4214-2002, “Gaseous Fire Extinguishing Systems”.
(FP0876)

6 total products.
F3200 Options

A KT0072 Cardframe Upgrade Kit can be fitted to a 15U F3200 to allow it to take more than three 8 way modules (KT0072)

F3200 8 Zone Input Expansion Kit
F3200 8 Zone Input Expansion. This module features 8 opto-isolated digital inputs. (FP0553)

F3200 8 Relay Expansion Kit
This F3200 relay Board designed for industrial applications requiring isolation between the computer and the external signals it is monitoring and controlling. This module features 8 optoisolated digital inputs and 8 relay outputs. (FP0554)

Display Extender Kit Additional to FZ3031
Display Extender Kit includes PA0454 16Z display PCB, LM0046 standoffs, power leads, diffuser, zone name label master. (FP0475)

4 total products.
F4000 Responders

**F4000 Responder Relay Module (RRM) PCB Assembly 1901-15**
The Responder Relay Module (RRM) is an optional add-on board to an ADR. When added the responder the combination is referred to as an Advanced Relay Responder (ARR). The RRM provides four relay outputs, which may be individually configured as supervised or not.

(PA0453)

**F4000 Multi-Protocol Resp (MPR) 1901-141**
MPR Responder in Box (PA0713 PCB only)

(FP0575)

**F4000 Multi Prot Resp (MPR) PCB Assy 1901-141**
Multi Protocol Responder (MPR)

(PA0713)

**F4000 Loop Booster Unit 1901-36**
The MX4428/F4000 Loop Booster overcomes problems such as Responder loop voltage drop and excessive loop length that would otherwise necessitate a restriction in responders or the use of thicker loop cable.

(FP0487)

**F4000 ADR-M 4mA Detector Current 1901-116**
The F4000 version of ADR supports the 15V MCP, the 614 series of detectors and all the other detectors from earlier versions of ADR, along with some new programmable circuit types.

(FP0755)

**ADR-M 2.5mA 3K3 EOL PCB 1901-200**
The PA0844 version of ADR-M is used as a retrofit where existing detector circuits use a resistor ELD in the range of 1k5 to 3k3 ohms (restrictions apply), and Intrinsically Safe applications – since the intrinsically safe Active ELDs (EOL002ZEx) are no longer available for the standard ADR-M and the replacement units (EOL002B) are not intrinsically safe approved.

(PA0844)

6 total products.
Flame Detector Test Equipment

T210 Test Source for S200 Series Detectors (Need X704 & X100/X101)

T210+ Test Source for use with SOLO 704 Adaptor Tube B and SOLO100/101 poles

T210 Adaptor for use with S200 Series Detectors

T210+ Adaptor for S200 Detectors

(592.001.016)

2 total products.
Flame Detectors & Accessories

S100/S200 Bracket Assembly
Stainless Steel for use with S100/S200 Flame Detectors
Stainless Steel bracket assy for all S100/200 Series detectors
(517.001.184)

601FEX Conventional Flame Detector Intrinsically Safe
The 601FEx point type flame detectors are part of the 600 series of non-addressable detectors. The 601FEx is a full featured flame detector for indoor use.
(516.600.066)

2 total products.
Gas Control Equipment

Local Gas Control Station Auto c/w Isolate Switch
Local Gas Control Stations (LGCS) are used in gaseous fire extinguishing systems to provide local area manual control of a release. The automatic version includes a Gas Inhibit switch, buzzer and LED, whereas the manual version (FP0572) does not.

(FP0570)

AS4428 4 Zone Gas Control 7U Door
Gas Control Modules provide indication and control of 1-4 zones of gas extinguishing on F3200 and MX4428 CEI.
They are pre-wired modules (requiring appropriate input/output modules).

(ME0441)

AS4428 1 Zone Gas Control 1U Bracket
Gas Control modules provide indication and control of 1-4 zones of gas extinguishing F3200 and MX4428 CEI.

(ME0442)

3 total products.
Loop Powered Sounders and Beacons

LPSY865R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.962)

LPSY800W - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.961)

LPSY800R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.960)

LPAV865 Addressable Sounder Beacon Outdoor IP65
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.965)

LPAV800W - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder Beacon
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.964)

LPAV800R - Addressable Loop Powered Sounder Beacon
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.963)

Addressable Loop Powered Sounder
MX Loop Powered Sounders use MX TECHNOLOGY communications for control and power.
(516.800.)

7 total products.
Manual Call Points

Transparent Hinged Cover Suits
KAC Manual Call Points
Transparent Hinged Cover Suits KAC Manual Call Points (SU0615)

Spare Glass - Pack 10, Tyco Logo
Spare glass Tyco logo (pkt 10) white text on black background (SU0603)

Spare Glass - Pack 10, Simplex Logo
Spare glass Black pictogram on which back ground (SU0609)

MX Addressable IP67 Weatherproof MCP CP830
MCP and Backbox (514.800.604.Y)

Spare Glass - Pack 10, Tyco Logo
Spare glass Tyco logo (pkt 10) white text on black background (SU0603)

MX Addressable Indoor Call Point
(no back box)
The CP820 Indoor Addressable Manual Call Point has a plastic coated frangible element to ensure safe and reliable operation, producing no dangerous glass shards. It is operated by simply pressing on the centre of the frangible element until it snaps. (CP820)

MCP830 MX IP67 Addressable MCP with Isolator No Backbox
(514.800.612)

MCP820 MX Addressable MCP with Isolator No Backbox
(514.800.611)

KAC RED Manual Call Point (back box only)
Red Backbox (SU0632)

KAC Manual Call Point Test Key
(Pack of 10)
Packet of ten Test keys for Tyco MCPs (SC070)

KAC Manual Call Point Plastic Insert Element
Flexible plastic element (515.001.127)

KAC Manual Call Point - IP67 Weatherproof/Special Environment Unbranded
This surface mounting Manual Call Point has an Ingress Protection rating of IP67, making it suitable for wet area applications. The callpoint is operated by simply pressing on the centre of the frangible element until it snaps, which releases a microswitch, signaling an alarm at the CIE. (SU0634)

12 total products.
MX AS4428 Options

MX4428 PSU 240VAC 24V 2.5A Mains Socket Fitted (replaces FP0874)

The 5A ME0476 Power Supply is a direct replacement for older 2.5A FP0874/FP0825 supplies (ME0476)
MX CP840Ex Intrinsically Safe (I.S) Manual Callpoint
The CP840Ex Intrinsically Safe Waterproof Break Glass Manual Call Point is designed to monitor and signal the condition of the switch contact associated with the call point. The callpoint is designed to comply with EN 50 014 and EN 50 020 for intrinsically safe apparatus.

MX 801PHEx Intrinsically Safe (I.S) Photoelectric & Heat Detector
The 801PHEx Intrinsically Safe Optical Smoke & Heat Detector plugs into a 5BEx base. The detector is designed to transmit to a remote MX fire controller, digital signals which represent the status of the optical smoke and heat elements of the detector.

MX 801HEx Intrinsically Safe (I.S) Heat Detector
The 801HEx Intrinsically Safe Heat Detector forms part of the 800Ex Intrinsically Safe Series of MX Addressable Fire Detectors. The detector plugs into a 5BEx base.

MX 801CHEx Intrinsically Safe (I.S) Carbon Monoxide & Heat Detector
The 801CHEx Intrinsically Safe Carbon Monoxide plus Heat Detector forms part of the 800Ex Intrinsically Safe Series of MX Addressable Fire Detectors. The detector plugs into a 5BEx base.

4 total products.
MX1

VIO800 VESDA Interface Module c/w Bracket (can use on 4100ESi)
The VIO800 is an arrangement of the MIO800 Addressable Multi-I/O Module supplied ready to be fitted on to a VESDA LaserPLUS™ or Laser SCANNER.
(516.018.014)

SIO800 Relay Output Module
The RIM800 Relay Interface Module provides one volt-free changeover contact which is not supervised. The relay is controlled by a command sent from the CIE via the addressable loop and may be used to signal a state to other systems (security systems, for example) or to energise loads such as Door Holders.
(RIM800)

Single Input / Output Module
(555.800.063)

QRM850 Quad Relay Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.073)

QMO850 Quad Monitored Output
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.070)

QIO850 Quad I/O Module
The MX Quad Ancillary Modules form a versatile new range of multiple input and output modules for use with MX TECHNOLOGY systems*.
(555.800.071)

MX Sounder Module
The SNM800 Sounder Notification Module can be used to switch an external power source to sounders, extinguishing devices or other auxiliary equipment.
(SNM800)

MIO800 Multi Input Output Module (can use on 4100ESi)
The MIO800 Multi-Input Output Module allows multiple input and output connections to be made between external equipment and the MX DIGITAL loop. Three inputs and two outputs are provided.
(555.800.065)

MIO800 DIN Rail Mounting Kit
DIN Rail Mounting Kit
(557.201.303)

Mini Input Module
The MIM800 Mini Input Module monitors a voltage-free contact and transmits its state to the c.i.e. It can be programmed to monitor either Normally Open (default) or Normally Closed contacts.
(MIM800)

LIM800 Line Isolator Module
The LIM800 Line Isolator Module is designed to be used on the MX addressable controller loop circuits.
(545.800.004)

Dual Detector Module DDM800 (can use on 4100ESi)
The DDM800 may be used to connect two circuits of conventional 20V detectors and interface them with an MX addressable fire alarm system.
(577.800.006)

Detector Input Module
The CIM800 Addressable Contact Input Module monitors and supervises two circuits of voltage-free contacts such as outputs from extinguishing systems, ventilation controls, fire door controls, sprinkler flow switches, non-indicating hard contact detectors, etc.
(CIM800)
17 total products.
MX1 AS4428 Panels

AS4428 Single Loop 15U c/w TGEN AUI / PPU

The VIGILANT MX4428 Single Loop panel is a competitively-priced fire-detection and alarm system that targets small to medium-sized applications.

(FP0872)

1 total products.
MX1 AS7240 Panels

MX1 Single Loop 8U Panel 3U Blank (fit brigade kit separately)

The simple and cost effective solution for small to medium installations

The VIGILANT MX1 is an innovative, networkable, multi-loop analogue addressable fire indicator panel incorporating the latest technology and complying with the ISO-based AS 7240.2-2004 standard and including an integrated Fire Brigade Panel to AS 4428.3-2004.

(FP1040)

MX1 Single Loop 15U Panel 3U Blank

The Vigilant MX1 is an innovative single loop analogue addressable fire indicator panel incorporating the latest technology. It complies with AS 4428.3-2004, AS 7240.4-2004. Its support for Tyco MX technology, fuzzy logic detection algorithms and powerful control functions make it suitable for a wide range of fire protection applications for small to medium size systems and those in hazardous areas.

(FP0948)

2 total products.
MX1 Options

MX1 Loop Card Kit

The MX Digital Loop Card provides MX loop communications for the Simplex 4100ESi fire alarm panel via a single electrically isolated MX Digital loop. It supports up to 250 MX devices - detectors and modules - and provides up to 350mA of loop power.

(FP0950)
**MX1 Responders**

**MXR Responder in Box**

(FP0824)

**MX4428 ADR-M 4mA Detector Current 1901-116**

The FP0755 version of ADR supports the 15V MCP, the 614 series of detectors and all the other detectors from earlier versions of ADR, along with some new programmable circuit types.

(FP0755)

**MX Loop Filter Board**

The MXP Loop Filter board is available for fitting to an MXP in order to further improve common-mode interference suppression that may occur as a result of the MXP-detector loop not being adequately separated from power wiring, BLI motors etc.

(PA1038)

3 total products.
MX1 Tools

850EMT Engineer Manager Tool (complete Kit)

The 850EMT is used to program the address into MX addressable devices. When used with VIGILANT MX1 systems, the 850EMT can also remotely interrogate, address and test 850 Series detectors via a two-way infrared link.

(850EMTK)
MX4428 and MX1 Panels

T-GEN / QE90 Microphone Flat 4-way plug (ECP9702 only)
The hand held dynamic microphone is fitted with a press-to-talk button. It is suitable for plugging into T-GEN 50 and QE90 to provide emergency PA and recording of digitised speech messages.
(ME0290)

Isolation Amplifier, 100V, 50W
The FP0875 Isolation Amplifier connects to an existing 100V speaker line and reproduces this signal at up to 50W load on a separate supervised 100V line. It is suitable for use with speech and music as well as with warning tones.
(FP0875)

2 total products.
Power Supplies In Cabinets

VESDA Power Supply in Cabinet
24VDC 2A to match VESDA LaserPlus
This Series 1948 Power Supply is designed match the VESDA LaserPLUS and LaserSCANNER detectors in size and colour.
(FP0852)

PSU 24VDC 12A (PSU2412F)
Mounted in 8U x 180 Battery Box
FP0803 comprises an ME0343 (PSU2412F 2U rack mounted) power supply for AS 1603.4 & AS 4428 MX4428/F4000 mounted within the FP0766 8U 19" rack battery box.
(FP0803)

Power Supply 1948 Series 24VDC 2A
Series 1948 Power Supplies are designed specifically for use in fire alarm systems. They provide a compact, self-contained 24 volts dc mains power supply.
(FP0766)

3 total products.
Remote Indicators

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE IN LIFT SHAFT
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E527)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN ROOM
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E523)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN ROOF
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E526)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN DUCT
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E525)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN CUPBOARD
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E529)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM IN CONCEALED SPACE
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E524)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM ABOVE
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E521)

Round Remote Indicator 75mm Dia - FIRE ALARM
The E500 Mk2 range of remote indicators provide remote indication of an alarm condition on a fire detector
(E502)

8 total products.
Solo Test Equipment

Thorn S330 Smoke Detector Tester
SOL0330 Aerosol dispenser for use with all detector ranges. Connects directly to S100/S101 poles.
(517.001.255)

Smoke Detector Test Kit Includes X100, X200, X330 and X600
SOL0811 Smoke detector test kit including SOL0330 aerosol dispenser, SOL0200 detector removal tool, SOL0100 pole, SOL0101 extension tube and SOL0610 equipment bag. 800RT and SOL0704 may be ordered separately.
(X811)
Solo Test Equipment Accessories

Thorn S200 Universal Detector Removal Tool - Requires X100/X101
SOL200 Universal detector changer for use with various manufacturers detectors - not suitable for M600/900 series low profile. Connects directly to SOLO100/101 poles
(517.001.240)

Thorn S100 Telescopic Pole 1.26 - 4.5m Fibreglass
SOLO100 Telescopic pole 1.26m to 4.5m
(517.001.230)

Adapter between S100 and XM69 Changer
SOL0104 Adaptor tube B - adapts SOLO100/101 pole sets for TYCO detector changers and testers
(517.001.224)

800RT MX Detector Removal Tool
800RT M600/M800 Detector removal tool. Requires Adaptor B and SOLO 100 pole
(516.800.917)

4 total products.
Tone Generators BOWS

50W 8U T-GEN Building OWS 1986-2 BOWS
The VIGILANT Building Occupant Warning System (BOWS) is a self-contained AS 2220 or ISO 8201 Alert and Evacuate tone generator, with integral power supply, digitised speech messages, and PA microphone. It has been designed to connect directly to a fire alarm panel, but can also be used as a stand-alone unit. Zone-based non-emergency paging options, IP remote audio connectivity and multiple audio connectivity make the VIGILANT BOWS a versatile unit ideally suited to a variety of building occupant warning applications.

(FP1021)

100W 8U T-GEN OWS 1986-3 BOWS
The VIGILANT Building Occupant Warning System (BOWS) is a self-contained AS 2220 or ISO 8201 Alert and Evacuate tone generator, with integral power supply, digitised speech messages, and PA microphone. It has been designed to connect directly to a fire alarm panel, but can also be used as a stand-alone unit. Zone-based non-emergency paging options, IP remote audio connectivity and multiple audio connectivity make the VIGILANT BOWS a versatile unit ideally suited to a variety of building occupant warning applications.

(FP1022)

2 total products.
Tone Generators Suit F3200

T-GEN / QE90 Microphone Flat 4-way plug (ECP9702 only)

The hand held dynamic microphone is fitted with a press-to-talk button. It is suitable for plugging into T-GEN 50 and QE90 to provide emergency PA and recording of digitised speech message.

(ME0290)

Isolation Amplifier, 100V, 50W

The FP0875 Isolation Amplifier connects to an existing 100V speaker line and reproduces this signal at up to 50W load on a separate supervised 100V line. It is suitable for use with speech and music as well as with warning tones.

(FP0875)

2 total products.
Tools - Testing

**Ventilax Smoke Emitter Pack of 5**
- **(4 Minute Burn Time)**
  - Ventilax Smoke Cartridge, 5 60g cartridges, dia 18x62mm, 17m3 smoke vol, 180-240s burn time
  - **(X62)**

**Splintex Smoke Match Pack 25**
- **Burn Time 25 Seconds**
  - Splintex Smoke Matches, 25 1g matches, 0.7m3 smoke vol, 25s burn time
  - **(X65-25)**

**Speech Intelligibility Meter & Talkbox**
- **The STI-CIS analyser measures the speech intelligibility of a fire alarm evacuation signal.**
- **The TALKBox is used to send the STI-PA test tone into the fire alarm warning system.**
  - It interfaces with the system through its microphone input.
  - **(STI-CIS)**

**Solo Test Smoke - Aerosol Can**
- **(517.001.279)**

**MIMIMAX Smoke Emitter Pack 10**
- **Burn Time 40 Seconds, Grey Smoke**
  - Miniax Smoke Cartridge, 10 3g cartridges, dia 14x32mm, 2.5m3 smoke vol, 40s burn time
  - **(X66)**

**Carbon Monoxide(CO) Test Gas Can**
- **(517.001.262)**

**Brandax VS Smoke Emitter Pack of 5**
- **(3-4 Minute Burn Time)**
  - Brandax VS Smoke Cartridge, 5 60g cartridges, dia 32x62mm, 55m3 smoke vol, 180-240s burn time
  - **(X61)**

---

*7 total products.*
Fire Extinguishers

Wet Chemical ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of a wet chemical type fire extinguisher.
(213005)

Water ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an air / water type fire extinguisher.
(213003)

Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212005)

Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212004)

Tamperproof Seals Yellow Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214012)

Tamperproof Seals White Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214011)

Tamperproof Seals Red Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214010)

Tamperproof Seals Purple Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214009)

Tamperproof Seals Pink Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214008)

Tamperproof Seals Orange Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214007)

Tamperproof Seals Grey Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214006)

Tamperproof Seals Green Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214005)

Tamperproof Seals Blue Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214004)

Tamperproof Seals Black Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of the equipment that may be used or misused.
(214003)

Plastic Bag 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
These plastic bags are designed to protect your fire extinguishers in dusty / harsh environments such as manufacturing facilities or paint workshops. Manufactured from UV stable material they are also suitable for protecting fire extinguishers from the elements when used in an outdoor location.
(214002)

Plastic Bag 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
These plastic bags are designed to protect your fire extinguishers in dusty / harsh environments such as manufacturing facilities or paint workshops. Manufactured from UV stable material they are also suitable for protecting fire extinguishers from the elements when used in an outdoor location.
(214001)
Metal Split Ring for Date Tag Pack 100
This maintenance tag ring is used to attach maintenance service tags to items of fire equipment. The maintenance tag ring is of a split ring type and is made from steel.

(214013)

Metal Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock and Break Glass
Protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft.

(211001)

Metal Cabinet fits 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock and Break Glass
Protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft.

(211002)

Maintenance Date Tag Punch
This maintenance service tag punch is used to punch maintenance service tags in accordance with AS1851:2012. It is used to define the date that the fire equipment first came into service and also what month the services have been carried out in.

(214015)

Maintenance Date Tag Aluminium Pack 100
Maintenance tags are a requirement of AS1851:2012 and are used to define the date that the fire equipment first came into service and also what month the services have been carried out in.

(214014)

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212003)

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212002)

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 2.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 2.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212001)

Foam ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an AFFF air/foam type fire extinguisher.

(213004)

Fire Extinguisher Service Scales 50kg
These high quality digital scales are ideal for weighing fire extinguishers as required by AS1851:2012.

(1000-8000)

Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle
Fire extinguisher location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire extinguisher in an area such as a corridor where the fire extinguisher has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious.

(213021)

Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm
Fire extinguisher location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher.

(213020)

Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle
Fire blanket location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire blanket. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire blanket in an area such as a kitchen where the fire blanket has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious.

(213023)

Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm
This fire blanket location sign is a requirement of AS2444:2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire blanket.

(213022)

Fire Blanket 1.8m x 1.8m
This high quality 1.8m x 1.8m fire blanket is the largest size available. It is ideal for commercial kitchen and workshop use. The fire blanket is fixed using 2 simple fixings such as hooks or screws.

(215004)

Fire Blanket 1.2m x 1.8m
This high quality 1.2m x 1.8m fire blanket is ideal for commercial kitchen and workshop use. The fire blanket is fixed using 2 simple fixings such as hooks or screws.

(215003)

Fire Blanket 1.2m x 1.2m
This high quality 1.2m x 1.2m fire blanket is ideal for home or small kitchen use. The fire blanket is fixed using 2 simple fixings such as hooks or screws.

(215002)

Fire Blanket 1.0m x 1.0m
This high quality 1.0m x 1.0m fire blanket is ideal for home or small kitchen use. The fire blanket is fixed using a simple single fixing such as a hook or screw.

(215001)
Fibreglass Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock & Break Glass
This high quality fibreglass fire extinguisher cabinet is designed to protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft. (211004)

Fibreglass Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
This quality fibreglass fire extinguisher cabinet is designed to protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse. (211003)

CO2 ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an CO2 type fire extinguisher. (213002)

Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher (212007)

Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher (212006)

ABE Powder ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an ABE type fire extinguisher. (213001)

9.0L Water Fire Extinguisher
Air Water fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- Do not use on E Class fires
(204001)

9.0L Foam Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- Do not use on E Class fires
(203001)

9.0kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201008)

7.0L Wet Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- F Class Fires including cooking oils & fats
(205002)

5.0kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(202003)

4.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher - HP
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201007)

4.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201006)

3.5kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(202002)

2.5L Wet Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- F Class Fires including cooking oils & fats
(205001)
2.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher

ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

(201005)

2.0kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher

CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

(202001)

1.0kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher

ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

(201001)

52 total products.
Accessories

Wet Chemical ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of a wet chemical type fire extinguisher.
(213005)

Water ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an air / water type fire extinguisher.
(213003)

Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher.
(212005)

Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher.
(212004)

Tamperproof Seals Yellow Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214012)

Tamperproof Seals White Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214008)

Tamperproof Seals Red Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214011)

Tamperproof Seals Purple Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214009)

Tamperproof Seals Pink Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214006)

Tamperproof Seals Orange Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214007)

Tamperproof Seals Green Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214005)

Tamperproof Seals Black Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214003)

Tamperproof Seals Blue Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214004)

Tamperproof Seals Grey Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214001)

Plastic Bag 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
These plastic bags are designed to protect your fire extinguishers in adverse / harsh environments such as manufacturing facilities or paint workshops. Manufactured from UV stable material they are also suitable for protecting fire extinguishers from the elements when stored in an outdoor location.
(214002)

Plastic Bag 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
These plastic bags are designed to protect your fire extinguishers in adverse / harsh environments such as manufacturing facilities or paint workshops. Manufactured from UV stable material they are also suitable for protecting fire extinguishers from the elements when stored in an outdoor location.
(214001)
Metal Split Ring for Date Tag Pack 100
This maintenance tag ring is used to attach maintenance service tags to items of fire equipment. The maintenance tag ring is of a split ring type and is made from steel. (214013)

Metal Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock and Break Glass
Protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft. (211001)

Metal Cabinet fits 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock and Break Glass
Protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft. (211002)

Maintenance Date Tag Punch
This maintenance service tag punch is used to punch maintenance service tags in accordance with AS1851:2012. It is used to define the date that the fire equipment first came into service and also what month the services have been carried out in. (214015)

Maintenance Date Tag Aluminium Pack 100
Maintenance tags are a requirement of AS1851:2012 and are used to define the date that the fire equipment first came into service and also what month the services have been carried out in. (214014)

Hose Reel OTK Clamp Crimping Tool

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher (212003)

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher (212002)

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 2.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 2.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher (212001)

Foam ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an AFFF air/foam type fire extinguisher (213004)

Fire Extinguisher Service Scales 50kg
These high quality digital scales are ideal for weighing fire extinguishers as required by AS1851:2012. (1000-8000)

Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle
Fire extinguisher location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire extinguisher in an area such as a corridor where the fire extinguisher has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious. (213021)

Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm
This fire extinguisher location sign is a requirement of AS2444:2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher. (213020)

Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle
Fire blanket location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire blanket. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire blanket in an area such as a kitchen where the fire blanket has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious. (213023)

Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm
This fire blanket location sign is a requirement of AS2444:2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire blanket. (213022)

Fibreglass Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock & Break Glass
This high quality fibreglass fire extinguisher cabinet is designed to protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft. (211004)
Fibreglass Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP
Fire Extinguisher
This quality fibreglass fire extinguisher cabinet is designed to protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse.
(211003)

CO2 ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an CO2 type fire extinguisher.
(213002)

Clamp For Hose Reels

Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212007)

Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
(212006)

ABE Powder ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an ABE type fire extinguisher.
(213001)

38 total products.
Cabinets

Metal Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock and Break Glass
Protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft.
(211001)

Metal Cabinet fits 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock and Break Glass
Protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft.
(211002)

Fibreglass Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher 003 Lock & Break Glass
This high quality fibreglass fire extinguisher cabinet is designed to protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse and theft.
(211004)

Fibreglass Cabinet fits 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
This quality fibreglass fire extinguisher cabinet is designed to protect your fire extinguishers from the environment and reduce the opportunity for intentional misuse.
(211003)

4 total products.
**Signage**

- **Wet Chemical ID Sign**
  This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of a wet chemical type fire extinguisher.
  (213005)

- **Water ID Sign**
  This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an air/water type fire extinguisher.
  (213003)

- **Foam ID Sign**
  This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an AFFF air/foam type fire extinguisher.
  (213004)

- **Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle**
  Fire extinguisher location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire extinguisher in an area such as a corridor where the fire extinguisher has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious.
  (213021)

- **Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm**
  This fire extinguisher location sign is a requirement of AS2444:2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher.
  (213020)

- **Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle**
  Fire blanket location signs are a requirement of AS2444:2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire blanket. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire blanket in an area such as a kitchen where the fire blanket has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious.
  (213023)

- **Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm**
  This fire blanket location sign is a requirement of AS2444:2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire blanket.
  (213022)

- **CO2 ID Sign**
  This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an CO2 type fire extinguisher.
  (213002)

- **ABE Powder ID Sign**
  This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an ABE type fire extinguisher.
  (213001)

9 total products.
Identification

Wet Chemical ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of a wet chemical type fire extinguisher.
(213005)

Water ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an air/water type fire extinguisher.
(213003)

Foam ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an AFFF air/foam type fire extinguisher.
(213004)

CO2 ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of a CO2 type fire extinguisher.
(213002)

ABE Powder ID Sign
This fire extinguisher identification sign allows fast and easy identification of an ABE type fire extinguisher.
(213001)

5 total products.
Location

Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle
Fire extinguisher location signs are a requirement of AS2444.2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire extinguisher in an area such as a corridor where the fire extinguisher has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious.
(213021)

Fire Extinguisher Location Sign 150mm x 225mm
This fire extinguisher location sign is a requirement of AS2444.2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire extinguisher.
(213020)

Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm Right Angle
Fire blanket location signs are a requirement of AS2444.2001 and are required to identify the location of any fire blanket. This sign has an angled section that can be fixed to a wall and allows easy location of a fire blanket in an area such as a kitchen where the fire blanket has been placed in a recess and is not immediately obvious.
(213023)

Fire Blanket Location Sign 150mm x 225mm
This fire blanket location sign is a requirement of AS2444.2001 and is required to identify the location of any fire blanket.
(213022)

4 total products.
Spare Parts

Tamperproof Seals Yellow Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214012)

Tamperproof Seals White Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214011)

Tamperproof Seals Red Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214010)

Tamperproof Seals Purple Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214009)

Tamperproof Seals Pink Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214008)

Tamperproof Seals Orange Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214007)

Tamperproof Seals Grey Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214006)

Tamperproof Seals Green Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214005)

Tamperproof Seals Blue Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214004)

Tamperproof Seals Black Pack 96
The anti tamper seal or security tie is most commonly used to secure the safety pin to a fire extinguisher and easily identifies use / misuse.
Security ties can also be used to secure hose reel nozzles and also secure any other item of fire equipment that may be used or misused.
(214003)

Plastic Bag 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
These plastic bags are designed to protect your fire extinguishers in dusty / harsh environments such as manufacturing facilities or paint workshops. Manufactured from UV stable material they are also suitable for protecting fire extinguishers from the elements when used in an outdoor location.
(214002)

Plastic Bag 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
These plastic bags are designed to protect your fire extinguishers in dusty / harsh environments such as manufacturing facilities or paint workshops. Manufactured from UV stable material they are also suitable for protecting fire extinguishers from the elements when used in an outdoor location.
(214001)

Metal Split Ring for Date Tag Pack 100
This maintenance tag ring is used to attach maintenance service tags to items of fire equipment. The maintenance tag ring is of a split ring type and is made from steel.
(214013)

Maintenance Date Tag Punch
This maintenance service tag punch is used to punch maintenance service tags in accordance with AS1851:2012. It is used to define the date that the fire equipment first came into service and also what month the services have been carried out in.
(214015)

Maintenance Date Tag Aluminium Pack 100
Maintenance tags are a requirement of AS1851:2012 and are used to define the date that the fire equipment first came into service and also what month the services have been carried out in.
(214014)

15 total products.
Vehicle Brackets

Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Vehicle Bracket Over Centre Style to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher

Heavy Duty Vehicle Bracket to Suit 2.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 4.5kg DCP Fire Extinguisher
Cannon Style Vehicle Bracket to Suit 9.0kg DCP Fire Extinguisher

7 total products.
Fire Blankets

Fire Blanket 1.8m x 1.8m
The high quality 1.8m x 1.8m fire blanket is the largest size available. It is ideal for commercial kitchen and workshop use. The fire blanket is fixed using 2 simple fixings such as hooks or screws.

(215004)

Fire Blanket 1.2m x 1.8m
This high quality 1.2m x 1.8m fire blanket is ideal for commercial kitchen and workshop use. The fire blanket is fixed using 2 simple fixings such as hooks or screws.

(215003)

Fire Blanket 1.2m x 1.2m
This high quality 1.2m x 1.2m fire blanket is ideal for home or small kitchen use. The fire blanket is fixed using 2 simple fixings such as hooks or screws.

(215002)

Fire Blanket 1.0m x 1.0m
This high quality 1.0m x 1.0m fire blanket is ideal for home or small kitchen use. The fire blanket is fixed using a simple single fixing such as a hook or screw.

(215001)

4 total products.
Portable

9.0L Water Fire Extinguisher
Air-Water fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- The Air Water Extinguisher should not be used on B or E class fires

9.0L Foam Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- Do not use on E Class fires

9.0kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

7.0L Wet Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

5.0kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

4.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

4.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
HP
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

3.5kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

2.5L Wet Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- F Class Fires including cooking oils & fats

2.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

2.0kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

1.0kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)

12 total products.
ABE Powder

9.0kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201008)

4.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201007)

4.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201006)

2.5kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201005)

1.0kg ABE Powder Fire Extinguisher
ABE fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(201001)

5 total products.
CO2

5.0kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(202003)

3.5kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(202002)

2.0kg CO2 Fire Extinguisher
CO2 fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as Oils, paints and solvents)
- E Class Fires (energised electrical fires such as switchboards and electrical motors)
(202001)

3 total products.
Foam

9.0L Foam Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- B Class Fires (flammable liquid fires such as oils, paints and solvents)
- Do not use on E Class fires

(203001)

1 total products.
Water

9.0L Water Fire Extinguisher

Air Water fire extinguisher is suitable for the following applications:

- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- The Air Water Extinguisher should not be used on B or E class fires

(204001)
Wet Chemical

7.0L Wet Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- F Class Fires including cooking oils & fats
(205002)

2.5L Wet Chemical Fire Extinguisher
Foam fire extinguisher is suitable for the following Applications:
- A Class Fires (paper, wood, textiles)
- F Class Fires including cooking oils & fats
(205001)

2 total products.
Firefighting Agents

Silvex Plus Class A Bushfire Foam
20 L Drum
Class A foam agents are specifically designed to combat fires involving ordinary combustible materials, like wood, paper, coal, rubber, and plastic by making water more effective.
(434463)

Silvex Plus Class A Bushfire Foam
1000 L Tote
Class A foam agents are specifically designed to combat fires involving ordinary combustible materials, like wood, paper, coal, rubber, and plastic by making water more effective.
(436651)

Purple-K Extinguisher Powder
Purple-K agent is one of the most effective of the ANSUL dry chemicals against Class B fires.
(009335)

Melt-X Extinguisher Powder
Ansul Melt-X may be used on sodium, potassium, sodium-potassium alloy, and magnesium fires.
(009328)

Lith-X Extinguisher Powder
Ansul Lith-X was developed for use on lithium fires, and will also extinguish magnesium, sodium, and potassium fires.
(009334)

Foray Extinguisher Powder
FORAY dry chemical agent is the only one of the ANSUL dry chemical agents that provides Class A fire suppression.
(053080)

Foam Pump 240V
The ANSUL® Foam Concentrate Transfer Pump is useful for transferring foam concentrates from pails, drums, totes, or bulk shipments into ANSUL bladder tanks or atmospheric tanks.
(427585)

Foam Proportioning Testing
A fire test, the only true measure of foam concentrate performance, is the cornerstone of the ANSUL® Foam Testing Service. It has been designed to ensure that the quality and performance of foam concentrates in the field remain within acceptable specifications.
(FOTESP)

Foam Concentrate Testing
A fire test, the only true measure of foam concentrate performance, is the cornerstone of the ANSUL® Foam Testing Service. It has been designed to ensure that the quality and performance of foam concentrates in the field remain within acceptable specifications.
(FOTEST)

Ansulite AR-AFFF F601A 1X3 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.
(437188)

Ansulite AR-AFFF F601A 1X3 20 L Pail
ANSULITE AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.
(437189)

Ansulite 6% Icao-B 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(430043)

Ansulite 6% Icao-B 20 L Pail
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(430044)

Ansulite 6% Icao-B 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(430045)

Ansulite 6% Icoil-B 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(430046)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 20 L Pail
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(426926)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(426924)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE AFC6IB2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.
(427654)
hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

ANSULITE 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 20 L Pail

(426938)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 1000 L Tote

(431499)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 200 L Drum

(426919)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 20 L Pail

(433475)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 1000 L Tote

(433477)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 2000 L Drum

(433476)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 265 Gal

(55804)

Ansulite 1% AFFF 20 L Drum

(55804)

Ansulite Low Ph Wet Chemical Agent 11L

(079372)

Ansulite 3X6 ARC 200 L Drum

ANSULITE® ARC (Alcohol-Resistant Concentrate) 3% or 6% Freeze-Protected AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant – Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.

(426965)

Ansulite 3X6 ARC 20 L Pail

(426936)

Ansulite 3X3 LV ARC 200 L Drum

ANSULITE® 3X3 Low-Viscosity AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant Concentrate) 3% or 6% Freeze-Protected AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant – Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated using a newly patented and proprietary technology. The foam concentrate has a dramatically reduced viscosity as compared to other listed polar-solvent type AR-AFFF concentrates on the market. This reduced viscosity enhances performance in all types of foam proportioning equipment including inline eductors, balanced pressure systems, and built-in systems aboard CFR vehicles.

(431782)

Ansulite 3X3 LV ARC 1000 L Tote

(431781)

Ansulite 3% Icao-B 200 L Drum

ANSULITE® AFC3IB1 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(430046)

Ansulite 3% Icao-B 20 L Pail

(430047)

Ansulite 3X3 LV ARC 20 L Pail

ANSULITE® 3X3 Low-Viscosity AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.

(431780)

Ansulite 3% AFF 20 L Drum

(426919)

Ansulite 3% AFF 1000 L Tote

ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(427655)

Ansulite 3% AFF (AFC-3A) 265 Gal Tote

ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(431499)

Ansulite 3% AFF 200 L Drum

ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426921)

Ansulite 3% AFF 20 L Pail

ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(430047)

Ansulite 3% AFF 2000 L Drum

ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(430046)

Ansulite 3% AFF 265 Gal

ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(431499)

Ansulite 1% AFF 20 L Pail

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(433475)

Ansulite 1% AFF 2000 L Drum

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(433477)

Ansulite 1% AFF 1000 L Tote

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(55804)

Ansulite 1% AFF 20 L Drum

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(55804)

Ansulite 1% AFF 200 L Drum

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(433476)

Ansulite 1% AFF 20 L Pail

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(433476)

Ansulite 1% AFF 20 L Drum

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(55804)

Ansulite 1% AFF 1000 L Tote

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(55804)

Ansulite 1% AFF 2000 L Drum

ANSULITE® 1% AFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specially fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

(433477)

Answerlex Low Ph Wet Chemical Agent 11L

ANSULITE® Low pH Liquid Fire Suppressant is designed for use only in ANSUL® R-102 restaurant fire suppression systems.

(079372)
JET-X 2 3/4% High-Expansion Foam Concentrate is a synthetic-based formulation comprised of hydrocarbon surfactants, solvents, and stabilizers for use with medium- and high-expansion foam generators.

(420006)

Ansul Jet-X 2.75% High Expansion Foam 256 Gal Tote

JET-X 2 3/4% High-Expansion Foam Concentrate is a synthetic-based formulation comprised of hydrocarbon surfactants, solvents, and stabilizers for use with medium- and high-expansion foam generators.

(431175)

Ansul Jet-X 2.75% High Expansion Foam 20 L Pail

JET-X 2 3/4% High-Expansion Foam Concentrate is a synthetic-based formulation comprised of hydrocarbon surfactants, solvents, and stabilizers for use with medium- and high-expansion foam generators.

(420008)

1X3 AR-AFFF Formula F-601A 200 L Drum

ANSULITE 1x3 F-601A AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.

(437977)

36 total products.
Foam

Silvex Plus Class A Bushfire Foam 20 L Drum
Class A foam agents are specifically designed to combat fires involving ordinary combustible materials, like wood, paper, coal, rubber, and plastics by making water more effective.

(434463)

Silvex Plus Class A Bushfire Foam 1000 L Tote
Class A foam agents are specifically designed to combat fires involving ordinary combustible materials, like wood, paper, coal, rubber, and plastics by making water more effective.

(436651)

Foam Pump 240V
The ANSUL® Foam Concentrate Transfer Pump is useful for transferring foam concentrates from pails, drums, totes, or bulk shipments into ANSUL bladder tanks or atmospheric tanks.

(427585)

Foam Proportioning Testing
A fire test, the only true measure of foam concentrate performance, is the cornerstone of the ANSUL® Foam Testing Service. It has been designed to ensure that the quality and performance of foam concentrates in the field remain within acceptable specifications.

(FOTESP)

Foam Concentrate Testing
A fire test, the only true measure of foam concentrate performance, is the cornerstone of the ANSUL® Foam Testing Service. It has been designed to ensure that the quality and performance of foam concentrates in the field remain within acceptable specifications.

(FOTESP)

Ansulite AR-AFFF F601A 1X3 200 L Drum
ANSULITE 1x3 P-601A AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(437188)

Ansulite 6% Icao-B 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(240043)

Ansulite 3X6 ARC 200 L Drum
ANSULITE ARC (Alcohol-Resistant Concentrate) 3% or 6% FreezeProtected AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant – Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.

(426936)

Ansulite 3X6 ARC 20 L Pail
ANSULITE ARC (Alcohol-Resistant Concentrate) 3% or 6% FreezeProtected AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant – Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.

(426938)

Ansulite 3X3 LV ARC 200 L Drum
ANSULITE® 3x3 Low-Viscosity AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated using a newly patented and proprietary technology. The foam concentrate has a dramatically reduced viscosity when compared to other listed polar-solvent type AR-AFFF concentrate on the market. This reduced viscosity enhances performance in all types of foam proportioning equipment including inline eductors, balanced pressure systems, and built-in systems aboard CFR vehicles.

(431781)

Ansulite 3X3 LV ARC 20 L Pail
ANSULITE® 3x3 Low-Viscosity AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated using a newly patented and proprietary technology. The foam concentrate has a dramatically reduced viscosity when compared to other listed polar-solvent type AR-AFFF concentrate on the market. This reduced viscosity enhances performance in all types of foam proportioning equipment including inline eductors, balanced pressure systems, and built-in systems aboard CFR vehicles.

(431780)

Ansulite AR-AFFF F601A 1X3 200 L Drum
ANSULITE 1x3 P-601A AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426924)

Ansulite 6% Icao-B 200 L Tote
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426926)

Ansulite AR-AFFF F601A 1X3 200 L Drum
ANSULITE 1x3 P-601A AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426926)

Ansulite 6% Icao-B 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(430444)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426926)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 20 L Pail
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426926)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(427654)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 20 L Pail
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426926)

Ansulite 6% AFFF 200 L Drum
ANSULITE AFC6B2 6% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant technologies to provide effective fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(426926)
Ansulite 3X3 LV ARC 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE® 3x3 Low-Viscosity AR-AFFF (Alcohol-Resistant Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated using a newly patented and proprietary technology. The foam concentrate has a dramatically reduced viscosity as compared to other listed polar-solvent type AR-AFFF concentrates on the market. This reduced viscosity enhances performance in all types of foam proportioning equipment including inline eductors, balanced pressure systems, and built-in systems aboard CFR vehicles.

Ansulite 3% Icao-B 200 L Drum
ANSULITE® AFC3IB1 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant Technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

Ansulite 3% Icao-B 20 L Pail
ANSULITE® AFC3IB1 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant Technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

Ansulite 3% AFFF 2000 L Tote
ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant Technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

Ansulite 3% AFFF 20 L Pail
ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant Technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

(431782)

Ansulite 3% AFFF 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate combines fluoro- and hydrocarbon-surfactant Technologies to provide superior fire and vapor suppression for Class B hydrocarbon fuel fires.

Ansulite 3% AFFF (AFC-3A) 265 Gal Tote
ANSULITE® 3% (AFC-3A) AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon type surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 3 % AFFF 200 L Drum
ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon type surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 3 % AFFF 200 L Drum
ANSULITE® AFC3B 3% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon type surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 1% AFFF 265 Gal Tote
ANSULITE® AFC3B 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 1% AFFF 200 L Drum
ANSULITE® AFC3B 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 1% AFFF 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE® 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 1% AFFF 20 L Pail
ANSULITE® 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 1% AFFF 20 L Drum
ANSULITE® AFC3B 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

Ansulite 1% AFFF 1000 L Tote
ANSULITE® 1% AFFF (Aqueous Film-Forming Foam) Concentrate is formulated from specialty fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants along with solvents.

JET-X 2.75% High Expansion Foam 55 Gal Drum
JET-X 2 3/4% High-Expansion Foam Concentrate is a synthetic-based formulation comprised of hydrocarbon surfactants, solvents, and stabilizers for use with medium- and high-expansion foam generators.

1X3 AR-AFFF Formula F-601A 200 L Drum
ANSULITE® 1x3 F-601A AR-AFFF is formulated from special fluorochemical and hydrocarbon surfactants, a high molecular weight polymer, and solvents.

(433476)

(426919)

(431499)

(433477)

(420008)

(431175)

(420009)

(437977)
Powder

Purple-K Extinguisher Powder
Purple-K agent is one of the most effective of the ANSUL dry chemicals against Class B fires.
(009335)

Metl-X Extinguisher Powder
Ansul Metl-X may be used on sodium, potassium, sodium-potassium alloy, and magnesium fires.
(009328)

Lith-X Extinguisher Powder
Ansul Lith-X was developed for use on lithium fires, and will also extinguish magnesium, sodium, and potassium fires.
(009334)

Foray Extinguisher Powder
FORAY dry chemical agent is the only one of the ANSUL dry chemical agents that provides Class A fire suppression.
(053080)

4 total products.
Wet Chemical

Ansulex Low Ph Wet Chemical
Agent 11 L

ANSULEX Low pH Liquid Fire Suppressant is designed for use only in ANSUL® R-102 restaurant fire suppression systems.

(079372)
Firefighting Equipment

Tip Protek 366 1.5"
Tip Protek 366 1.5" (150-366-TIP)

Stream Shaper Akron 485 2.5" NH
Inlet: 1.5" (38mm)
Outlet: 2.5" (65mm)
Length: 4" (100mm)
Weight: 3 lbs 12 oz (1.7kg)

Storz Washer 75mm White
Storz Washer for Suction & Delivery Service (White) (F9100208905)

Storz Spanner Wrench 4 Set
The wrenches are both functional and reliable. Most of the handles have a straight ridge knurled pattern. (KS34)

Storz 75mm x 75mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (STO-AL-87575)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (702014)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Female
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (702013)

Storz 65mm x 38mm Storz Swivel
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (702012)

Storz 50mm x 50mm Female BSP
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (702011)

Storz 5" x 5" Hose Shank and Collar
5" Storz x 5" Hose Shank and Collar (SRC5507)

Storz 5" x 4" ANSI Flange
Carbon Steel 4" Raised Face ANSI 150 Flange x 5" Storz (FG54)

Storz 4" x 4" ANSI 150 Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel 4" Raised Face ANSI 150 Flange x 4" Storz (FG544)

Storz 4" Cap
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (STO-AL-CAP-0100)

Storz 38mm x 38mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (702010)

Storz 38mm Hose Tail
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection. (702009)

Storz 25mm x 25mm Hose Tail
Storz 25mm x 25mm Hose Tail (702008)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Male
Storz Adapter 25mm x 25mm BSP Male Forged Alloy (702007)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Female
Storz Adapter 25mm x 25mm BSP Female Forged Alloy (702006)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail (702005)

Storz 25mm x 19mm BSP Male
Storz Adapter 25mm x 19mm BSP Male Forged Alloy (702004)
Storz 25mm x 19mm BSP Female
Storz 25mm Washer
Storz 25mm Cap
Storz 125mm x 125mm Hose Coupling

Standpipe Washer Neoprene
Standpipe Single Outlet BIC Red
Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3524 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 4800 Lpm
Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3491 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 2900 Lpm

Service Kit Akron Turbojet 1720
Repair Kit Viper 1560 Nozzle
Powered Hose Reel Self Guiding
Powered Hose Reel Remote Control

Powered Hose Reel c/w Manual Winder
Oscillating Monitor Blitzfire XXC-33 2000 Lpm
Oscillating Monitor Ansul Wom-3
Oscillating Monitor Akron Ozzie 911 1325 Lpm

Oscillating Foam Monitor Ansul FJM-80 WTO 3785 Lpm
Nozzle Tips VB1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1" with 25mm Blackout Twist
Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"

Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.

Standpipe Single Outlet BIC Red
Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3524 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 4800 Lpm

Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3491 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 2900 Lpm

The Omega SD Severe Duty brass monitors utilize a unique ball bearing free joint design ideal for high usage applications.

The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.

Nozzle service kits are designed to repair nozzles using replacement parts. Kits come with a variety of parts, all in different sizes.

Quick reel powered reels have been produced to take the hard work out of rewinding long and heavy lengths of hose by providing a powerful and consistent retraction that greatly assists in hose retrieval.

Quik Reel self-guiding reels have been produced to take the hard work out of rewinding long lengths of hose by providing a powerful and consistent retraction that greatly assists in hose retrieval.

The Blitzfire Portable Monitor is manufactured from lightweight high strength aluminum alloy that has been hard coat anodized and powder coated for ultimate corrosion protection.

For use with water or foam, the WOM-3 (formerly WOM-1) is a master stream device for fixed locations.

The Akron Ozzie 911 Oscillating Monitor has a powerful sweeping water stream through its water driven motor which moves the outlet back in a wave like motion.
Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1" (SG1560)

Nozzle Tips 1560 Blue Devil Pistol Grip 1" (BD1560)

Nozzle Protek 367 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP (150-367AP)

Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip BIC (150-366BIC)

Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP (150-366AP)

Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" NH (150-361NH)

Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" BSP (150-361AP)

Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP (150-360AP)

Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1" NH (150-360NH)

Nozzle Akron ProVenger Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP (16160010)

Nozzle Akron 4461 Rampage 2.5" NH 2800 Lpm (44610001)

Nozzle Akron 4452 Aquastream 2.5" NH 1900 Lpm (44520001)

Nozzle Akron 4447 Mercury 2.5" NH 1900 Lpm (44470001)

Nozzle Akron 4445 Master Stream 2.5" NH 1900 Lpm (44450001)

Nozzle Akron 1720 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1.5" NH (1720)

Nozzle Akron 1702 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1" NH (1702)

Nozzle Akron 1520 SaberJet Pistol Grip 1.5" NH (1520)

Monitor Anslul MM-1000-4 SS 3785 Lpm (402826)

Monitor Anslul MM-1000-3 3785 Lpm (400276)

Monitor Akron Omega 3528 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 4800 Lpm (35284001)
Monitor Akron Mercury 3443 1900 Lpm
This 930 gpm portable monitor is a lightweight, compact size, quick attack monitor. Featuring a 2 ½" inlet with a full time swivel and a 2 ½" outlet.
(3443)

Mini Fomax c/w Net & 30M Foam Tube
Although smaller than conventional high expansion foam generators, the new light weight version of the Mini Fomax offers similar expansion and foam output to its bigger brother.
(21948)

MF140 Mobile Foam Cart, LX50 Foam Branch, IND50 Foam Inductor & 2 Hoses BI Couplings
Rugged and professional, a unit designed for fast, one-man operation – ideal for the protection of oil storage and loading terminals, paint and solvent stores, boiler rooms, ships' engine rooms, helipads, oil rigs and similar high risk locations.
(17917)

Hydraulic Motor Suit Severe Duty Monitor
The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.
(34920201)

Hydrant Valve 65mm BIC x 65mm BSP Male
Landing Valve 64mm BIC Available in BSP, Roll Grooved and Flanged Connections.
(FS00232)

Hydrant Valve 65mm BIC R/G Multi Post
(FS00922)

Hydrant Bar And Key
Hydrant Bar And Key

Hydrant and Fire Hose Reel Flow Tester

Hose Reel Cover PVC
Hose Reel Cover PVC
(2000-2001)

Goodyear Horizon Hose 300PSI 25mm - per metre
An economical air and water hose, Horizon is for a wide range of industrial, construction and agricultural applications. Available in 200, 250, and 300 PSI working pressures.
(HORIZON-25MM)

Goodyear Horizon Hose 200PSI 19mm - per metre
An economical air and water hose, Horizon is for a wide range of industrial, construction and agricultural applications. Available in 200, 250, and 300 PSI working pressures.
(HORIZON-20MM)

Forestry Coupling Washer
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORWASHR)

Forestry Adaptor 38mm BSP Male
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD38M)

Forestry Adaptor 38mm BSP Female
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD38F)

Forestry Adaptor 25mm BSP Female
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD25F)

Fomax 7 High Expansion Generator c/w Net & 30M Foam Ducting
Fomax 7 is powered by a water turbine. All that is required for operation is a supply of synthetic foam compound, such as Towalex MB or Plurex high expansion foam, and a pressurised water supply (4 bar minimum).
(22324)
Foam Tube Akron 0770 Suit 25mm Turboject
The Akron Brass Quick Attack Foam Tubes are designed to easily and quickly clamp on to various Akron® foam nozzles.
(0790) Foam Tube 212 Suit Protek 236
Attached to Protek nozzle bumpers of Style #366, #372, #3566 and #372B.
(150-212) Foam Nozzle Viper 3012 Pistol Grip
230 Lpm
60 GPM Low Expansion Foam Nozzle, 10:1 Expansion. Viper Foam Equipment is constructed of E-lite aluminum that is heat anodized for durability. Viper Foam Eductors and foam nozzles work on the Venturi Principle to mix foam concentrate and air into the water to make finished foam
(PVB3012) Foam Nozzle Self Educting TFT ZMF32A 2000 Lpm
The Task Force Tip® MASTER FOAM nozzle is a simple and rugged self-educting foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.
(ZMF32A) Foam Nozzle Ansul 427463 1325 Lpm
The ANSUL® Master Foam Nozzle is an accurate and durable self-educting foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.
(427463) Foam Nozzle Akrofoam 4470 2.5" NH c/w Pick Up Tube 1900 Lpm
The AkroFoam foam nozzle are self-educting master stream nozzles designed for educting foam at flow rates up to 4600 lpm.
(44700005) Foam Inductor Macron Z4 BSP 200 Lpm
Product Features
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 l/min construction
(101825013 ) Foam Inductor Macron Z2 BSP 200 Lpm
Product Features
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 l/min construction
(101825013 ) Foam Branch Medium Expansion Macron MX50 200 Lpm
Capable of producing large quantities of foam in situations requiring rapid foam cover with low water usage, they are fully compatible with Macron's Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with an optional on/off ball valve on all models.
(5168) Foam Branch Medium Expansion Macron MX100 400 Lpm
Capable of producing large quantities of foam in situations requiring rapid foam cover with low water usage, they are fully compatible with Macron's Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with an optional on/off ball valve on all models.
(5164) Foam Branch Low Expansion Macron LX50 200 Lpm
Designed to produce long coherent throws of low expansion foam using all types of foam concentrate, they are fully compatible with Macron's Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with on/off ball valve as standard on all models.
(19278+11232) Foam Branch Low Expansion Macron LX100 400 Lpm
Designed to produce long coherent throws of low expansion foam using all types of foam concentrate, they are fully compatible with Macron's Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with on/off ball valve as standard on all models.
(19279+11232) Fire Hose Snaptite Duralight 64mm x 30M
Dura-Light LD — is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS6391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD64) Fire Hose Snaptite Duralight 45mm x 30M
Dura-Light LD — is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS6391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD45)
Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 38mm x 30M Yellow
Dura-Light LD — is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS6391-1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD38Y)

Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 38mm x 30M
Dura-Light LD — is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS6391-1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD38)

Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 25mm x 30M
Dura-Light LD — is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS6391-1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD25)

Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 64mm x 30M Yellow
Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 64mm x 30M Yellow
(LD64Y)

Fire Hose Fireline 38mm x 30M
Fire Hose Fireline 38mm x 30M
(38X30FIRELINE)

Fire Hose c/w Storz 64mm x 30M
Fire Hose c/w Storz 64mm x 30M
(FH64X30STZ65)

Fire Hose c/w Storz 50Ft Yellow
Fire Hose c/w Storz 50Ft Yellow
(HFX50X100Y)

Fire Hose c/w Storz 38mm x 30M
Fire Hose c/w Storz 38mm x 30M
(FH38X30STZ65)

Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 30M
Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 30M
(FH25X30STZ)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 30M Yellow
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 30M Yellow
(FH64X30BY)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 15M
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 15M
(FH64X15B)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 45mm x 30M
Fire Hose c/w BIC 45mm x 30M
(FH45X30B)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 3M Yellow
Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 3M Yellow
(FH38X3YB)
BIC Washer Rubber

Coupling washers are used in fire hose couplings to seal the connection so that the flow of water doesn’t leak and maintain pressure.

(701005)

BIC Male x 65mm BSP Male

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701206)

BIC Male x 65mm BSP Female

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701205)

BIC Male x 50mm BSP Male

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701204)

BIC Male x 38mm BSP Male

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701202)

BIC Male Coupling 65mm Hose Tail

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(25408)

BIC Male Coupling 45mm

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(1896)

BIC Male Coupling 38mm Hose Tail

Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(6356)

BIC Male Blank Plug c/w Chain

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701201)

BIC Female x 65mm BSP Male

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701105)

BIC Female x 65mm BSP Female

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701104)
First RESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

**BIC Female x 50mm BSP Male**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(701103)**

**BIC Female x 50mm BSP Female**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(701102)**

**BIC Female Ship to Shore Brass**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(CSSS65B)**

**BIC Female Coupling 65mm Hose Tail**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(25399)**

**BIC Female Coupling 38mm Hose Tail**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(6355)**

**BIC Coupling Set 65mm Tail DFES Type**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(BIC2.538COUPSL)**

**BIC Coupling Set 50mm Tail**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(701003)**

**BIC Coupling Set 45mm Tail**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(701002)**

**BIC Coupling Set 38mm Tail DFES Type**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(701001)**

**BIC Coupling Set 38mm Tail**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(701000)**

**Bandit Clamp 76.2mm x 12.7mm**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(JS234)**

**Bandit Clamp 50.8mm x 9.53mm**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(JS245)**

**Bandit Clamp 34.9mm x 9.53mm**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(JS202)**

**Bandit Clamp 19mm x 152mm Box 25**

- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

**(JS216)**

**Ball Valve Viper VB1560 1"**

- 1" Swivel F. X 1" M. Ball ShutOff W/ 1" Waterway and Pistol Grip

**(VB1560)**
**Ball Valve Valve μBore 1.5"**
- High Quality Aluminium
- Hard Anodised - 45μ
- Stainless Steel Ball
- Double Seat Valve
- Self-Lubricating Seats
- Double Drag Shaft
- 1-1/2" BSP Swivel
- 1-1/2" BSP Outlet

(i218252)

**Akron Flow Test Kit**
The Flow Test Kit Features:
- Durable Pyrolite Construction
- UL Classified
- Designed for easy operation providing highly accurate results
- 3 1/2" (89mm) liquid-filled 0-160psi (0-1100kpa) gauge with large easy to read increments
- Large heavy duty carrying case (FK-230) Dimensions 18 3/8" (467 mm) W x 14 1/4" (362 mm) D x 8" (203 mm) H

(AFTK)

**660 Series Spring Rewind Hose Reel**
Designed to hold 15m of 1" (25mm) hose

(R6602018H)

**65mm PVC Suction Hose - per metre**
General purpose PVC Suction hose, for the transfer of waste materials, water, slurries, some chemicals, granules, gravel and sand.

(02-000-063-020)

**65mm BIC Washer**
65mm BIC Coupling Washer

(HW65BIC)

**19mm x 36 Metre Wall Mounted Fire Hose**
Replacement Hose for Fire Hose Reel - 19mm x 30M

(19mmfh)

156 total products.
Adaptors & Fittings

Storz Washer 75mm White
Storz Washer for Suction & Delivery Service (White)
(F9100208905)

Storz Spanner Wrench 4 Set
The wrenches are both functional and reliable. Most of the handles have a straight ridge knurled pattern.
(KS34)

Storz 75mm x 75mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(STO-AL-B7575)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702014)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Female
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702013)

Storz 65mm x 38mm Storz Swivel
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702012)

Storz 50mm x 50mm Female BSP
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702011)

Storz 5" x 5" Hose Shank and Collar
5" Hose Shank and Collar
(SRC5507)

Storz 5" x 4" ANSI Flange
Carbon Steel 4" Raised Faced ANSI 150 Flange x 5" Storz.
(FGS44)

Storz 4" x 4" ANSI 150 Carbon Steel
Carbon Steel 4" Raised Faced ANSI 150 Flange x 4" Storz.
(FGS44)

Storz 4" Cap
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(STO-AL-CAP-0100)

Storz 38mm x 38mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702010)

Storz 38mm Hose Tail
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702009)

Storz 25mm x 25mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 25mm Hose Forged Alloy
(702008)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Male
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 25mm BSP Male Forged Alloy
(702007)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Female
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 25mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702006)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm Hose Forged Alloy
(702005)

Storz 25mm x 19mm BSP Male
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Male Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm BSP Female
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702003)

Storz 25mm Washer
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702002)
Storz 25mm Cap
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(702001)

Storz 125mm x 125mm Hose Coupling
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(SZH125)

Forestry Coupling Washer
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORWASHR)

Forestry Adaptor 38mm BSP Male
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD38M)

Forestry Adaptor 38mm BSP Female
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD38F)

Forestry Adaptor 25mm BSP Female
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD25F)

Camlock 4" Male Hose Shank
4" Camlock Male X 4" Hose Shank
(ALE40)

Camlock 4" Female Hose Shank
4" Camlock Female X 4" Hose Shank
(ALC40)

BIC Washer Rubber
Coupling washers are used in fire hose couplings to seal the connection so that the flow of water doesn't leak and maintain pressure.
(701005)

BIC Male x 65mm BSP Male
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701206)

BIC Male x 65mm BSP Female
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701205)

BIC Male x 50mm BSP Male
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701204)

BIC Male x 50mm BSP Female
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701203)

BIC Male x 38mm BSP Male
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701202)

BIC Male Coupling 65mm Hose Tail
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(25408)

BIC Male Coupling 45mm
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(1896)

BIC Male Coupling 38mm Hose Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(6356)

BIC Male Blank Plug c/w Chain
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701201)

BIC Female x 65mm BSP Male
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701105)

BIC Female x 65mm BSP Female
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the pipe to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
(701104)
BIC Female x 50mm BSP Male
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701103)

BIC Female x 50mm BSP Female
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701102)

BIC Female Ship to Shore Brass
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(CSSS65B)

BIC Female Coupling 65mm Hose Tail
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701101)

BIC Female Coupling 50mm Hose Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(25399)

BIC Female Coupling 38mm Hose Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(6355)

BIC Female Blank Cap c/w Chain
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(22424)

BIC Coupling Set 65mm Tail DFES Type
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701004)

BIC Coupling Set 65mm Tail
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701003)

BIC Coupling Set 45mm Tail
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701002)

BIC Coupling Set 38mm Tail DFES Type
FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the fire hose to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(BIC2.538COUPLSL)

52 total products.
Coupling washers are used in fire hose couplings to seal the connection so that the flow of water doesn’t leak and maintains pressure.

FirstRESPONSE fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of fire hoses to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of fire hoses to enable the fire hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.
BIC Female Coupling 38mm Hose Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(BIC2.38COUPSL)

BIC Female Blank Cap c/w Chain
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(BIC2.2424)

BIC Coupling Set 65mm Tail DFES Type
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701101)

BIC Coupling Set 65mm Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701004)

BIC Coupling Set 50mm Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701003)

BIC Coupling Set 45mm Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701002)

BIC Coupling Set 38mm Tail DFES Type
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(BIC2.53BCOUPSL)

BIC Coupling Set 38mm Tail
Fire hose couplings are fitted onto the ends of the hose to enable the hose to be connected to a fire hydrant and also allow other firefighting equipment, such as nozzles, to be attached for the purpose of fighting a fire.

(701001)

24 total products.
Camlock

Camlock 4" Male Hose Shank
4" Camlock Male x 4" Hose Shank
(AL40)

Camlock 4" Female Hose Shank
4" Camlock Female x 4" Hose Shank
(ALC40)

2 total products.
Forestry

**Forestry Coupling Washer**
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORWASHR)

**Forestry Adaptor 38mm BSP Male**
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD38M)

**Forestry Adaptor 38mm BSP Female**
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD38F)

**Forestry Adaptor 25mm BSP Female**
Forestry couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(FORAD25F)

4 total products.
Storz Washer 75mm White
Storz Washer for Suction & Delivery Service (White)
(F9100208905)

Storz Washer 75mm White
Storz Washer for Suction & Delivery Service (White)
(F9100208905)

Storz Spanner Wrench 4 Set
The wrenches are both functional and reliable. Most of the handles have a straight ridge knurled pattern.
(KS34)

Storz 75mm x 75mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(STO-AL-B7575)

Storz 75mm x 75mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(STO-AL-B7575)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Female
Storz Adpt 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Female
Storz Adpt 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702014)

Storz 5" x 5" Hose Shank and Collar
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(SRC5507)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702014)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702014)

Storz 65mm x 65mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702014)

Storz 50mm x 50mm Female BSP
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(STO-AL-CAP-0100)

Storz 50mm x 50mm Female BSP
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(STO-AL-CAP-0100)

Storz 38mm x 38mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702004)

Storz 38mm x 38mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702004)

Storz 38mm x 38mm BSP Male
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Female
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Female
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Male
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Male Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 25mm BSP Male
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Male Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)

Storz 25mm x 19mm Hose Tail
Storz Adaptor 25mm x 19mm BSP Female Forged Alloy
(702004)
Storz 25mm Cap
Firex couplings and adaptors which have all met the material, dimensional and testing requirements.
(702001)

Storz 125mm x 125mm Hose Coupling
Storz couplings are a quick connect coupling which requires only one third of a turn for full connection.
(SZH125)

22 total products.
Foam Delivery

Mini Fomax c/w Net & 30M Foam Tube
Although smaller than conventional high expansion foam generators, the new light weight version of the Mini Fomax offers similar expansion and foam output to its bigger brother.
(21948)

MF140 Mobile Foam Cart, LX50 Foam Branch, IND50 Foam Inductor & 2 Hoses BI Couplings
Rugged and professional, a unit designed for fast, one-man operation – ideal for the protection of oil storage and loading terminals, paint and solvent stores, boiler rooms, ship’s engine rooms, helipads, oil rigs and similar high risk locations.
(17917)

Fomax 7 High Expansion Generator c/w Net & 30M Foam Ducting
Fomax 7 is powered by a water turbine. All that is required for operation is a supply of synthetic foam compound, such as Towalex MB or Plurex high expansion foams, and a pressurised water supply (at 4 bar minimum).
(22324)

3 total products.
Foam Carts

MF140 Mobile Foam Cart, LX50 Foam Branch, IND50 Foam Inductor & 2 Hoses BI Couplings
Rugged and professional, a unit designed for fast, one-man operation – ideal for the protection of oil storage and loading terminals, paint and solvent stores, boiler rooms, ships' engine rooms, helipads, oil rigs and similar high risk locations.

(17917)
Foam Generators

Mini Fomax c/w Net & 30M Foam Tube

Although smaller than conventional high expansion foam generators, the new light weight version of the Mini Fomax offers similar expansion and foam output to its bigger brother.

(21948)

Fomax 7 High Expansion Generator c/w Net & 30M Foam Ducting

Fomax 7 is powered by a water turbine. All that is required for operation is a supply of synthetic foam compound, such as Towalex MB or Plurex high expansion foams, and a pressurised water supply (4 bar minimum).

(22324)

2 total products.
Hose Reels

**Powered Hose Reel Self Guiding**
Quick Reel self-guiding reels have been produced to take the hard work out of rewinding long lengths of hose by providing a powerful and consistent retraction that greatly assists in hose retrieval.
(RFR-3)

**Powered Hose Reel Remote Control**
Quick Reel self-guiding remote control retractable hose reels offer the ultimate in features and performance.
(RFR-4)

**Powered Hose Reel c/w Manual Winder**
Quick Reel powered reels have been produced to take the hard work out of rewinding long and heavy lengths of hose by providing a powerful and consistent retraction that greatly assists in hose retrieval.
(RFRB-2-24V)

**Hose Reel Cover PVC**
Hose Reel Cover PVC
(2000-2001)

**660 Series Spring Rewind Hose Reel**
Designed to hold 15m of 1” (25mm) hose
(R6602019H)

**19mm x 36 Metre Wall Mounted Fire Hose**
Replacement Hose for Fire Hose Reel - 19mm x 30M
(HF3626-540)

**19mm x 36 Metre Fire Hose**
(HF6602019H)

7 total products.
Vehicle Mount

**Powered Hose Reel Self Guiding**
Quik Reel self-guiding reels have been produced to take the hard work out of rewinding long lengths of hose by providing a powerful and consistent retraction that greatly assists in hose retrieval.

*(RFR-3)*

**Powered Hose Reel Remote Control**
Quik Reel self-guiding remote control retractable hose reels offer the ultimate in features and performance.

*(RFR-4)*

**Powered Hose Reel c/w Manual Winder**
Quik Reel powered reels have been produced to take the hard work out of rewinding long and heavy lengths of hose by providing a powerful and consistent retraction that greatly assists in hose retrieval.

*(RFRB-2-24V)*

**660 Series Spring Rewind Hose Reel**
Designed to hold 15m of 1” (25mm) hose

*(R6602019H)*

4 total products.
Wall Mount

19mm x 36 Metre Wall Mounted Fire Hose
(HF3626-540)

19mm x 36 Metre Fire Hose
Replacement Hose for Fire Hose Reel - 19mm x 30M
(19mmfh)

2 total products.
Hoses

Goodyear Horizon Hose 300PSI 25mm - per metre
An economical air and water hose, Horizon is for a wide range of industrial, construction and agricultural applications. Available in 200, 250, and 300 PSI working pressures.
(HORIZON-25MM)

Goodyear Horizon Hose 200PSI 19mm - per metre
An economical air and water hose, Horizon is for a wide range of industrial, construction and agricultural applications. Available in 200, 250, and 300 PSI working pressures.
(HORIZON-20MM)

Fire Hose Snapitite Duralight 64mm x 30M
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD64)

Fire Hose Snapitite Duralight 45mm x 30M
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD45)

Fire Hose Snapitite Duralight 38mm x 30M Yellow
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD38Y)

Fire Hose Fireline 38mm x 30M
Fire Hose Fireline 38mm x 30M
(38X30FIRELINE)

Fire Hose c/w Storz 64mm x 30M Yellow
Fire Hose c/w Storz 64mm x 30M
(FH64X30STZ65)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 5M
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 5M
(FH64X5B)
34 total products.
Hose Assembly & Testing

Bandit Clamp 76.2mm x 12.7mm
DESCRIPTION
- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

Bandit Clamp 50.8mm x 9.53mm
Band-It 50.8mm x 9.53mm Band-It SS Pre-Formed Clamp

Bandit Clamp 34.9mm x 9.53mm

Bandit Clamp 19mm x 152mm Box 25
DESCRIPTION
- High quality 201 stainless steel
- Vibration resistant
- Gap free internal design to prevent leaks especially on thinner hoses

4 total products.
Layflat Hoses

**Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 64mm x 30M**
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD64)

**Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 45mm x 30M**
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD45)

**Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 38mm x 30M Yellow**
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD38Y)

**Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 38mm x 30M**
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD38)

**Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 25mm x 30M**
Dura-Light LD — Is a premium quality, lightweight fire hose designed for fire attack applications and which fully meets the requirements of BS5391: 1983 for Type 3 hose.
(LD25)

**Fire Hose Snapite 5" HFX Hose 100ft**
Fire Hose Snapite 5" HFX Hose 100ft
(HFX50X100Y)

**Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 64mm x 30M Yellow**
Fire Hose Snapite Duralight 64mm x 30M Yellow
(LD64Y)

**Fire Hose Fireline 38mm x 30M**
Fire Hose Fireline 38mm x 30M
(38X30FIRELINE)

**Fire Hose c/w Storz 64mm x 30M**
Fire Hose c/w Storz 64mm x 30M
(FH64X30STZ65)

**Fire Hose c/w Storz 50Ft Yellow**
Fire Hose c/w Storz 50Ft Yellow
(HFX50X50Y)

**Fire Hose c/w Storz 38mm x 30M**
Fire Hose c/w Storz 38mm x 30M
(FH38X30STZ65)

**Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 30M**
Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 30M
(FH25X30STZ)

**Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 20M**
Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 20M
(FH25X20STZ)

**Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 10M**
Fire Hose c/w Storz 25mm x 10M
(FH25X10STZ)

**Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 5M**
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 5M
(FH64X5B)

**Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 30M Yellow**
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 30M Yellow
(FH64X30BY)

**Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 30M**
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 30M
(FH64X30B)

**Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 15M**
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 15M
(FH64X15B)

**Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 10M Yellow**
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 10M Yellow
(FH64X10YB)

**Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 10M**
Fire Hose c/w BIC 64mm x 10M
(FH64X10B)
Fire Hose c/w BIC 45mm x 30M
(FH45X30B)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 3M
Yellow
(FH38X3YB)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 30M
Brass
(FH38X30BB)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 30M
Yellow
(FH38X30B)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 20M
(FH38X20B)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 15M
(FH38X15B)

Fire Hose c/w BIC 38mm x 10M
(FH38X10B)

27 total products.
Rubber Hoses

Goodyear Horizon Hose 300PSI
25mm - per metre
An economical air and water hose, Horizon is for a wide range of industrial, construction and agricultural applications. Available in 200, 250, and 300 PSI working pressures.
(HORIZON-25MM)

Goodyear Horizon Hose 200PSI
19mm - per metre
An economical air and water hose, Horizon is for a wide range of industrial, construction and agricultural applications. Available in 200, 250, and 300 PSI working pressures.
(HORIZON-20MM)

2 total products.
Suction Hoses

65mm PVC Suction Hose - per metre
General purpose PVC Suction hose, for the transfer of waste materials, water, slurries, some chemicals, granules, gravel and sand.

(02-000-063-020)

1 total products.
Hydrants

Standpipe Washer Neoprene
Hydrant Base Neoprene
(FR1262)

Standpipe Single Outlet BIC Red
Standpipe Single Outlet BIC Red
(FS3024)

Hydrant Valve 65mm BIC x 65mm
BSP Male
Landing Valve 64mm BIC Available in BSP, Roll Grooved
and Flanged Connections.
(FS00232)

Hydrant Valve 65mm BIC R/G Multi
Post
(FS00922)

Hydrant Bar And Key
Hydrant Bar And Key
(spooky)

Controlled Dividing Breech BIC
Brass
(FS6041)

Akron Flow Test Kit
The Flow Test Kit Features:
- Durable Pyrolite Construction
- UL Classified
- Designed for easy operation providing highly accurate
results
- 2-1/2" (63mm) liquid filled 0-160psi (0-1100kpa) gauge with
large easy to read increments
- Large heavy duty carrying case (FK-230) Dimensions 18
3/8" (467 mm) W x 14 1/4" (362 mm) D x 8" (203 mm) H
(AFTK)

65mm BIC Washer
65mm BIC Coupling Washer
(HW65BIC)

8 total products.
Monitors

Stream Shaper Akron 485 2.5" NH
Inlet: 1.5" (38mm)
Outlet: 2.5" (65mm)
Length: 4" (100mm)
Weight: 3 lbs 12 oz (1.7kg)

Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3524 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 4800 Lpm
The Omega SD Severe Duty brass monitors utilize a unique ball bearing free joint design ideal for high usage applications.
(35240001)

Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3491 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 2900 Lpm
The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.
(34911002)

Oscillating Monitor Blitzfire XXC-33 2000 Lpm
The Blitzfire Portable Monitor is manufactured from lightweight high strength aluminum alloy that has been hard coat anodized and powder coated for ultimate corrosion protection.
(TFTXXC33BIC)

Oscillating Monitor Ansul Wom-3
For use with water or foam, the WCM-3 (formerly WCM-1) is a master stream device for fixed locations.
(400000)

Oscillating Monitor Akron Ozzie 911 1325 Lpm
The Akron Ozzie 911 Oscillating Monitor has a powerful sweeping water stream through its water driven motor which moves the outlet back in a wave like motion.
(911)

Oscillating Foam Monitor Ansul FJM-80 WTO 3785 Lpm
The FJM-80 series of monitors is designed to deliver approximately 1000 gpm (3785 Lpm); however, actual flow rate is dependent on nozzle setting and inlet pressure.
(433806)

Oscillating Foam Monitor Ansul
The MM-1000-4 SS 3785 Lpm
The MM-1000 is designed to deliver approximately 1,000 GPM (3785 LPM), however, actual flow rate is dependant on nozzle choice.
(402826)

Oscillating Foam Monitor Ansul
The MM-1000-3 3785 Lpm
The MM-1000 is designed to deliver approximately 1,000 GPM (3785 LPM), however, actual flow rate is dependant on nozzle choice.
(400276)

Oscillating Foam Monitor Ansul
The Mercury nozzles have excellent straight stream performance and a wide, dense, fully adjustable fog pattern.
(44450001)

Monitor Ansul MM-1000-4 SS 3785 Lpm
The MM-1000 is designed to deliver approximately 1,000 GPM (3785 LPM), however, actual flow rate is dependent on nozzle choice.

Monitor Ansul MM-1000-3 3785 Lpm
The MM-1000 is designed to deliver approximately 1,000 GPM (3785 LPM), however, actual flow rate is dependent on nozzle choice.
(400276)

Monitor Akron Omega 3528 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 4800 Lpm
The Omega XP brass monitor offers maximum travel for optimal coverage in a compact, economical package for industrial and marine environments.
(35284001)

Monitor Akron Mercury 3443 1900 Lpm
This 500 gpm portable monitor is a lightweight, compact size, quick attack monitor. Featuring a 2 1⁄2" inlet with a full time swivel and a 2 1⁄2" outlet.
(3443)

Monitor Akron Mercury 3447 1900 Lpm
The Mercury nozzles have excellent straight stream performance and a wide, dense, fully adjustable fog pattern.
(44470001)

Monitor Akron Omega 3491 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 2900 Lpm
The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.
(34911002)

Hydraulic Motor Suit Severe Duty Monitor
The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.
(34902001)

Foam Nozzle Self Educting TFT ZMF23A 2800 Lpm
The Task Force Tips® MASTER FOAM nozzle is a simple and rugged self-educing foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.

Foam Nozzle Self Educting TFT ZMF23A 2800 Lpm
The Task Force Tips® MASTER FOAM nozzle is a simple and rugged self-educing foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.
(ZMF23A)

Foam Nozzle Ansul 427463 1325 Lpm
The ANSUL® Master Foam Nozzle is an accurate and durable self-educing foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.
(427463)

Foam Nozzle Akrofoam 4470 2.5" NH c/w Pick Up Tube 1900 Lpm
The Akrofoam foam nozzles are self-educing master stream nozzles designed for educating foam at flow rates up to 4800 lpm.
(44700005)
20 total products.
Electric Monitors

Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3491 3" Flange x 2.5" NH 2900 Lpm

The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.

(34911002)
Manual Monitors

Severe Duty Monitor Akron 3524 3” Flange x 2.5” NH 4800 Lpm
The Omega SD Severe Duty brass monitors utilize a unique ball bearing free joint design ideal for high usage applications.
(35240001)

Monitor Ansul MM-1000-4 SS 3785 Lpm
The MM-1000 is designed to deliver approximately 1,000 GPM (3785 LPM), however, actual flow rate is dependent on nozzle choice.
(402820)

Monitor Ansul MM-1000-3 3785 Lpm
The MM-1000 is designed to deliver approximately 1,000 GPM (3785 LPM), however, actual flow rate is dependent on nozzle choice.
(400276)

Monitor Akron Omega 3528 3” Flange x 2.5” NH 4800 Lpm
The Omega XP brass monitor offers maximum travel for optimal coverage in a compact, economical package for industrial and marine environments.
(35284001)

Monitor Akron Mercury 3443 1900 Lpm
This 500 gpm portable monitor is a lightweight, compact size, quick attack monitor. Featuring a 2 1⁄2” inlet with a full time swivel and a 2 1⁄2” outlet.
(3443)

5 total products.
Monitor Nozzles

**Stream Shaper Akron 485 2.5” NH**
- Inlet: 1.5” (38mm)
- Outlet: 2.5” (65mm)
- Length: 4” (100mm)
- Weight: 3 lbs 12 oz (1.7kg)

(485)

**Nozzle Akron 4461 Rampage 2.5” NH 2800 Lpm**
A fixed gallonage master stream nozzle with built-in stream shaper designed for flows up to 1250 gpm. Ideal for heavy-duty use on fixed monitors.

(44610001)

**Nozzle Akron 4452 Aquastream 2.5” NH 1900 Lpm**
A fixed gallonage master stream nozzle designed for heavy-duty use on fixed monitors.

(44520001)

**Nozzle Akron 4447 Mercury 2.5” NH 1900 Lpm**
The Mercury nozzles have excellent straight stream performance and a wide, dense, fully adjustable fog pattern.

(44470001)

**Nozzle Akron 4445 Master Stream 2.5” NH 1900 Lpm**
The Mercury nozzles have excellent straight stream performance and a wide, dense, fully adjustable fog pattern.

(44450001)

**Foam Nozzle Self Educting TFT ZMF32A 2000 Lpm**
The Task Force Tips’ MASTER FOAM nozzle is a simple and rugged self-educting foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.

(ZMF32A)

**Foam Nozzle Self Educting TFT ZMF23A 2800 Lpm**
The Task Force Tips’ MASTER FOAM nozzle is a simple and rugged self-educting foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.

(ZMF23A)

**Foam Nozzle Ansul 427463 1325 Lpm**
The ANSUL® Master Foam Nozzle is an accurate and durable self-educting foam nozzle with superior stream quality and reach.

(427463)

9 total products.
Monitor Spare Parts

Hydraulic Motor Suit Severe Duty Monitor

The Severe-Duty, multi-purpose monitor is designed to withstand continuous operation while mounted on heavy-duty equipment like off-road fire, construction, mining, or landfill vehicles.

(34920201)

1 total products.
Self Oscillating Monitors

Oscillating Monitor Blitzfire XXC-33
2000 Lpm
The Blitzfire Portable Monitor is manufactured from lightweight high strength aluminum alloy that has been hard coat anodized and powder coated for ultimate corrosion protection.
(TFTXXC33BIC)

Oscillating Monitor Ansul Wom-3
For use with water or foam, the WOM-3 (formerly WOM-1) is a master stream device for fixed locations.
(400000)

Oscillating Monitor Akron Ozzie 911
1325 Lpm
The Akron Ozzie 911 Oscillating Monitor has a powerful sweeping water stream through its water driven motor which moves the outlet back in a wave like motion.
(911)

Oscillating Foam Monitor Ansul
FJM-80 WTO 3785 Lpm
The FJM-80 series of monitors is designed to deliver approximately 1000 gpm (3785 Lpm); however, actual flow rate is dependent on nozzle setting and inlet pressure.
(433806)

4 total products.
Nozzles

Tip Protek 366 1.5"
(150-366-TIP)

Service Kit Akron Turbojet 1720
Nozzle service kits are designed to repair nozzles using replacement parts. Kits come with a variety of parts, all in different sizes.
(9180)

Repair Kit Viper 1560 Nozzle
Repair Kit Viper 1560 Nozzle
(RK1560)

Nozzle Tips VB1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1" with 25mm Blackout Twist
Nozzle Tips VB1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1" with 25mm Blackout Twist
(VB1560SADF25)

Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
(SG9520)

Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
(SG3012)

Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1"
Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1"
(SG1560)

Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
(SG9520)

Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
(SG3012)

Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1"
Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1"
(SG1560)

Nozzle Tips 1560 Blue Devil Pistol Grip 1"
Nozzle Tips 1560 Blue Devil Pistol Grip 1"
(BD1560)

Nozzle Protek 367 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
Nozzle Protek 367 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
(150-367AP)

Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip BIC
Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip BIC
(150-366BI)

Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
(150-366AP)

Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" NH
Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" NH
(150-361NH)

Nozzle Akron ProVenger Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
The 1 1/2" ProVenger FG is the fixed gallonage style for the ProVenger Series Nozzles.
(16160010)

Nozzle Akron 1720 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1.5" NH
The Turbojet is a consistent gallonage nozzle (flow remains the same in all patterns) with multiple flow settings for operator flow control.
(1720)

Nozzle Akron 1702 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1” NH
The Akron® adjustable gallonage TurboJet nozzle is unmatched in today’s fire service for its flexibility and flow control.
(1702)

Nozzle Akron 1520 SaberJet Pistol Grip 1.5” NH
Akron Brass SaberJet 1520 Nozzle features a 38mm Swivel Inlet with pistol grip and Dual ShutOff (DSO)
(1520)

Foam Tube Akron 0770 Suit 25mm Turbojet
The Akron Brass Quick Attack Foam Tubes are designed to easily and quickly clamp on to various Akron® foam nozzles.
(0770)
31 total products.
Ball Valves

Ball Valve Viper VB1560 1"
1" Swivel F. X 1" M. Ball Shutoff W/ 1" Waterway and Pistol Grip
(VB1560)

Ball Valve µBore 1.5"

- High Quality Aluminium
- Hard Anodised - 45μ
- Stainless Steel Ball
- Double Seat Valve
- Self-Lubricating Seats
- Double Drag Shaft
- 1-1/2" BSP Swivel
- 1-1/2" BSP Outlet
(I218252)

2 total products.
Eductors & Tubes

Foam Tube Akron 0770 Suit 25mm Turbojet
The Akron® Brass Quick Attack Foam Tubes are designed to easily and quickly clamp on to various Akron® foam nozzles.

(0790)

Foam Tube 212 Suit Protek 236
Attaches to Protek nozzle bumpers of Style #366, #372, #366B and #372B.

(150-212)

Foam Nozzle Viper 3012 Pistol Grip 230 Lpm
60 GPM Low Expansion Foam Nozzle. 10:1 Expansion.
Viper Foam Equipment is constructed of 6-lite aluminum that is hard anodized for durability.
Viper Foam Eductors and foam nozzles work on the Venturi Principle to mix foam concentrate and air into the water to make finished foam.

(PVB3012)

Foam Inductor Macron Z4 BSP 400 Lpm
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 L/min construction

(101825039 )

Foam Inductor Macron Z2 BSP 200 Lpm
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 L/min construction

(101825013 )

Foam Eductor Akron Pyrolite In-Line 95 Gpm
Akron Municipal Eductors feature a large, easy to read, and removable metering dial with settings between 0% and 6%.

(3095)

Foam Branch Medium Expansion Macron MX50 200 Lpm
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 L/min construction

(5168)

Foam Branch Medium Expansion Macron MX100 400 Lpm
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 L/min construction

(5164)

Foam Branch Low Expansion Macron LX50 200 Lpm
Designed to produce long coherent throws of low expansion foam using all types of foam concentrate, they are fully compatible with Macron’s Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with on/off ball valve as standard on all models.

(19278+11232)

Foam Branch Low Expansion Macron LX100 400 Lpm
Designed to produce long coherent throws of low expansion foam using all types of foam concentrate, they are fully compatible with Macron’s Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with on/off ball valve as standard on all models.

(19279+11232)

10 total products.
Foam Branches

Foam Tube Akron 0770 Suit 25mm Turbojet
The Akron-Bras Quick Attack Foam Tubes are designed to easily and quickly clamp on to various Akron® foam nozzles.
(0790)

Foam Tube 212 Suit Protek 236
Attaches to Protek nozzle bumpers of Style #366, #366B and #372B.
(150-212)

Foam Nozzle Viper 3012 Pistol Grip 230 Lpm
60 GPM Low Expansion Foam Nozzle, 10:1 Expansion.
Viper Foam Equipment is constructed of E-lite aluminum that is Hard anodized for durability.
Viper Foam Eductors and foam nozzles work on the Venturi Principle to mix foam concentrate and air into the water to make finished foam.
(PVB3012)

Foam Inductor Macron Z4 BSP 400 Lpm
Product Features
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning rate
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 L/min construction
(101825039)

Foam Inductor Macron Z2 BSP 200 Lpm
Product Features
- Proportioning ratio from 0 to 6%
- Constant proportioning ratio
- Works with back pressure up to 2 bar
- Available in 200 and 400 L/min construction
(101825013)

Foam Eductor Akron Pyrolite In-Line 95 Gpm
Akron Municipal Eductors feature a large, easy to read, and removable metering dial with settings between 0% and 6%.
(3095)

Foam Branch Medium Expansion Macron MX50 200 Lpm
Capable of producing large quantities of foam in situations requiring rapid foam cover with low water usage, they are fully compatible with Macron’s Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with an optional on/off ball valve on all models.
(5168)

Foam Branch Medium Expansion Macron MX100 400 Lpm
Capable of producing large quantities of foam in situations requiring rapid foam cover with low water usage, they are fully compatible with Macron's Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with an optional on/off ball valve on all models.
(5164)

Foam Branch Low Expansion Macron LX50 200 Lpm
Designed to produce long coherent throws of low expansion foam using all types of foam concentrate, they are fully compatible with Macron’s Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with on/off ball valve as standard on all models.
(19278+11232)

Foam Branch Low Expansion Macron LX100 400 Lpm
Designed to produce long coherent throws of low expansion foam using all types of foam concentrate, they are fully compatible with Macron’s Variable Inline Foam Inductors and are available with on/off ball valve as standard on all models.
(19279+11232)

10 total products.
Nozzle Spare Parts

Service Kit Akron Turbojet 1720
Nozzle service kits are designed to repair nozzles using replacement parts. Kits come with a variety of parts, all in different sizes.
(9180)

Repair Kit Viper 1560 Nozzle
Repair Kit Viper 1560 Nozzle
(RK1560)

2 total products.
Nozzle Tips

Tip Protok 366 1.5"  
Tip Protok 366 1.5"  
(150-366-TIP)
Pistol Grip Nozzles

Nozzle Tips VB1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1" with 25mm Blackout Twist
Nozzle Tips VB1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1" with 25mm Blackout Twist
(VB1560SAFD25)

Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG9520 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
(SG9520)

Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
Nozzle Tips SG3012 Viper Pistol Grip 1.5"
(sg3012)

Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1"
Nozzle Tips SG1560 Viper Pistol Grip 1"
(SG1560)

Nozzle Tips 1560 Blue Devil Pistol Grip 1"
Nozzle Tips 1560 Blue Devil Pistol Grip 1"
(BD1560)

Nozzle Protek 367 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
Nozzle Protek 367 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
(150-367AP)

Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip BIC
Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip BIC
(150-366BI)

Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
Nozzle Protek 366 Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
(150-366AP)

Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" NH
Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" NH
(150-361NH)

Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" BSP
Nozzle Protek 361 Pistol Grip 1" BSP
(150-361AP)

Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1" BSP
Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1" NH
Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1" NH
(150-360NH)

Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1" BSP
Nozzle Protek 360 Pistol Grip 1" BSP
(150-360AP)

Nozzle Akron ProVenger Pistol Grip 1.5" BSP
Nozzle Akron ProVenger Pistol Grip 1.5" NH
The 1 1/2'' ProVenger FG is the fixed gallonage style for the ProVenger Series Nozzles.
(16160010)

Nozzle Akron 1720 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1.5" NH
The Turbojet is a constant-gallonage nozzle (flow remains the same in all patterns) with multiple flow settings for operator flow control.
(1720)

Nozzle Akron 1702 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1" NH
Nozzle Akron 1702 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1" NH
Nozzle Akron 1702 Turbojet Pistol Grip 1" NH
(1702)

Nozzle Akron 1520 SaberJet Pistol Grip 1.5" NH
Akron Brass SaberJet 1520 Nozzle features a 38mm Swivel inlet with pistol grip and Dual Shutoff (DSO).
(1520)

16 total products.
Firefighting PPE

YHS P2 Face Mask - Charcoal Filter 10 Pack
YHS DM00/P2CV Active Carbon Valved Respirator
(DM30)

YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator
YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator Kit
(HMPKIT)

Vulcan Replacement Zips Suit MVN100
Magnum Zip MVNZ 100 for boot MVN 100
(MVZ100)

Vulcan CT CP WPI Structural Fire Boot Composite Toe
Our heroes we consider to be uniformed athletes. Those who respond first to action and demand their footwear to perform in the toughest conditions. The Magnum Vulcan Collection is faster, lighter and delivers the burden of weight, the fatigue during long shifts and aiding mobility to the wearer.
(MVN100)

TA560 Unilite Safety Helmet
UniSafe Type 1 ABS Plastic Safety Helmet
(TA560)

Skellerup FWFSF8 Extreme Fire/Hazmat
The Type 3 structural rubber fire-fighting boot offers unrivaled comfort, protection and assurance.
(FWFSF8)

Scott Promask Twin FF Respirator Small
Single full face size small respirator provides comfort and protection against a wide variety of respiratory hazards.
(2030105)

Scott Promask Twin FF Respirator Med/Large
Single full face size small respirator provides comfort and protection against a wide variety of respiratory hazards.
(2029344)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Small
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032172ANZ)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Medium
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032175ANZ)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Large
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032178ANZ)

Scott Pro Filter A2P2/P3 Pair
Scott Safety Pro² Filter A2P2/P3* - Scott Safety Pro² combination filter for organic gases & vapours, solid & liquid particles. Particle, gas and combined cartridges from the Scott Safety Pro² range use a bayonet locking mechanism and feature unique protective covers with recessed inlet grills
(44081)

Riggamate Cow Grain Glove 12 Pack
ProChoice Riggamate Premium Cow Grain Leather Glove
(CGL41N)

Reflective Volunteer Station Name
Reflective Volunteer Station Name
(STICKER-VOLSTN)

Reflective Volunteer Station Arch Pair
Reflective Volunteer Station Arch Pair
(STICKER-VOLARCH)

Reflective Surname Helmet Sticker
Reflective Surname Helmet Sticker
(STICKER-SURNAME)

Reflective Stripping Kit 5 Piece Red
Reflective Stripping Kit 5 Piece Red
(A118975)

Reflective Sticker Kit 5 Piece Yellow
Reflective Sticker Kit 5 Piece Yellow
(A118969)

Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue Pair
Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue Pair
(STICKER-F10-LTNT)

Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker Pair
Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-F10-LEADING)
Reflective DPAW Helmet Logo Class 2
(IMAGE-DPAW)

Reflective DFES Helmet Sticker
(IMAGE-DFES)

Reflective Apparatus Rank Marker Green 4 Set
(IMAGE-VOLAPP4)

Reflective Apparatus Officer Rank Marker Green Pair
(IMAGE-F10-APPS)

Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue 4 Set
(IMAGE-VOLLTNT)

Red Rack™ Wall Mounted
Get organised with the wall mounted modules from Ready Rack. They are fast and easy to install with handy directions included with every module.
(RAKRWM)

RSS Replacement Harness
Pacific RSS Helmet Replacement Harness
(B2022508S)

RSS Merino Sweatband Rear
RSS Merino Sweatband Rear
(B2138603S)

RSS Merino Sweatband Front
RSS Merino Sweatband Front
(B2138602S)

R5 Rescue Helmet Orange
Pacific Helmets’ R5 Series is a light duty Rescue/Industrial helmet that features a lightweight Kevlar® reinforced outer shell for protection and durability.
(HRSS-OR-SES)

Pants Wildlands
The Wildland Trousers feature reinforced knee areas and an elastic waist with draw cord and metal zipper.
(00E179ZD)

Padded Helmet Carry Bag-Medium Black
Padded Helmet Carry Bag - Medium
(BAG5813)

Oliver Lace - Fire Boot
Laces Oliver L-FP160
(LACE-FP)

Oliver Insol-N Innersole
Oliver INSOL-N Nandulu Footbed
(INSOL-N)

Oliver 66496 Structural Fire Boot
230mm Lace Up Structural Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear's firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel.
(66496)

Oliver 66495 Structural Fire Boot
230mm Lace Up Structural Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear’s firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel.
(66495)

Oliver 66460 Wildland Fire Boot Composite Toe
180mm Wildland Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear’s firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel.
(66460)
Oliver 66-395 Zip
Oliver Zip 395 Boot Zip Kit Insert
(ZIP395)

Oliver 66-360 Zip
Oliver Zip 360 Boot Zip Kit Insert
(ZIP360)

Oliver 55345 Lace Up Boot Steel Toe
150mm Black Lace Up Boot
Our new work boot may be lightweight, but it packs a punch with heavyweight protection.
(55345)

Oliver 45645C Lace Up Boot Composite Toe
Magnum Vulcan Lite Wildland Boot Composite Toe

Oliver 34652 Lace Up Derby Shoe Steel Toe
Black Lace Up Derby Shoe

The WB34 series update has raised the bar in durable, lightweight work boot design. Our new hiker style, zip side ankle boot is made from water resistant leather and features the latest in technology and innovation.
(34652)

Magnum Strike Force 8.0 CT SZ Boot Composite Toe

M-P-A-C T Power moulded PU insole delivers superior long-term cushioning, high-level breathability and moisture management.
(MSF900)

Magnum Ortholite Innersole

The Ortholite mission is simple: to provide high quality and comfortable shoe insoles to support the unique structure of the human foot. Through advanced proprietary technology, our polyurethane and recycled rubber-based formula holds the distinction of being the only open cell foam insole combining long-lasting cushioning, breathability and durability.
(MFO110)

Magnum Active Duty Matt Dress Shoe

High quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.
(MAE100)

Magnum Active Duty Gloss Dress Shoe

High quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.
(MAE150)

Helmet Attached Earmuffs Zone 2

ZONE 2 (NG (Orange)) is the perfect hearing protector for a wide variety of applications. Suitable for work environments with a medium to high noise level such as construction, forestry, engineering, fabrication and mining.
(RBZ2CA)

Frontline Splash Goggle Clear

The 109 Frontline Splash and Heat Resistant Safety Goggles are certified for high temperature and fire fighting work. The soft frame construction is ideal to use in elevated temperature areas. The goggles can be worn on top of spectacles. The 109 Frontline Goggles can also be used as an everyday medium impact industrial safety goggle.
(109SRCFA)

First Responder Coverall

Our coveralls combine the latest fabric technology with garment designs that are functional and dedicated to meeting the challenges of rescue services throughout Australia.
(00F159)

Firewall Level 3 Fire Glove

Fire & Safety WA catalog
This catalog was generated on September 24, 2020
Firewalker Unlined Level 1 Glove
Firewalker WCU Unlined Level 1 Glove (MGFWWCU)

Firestrike Goggle Clear Two Piece
The Firestrike goggle is attached in such a manner to the helmet that they allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.
(GESSGCD)

Firestrike Goggle Clear One Piece
The Firestrike goggle is attached in such a manner to the helmet that they allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.
(MESSGCS)

Firepro Wildfire Level 1 Glove
A light durable glove affording the wearer superior protection from wildfire hazards, designed specifically for Australian conditions.
(FW#1)

F5S Orange SES Neck Flap
F5S Orange SES Neck Flap
(B2044030S)

F3D MkII Structural Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.
(HF3DNK2WA)

F11 Dragonfly Structural Firefighting Helmet
The F11 offers a fresh take on structural fire helmet design. The F11 has been designed to maximise protection and practicality for the diverse range of duties modern Emergency Service personnel are called on to perform. Certified to AS/NZS4067:2012, NFPA 1971:2018 & NFPA 1951:2018, and EN443:2008 the F11 is a compact helmet ideal not only for structural firefighting but also for road crash-rescue and confined space work. The compact design of the F11 makes it a truly multipurpose structural firefighting helmet.
(HF11 EP GEN2 WH)

F10 Mk3 G2 Velcro Loop 50x75mm for Neck Protector
F10 Mk3 G2 Velcro Loop 50x75mm for Neck Protector
(B2160051)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Hanger Nylon
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Hanger Nylon
(B2044829)

F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
(A111850F)

F10 Mk3 Metal Rear D Hanger
F10 Mk3 Metal Rear D Hanger
(B2066022F)

F10 Mk3 Structural Fire Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.
(HF10MK3WAL)

F10 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair
F10 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair
(RANK-F10-STRIPPE)

F10 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
F10 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-F10-1STFF)

F10 Mk3 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
F10 Mk3 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-F10-1STFF)

F10 Mk3 Rear Hanger Nylon
F10 Mk3 Rear Hanger Nylon
(B2066015)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad
(B2138601)

F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
(A111850F)

F10 Mk3 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
F10 Mk3 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-F10-1STFF)

F10 Mk3 Rear Hanger Nylon
F10 Mk3 Rear Hanger Nylon
(B2066015)
F10 Mk3 G2 PU Cap
(B202342)

F10 Mk3 G2 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband
(B2023014FR)

F10 Mk3 G2 Internal Bubble Face Shield
(A111850A)

F10 Mk3 G2 Front Leather Padding and Mesh
(B2138522)

F10 Mk3 G2 Face Shield Hinge Kit with Easi On-Off Bases
(B2117575)

F10 Mk3 G2 Complete Headband
(B2022588FR)

F10 Mk3 G2 6-point Ribbon Suspension Cradle
(B2022485)

F10 Mk3 G2 3-point Chinstrap
(B2033029)

F10 Mk3 G1 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband
(B2022301)

F10 Mk3 G1 Face Shield Hinge Kit
(B2117566)

F10 Mk3 G1 Complete Harness
(B2022566F)

F10 Mk3 G1 3 Point Nomex Chin Strap
(B2033053)

F10 Mk3 Button Hole Extended 200mm Neck Protector
(B2044814F)

F10 Easi On/Off Base & Holder
(B2066056)

F10 Down Size Kit
(B2138630)

F10 Chinstrap Screw Set
(B2126502)

Easi On Torch Holder
(B2066114FIRE)

Duramaxx Fire Goggle
(1017740)

DFES SES Helmet Logo
(STICKER-SES)

Coat Wildlands

DuraMaxx™ fire goggle are for use in high ambient heat environments – especially the fighting. Featuring a closed ventilation system, large field of vision and adjustable headband for comfort and optimum safety.

DFES SES Helmet Logo

The Wildland Jacket features a contoured stand-up collar designed for maximum thermal protection, as well as large bellows pockets with Hook and Loop closure and drain holes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clip On Visor Hinge Kit</td>
<td>Clip On Visor Hinge Kit</td>
<td>(B2117556)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Wide Multipurpose Helmet</td>
<td>BR9 Wide Multipurpose Helmet. Popular lightweight bushfire helmet. Narrow side brim and multiple crown ridges for extra strength air flow.</td>
<td>(BR9W/BCVMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Torch Holder Mount</td>
<td>BR9 Torch Holder Mount</td>
<td>(B2066064)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Single Layer Neck Flap</td>
<td>BR9 Single Layer Neck Flap</td>
<td>(B2044165)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Ribbon Set</td>
<td>BR9 Ribbon Set</td>
<td>(B2022492)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Reflective Station Officer Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>BR9 Reflective Station Officer Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>(RANK-BR9-STNOFF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair</td>
<td>BR9 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair</td>
<td>(RANK-BR9-STRIPE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Reflective Senior FF Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>BR9 Reflective Senior FF Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>(RANK-BR9-SENIOR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Reflective Senior 15+FF Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>BR9 Reflective Senior 15+FF Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>(RANK-BR9-SNR15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker</td>
<td>BR9 Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker</td>
<td>(RANK-BR9-LEADING)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Reflective 1st Class FF Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>BR9 Reflective 1st Class FF Rank Marker Pair</td>
<td>(RANK-BR9-1STFF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Proban Neck Flap</td>
<td>BR9 Proban Neck Flap</td>
<td>(SB4101F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Mesh Harness/Cradle</td>
<td>BR9 Mesh Harness/Cradle</td>
<td>(B2022505)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Mesh Chainsaw Visor Clip On Off</td>
<td>BR9 Mesh Chainsaw Visor Clip On Off</td>
<td>(B2055679)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Harness Assembly</td>
<td>BR9 Harness Assembly</td>
<td>(B2022506)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Clip On Visor</td>
<td>Clip On visor for BR9 Clip-On series</td>
<td>(B2055689+F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 Cap MultiPurpose Helmet</td>
<td>BR9 Cap MultiPurpose Helmet. Popular lightweight bushfire helmet. Narrow side brim and multiple crown ridges for extra strength air flow.</td>
<td>(HBR9SCCVWA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR9 3 Point Chin Strap</td>
<td>BR9 3 Point Chin Strap</td>
<td>(B2033140F)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR7P Bushfire Helmet</td>
<td>BR7P Bushfire Helmet. Lightweight thermoplastic bush fire helmet.</td>
<td>(HBR7P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR5 MkII Wildland Helmet</td>
<td>The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.</td>
<td>(HBR5CV MKII)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFB Logo Helmet Sticker</td>
<td>BFB Logo Helmet Sticker</td>
<td>(STICKER-BFB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Advance Structural Overtrouser

The firefighting outer shell fabric is rugged, functional and highly breathable. It is the ideal garment for use in the harsh West Australian environment.

(00E2250E)

Advance Structural Fire Coat

The firefighting outer shell fabric is rugged, functional and highly breathable. It is the ideal garment for use in the harsh West Australian environment.

(00C2030E)

123 total products.
Apparel

Red Rack™ Wall Mounted
Get organised with the wall mounted modules from Ready Rack. They are fast and easy to install with handy directions included with every module.
(RAKRRWM)

Pants Wildlands
The Wildland Trousers feature reinforced knee areas and an elastic waist with draw cord and metal zip.
(00E179ZD)

Nomex Flash Hood Structural
Nomex Flash Hood Structural
(ULFRNVOH282E)

Nomex Duty Trouser
ADA Nomex Sentinel Duty Trouser Cargo
(04E184GR)

First Responder Coverall
Our coveralls combine the latest fabric technology with garment designs that are functional and dedicated to meeting the challenges of rescue services throughout Australia.
(00F159)

Coat Wildlands
The Wildland Jacket features a contoured stand up collar designed for maximum thermal protection, as well as large bellows pockets with Hook and Loop closure and drain holes.
(00C174ZA)

Advance Structural Overtrouser
The firefighting outer shell fabric is rugged, functional and highly breathable. It is the ideal garment for use in the harsh West Australian environment.
(00E2250E)

Advance Structural Fire Coat
The firefighting outer shell fabric is rugged, functional and highly breathable. It is the ideal garment for use in the harsh West Australian environment.
(00C2030E)

8 total products.
Coveralls

First Responder Coverall

Our coveralls combine the latest fabric technology with garment designs that are functional and dedicated to meeting the challenges of rescue services throughout Australia.

(00F159)
Duty Trousers

Nomex Duty Trouser
ADA Nomex Sentinel Duty Trouser Cargo
(04E184GR)

1 total products.
Hoods

Nomex Flash Hood Structural
Nomex Flash Hood Structural
(ULFRNOH2B2E)
Structural Coats

Advance Structural Fire Coat

The firefighting outer shell fabric is rugged, functional and highly breathable. It is the ideal garment for use in the harsh West Australian environment.

(00C2030E)
Structural Overtrousers

Advance Structural Overtrouser

The firefighting outer shell fabric is rugged, functional and highly breathable. It is the ideal garment for use in the harsh Western Australian environment.

(00E2250E)

1 total products.
Wildlands Coats

MAGNUM WOMENS STRIKE FORCE 8.0, SIDE ZIP, COMPOSITE TOE
A pioneering boot, the Strike Force is the first to use Exogel, a revolutionary new material that provides ultimate protection from impact and is exclusive to Magnum. Combined with a RECOIL midsole that absorbs shock and a Michelin outsole, the Strike Force offers ultimate grip, durability and protection for your feet.
(MSF860)

MAGNUM WOMEN STRIKE FORCE 6.0, SIDE ZIP, COMPOSITE TOE
A pioneering boot, the Strike Force is the first to use Exogel, a revolutionary new material that provides ultimate protection from impact and is exclusive to Magnum. Combined with a RECOIL midsole that absorbs shock and a Michelin outsole, the Strike Force offers ultimate grip, durability and protection for your feet.
(MSF670)

MAGNUM WOMEN ACTIVE DUTY SHOE, MATT BLACK
High quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.
(MADC500)

Coat Wildlands
The Wildland Jacket features a contoured stand up collar designed for maximum thermal protection, as well as large bellows pockets with Hook and Loop closure and drain holes.
(00C174ZA)

4 total products.
Wildlands Trousers

Pants Wildlands
The Wildland Trousers feature reinforced knee areas and an elastic waist with draw cord and metal zip.
(00E179ZD)

1 total products.
Vulcan Replacement Zips Suit MVN100
Magnem Zip MVZ 100 for boot MVN 100 (MVZ100)

Vulcan CT CP WPI Structural Fire Boot Composite Toe
Our heroes we consider to be uniformed athletes. Those who respond first to action and demand their footwear to perform in the toughest conditions. The Magnum Vulcan Collection is faster, lighter and delivers the burden of weight, the fatigue during long shifts and aiding mobility to the wearer. (MVN100)

Skellerup FWFSF8 Extreme Fire/Hazmat
The Type 3 structural rubber fire-fighting boot offers unrivalled comfort, protection and assurance. (FWFSF8)

Oliver Lace - Fire Boot
Laces Oliver L-PP160 (LACE-PP)

Oliver Insol-N Innersole
Oliver INSOL-N Nandolle Footbed (INSOL-N)

Oliver 66496 Structural Fire Boot
239mm Lace Up Structural Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear's firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel. (66496)

Oliver 66495 Structural Fire Boot
239mm Lace Up Structural Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear's firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel. (66495)

Oliver 66460 Wildland Fire Boot Composite Toe
180mm Wildland Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear’s firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel. (66460)

Oliver 66-395 Zip
Oliver Zip 395 Boot Zip Kit Insert (ZIP395)

Oliver 66-360 Zip
Oliver Zip 360 Boot Zip Kit Insert (ZIP360)

Oliver 55345 Lace Up Boot Steel Toe
150mm Black Lace Up Boot
Our new work boot may be lightweight, but it packs a punch with heavyweight protection. (55345)

Oliver 45645C Lace Up Boot Composite Toe
Black Elastic Sided Boot (45645C)

Oliver 34652 Lace Up Derby Shoe Steel Toe
Black Lace Up Derby Shoe The WB34 series update has raised the bar in durable, lightweight work boot design. Our new hiker style, zip side ankle boot is made from water resistant leather and features the latest in technology and innovation (34652)

Oliver 34620 Elastic Sided Boot Steel Toe
Black Elastic Sided Boot (34620)

Magnum Vulcan Lite Wildland Boot Composite Toe
Our heroes we consider to be uniformed athletes. Those who respond first to action and demand their footwear to perform in the toughest conditions. The Magnum Vulcan Collection is faster, lighter and delivers the burden of weight, the fatigue during long shifts and aiding mobility to the wearer. (MVL100)

Magnum Strike Force 8.0 CT SZ Boot Composite Toe
M.P.A.C.T Power moulded PU inside delivers superior long-term cushioning, high-level breathability and moisture management. (MSF900)
Stay Clean, Stay Light

Created by Hi-Tec, i-Shield is an invisible protective layer that repels water and dirt with ease.

STAY CLEAN

- i-Shield's inherent stain-resistance protects against oil and stains, keeping your footwear cleaner for longer.

STAY LIGHT

- i-Shield repels water and significantly reduces water uptake, keeping your footwear light and comfortable.

Magnum Ortholite Innersole

The Ortholite mission is simple: to provide high-quality and comfortable shoe insoles to support the unique structure of the human foot. Through advanced proprietary technology, our polyurethane and recycled rubber-based formula holds the distinction of being the only open-cell foam insole combining long-lasting cushioning, breathability and durability.

Magnum Laces One Size Fits All

Magnum Laces One Size Fits All

Magnum Fire Boot Zip Kit Black

Turn your Magnum boots into quick entry, quick exit vehicles with this 8-hole, lace-in service zipper.

Magnum Active Duty Matt Dress Shoe

High-quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.

Magnum Active Duty Gloss Dress Shoe

High-quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.

Magnum Fireshield WPI Wildland Fire Boot Composite Toe

The Magnum range of fire boots is unlike any other; designed to perform in the toughest of environments encountered by firefighters yet feel more like wearing a training shoe.

23 total products.
HAZMAT Boots

Skellerup FWFSF8 Extreme
Fire/Hazmat

The Type 3 structural rubber fire-fighting boot offers unrivaled comfort, protection and assurance.

(FWFSF8)

1 total products.
Innersoles

Oliver Insol-N Innersole
Oliver INSOL-N Nanolite Footbed
(INSOL-N)

Magnum Ortholite Innersole

The Ortholite mission is simple: to provide high-quality and comfortable shoe insoles to support the unique structure of the human foot. Through advanced proprietary technology, our polyurethane and recycled rubber-based formula holds the distinction of being the only open cell foam insole combining long-lasting cushioning, breathability and durability.

(MFO110)

2 total products.
Laces

Oliver Lace - Fire Boot
Laces Oliver L-FP/100
(LACE-FP)

Magnum Laces One Size Fits All
Magnum Laces One Size Fits All
(MLE100-1)

2 total products.
Shoes

Oliver 34652 Lace Up Derby Shoe
Steel Toe
The WB34 series update has raised the bar in durable, lightweight work boot design. Our new hiker style, zip side ankle boot is made from water resistant leather and features the latest in technology and innovation.

Magnum Active Duty Matt Dress Shoe
High quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.
(MAE100)

Magnum Active Duty Gloss Dress Shoe
High quality dress shoe with athletic performance, using the very best materials.
(MAE150)

3 total products.
Station Boots

Oliver 55345 Lace Up Boot Steel Toe
150mm Black Lace Up Boot
Our new work boot may be lightweight, but it packs a punch with heavyweight protection.
(55345)

Oliver 45645C Lace Up Boot Composite Toe
Black Elastic Sided Boot
(45645C)

Oliver 34620 Elastic Sided Boot Steel Toe
Black Elastic Sided Boot
(34620)

Magnum Strike Force 8.0 CT SZ Boot Composite Toe
M-P-A-C-T Power moulded PU insole delivers superior long-term cushioning, high-level breathability and moisture management.
(MSF900)

4 total products.
Structural Boots

Vulcan CT CP WPI Structural Fire Boot Composite Toe

Our heroes we consider to be uniformed athletes. Those who respond first to action and demand their footwear to perform in the toughest conditions. The Magnum Vulcan Collection is faster, lighter and delivers the burden of weight, the fatigue during long shifts and aiding mobility to the wearer.

(MVN100)

Oliver 66496 Structural Fire Boot
230mm Lace Up Structural Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear’s firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel.

(66496)

Oliver 66495 Structural Fire Boot
230mm Lace Up Structural Firefighters Boot
Oliver Footwear’s firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel.

(66495)

3 total products.
**Wildland Boots**

**Oliver 66460 Wildland Fire Boot Composite Toe**
- 180mm Wildland Firefighter Boot
- Oliver Footwear’s firefighting and emergency services boots are designed to be the safety footwear choice of the relevant agencies and their frontline personnel.
- (66460)

**MAGNUM VULCAN WOMENS STRUCTURAL FIREFIGHTERS BOOT WITH FRONT ZIP**
- Our heroes we consider to be uniformed athletes. Those who respond first to action and demand their footwear to perform in the toughest conditions. The Magnum Vulcan Collection is faster, lighter and delivers the burden of weight, the fatigue during long shifts and aiding mobility to the wearer.
- (MVN200)

**Magnum Vulcan Lite Wildland Boot Composite Toe**
- Our heroes we consider to be uniformed athletes. Those who respond first to action and demand their footwear to perform in the toughest conditions. The Magnum Vulcan Collection is faster, lighter and delivers the burden of weight, the fatigue during long shifts and aiding mobility to the wearer.
- (MVL100)

**MAGNUM STRIKE FORCE 6.0, SIDE ZIP, COMPOSITE TOE**
- A pioneering boot, the Strike Force is the first to use Exogel, a revolutionary new material that provides ultimate protection from impact and is exclusive to Magnum. Combined with a RECOIL midsole that absorbs shock and a Michelin outsole, the Strike Force offers ultimate grip, durability and protection for your feet.
- (MSF660)

**MAGNUM RIO ADVENTURE**
- **Stay Clean, Stay Light**
  - Created by Hi-Tec, i-Shield is an invisible protective layer that repels water and dirt with ease.
  - **STAY CLEAN**
    - i-Shield’s inherent stain-resistance protects against oil and stains, keeping your footwear cleaner for longer.
  - **STAY LIGHT**
    - i-Shield repels water and significantly reduces water uptake, keeping your footwear light and comfortable.
- (MRA100)

**Magnum Fireshield WPI Wildland Fire Boot Composite Toe**
- The Magnum range of fire boots is unlike any other; designed to perform in the toughest of environments encountered by firefighters yet feel more like wearing a training shoe.
- (MFE900)

**MAGNUM ACTIVE DUTY PULL ON - UNISEX**
- High quality dress boot with athletic performance, using the very best materials.
- (MADP100)

7 total products.
Zips

Vulcan Replacement Zips Suit MVN100
Magnum Zip MVZ 100 for boot MVN 100
(MVZ100)

Oliver 66-395 Zip
Oliver Zip 395 Boot Zip Kit Insert
(ZIP395)

Oliver 66-360 Zip
Oliver Zip 360 Boot Zip Kit Insert
(ZIP360)

Magnum Fire Boot Zip Kit Black
Turn your Magnum boots into quick entry, quick exit vehicles with this 8-hole, lace-in service zipper.
(MZR200)

4 total products.
General PPE

YHS P2 Face Mask - Charcoal Filter 10 Pack
(YHS DM00-P2CV)

Riggnamate Cow Grain Glove 12 Pack
(ProChoice Riggnamate Premium Cow Grain Leather Glove (CGL41N))

YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator
(YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator Kit (HMPKIT))

YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator Kit (HMPKIT)
Gloves

Riggamate Cow Grain Glove 12 Pack
ProChoice Riggamate Premium Cow Grain Leather Glove
(CGL41N)

1 total products.
Masks

YHS P2 Face Mask - Charcoal Filter
10 Pack
(YHS DM00-P2CV) Active Carbon Valved Respirator
(DM30)

YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator
(YHS Half Mask HMA1P2 Respirator Kit
(HMPK1T)

2 total products.
Gloves

Firewall Level 3 Fire Glove
Firewall Level 3 Fire Glove (MGFW3)

Firewalker Unlined Level 1 Glove
Firewalker WCU Unlined Level 1 Glove (MGFWWCU)

Firepro Wildfire Level 1 Glove
A light durable glove affording the wearer superior protection from wildfire hazards, designed specifically for Australian conditions. (FW#1)

Firepro 2 Structural Fire Glove
The firepro 2 possesses excellent heat and cut resistance while still retaining maximum feel and dexterity. The innovation of the Australian glove industry's first ever cut and sewn laminated fire glove liner/insert provides waterproof, breathable performance, an excellent integration of technology and manufacturing expertise. (GFP2)

4 total products.
Level 1

**Firewalker Unlined Level 1 Glove**
Firewalker WCU Unlined Level 1 Glove
(MGFWWCU)

**Firepro Wildfire Level 1 Glove**
A light durable glove offering the wearer superior protection from wildfire hazards, designed specifically for Australian conditions.
(FW#1)

2 total products.
FW#1

Firepro Wildfire Level 1 Glove

A light durable glove affording the wearer superior protection from wildfire hazards, designed specifically for Australian conditions.

(FW#1)
Level 2

Firepro 2 Structural Fire Glove
The firepro 2 possesses excellent heat and cut resistance while still retaining maximum feel and dexterity. The innovation of the Australian glove industry’s first ever cut and sew laminated fire glove liner/insert provides waterproof, breathable performance, an excellent integration of technology and manufacturing expertise.

(GFP2)
Level 3

Firewall Level 3 Fire Glove

(MGFW3)

1 total products.
Helmets

**TA560 Unilite Safety Helmet**
Unilite Type 1 ABS Plastic Safety Helmet (TA560)

**Reflective Volunteer Station Name**
Reflective Volunteer Station Name (STICKER-VOLSTN)

**Reflective Volunteer Station Arch Pair**
Reflective Volunteer Station Arch Pair (STICKER-VOLARCH)

**Reflective Surname Helmet Sticker**
Reflective Surname Helmet Sticker (STICKER-SURNAME)

**Reflective Striping Kit 5 Piece Red**
Reflective Striping Kit 5 Piece Red (A118975)

**Reflective Striping Kit 5 Piece Yellow**
Reflective Striping Kit 5 Piece Yellow (A118969)

**Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue Pair**
Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue Pair (STICKER-F10-LTNT)

**Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker Pair**
Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker Pair (RANK-F10-LEADING)

**Reflective DFES Helmet Sticker**
Reflective DFES Helmet Sticker (STICKER-DFES)

**Reflective Apparatus Rank Marker Green 4 Set**
Reflective Apparatus Rank Marker Green 4 Set (STICKER-VOLAPPS)

**Reflective Apparatus Officer Rank Marker Green Pair**
Reflective Apparatus Officer Rank Marker Green Pair (STICKER-F10-APPS)

**Reflective Ltnt Rank Marker Blue 4 Set**
Reflective Ltnt Rank Marker Blue 4 Set (STICKER-VOLLTNT)

**RSS Visor and Hinge Kit**
Visor Hinge Kit complete with screws (B2066105+S)

**RSS Visor and Hinge Kit**
RSS Visor and Hinge Kit (SESCVHK)

**RSS Replacement Harness**
Pacific R5S Helmet Replacement Harness (B2022508S)

**R5S Merino Sweatband Rear**
R5S Merino Sweatband Rear (B2138603S)

**R5S Merino Sweatband Front**
R5S Merino Sweatband Front (B2138602S)

**R5 Rescue Helmet Orange**
Pacific Helmet's R5 Series is a light duty rescue/industrial helmet that features a lightweight Kevlar® reinforced outer shell for protection and durability. (HR05-OR-SES)

**R5 Rescue Helmet**
Pacific Helmet's R5 Series is a light duty rescue/industrial helmet that features a lightweight Kevlar® reinforced outer shell for protection and durability. (HRSS)
Padded Helmet Carry Bag - Medium
Padded Helmet Carry Bag - Medium (BAG5813)

Helmet Attached Earmuffs Zone 2
ZONE 2 NG (Orange) is the perfect hearing protector for a wide variety of applications. Suitable for work environments with a medium to high noise level such as construction, forestry, engineering, fabrication and mining. (RBZ2CA)

FSS Orange SES Neck Flap
FSS Orange SES Neck Flap (B2044003S)

F3D MkII Structural Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology. (HF3DNK2WA)

F15 Structural Firefighting Helmet
The F15 incorporates the latest innovative designs such as the dual pivot face shield. Using an elliptic dual pivot system, the F15's new full coverage internal face shield can be fully deployed when in use with a breathing apparatus to provide you with an extra layer of safety. The F15 also comes with the One Touch Eye Protector (OTEP™) for easy, push-activated eye protection at times when full face coverage is not required. (HF15 OTEP GEN2 WH)

F11 Dragonfly Structural Firefighting Helmet
The F11 offers a fresh take on structural fire helmet design. The F11 has been designed to maximise protection and practicality for the diverse range of duties modern Emergency Service personnel are called on to perform. Certified to AS/NZS4067:2012, NFPA 1971:2018 & NFPA 1951:2013, and EN443:2008 the F11 is a compact helmet ideal not only for structural firefighting but also for fast crash rescue and confined space work. The compact design of the F11 makes it a truly multipurpose structural firefighting helmet. (HF11 EP GEN2 WH)

F10/F7AL/F3DNK Ribbon Mesh Cradle
F10/F7AL/F3DNK Ribbon Mesh Cradle (B2022476F)

F10 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair
F10 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair (RANK-F10-STRIPE)

F10 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
F10 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair (RANK-F10-1STFF)

F10 Mk3 Structural Fire Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology. (HF10MK3WAL)

F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
F10 Mk3 Internal Visor (A111850F)

F10 Mk3 G2 Velcro Loop 50x75mm
F10 Mk3 G2 Velcro Loop 50x75mm (B2160005)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad (B2138601)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad (B2136001)

F10 Mk3 Rear Hanger Nylon
F10 Mk3 Rear Hanger Nylon (B2044829)

F10 Mk3 PU Cap
F10 Mk3 PU Cap (B2022342)

F10 Mk3 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband
F10 Mk3 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband (B2023014FR)

F10 Mk3 G2 Internal Bubble Face Shield
F10 Mk3 G2 Internal Bubble Face Shield (A111850A)
F10 Mk3 G2 Front Leather Padding and Mesh
F10 Mk3 G2 Front Leather Padding and Mesh (B2138522)

F10 Mk3 G2 Face Shield Hinge Kit with Easi On-Off Bases
F10 Mk3 G2 Face Shield Hinge Kit with Easi On-Off Bases (B2117575)

F10 Mk3 G2 Complete Headband
F10 Mk3 G2 Complete Headband (B202588FR)

F10 Mk3 G2 6-point Ribbon Suspension Cradle
F10 Mk3 G2 6-point Ribbon Suspension Cradle (B2022485)

F10 Mk3 G2 3-point Chinstrap
F10 Mk3 G2 3-point Chinstrap (B2033629)

F10 Mk3 G1 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband
F10 Mk3 G1 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband (B2022588FR)

F10 Mk3 G1 Face Shield Hinge Kit
F10 Mk3 G1 Face Shield Hinge Kit (B2117566)

F10 Mk3 G1 Complete Harness
F10 Mk3 G1 Complete Harness (B2022566F)

F10 Mk3 Button Hole Extended 200mm Neck Protector
Extended Length Neck Flap, No Velcro. Suit F10 Mk3 Gen 1 Helmet (B2044814F)

F10 Easi On/Off Base & Holder
F10 Easi On/Off Base & Holder (B2066056)

F10 Down Size Kit
F10 Down Size Kit (B2138630)

F10 Chinstrap Screw Set
F10 Chinstrap Screw Set (B2126502)

Easi On Torch Holder
Easi On Torch Holder (B2066114FIRE)

DFES SES Helmet Logo
DFES SES Helmet Logo (STICKER-SES)

Clip On Visor Hinge Kit
Clip On Visor Hinge Kit (B2117556)

BR9 Wide Multipurpose Helmet
Popular Lightweight bushfire helmet. Narrow side brim and multiple crown ridges for extra strength air flow. (BR9W/BCVMFS)

BR9 Torch Holder Mount
BR9 Torch Holder Mount (B2066064)

BR9 Single Layer Neck Flap
BR9 Single Layer Neck Flap (B2044185)

BR9 Ribbon Set
BR9 Ribbon Set (B2022492)
BR9 Reflective Station Officer Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-BR9-STNOFF)

BR9 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair
(RANK-BR9-STRIPE)

BR9 Reflective Senior FF Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-BR9-SENIOR)

BR9 Reflective Senior 15+FF Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-BR9-SNR15)

BR9 Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker
(RANK-BR9-LEADING)

BR9 Reflective 1st Class FF Rank Marker Pair
(RANK-BR9-1STFF)

BR9 Proban Neck Flap
(SB4101F)

BR9 Mesh Harness/Cradle
(B2022505)

BR9 Mesh Chainsaw Visor Clip On Off
(B2055679)

BR9 Harness Assembly
(B2022506)

BR9 Clip On Visor
Clip-On visor for BR9 Clip-On series
(B2055689+F)

BR9 Cap MultiPurpose Helmet
Popular Lightweight bushfire helmet. Narrow side brim and multiple crown ridges for extra strength air flow.
(HBR9SCCVWA)

BR9 3 Point Chin Strap
(B2033140F)

BR7P Bushfire Helmet
Lightweight thermo plastic bush fire helmet
(HBR7P)

BR5 MkII Wildland Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.
(HBR5CV MKII)

BFB Logo Helmet Sticker
BFB Logo Helmet Sticker
(STICKER-BFB)

76 total products.
Multipurpose

**TA560 Unilite Safety Helmet**
Unilite Type 1 ABS Plastic Safety Helmet
(TA560)

**R5 Rescue Helmet Orange**
Pacific Helmet’s R5 Series is a light duty Rescue/Industrial helmet that features a lightweight Kevlar® reinforced outer shell for protection and durability.
(HRSS-OR-SES)

**R5 Rescue Helmet**
Pacific Helmet’s R5 Series is a light duty Rescue/Industrial helmet that features a lightweight Kevlar® reinforced outer shell for protection and durability.
(HRSS)

**BR9 Wide Multipurpose Helmet**
Popular Lightweight bushfire helmet. Narrow side brim and multiple crown ridges for extra strength air flow.
(BR9W/BCVMFS)

**BR9 Cap MultiPurpose Helmet**
Popular Lightweight bushfire helmet. Narrow side brim and multiple crown ridges for extra strength air flow.
(HBR9SCCVWA)

**BR7P Bushfire Helmet**
Lightweight thermo-plastic bush fire helmet
(HBR7P)

**BR5 MkII Wildland Helmet**
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.
(HBR5CV MkII)

7 total products.
Spare Parts

RSS Visor and Hinge Kit
Visor Hinge Kit complete with screws
(B2066105+S)

RSS Visor and Hinge Kit
(BESCVHK)

RSS Replacement Harness
Pacific RSS Helmet Replacement Harness
(B2022508S)

RSS Merino Sweatband Rear
RSS Merino Sweatband Rear
(B2136603S)

RSS Merino Sweatband Front
RSS Merino Sweatband Front
(B2138602S)

Padded Helmet Carry Bag-Medium Black
Padded Helmet Carry Bag - Medium
(BAG5813)

Helmet Attached Earmuffs Zone 2
ZONE 2 KG (Orange) is the perfect hearing protector for a wide variety of applications. Suitable for work environments with a medium to high noise level such as construction, forestry, engineering, fabrication and mining.
(RBZ2CA)

F5S Orange SES Neck Flap
F5S Orange SES Neck Flap
(B2044030S)

F10/F7AL/F3DNK Ribbon Mesh Cradle
F10/F7AL/F3DNK Ribbon-Mesh Cradle
(B2022476F)

F10 Mk3 Metal Rear D Hanger
F10 Mk3 Metal Rear D Hanger
(B2066022F)

F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
F10 Mk3 Internal Visor
(A111850F)

F10 Mk3 G2 Velcro Loop 50x75mm
F10 Mk3 G2 Velcro Loop 50x75mm
(B2160051)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Leather Pad
(B2138601)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Hanger Nylon
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Hanger Nylon
(B2044829)

F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Hanger Nylon
F10 Mk3 G2 Rear Hanger Nylon
(B2066015)

F10 Mk3 G2 PU Cap
F10 Mk3 G2 PU Cap
(B2022342)

F10 Mk3 G2 Liner, Mesh Ribbon Cradle and Headband
F10 Mk3 G2 Liner, Mesh-Ribbon Cradle and Headband
(B2023014FR)

F10 Mk3 G2 Internal Bubble Face Shield
F10 Mk3 G2 Internal Bubble Face Shield
(A111850A)

F10 Mk3 G2 Front Leather Padding and Mesh
F10 Mk3 G2 Front Leather Padding and Mesh
(B2138522)
BR9 Clip On Visor
Clip-On visor for BR9 Clip-On series
(B2055689+F)

BR9 3 Point Chin Strap
BR9 3 Point Chin Strap
(B2033140F)

43 total products.
Stickers

Reflective Volunteer Station Name
(Sticker-VolStn)

Reflective Volunteer Station Arch Pair
(Sticker-VolArch)

Reflective Surname Helmet Sticker
(Sticker-Surname)

Reflective Striping Kit 5 Piece Red
(A118975)

Reflective Sticker Kit 5 Piece Yellow
(A118969)

Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue Pair
(Sticker-F10-Ltnt)

Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker Pair
(Rank-F10-Leading)

Reflective DPAW Helmet Logo Class 2
(Sticker-Dpaw)

Reflective DFES Helmet Sticker
(Sticker-DFES)

Reflective Apparatus Rank Marker Green 4 Set
(Sticker-VolApps)

Reflective Apparatus Officer Rank Marker Green Pair
(Sticker-F10-Apps)

Reflective Lieutenant Rank Marker Blue 4 Set
(Sticker-Volltnt)

F10 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair
(Rank-F10-Stripe)

F10 Reflective 1st Class Rank Marker Pair
(Rank-F10-1stff)

DFES SES Helmet Logo
(Sticker-SES)

BR9 Reflective Station Officer Rank Marker Pair
(Rank-BR9-Stnoff)

BR9 Reflective Silver Rank Stripe Pair
(Rank-BR9-Stripe)

BR9 Reflective Senior FF Rank Marker Pair
(Rank-BR9-Senior)

BR9 Reflective Senior 15+ FF Rank Marker Pair
(Rank-BR9-Snr15)

BR9 Reflective Leading FF Rank Marker
(Rank-BR9-Leading)
22 total products.
Structural

F3D MkII Structural Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.
(HF3DNK2WA)

F15 Structural Firefighting Helmet
The F15 incorporates the latest innovative designs such as the dual pivot face shield. Using an elliptic dual pivot system, the F15's new full coverage internal face shield can be fully deployed when in use with a breathing apparatus to provide you with an extra layer of safety. The F15 also comes with the One-Touch Eye Protector (OTEP)™ for easy, push-activated eye protection at times when full face coverage is not required.
(HF15 OTEP GEN2 WH)

F11 Dragonfly Structural Firefighting Helmet
The F11 offers a fresh take on structural fire helmet design. Certified to AS/NZS4067:2012, NFPA 1971:2018 & NFPA 1951:2013, and EN443:2008 the F11 is a compact helmet ideal not only for structural firefighting but also for road crash rescue and confined space work. The compact design of the F11 makes it a truly multipurpose structural firefighting helmet.
(HF11 EP GEN2 WH)

F10 Mk3 Structural Fire Helmet
The next generation structural fire fighting helmet is the latest in Pacific Structural Fire Fighting Helmet technology.
(HF10MK3WAL)

4 total products.
Masks

Scott Promask Twin FF Respirator Small
Single full face size small respirator provides comfort and protection against a wide variety of respiratory hazards.
(2030105)

Scott Promask Twin FF Respirator Med/Large
Single full face size small respirator provides comfort and protection against a wide variety of respiratory hazards.
(2029344)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Small
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032172ANZ)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Medium
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032175ANZ)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Large
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032178ANZ)

Scott Pro Filter A2P2/P3 Pair
Scott Safety Pro² Filter A2P2/P3* - Scott Safety Pro² combination filter for organic gases & vapours, solid & liquid particles. Particle, gas and combined cartridges from the Scott Safety Pro² range use a bayonet locking mechanism and feature unique protective covers with recessed inlet grills
(44081)

6 total products.
Full Face

Scott Promask Twin FF Respirator
Small
Single full face size small respirator provides comfort and protection against a wide variety of respiratory hazards.
(2030105)

Scott Promask Twin FF Respirator
Med/Large
Single full face size small respirator provides comfort and protection against a wide variety of respiratory hazards.
(2029344)

Scott Pro Filter A2P2/P3 Pair
Scott Safety Pro² Filter A2P2/P3* – Scott Safety Pro² combination filter for organic gases & vapours, solid & liquid particles. Particle, gas and combined cartridges from the Scott Safety Pro² range use a bayonet locking mechanism and feature unique protective covers with recessed inlet grills.
(44081)

3 total products.
Half Face

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Small
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032172ANZ)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Medium
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032175ANZ)

Scott Profile 2 Readypak Large
Scott Safety Profile² Medium Half Face ReadyPak w/ Pro² Particulate P2 Filters
(032178ANZ)

3 total products.
Protective Eye Wear

Frontline Splash Goggle Clear
The 109 Frontline Splash and Heat Resistant Safety Goggles are certified for high temperature and fire fighting work. The soft frame construction is ideal to use in elevated temperature areas. The goggles can be worn on top of spectacles. The 109 Frontline Goggles can also be used as an everyday medium impact industrial safety goggle.

(109SRCFA)

Firestrike Goggle Clear Two Piece
The Firestrike goggle is attached in such a manner to the helmet that they allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.

(GESSGCD)

Firestrike Goggle Clear One Piece
The Firestrike goggle is attached in such a manner to the helmet that they allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.

(MESSGCS)

Duramaxx Fire Goggle
DuraMaxx™ fire goggles are for use in high ambient heat environments – especially fire fighting. Featuring a closed ventilation system, large field of vision and adjustable headband for comfort and optimum safety.

(1017740)

4 total products.
Goggles

**Frontline Splash Goggle Clear**
The Frontline Splash and Heat Resistant Safety Goggles are certified for high temperature and fire fighting work. The soft frame construction is ideal to use in elevated temperature areas. The goggles can be worn on top of spectacles. The 109 Frontline Goggles can also be used as an everyday medium impact industrial safety goggle.

(109SRCFA)

**Firestrike Goggle Clear Two Piece**
The Firestrike goggle is attached to the helmet in such a manner to allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.

(GESSGCD)

**Firestrike Goggle Clear One Piece**
The Firestrike goggle is attached to the helmet in such a manner to allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.

(MESSGCS)

**Duramaxx Fire Goggle**
DuraMaxx™ fire goggles are for use in high ambient heat environments – especially fire fighting. Featuring a closed ventilation system, large field of vision and adjustable headband for comfort and optimum safety.

(1017740)

4 total products.
Firefighting

Frontline Splash Goggle Clear
The 109 Frontline Splash and Heat Resistant Safety Goggles are certified for high temperature and fire fighting work. The soft frame construction is ideal to use in elevated temperature areas. The goggles can be work on top of spectacles. The 109 Frontline Goggles can also be used as an everyday medium impact industrial safety goggle.
(109SRCFA)

Firestrike Goggle Clear Two Piece
The Firestrike goggle is attached in such a manner to the helmet that they allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.
(GESSGCD)

Firestrike Goggle Clear One Piece
The Firestrike goggle is attached in such a manner to the helmet that they allow the strap to be pulled from a natural angle and not from above the rear brim of the helmet as is traditionally the case.
(MESSGCS)

Duramaxx Fire Goggle
DuraMaxx™ fire goggles are for use in high ambient heat environments – especially fire fighting. Featuring a closed ventilation system, large field of vision and adjustable headband for comfort and optimum safety.
(1017740)

4 total products.
Firefighting Tools

UK3AA eLED Herculite Torch Rear Button
UK3AA LED Herculite Torch - Tail Switch On/Off Button
(UKT10034)

Tactical Carry Bag 510x310x310mm
Tactical Carry Bag 510x310x310mm
(10806-DFES)

Splash Suit Holdall 300x350x150mm
Splash Suit Holdall 300x350x150mm
(30800-DFES)

Rega Knapsack Vehicle Bracket
This Rega Firefighter knapsack steel vehicle bracket is designed to hold your 16 litre Rega Firefighter knapsack securely when in transit. The bracket features multiple supports, an adjustable retaining strap and quick release catch.
(HDVBRK)

Pulaski Axe Fibreglass Yellow Handle
The Pulaski is a combination axe and grub hole ideal for chopping, digging the lines in hard and soft soil. Ground and tempered cutting edges. Axe head attached to a Fibreglass handle which dramatically outlasts wood in firefighting applications by needing breakage, heat, moisture, and cleaning materials.
(FHUPUL-5)

Pelican 9490 RALS 1 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
The 9490 now offers Bluetooth® remote activation with variable light control, three pre-set power levels, battery level indication and comes equipped with a lithium ion rechargeable battery. The 9490 moves fast to light up ravines, confined spaces, mine shafts, anywhere generator lights can't go.

Pelican 9460 RALS 4 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
(94704M)

Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Yellow
"M" for mobility, the 9460M is built with a set of XL wheels providing easy transport over rough terrain. The all new and extremely powerful 9460M Remote Area Lighting System (RALS) provides convenient and ecologically responsible alternatives to wasteful generator powered lights. Engineered with the Intelligent Control System which calculates and displays current battery life.
(9460M)

Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Yellow
Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
"M" for mobility, the 9460M is built with a set of XL wheels providing easy transport over rough terrain. The all new and extremely powerful 9460M Remote Area Lighting System (RALS) provides convenient and ecologically responsible alternatives to wasteful generator powered lights. Engineered with the Intelligent Control System which calculates and displays current battery life.

Pelican 9430SL Spot Light Black
The 9430 Remote Area Lighting System and changed the way we light our work. The new Spot Beam model saves lives and defeats enemy threats.
(9430SLB)

Pelican 9430 Spot Light Yellow
Remote Area Lighting Systems from Pelican are the complete lighting solution for first responders, industrial and aerospace applications. With multiple heads and Bluetooth activation (selected models), RALS can light up an accident scene or a soccer field.
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Pelican 3715 Firemans Right Angle Light
Pelican leads the way yet again with its new right angle light. Featuring downcast LEDs for illuminating your path, the new 3715 LED light also features 233 lumens (high) and 113 lumens (low), and a flashing mode.

(3715yPL)

LT First Aid Satchel
LT First Aid Satchel (holds 2 First Aid Kits)

(30804-DFES)

Lithium Tool Bag 340x150x440mm Blue
Lithium Tool Bag 340x150x440mm Blue

(30803-DFES)

Kestrel 5500FW Fire Weather Pro with Link
This Kestrel meter does it all. The Kestrel 5500 provides the same trusted accuracy, reliability, and usability as the original Kestrel 4500. Measure every environmental condition plus wind direction, crosswind and headwind/tailwind. Drop-proof, dust-proof, waterproof and able to withstand extreme environments without damage, your Kestrel weather meter travels with you anywhere you dare to go. The Kestrel 5 series also includes a built-in dual color backlit, extra-strong polycarbonate lens and AA battery operation, along with optional LINK iOS and Android wireless connectivity and app support.

(0855FWLWOR)

Kestrel 5000 Pocket Weather Meter
This Kestrel meter does it all. The Kestrel 5000 provides the same trusted accuracy, reliability, and usability as the original Kestrel 4500. Measure every environmental condition plus wind direction, crosswind and headwind/tailwind. Drop-proof, dust-proof, waterproof and able to withstand extreme environments without damage, your Kestrel weather meter travels with you anywhere you dare to go. A range of carry pouch options makes it even easier to take your Kestrel meter with you.

(0830-AUS)

Kestrel 3000 Pocket Weather Meter
Targeted toward and practically required for wildland firefighters in both fighting fires and controlled burn situations. This Kestrel 3000 model was a principle factor that changed firefighting equipment standards from the previous standard, the belt weather kit. It cut the weight of dated weather packs, confusion, and time, to this minimalist approach that was revolutionry in firefighting, where users lives literally depend on the accurate weather data their Kestrel 3000 provides.

(0820-AUS)

Kestrel 2000 Pocket Weather Meter
This Kestrel meter meets all the needs of the person that needs to know the weather in his or her immediate area. It has a high thermal capacity alloy act as a heat sink, a mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners, and a mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.

(730650010004)

Kestrel 1000 Wind Meter
The Kestrel 1000 is our most basic meter. If all you need is wind measurements, this is our least expensive meter. Every meter we sell has the wind features of the Kestrel 1000. The hand slide-on case makes it durable to throw in your gear bag with no worries.

(1040)

(1041)

(1042)

(1044)

(1045)

(972)
Jerry Can Deto-Stop 20 L Metal Green
Jerry Can DETO-STOP® works in three ways:
1. The high thermal capacity alloy acts as a heat sink
2. The mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners
3. The mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.
(0965)

Jerry Can Deto-Stop 10 L Metal Red
Jerry Can DETO-STOP® works in three ways:
1. The high thermal capacity alloy acts as a heat sink
2. The mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners
3. The mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.
(0973)

Jerry Can Deto-Stop 10 L Metal Green
Jerry Can DETO-STOP® works in three ways:
1. The high thermal capacity alloy acts as a heat sink
2. The mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners
3. The mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.
(0966)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE
(PRO1095)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Powder Blue
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE
(PRO1177)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Pipeline Grey
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE
(PRO1179)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Olive Yellow
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE
(PRO1172)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal Green
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 LITRE
(0985)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal AFAC Shambrook Green
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 LITRE
(RO1153)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 LITRE
(RO1097)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal AFAC Olive Yellow
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 LITRE
(RO1151)

Jerry Can 10 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 10 LITRE
(RO1096)

Jerry Can 10 L Metal AFAC Pipeline Grey
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 10 LITRE
(RO1168)

Incident Management Team Bag
420x250x320mm Black
Incident Management Team Bag 420x250x320mm Black
(002200)

Glostick 150mm Yellow 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HY10B)

Glostick 150mm White 8 Hour 10 Pack
(608HW10B)

Glostick 150mm Red 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HR10B)

Glostick 150mm Orange 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HO10B)

Glostick 150mm Green 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HG10B)
Genfo 18L Collapsible Knapsack

GENFO Collapsible Knapsack: The Genfo Bushfire Fighting Knapsack is designed to assist the user in combating an approaching fire or to control burnoff. The double action pump results in water being sprayed during the inward and outward stroke creating greater efficiency. Manufactured from reinforced canvas and synthetic yarns and designed with a double reinforced bottom, inner breakwater division and flexible thermo welded water tank.

Gear Stowage Bag 800x350x380mm Blue

Gear Stowage Bag 800x350x380mm Blue (RX05F112BL)

Gear Stowage Bag 500x400x300mm Black

Gear Stowage Bag 500x400x300mm Black (RX05F106BK)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Yellow 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3225-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M White 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3223-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Red 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3224-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Pink 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3221-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Orange 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3226-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Green 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3228-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Fluorolime 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3227-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Blue 10 Pack

UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape (TF3220-10)

Fire Fighting Rakehoe

Fire Control Torch

The Fixed Wand Fire Control Torch is an excellent tool for burning out and fire line ignition. (FCT)

Fire Beater

The Fire Beater is designed to knock down, smother, and extinguish small grasslands or wildlands fire. (FS7026)

Equipment Bag Suction Line 580x280mm Cylinder Canvas

Equipment Bag Suction Line 580x280mm Cylinder Canvas (10805-DFES)

Equipment Bag Rescue Blocks 360x200x360mm Yellow

Equipment Bag Rescue Blocks 360x200x360mm Yellow (30801-DFES)

Equipment Bag Personnel Goggles 480x290mm Calico

Equipment Bag Personnel Goggles 480x290mm Calico (10804-DFES)

Equipment Bag Long Line 520x370mm Red

Equipment Bag Long Line 520x370mm Red (VBSR0PBAG50)

Equipment Bag Goggles 310x210mm Calico

Equipment Bag Goggles 310x210mm Calico (10800-DFES)
Equipment Bag Gloves & Pliers 220x330mm Canvas
(10803-DFES)

Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 320x300mm Canvas
(10802-DFES)

Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 320x300mm Canvas Cylinder Green
(10801-DFES)

Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 540x310mm Cylinder Green
(10800-DFES)

Efllare Two Beacon Bag Carry Bag for 2 to 3 beacons
(EFSBAG)

Efllare Magnetic Clip This metal clip attaches any Efllare Beacon to all smooth metal surfaces
(EFMAGCLIP)

Efllare Magnetic Base Magnetic Base Mount
(EFMAGBASE)

Efllare Four Beacon Bag Carry Bag for 4 to 6 beacons
(EFMBAG)

Efllare Flat Rubber Base General purpose mount for all Efllare Beacons
(MEBASE)

Efllare EMS Pack Red/Blue
(EFEMS+RB)

Efllare Conne Mount Clip Efllare Cone Mount Clip
(EF500CM)

Efllare 730 Red/Blue 8 LED Efllare 730 Red/Blue 8 LED
(EFAT730R/B)

Ceiling Hook & Handle 2400mm A traditional pike pole fitted to a NUPLAGLAS pole constructed of millions of fiberglass strands pultruded over a Honeycomb core offers strength, safety, durability and it easy to manoeuvre.
(NCHNSWFB)

Carryall Box Hydrant Paint 240x119x183mm Aluminium
(30802-DFES)

Carry Bag Recovery Straps 500x250x200mm Blue
(CARRYALL/STEEL)

Box, Carryall, Hydrant, Equipment 455x265x258mm 455mmx265mmx258mm
(AXE)

Efllare Cone Mount Clip Efllare Cone Mount Clip
(EF500CM)

Efllare Magnetic Base Magnetic Base Mount
(EFMAGBASE)

Efllare Ear Muffs 320x300mm Canvas Cylinder Green
(10802-DFES)

Efllare Ear Muffs 540x310mm Cylinder Green
(10801-DFES)

Efllare Four Beacon Bag Carry Bag for 4 to 6 beacons
(EFMBAG)

Efllare Flat Rubber Base General purpose mount for all Efllare Beacons
(MEBASE)

Efllare EMS Pack Red/Blue
(EFEMS+RB)

Efllare Magnetic Clip This metal clip attaches any Efllare Beacon to all smooth metal surfaces
(EFMAGCLIP)

Efllare Magnetic Base Magnetic Base Mount
(EFMAGBASE)

Efllare Two Beacon Bag Carry Bag for 2 to 3 beacons
(EFSBAG)

88 total products.
Eflares

- **Eflare Two Beacon Bag**
  Carry Bag for 2 to 3 beacons
  (EFSBAG)

- **Eflare Magnetic Clip**
  This metal clip attaches any Eflare Beacon to all smooth metal surfaces.
  (EFMAGCLIP)

- **Eflare Magnetic Base**
  Magnetic Base Mount
  (EFMAGBASE)

- **Eflare Four Beacon Bag**
  Carry Bag for 4 to 6 beacons
  (EFMBAG)

- **Eflare Flat Rubber Base**
  General purpose mount for all Eflare Beacons
  (MEFBASE)

- **Eflare EMS Pack Red/Blue**
  The AT730 is Eflare’s emergency services flashing beacon as it successfully combines two colours in a powerful flash.
  (EFEMS+RB)

- **Eflare Cone Mount Clip**
  Eflare Cone Mount Clip
  (EF500CM)

- **Eflare 730 Red/Blue 8 LED**
  The Eflare AT730 emergency services flashing beacon is now available from Powdersafe, and it successfully combines two colours in a powerful flash.
  (EFAT730R/B)

8 total products.
Hand Tools

Pulaski Axe Fibreglass Yellow Handle
The Pulaski is a combination axe and grub hole ideal for chopping, digging fire lines in hard and soft soils. Ground and tempered cutting edges. Axe head attached to a fiberglass handle which dramatically outlasts wood in firefighting applications by resisting breakage, heat, moisture, and cleaning materials.
(FHUPUL-5)

Glostick 150mm Yellow 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HY10B)

Glostick 150mm White 8 Hour 10 Pack
(608HW10B)

Glostick 150mm Red 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HR10B)

Glostick 150mm Orange 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HO10B)

Glostick 150mm Green 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HG10B)

Glostick 150mm Blue 10 Hour 10 Pack
(608HB10B)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Yellow 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3225-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M White 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3223-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Red 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3224-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Pink 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3221-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Orange 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3226-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Green 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3228-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Flurolime 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3227-10)

Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Blue 10 Pack
UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
(TF3220-10)

Fire Fighting Rakehoe
The Rakehoe is a durable practical tool for bush fire fighting and mop up operations. Designed to rake up combustible debris, chopping fire breaks and scooping back burning back from trees also suitable for spreading and levelling concrete.
(FS7044)

Fire Control Torch
The Fixed Wand Fire Control Torch is an excellent tool for burning out and fire line ignition.
(FCT)

Fire Beater
The Fire Beater is designed to knock down, smother, and extinguish a small grasslands or wildlands fire.
(FS7026)

Ceiling Hook & Handle 2400mm
A traditional pine pole fitted to a NUPLAGLAS pole constructed of millions of fiberglass strands pultruded over a Honeycomb core offers strength, safety, durability and it easy to manoeuvre.
(NCHNSWFB)

2kg Axe Cyclone 603457
It’s polished 2kg one-piece, drop forged high carbon steel blade is tempered, hand sharpened with a full radius cutting edge.
(AXE)
Fire Control Torch

The Fixed Wand Fire Control Torch is an excellent tool for burning-out and fire line ignition.

(FCT)

1 total products.
Flagging Tape

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Yellow 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3225-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M White 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3223-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Red 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3224-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Pink 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3221-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Orange 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3226-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Green 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3228-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Flurolime 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3227-10)

- **Flagging Tape 25mmx75M Blue 10 Pack**
  - UV Stabilised, long lasting flagging tape
  - (TF3220-10)

8 total products.
Glosticks

Glostick 150mm Yellow 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HY10B)

Glostick 150mm White 8 Hour 10 Pack
(608HW10B)

Glostick 150mm Red 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HR10B)

Glostick 150mm Orange 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HO10B)

Glostick 150mm Green 12 Hour 10 Pack
(612HG10B)

Glostick 150mm Blue 10 Hour 10 Pack
(608HB10B)

6 total products.
The Pulaski is a combination axe and grub hole ideal for chopping, digging fire lines in hard and soft soils. Ground and tempered cutting edges. Axe head attached to a fiberglass handle which dramatically outlasts wood in firefighting applications by resisting breakage, heat, moisture, and cleaning materials.

(FHUPUL-5)

### Fire Fighting Rakehoe

The Rakehoe is a durable practical tool for bush fire fighting and mop up operations. Designed to rake up combustible debris, chopping fire breaks and scraping back burning bark from trees also suitable for spreading and leveling concrete.

(FS7044)

### Fire Beater

The Fire Beater is designed to knock down, smother, and extinguish a small grasslands or wildlands fire.

(FS7026)

### Ceiling Hook & Handle 2400mm

A traditional pike pole fitted to a NUPLAGLAS pole constructed of millions of fiberglass strands pultruded over a Honeycomb core offers strength, safety, durability and is easy to manoeuvre.

(NCHNSWFB)

2kg Axe Cyclone 603457

It’s polished 2kg one-piece, drop forged high carbon steel blade is tempered, hand sharpened with a full radius cutting edge.

(AXE)

5 total products.
Jerry Cans

Jerry Can Identification Tag - Unleaded
AFAC Plastic ID Fuel Tags (1040)

Jerry Can Identification Tag - Drip Torch
AFAC Plastic ID Fuel Tags (1044)

Jerry Can Identification Tag - Diesel
AFAC Plastic ID Fuel Tags (1041)

Jerry Can Identification Tag - Chain & Bar Oil
AFAC Plastic ID Fuel Tags (1045)

Jerry Can Identification Tag - 2 Stroke
AFAC Plastic ID Fuel Tags (1042)

Jerry Can Identification Tag - Oil
AFAC Plastic ID Fuel Tags (1046)

Red Deto-Stop Meta
Jerry Can Deto-Stop 5 L Metal Red
Jerry Can DETO-STOP® works in three ways:
1. The high thermal capacity alloy acts as a heat sink
2. The mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners
3. The mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.
(1094)

Jerry Can Deto-Stop 10 L Metal Red
Jerry Can DETO-STOP® works in three ways:
1. The high thermal capacity alloy acts as a heat sink
2. The mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners
3. The mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.
(0973)

Jerry Can Deto-Stop 10 L Metal Green
Jerry Can DETO-STOP® works in three ways:
1. The high thermal capacity alloy acts as a heat sink
2. The mesh design separates the flame into smaller burners
3. The mesh acts as a physical barrier to the travelling flame front.
(0966)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE (PRO1095)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Powder Blue
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE (PRO1177)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Pipeline Grey
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE (PRO1179)

Jerry Can 5 L Metal AFAC Olive Yellow
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 5 LITRE (PRO1172)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal Green
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 Litre (PRO0985)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 Litre (PRO1153)

Jerry Can 20 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 20 Litre (PRO1151)
Jerry Can 10 L Metal AFAC Red
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 10 Litre
(PRO1096)

Jerry Can 10 L Metal AFAC Pipeline Grey
AFAC Approved Metal Jerry Can - 10 Litre
(PRO1168)

22 total products.
Knapsacks

Rega Knapsack Vechile Bracket
The Rega Firefighter knapsack steel vehicle bracket is designed to hold your 16 litre Rega Firefighter knapsack securely when in transit. The bracket features multiple supports, an adjustable retaining strap and quick release catch.

(HDVBRK)

Rega Knapsack 16L Back Pack
This very high quality Rega fire fighting knapsack is an ideal alternative to an air/water fire extinguisher. It is designed to extinguish small low intensity fires such as spot fires in a bush fire situation.

The knapsack has a large water capacity, variable jet/fan nozzle, bi-directional pump action and excellent range. It can deliver 1.2lt per minute and is designed to be a comfortable fit utilising two adjustable shoulder straps.

(BPFF)

Genfo 18L Collapsible Knapsack
GENFO Collapsible Knapsack The Genfo Bushfire Fighting Knapsack is designed to assist the user in combating an approaching fire or to control burnoff. The double action pump results in water being sprayed during the inward and outward stroke creating greater efficiency. Manufactured from reinforced canvas and synthetic yarns and designed with a double reinforced bottom, inner breakwater division and flexible thermo-welded water tank.

(GENFO)

3 total products.
Stowage

Tactical Carry Bag 510x310x310mm
Tactical Carry Bag 510x310x310mm (10806-DFES)

Splash Suit Holdall 300x350x150mm
Splash Suit Holdall 300x350x150mm (30800-DFES)

LT First Aid Satchel
LT First Aid Satchel (Hold 2 First Aid Kits) (30804-DFES)

Lithium Tool Bag 340x150x440mm Blue
Lithium Tool Bag 340x150x440mm Blue (30803-DFES)

Incident Management Team Bag 420x250x320mm Black
Incident Management Team Bag 420x250x320mm Black (00Z200)

Gear Stowage Bag 800x350x380mm Blue
Gear Stowage Bag 800x350x380mm Blue (RX05F112BL)

Gear Stowage Bag 500x400x300mm Black
Gear Stowage Bag 500x400x300mm Black (RX05F106BK)

Equipment Bag Suction Line 580x280mm Cylinder Canvas
Equipment Bag Suction Line 580x280mm Cylinder Canvas (10805-DFES)

Equipment Bag Rescue Blocks 360x200x360mm Yellow
Equipment Bag Rescue Blocks 360x200x360mm Yellow (30801-DFES)

Equipment Bag Personnel Goggles 460x290mm Calico
Equipment Bag Personnel Goggles 460x290mm Calico (10804-DFES)

Equipment Bag Long Line 520x370mm Red
Equipment Bag Long Line 520x370mm Red (VBSROPBAG50)

Equipment Bag Goggles 310x210mm Calico
Equipment Bag Goggles 310x210mm Calico (10800-DFES)

Equipment Bag Gloves & Pliers 220x330mm Canvas
Equipment Bag Gloves & Pliers 220x330mm Canvas (10803-DFES)

Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 540x310mm Cylinder Green
Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 540x310mm Cylinder Green (10801-DFES)

Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 320x300mm Canvas
Equipment Bag Ear Muffs 320x300mm Canvas (10802-DFES)

Carryall Box Hydrant Paint 240x119x183mm Aluminium
Carryall Box Hydrant Paint 240x119x183mm Aluminium (KTMBPCFRS)

Carry Bag Recovery Straps 500x250x200mm Blue
Carry Bag Recovery Straps 500x250x200mm Blue (30802-DFES)

Box, Carryall, Hydrant, Equipment 455x265x258mm
Box, Carryall, Hydrant, Equipment 455x265x258mm (CARRYALL/STEEL)

18 total products.
Torches & Lighting

UK3AA eLED Herculite Torch Rear Button
UK3AA LED Herculite Torch - Tail Switch On/Off Button (UKT10034)

Pelican Little Ed 4 AA Right Angle Light
The 3610 is a right angle flashlight that uses our latest “Deep Mount” LED technology, delivering impressive lumens and lux performance. (3610Y)

Pelican UK500 RALS Shelter Lighting Kit
The 5500 Shelter Lighting System provides shelters with safe, secure and silent interior lighting. The 950 contains three LED light heads equipped with both white and red LEDs allowing for maximum visibility or if needed, preservation of night vision. (9500B)

Pelican Pelican Little Ed 4AA Right Angle Button
Into UK3AA LED Herculite Torch - Tail Switch On/Off Button (UKT10034)

Pelican Pelican Little Ed 4AA Right Angle Button
Into UK3AA LED Herculite Torch - Tail Switch On/Off Button (UKT10034)

Pelican Little Ed 4AA Right Angle Button
Into UK3AA LED Herculite Torch - Tail Switch On/Off Button (UKT10034)

Pelican 9460 RALS 4 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
“M” for mobility, the 9460M is built with a set of XL wheels providing easy transport over rough terrain. The all new and extremely powerful 9460M Remote Area Lighting System (RALS) provides convenient and ecologically responsible alternatives to wasteful generator powered lights. Engineered with the Intelligent Control System which calculates and displays current battery life. (9460M)

Pelican 9460 RALS 4 Head Mobile Unit Light Yellow
The 9440 now offers Bluetooth® remote activation with variable light control, three pre-set power levels, battery level indication and comes equipped with a lithium ion rechargeable battery. The 9440 moves fast to light up ravines, confined spaces, riverbanks, anywhere generator lights can’t go. (9440Y)

Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
“M” for mobility, the 9460M is built with a set of XL wheels providing easy transport over rough terrain. The all new and extremely powerful 9460M Remote Area Lighting System (RALS) provides convenient and ecologically responsible alternatives to wasteful generator powered lights. Engineered with the Intelligent Control System which calculates and displays current battery life. (9460)

Pelican 9460 RALS 4 Head Mobile Unit Light Black
“M” for mobility, the 9460M is built with a set of XL wheels providing easy transport over rough terrain. The all new and extremely powerful 9460M Remote Area Lighting System (RALS) provides convenient and ecologically responsible alternatives to wasteful generator powered lights. Engineered with the Intelligent Control System which calculates and displays current battery life. (9460M)

Pelican 9440 RALS 1 Head Tripod Light Yellow
The 9440 now offers Bluetooth® remote activation with variable light control, three pre-set power levels, battery level indication and comes equipped with a lithium ion rechargeable battery. The 9440 moves fast to light up ravines, confined spaces, riverbanks, anywhere generator lights can’t go. (9440Y)

Pelican 9430SL Spot Light Black
The 9430 Remote Area Lighting System and changed the way we light our work. The new Spot Beam model saves lives and defeats enemy threats. (9430SLB)

Pelican 9430 Spot Light Yellow
Remote Area Lighting Systems from Pelican are the complete lighting solution for first responders, industrial and aerospace applications. With multiple heads and Bluetooth activation (select models), RALS can light up an accident scene or a soccer field. (9430Y)

Pelican 3715 Firemans Right Angle Light
Pelican leads the way yet again with its new right angle light. Featuring downcast LEDs for illuminating your path, the new 3715 LED light also features 225 lumens (high) and 113 lumens (low), and a flashing mode. (3715YPL)
Remote Area Lighting

**Pelican Little Ed 4AA Right Angle Light**
The 3610 is a right angle flashlight that uses our latest "Deep Mount" LED technology, delivering impressive lumens and lux performance.

(3610Y)

---

**Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Yellow**
"M" for mobility, the 9460M is built with a set of XL wheels providing easy transport over rough terrain. The all new and extremely powerful 9460M Remote Area Lighting System (RALS) provides convenient and ecologically responsible alternatives to wasteful generator powered lights. Engineered with the Intelligent Control System which calculates and displays current battery life.

(9460M)

---

**Pelican 9430SL Spot Light Black**
The 9430 Remote Area Lighting System and changed the way we light our work. The new Spot Beam model saves lives and defeats enemy threats.

(9430SLB)

---

**Pelican 9490 RALS 1 Head Mobile Unit Light Black**
Remote Area Lighting Systems from Pelican are the complete lighting solution for first responders, industrial and aerospace applications. With multiple heads and Bluetooth activation (select models), RALS can light up an accident scene or a soccer field.

(9490)

---

**Pelican 9440 RALS 1 Head Tripod Light Yellow**
The 9440 now offers Bluetooth® remote activation with variable light control, three pre-set power levels, battery level indication and comes equipped with a lithium ion rechargeable battery. The 9440 moves fast to light up ravines, confined spaces, riverbanks, anyplace generator lights can’t go.

(9440Y)

---

**Pelican 3715 Firemans Right Angle Light**
Pelican leads the way yet again with its new right angle light. Featuring downcast LEDs for illuminating your path, the new 3715 LED light also features 233 lumens (high) and 113 lumens (low), and a flashing mode.

(3715/YPL)

---

**Pelican 9500 RALS Shelter Lighting Kit**
The 9500 Shelter Lighting System provides shelters with safe, secure and silent interior lighting. The 9500 contains three LED light heads equipped with both white and red LEDs allowing for maximum visibility or if needed, preservation of night vision.

(9500B)

---

**Pelican 9460 RALS 4 Head Mobile Unit Light Black**
(9470M)

---

**Pelican 9460 RALS 2 Head Mobile Unit Light Black**
(9460)

---

**Pelican 9430 Spot Light Yellow**
Remote Area Lighting Systems from Pelican are the complete lighting solution for first responders, industrial and aerospace applications. With multiple heads and Bluetooth activation (select models), RALS can light up an accident scene or a soccer field.

(9430Y)

---

11 total products.
Torches

UK3AA eLED Herculite Torch Rear Button
UK3AA LED Herculite Torch - Tail Switch On/Off Button
(UKT10034)

1 total products.
Weather Meters

Kestrel 5500FW Fire Weather Pro
This Kestrel meter does it all. The Kestrel 5500 provides the same trusted accuracy, reliability, and usability as the original Kestrel 4500. Measure every environmental condition plus wind direction, crosswind and headwind/tailwind. Drop-proof, dust-proof, waterproof and able to withstand extreme environments without damage, your Kestrel weather meter travels with you anywhere you dare to go. A range of carry pouch options makes it even easier to take your Kestrel meter with you.

(0855FWOR)

Kestrel 3000 Pocket Weather Meter
Targeted toward and practically required for wildland firefighters in both fighting fires and controlled burn situations. This Kestrel 3000 model was a principle factor that changed firefighting equipment standards from the previous standard, the belt weather kit. It cut the weight of dated weather packs, confusion, and time, to this minimalist approach that was revolutionary in firefighting, where users lives literally depend on the accurate weather data their Kestrel 3000 provides.

(0830-AUS)

Kestrel 2000 Pocket Weather Meter
The Kestrel 2000 Pocket Weather Meter is the most basic temperature and wind meter in the Kestrel collection, combining a user-friendly interface with highly accurate atmospheric data readings. Targeted toward outdoor enthusiasts, this meter has our patented external sensor, it can read the temperature of air, water or snow.

(0820-AUS)

Kestrel 1000 Wind Meter
The Kestrel 1000 is our most basic meter. If all you need is wind measurements, this our least expensive meter. Every meter we sell has the wind features of the Kestrel 1000. The hard slide-on case makes it durable to throw in your gear bag with no worries.

(730650010004)

5 total products.
Internal Hydrant Washer

Hydrant Hand Wheel - Red
Hydrant and Hose Reel Tester
Hydrant and Fire Hose Reel Flow Tester
Brass Hydrant Spanner

19MM Brass Twist Nozzle
003 Key Only

14 total products.
MAGNUM RIO ADVENTURE

Stay Clean, Stay Light

Created by Hi-Tec, i-Shield is an invisible protective layer that repels water and dirt with ease.

STAY CLEAN

- i-Shield's inherent stain-resistance protects against oil and stains, keeping your footwear cleaner for longer.

STAY LIGHT

- i-Shield repels water and significantly reduces water uptake, keeping your footwear light and comfortable.

(MRA100)
Shieldme

Shieldme Medical Face Shields (MFS001)

Shieldme Face Shield (FS002)

Shieldme Automatic Hand Disinfecting Dispenser (Shieldme-5L Dis)

3 total products.